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1 Introduction
Matthew Campbell

Archaeological investigations were undertaken at the site recorded as R11/859 
(including R11/860) in the New Zealand Archaeological Association site fi le, 
at the western end of the Auckland Airport Northern Runway Development in 
two seasons: 4 March–2 April 2008 and 29 September 2008–19 February 2009. 
Investigation followed on from an assessment by Furey (2007a) undertaken in 
October 2006, and was carried out under authority 2008/178 issued by the New 
Zealand Historic Places Trust under section 14 of the Historic Places Act 1993. 
In addition, monitoring of site R11/2292, an extensive scatter of middens to the 
east of R11/859, was undertaken under authority 2008/207 (replacing authority 
2007/323), which allowed for destruction following investigation of unrecorded 
sites. An Archaeological Management Plan for the whole of the Northern Runway 
Development was submitted to the Historic Places Trust as part of the application 
for authority 2008/207. 

Th ere are several names associated with the general area in which R11/859 is 
located but the correct name for the site itself remains unclear. In this report it is 
referred to as the NRD site, which stands for Northern Runway Development. As 
mana whenua continue to research their own history it is hoped that the correct 
name will become known in the future.

1.1. Location of the 
NRD site: the red 
rectangle outlines the 
area shown in Figure 
3.2. Other archaeologi-
cal sites recorded in the 
general area are also 
shown.
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Th e site is made up of several components located on an approximately 7 m 
high bluff  and a sandy beach terrace up to 60 m wide below it, adjacent to the 
Manukau harbour (Figure 1.1). Th ese components are referred to here as Areas 
A–I. Excavation in March 2008 began in Areas F and G on the bluff  and proceeded 
to Areas A–E on the beach terrace. During preliminary earthworks to install a 
bund, human bone was exposed by heavy machinery in Area A. Auckland Airport 
Ltd, Th e New Zealand Police, Th e Historic Places Trust and tangata whenua were 
informed. It quickly became clear that several bodies were interred on site and 
that these were Maori in origin, almost certainly pre-European. Excavation con-
tinued in Season 1 to establish the nature and extent of the burials. Th e midden 
in which the bone was found had been ploughed, which had disturbed shallow 
burials within the plough zone, scattering bone through the midden. Excavation 
was restricted to sieving the midden, gridded into 1 m squares, and exposing the 
burials beneath the midden layer. Once these were exposed they were recorded on 
the plan and covered over. Human bone was also found in Area B, where the same 
protocol was followed. No human bone was found in Areas C and D, two smaller 
middens further south along the beach terrace, although  these two middens were 
not fully exposed.

Following consultation between Auckland Airport Ltd, tangata whenua and 
CFG Heritage, excavation resumed in September 2008, initially completing the 
excavation of Areas H and I on the bluff  before moving down to Areas A and B to 
disinter the burials.

Th ree small accidental discoveries in site R11/2292 were also found, Accidental 
Discoveries (AD) 1 and 2, and Area J.

Report structure

Th is report is broken down into two volumes. Volume I provides a historical and 
archaeological background to the site within a wider context of the Manukau; 
describes the archaeology of the site, including the archaeology of the burials; 
presents the analysis of the artefacts and faunal remains recovered from the site; 
and summarises the excavation. Volume II describes the burials in greater detail, 
including burial practice and osteology. It also includes photographs of burials and 
bones. Each volume is broken down into chapters which are authored by the rel-
evant excavation director or analyst. Th e author identifi cation on the title page is of 
the excavation director (Volume I) or osteological analyst and excavation director 
(Volume II), who also acted as editors. Each volume also contains a CD of the exca-
vation data and relevant analytical data in MS Excel format and map data in ESRI 
shapefi le format. Due to cultural sensitivities only Volume I will be made freely 
available1 while Volume II will be supplied to genuine researchers upon request.

1  Th e Volume I report in pdf format and associated excavation and analysis databases in MS Excel 
format can be downloaded from our web site at www.cfgheritage.com/reports2008_64NRD.pdf 
and www.cfgheritage.com/reports2008_64NRD.zip. 
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In order to interpret the NRD site excavations it is necessary to understand their 
context. Th is includes the environment, which is the source of the various resources 
that were available to pre-European Māori, whether wood to build houses or stone 
to make tools, marine resources such as fi sh and shellfi sh, or the soils that were 
gardened. Another important aspect of the site’s context is the traditional history 
of the general Tāmaki/Manukau area, for which there is considerable, though 
at times confl icting, evidence. Understanding the movements of pre-European 
Māori across the landscape, and the social and political situation at the time of 
the NRD occupation/s, helps explain particular patterns observed in the archaeol-
ogy. Finally, much important archaeology has been carried out in South Auckland, 
though at times patchily and incompletely reported and lacking a comprehensive 
synthesis. An archaeological understanding of the NRD site must place it within 
the archaeological record of the wider area.

Landscape, vegetation and climate

Th e Tāmaki isthmus, on which the modern city of Auckland is centred, is between 
1 and 11 km in width and separates the Waitematā Harbour to the north from the 
Manukau Harbour to the south. Th e isthmus was originally the watershed for the 
Waitemeta and Manukau Rivers that, at the peak of the last glaciation 15,000–
20,000 years ago, fl owed where the harbours now lie. Th e divide for the two catch-
ments can still be clearly traced (Searle 1964: 30; Ballance 1993: 10). While not all 
of Tāmaki is volcanic in origin the volcanic cones dominate the landscape. Th e 
Auckland volcanic fi eld fi rst erupted more than 50,000 years ago (Albert Park and 
the Domain are the oldest parts of the fi eld, Ballance 1993: 10) and Maungataketake 
(Ellet’s Mountain), adjacent to the site and the origin of the volcanic soils covering 
much of it, is not much younger (Homer et al. 2000: 24). Beneath these soils, and 
forming the main soil for much of the Manukau lowlands, is a rich alluvium origi-
nating in the volcanic Central Plateau of the North Island and transported by the 
Waikato River at a time when it fl owed to the sea through the Manukau (Ballance 
1993: 9). 

Auckland’s vegetation prior to human arrival was dominated by climax forest, 
of which there are substantial remnants in the Waitakere and Hunua Ranges 
(Cameron and Morton 1993) and smaller remnants in the city itself. Much of this 
forest was a podocarp or mixed podocarp/broadleaf forest. Such forest would orig-
inally have been located over much of the runway development although it would 
have been dominated more by broadleaf and pohutukawa closer to the coast.

Auckland’s climate is warm and temperate, dominated by the marine envi-
ronment. Annual rainfall averages 1200–1600 mm with the possibility of strong 
storms and hail. Drought is uncommon but soil moisture defi cits occur in 90% of 
summers. Average temperatures range up to 24°C, with a recorded maximum (in 
1872 and again in 2009, on a day when we were excavating) of 32.4°C. Winters are 
mild though frosts are not uncommon. Th e city experiences an annual average of 
2100 hours of sunshine. Humidity is high and fogs occur at Auckland Airport on 
average 15 days per year (Hurnard 1979).

Th e combination of productive soils and mild climate made much of the Tāmaki 
region attractive for pre-European Māori horticulture, with the main constraints 
being soil drainage, which is necessary for kumara cultivation, and humidity, 
which can promote fungal disease.
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Local environment and resources

Th e topography of the runway development is typifi ed by low, gently rolling land 
bisected by shallow gullies draining north into a small stream that fl ows west to 
the Manukau Harbour. Th e stream is swampy further inland, and would probably 
have been more so in pre-European times. During the last glaciation the whole 
area was a fl at rolling plain between two branches of the Manukau River, perhaps 
30 m or more above river level (Searle 1964: 86). Th e NRD site was situated at the 
western end of the runway on the edge of Manukau Harbour and south of the 
stream. It is some 10 km south of the Tāmaki Isthmus proper. Th e immediate 
topography of the site was composed of a fl at, low-lying beach terrace up to 60 m 
wide immediately above the back of the beach, with a steep bluff  behind this rising 
to an elevation of 11 m above mean sea level (Figure 3.2). At high tide the beach 
is constrained to a series of narrow shelly ridges interspersed with a soft , eroding 
sandstone shelf. At low tide the mudfl ats of the Karore Sandbank are exposed on 
the harbour bed. To the north west, towards Renton Road, the coast is character-
ised by a low mudstone bank running into low cliff s. To the south east, towards the 
present international runway, the situation is the same although the cliff s beyond 
the end of the coastal terrace rise to heights between 10–15 m above mean sea 
level. 

Geotechnical tests on the bluff  (data from Beca, supplied by Auckland 
International Airport Ltd) showed a topsoil 250–300 mm deep overlying clays 
derived from Maungataketake tephras to depths of 2000–3000 mm, in turn overly-
ing alluvial silts and sands, which are referred to as the Whau formation (Ricketts 
1977; see also Purdie 1981). Searle (1964: 86) describes this as thin tuff s overlying 
Pleistocene silts. Th ese soils were stone free, in contrast to the archaeological land-
scape further to the north and west towards Maungataketake and the Otuataua 
stonefi elds, which are characterised by lava outcrops and stony soils (Furey 2007a). 
A large number of archaeological sites relating to prehistoric gardening have been 
recorded in the area of the Otuataua stonefi elds, but one of the reasons why this 
evidence has survived is because the archaeological sites and features are outlined 
in stone, which have not been ploughed out and so remain visible. Th e soils at the 
stonefi elds are derived from basaltic tuff s and are well drained (Purdie 1981; LRI 
2008). Th e soils on the northern runway are described in the LandCare Research 
New Zealand Land Resource Inventory (LRI 2008) as moderately well drained (our 
experience showed that they became very sticky when wet, and very hard when 
dry) and, although fertile, would have been less suited to pre-European kumara 
horticulture. Th e stone-free nature of the soil means that any evidence of horti-
culture is more vulnerable to being destroyed by later European farming activity. 
Otuataua, therefore, is not a reasonable indicator of the general extent and nature 
of Māori horticulture around the western Manukau. 

No geotechnical tests were undertaken on the beach terrace where the soil 
is a light, free draining, yellow-brown sand and the overlying dark sand topsoil 
was generally quite thin. Th is sand is probably a combination of alluvial material 
washed down the stream and windblown material. Ricketts (1977) refers to simi-
lar Holocene beach deposits in this area as the Okahu formation. Th e beach and 
stream form the only viable canoe landing for some distance in this part of the 
harbour.

Although kauri gum was found on site the original vegetation was probably a 
broadleaf/pohutukawa forest. Th e soils are not leached of nutrients as they would 
be under a kauri/podocarp forest and the gum probably originates from the 
Ihumatao fossil forest (Homer et al. 2000: 24) exposed on the beach about 200 m to 
the north of the site. At the time of excavation the site was in pasture, rather poor 
on the sandy beach fl at but much richer on the fertile soils above the bluff . Other 
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parts of the runway development and nearby blocks were in lettuce grown for local 
markets, which was cropped continuously year round.

Th e beach fl at and bluff  created a local microclimate, as we observed during 
excavation. Th e fl at was generally warmer and the bluff  sheltered it from the winds 
blowing off  the harbour. When the wind was in the south west, even in late spring/
early summer, the beach remained warm while the land above the bluff  could be 
unpleasantly cold and exposed.

Locally available resources, apart from fertile soils, would have included har-
akeke (fl ax, Phormium tenax) and other swamp resources along the stream mar-
gins; forest woods and berries; abundant fi sh and shellfi sh in the harbour; and 
birds of forest, swamp and sea (see Chapter 6). Th e only stone in the immediate 
vicinity was scoria but volcanic basalts were available nearby at Maungataketake 
and the Manukau Harbour contains a high quality chert source (see Chapter 5).

Traditional history

Archaeology is not the only source of information about the pre-European past – 
another important source is historical in nature. Th ere are various types of record 
that can be used by the historian, of which ‘documentary’ or written sources are 
the most common. For the period before 1840 in Tāmaki1 however, there is very 
little documentary evidence. Instead historical sources take the form of oral his-
tory, the spoken recollections in later life of people who witnessed or lived through 
events; or traditional history (oft en referred to as oral tradition, or just tradition), 
the history of the more distant past passed down from generation to generation.

Tradition has its limitations. Only what is relevant will be remembered and 
passed down so that the further back in time traditions extend the less detailed and 
more mythical they tend to become. Th is is not to say that they are not credible or 
authentic (Wood 1990: 84), just that, like any historical source, they need to be read 
critically and with care.

Traditional history was put to many purposes in the 19th century, none of 
which was to provide a defi nitive statement about the past for the benefi t of 21st 
century archaeologists. ‘Credibility’, then, is partly dependant on the use we seek 
to make today of traditional histories recorded for diff ering purposes in the past 
– such tradition may be credibly applied to some modern purposes but not others. 
Th e same is true for written sources; there is no exclusive claim on credibility just 
because something has been written down. Th e inherent biases must be under-
stood and kept in mind with any historical source.

Th e Native Land Court records provide an example. Tradition in Polynesian 
societies is centred around whakapapa (genealogy), with access to resources 
dependant on the ability to establish the appropriate genealogical connections. In 
the Court whakapapa may be played down in order to suit the performance of 
tradition to the Court, a Pākehā forum with its own traditions and rituals. Th e 
applicants and witnesses in a Court case are interested parties and will tailor their 
performance to suit their own legal, economic and political agendas. Th e written 
record of proceedings, the minutes, were usually written by Pākehā Court offi  cials 
and so are fi ltered through Pākehā and bureaucratic expectations and understand-
ings. It would have paid applicants to know who the judge was and suit their per-

1  Th e name Tāmaki Makau Rau means Tāmaki of the hundred lovers. It is widely held that this was 
due to its being such a desirable situation and so frequently fought over (e.g., Graham 1922a: 20), but 
there are many other explanations for the name, mostly involving being named aft er one historical 
fi gure or another (e.g., Daamen et al. 1996: 7), or it may be an old name that has been reinterpreted 
(Agnes Sullivan pers. comm. 2010). Th is is an example of the tendency of early Pākehā commenta-
tors to dismiss the prosaic explanation in favour of a more romantic one that accorded with their 
preconceptions of pre-European Māori, in this case, constantly at war.
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formance to the expectations and understandings of the individual in charge of 
the Court.

Few of the traditional histories used here were written down by Māori;2 most 
have been collected by Pākehā. Early Pākehā collectors of tradition included schol-
ars such as Stephenson Percy Smith or George Graham who tended to systematise 
the various contradictory accounts, not only to make them agree with each other 
but also to agree with preconceived notions of history and grand narratives such as 
the Great Fleet origin of the Māori (Simmons 1976). Th e end result can be a series 
of confl icting, but each internally consistent, systematised accounts from diff erent 
scholars, making the early history of Tāmaki and the origins of its peoples particu-
larly confusing – even when the same events are recounted, they don’t necessarily 
occur in the same order. 

No attempt is made to reconcile these contradictions.3 Th e same is true for the 
contradictions between the traditional and archaeological records, which may tell 
diff erent, but still complementary, stories. Knowledge is not located only where 
tradition and archaeology overlap, but across the combined scope of both. If tra-
dition and archaeology (and linguistics, geology, vegetation history, etc.) seem to 
contradict each other then this is the opportunity for the process of history making 
to develop a richer, more nuanced and more inclusive account (Schmidt 2006: 28).

Traditional histories can be used to gain insight into numerous aspects of pre-
European Māori culture. History is only one of these and archaeologists in New 
Zealand and the Pacifi c have used traditions to study, for instance, resource use 
(Phillips 2000), settlement patterns (Anderson and Smith 1996), conceptions of 
time and space (Campbell 2006) or the nature of early Polynesian society (Kirch 
and Green 2001; see also Campbell 2008).

Th ere are two primary, interrelated objectives in the use of tradition here: 
fi rstly, to understand the historical movements of peoples into and out of Tāmaki/
Manukau prior to 1840, when Europeans fi rst arrived in numbers and established 
the settlement of Auckland; and, secondly, to understand the linkages between 
Tāmaki/Manukau peoples and other hapū and iwi of the upper North Island. 
Other topics will not be neglected, but are of secondary importance to the present 
study.

One problem with the traditional history of Tāmaki is that it is written by the 
victors, in this case Ngāti Whātua. One of the main sources of this history is the 
Native Land Court records of the Ōrākei hearings of 1869 and Judge Fenton’s later 
publication of his judgements (Fenton 1879 [1994]). As a result, the histories of Te 
Wai o Hua, as the defeated party, were marginalised. Many commentators refer 
to the Tāmaki Isthmus specifi cally, to which Auckland City was largely restricted 
until the early decades of the 20th century. Th e NRD site is located outside the 
isthmus and outside the primary area of Ngāti Whātua settlement so the histories 
don’t refer to this area in as much detail.

Th e traditional histories of Tāmaki and Manukau cannot tell us who the occu-
pants of the NRD site were or what particular historic processes bought them to 
that place or caused them to leave. What they can give us is a background of gen-
eral historical processes that form the context to the NRD occupation/s.

2  Th ere are numerous primary sources in both English and Māori, but it is beyond the scope of 
this project to refer to these. Th is outline depends on various secondary sources including published 
books and papers, reports of the Waitangi Tribunal and other reports generated by the Tribunal 
process. Daamen et al. (1996), in a background report to the tribunal, provide a useful summary.
3  I am grateful to Te Akitai who have seen and commented on this section. Th ey are currently 
undertaking their own research and my version cannot be regarded as a defi nitive history, and 
neither do they regard it as such.
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Origins

Among the fi rst occupants of Tāmaki were a people known as Turehu, or ‘the 
people from the earth’ (Murdoch 1990: 13). A manuscript of Te Ao o Te Rangi, a 
nineteenth century chief from Raglan (cited and translated in Sullivan n.d.) says 
that when Kupe discovered the west coast harbours south of Manukau (Kāwhia, 
Aotea and Whāingaroa (Raglan)) “Mamoe (phantoms), Turehu (ghosts), Tahurangi 
(elves),” etc., known collectively as Ngāti Matakore, inhabited the land. Kupe him-
self seems not to have entered the Manukau but returned to Hawaiki as a prelude 
to the Tainui voyage. Subsequently Tini o Maruiwi migrated north from Taranaki, 
conquering Turehu and settling in the Waitākeres. Oho Mata Kamokamo con-
quered the Tāmaki isthmus, settling at Rarotonga (Mt Smart, a volcanic cone and 
pā now quarried away) and his descendants, now known as Ngā Oho, lived as far 
north as the Kaipara and as far south as Waikato and Tauranga (Smith 1898: 33; 
Murdoch 1990: 13; Daamen et al. 1996). Ngā Oho eventually developed separate 
identities including Ngāti Poutūkeka who occupied Māngere/Puhinui. According 
to Fenton (1879 [1994]: 58) Ngā Oho in the area north of Papakura became Ngā 
Iwi, who themselves became Ngā Iwi and Te Wai o Hua (at Kaipara Ngā Oho were 
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amalgamated with the invading Ngā Ririki and subsequently became Te Tāou, 
who fi gure prominently in the later history of Tāmaki).

Sullivan (n.d.) discusses a number of traditions that indicate continued voyag-
ing and contact around much of the North Island. Māngere was a stopping off  
place for Waikato people travelling to Whangarei. Manukau peoples regularly 
went to the Manukau Heads on fi shing and birding expeditions.

Th e early origin traditions are many and varied and, as Sullivan (n.d.) points 
out, they are all ultimately sourced from outside Manukau and Tāmaki; their pri-
mary emphasis is on other places. None of the named groups can necessarily be 
considered the fi rst inhabitants and the relationships between them are not always 
clear. Th is situation is further confounded by diff erent peoples using the same 
name at diff erent times and in diff erent places.

In the mid 14th century (Murdoch 1990: 12) a number Ngāti Awa (Te Āti Awa) 
of Taranaki moved north and settled peacefully among Ngā Oho. Simmons (1987: 
23) refers to Ngāti Awa as the earliest known tribe in Tāmaki, by which, presum-
ably, he means the fi rst for which we can say there is reasonable historical evidence. 
Pā building on the isthmus may have commenced with Ngāti Awa (Sullivan n.d.). 
Th ey were followed by Ngā Iwi whose chief, Hua, gathered together people of diff er-
ent origins into Te Wai o Hua; on account of this he was known as Hua Kai Waka 
“Hua the eater of canoes.” By other accounts Hua was a man of Ngāti Poutūkeka 
(though the identity of Ngāti Poutūkeka remains unclear – there may have been 
two groups with this name), and Te Wai o Hua were already in occupation when 
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Ngāti Awa arrived. Th e origins of Te Wai o Hua, then, are rather confused – either 
they peaceably obtained a separate identity from Ngā Oho, or they were an amal-
gam of other peoples gathered together by Hua. Perhaps both processes were at 
work and emphasised diff erently by diff erent commentators. Another confound-
ing issue is the name ‘Te Wai o Hua’ which may be of later, perhaps 17th century, 
origin (Agnes Sullivan pers. comm. 2010).

Te Wai o Hua occupied the isthmus at the same time that Kawerau are recorded 
as occupying from Manukau Heads to Karangahape (Cornwallis) (Waitangi 
Tribunal 1985: 10). Kawerau are variously described as the original inhabitants 
of the Waitākeres or as descendants, along with Te Wai o Hua, of the Moekakara 
canoe that landed between Kawau Island and Whangarei (Daamen et al. 1996). 
Still, with the presence of these two groups we are on fi rmer ground, though, as 
with Te Wai o Hua, the actual name ‘Kawerau’ may be of later origin.

Canoes

Th e canoes that are associated with Tāmaki include Te Arawa, Aotea, Tainui and 
Mataatua (Simmons 1987). Of these, Tainui has the strongest association. Tainui 
originally made landfall near East Cape and journeyed up the east coast of the 
North Island. Kawerau and Te Wai o Hua are described as already established 
when Tainui made landfall near Devonport. It then ventured up the Tāmaki River 
and was dragged across the Tauoma portage at Otahuhu to the Manukau from 
where it travelled down to Kawhia. Some of the new arrivals intermarried with 
Kawerau and Te Wai o Hua so that from the earliest times the people of Tāmaki and 
Manukau were closely related to Tainui (Waitangi Tribunal 1985: 10). Eventually 
Tainui spread from their base in Kawhia to the Waikato, Hauraki and back to 
Tāmaki.

Later tradition

People continued to move peacefully around the North Island, with groups from 
Waikato and the Bay of Plenty coming to live at Tāmaki, and people from Tāmaki 
moving to the Bay of Islands. Th e population of Tāmaki in the 17th and mid 18th 
centuries is described as high compared to the 1820s and 30s when endemic war-
fare resulted in the virtual desertion of the region. At most stages, however, there 
was low-level confl ict resulting from internal dissension and external raids, occa-
sionally escalating into more serious war (Sullivan n.d.). 

An important series of events at this time involves Maki of Ngāti Awa. Th e 
Kaipara chief Hauparoa urged him to conquer lands to both their profi t. Maki 
subsequently received permission to settle in Tāmaki where he became involved in 
local feuding, eventually siding with the people of Takapuna, attacking and defeat-
ing his Tāmaki hosts. Th is was only a short-lived conquest and his dominance 
seems to have been unsustainable. Remembering Hauparoa’s words he then moved 
on to conquer lands from the Manukau to the Kaipara. Th is was a less peaceful 
episode than the migrations of Ngāti Awa some two centuries earlier and involved 
the conquest of most of Ngā Oho and their incorporation into Te Kawerau a Maki 
(Murdoch 1990: 12; Sullivan n.d.).

By the 18th century, then, the peoples of Tāmaki were principally Te Wai o Hua 
and Te Kawerau a Maki, though Sullivan (n.d.) mentions numerous sub groups. 
Ngai Tai, of Tainui origin, also lived at Tāmaki and had strong Te Wai o Hua con-
nections. Te Akitai are a group who have close connections to the site, and who 
claim descent from Hua Kai Waka (Ngāti Poutūkeka) and Oho Mata Kamokamo 
(also known as Oho Mairangi, the ancestor of Ngā Oho). Fairfi eld (1938: 125) 
describes Te Akitai as a branch of Te Wai o Hua who lived at Puketutu.
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Th e early historic period

Although there is no clear break between one period and another, assigning the 
events of the late 18th century onward to their own heading is not unreasonable. 
Th e scale of confl ict and severity if its outcomes seems to have increased markedly 
with regard to Tāmaki, and early events in this period led directly to historically 
well attested events. Th is increase in warfare, however, may be more apparent than 
real – there is more detailed information available which colours the history dif-
ferently. Th ere is also less confl ict between diff erent versions as they were written 
down at a time closer to when the events described occurred. Th is period is later 
than much of the occupation of the NRD site (though it may overlap with Area 
B, see Chapter 3) but it is important to understand the historical context of the 
mid–late 19th century, when the traditions were collected and written down. As 
noted above, history is written by the victors and the source of this bias must be 
understood. Th e most important and reliable of these histories is a manuscript of 
Tūhaere held in the Auckland Public Library, probably composed around 1868 as 
a memorandum for the Orākei Native Land Court case. Tūhaere was a descendant 
of Tuperiri (see below), and a traditionally trained expert (tohunga) whose manu-
script survives in his own handwriting and in his own language. Other surviving 
manuscripts give less complete accounts but do not contradict Tūhaere’s history 
(Agnes Sullivan pers. comm. 2010).4

In the 18th century Ngāti Whātua completed their migration from the far 
north to Kaitaia and Kaipara where they encountered Te Kawerau a Maki. In their 
battles against Te Kawerau they were led by Kawharu, who was of Ngāti Whātua 
and Tainui descent and previously lived at Aotea Harbour. Te Kawerau were 
badly beaten in the battles known as Te Rau Patu Tīhore, ‘the stripping conquest’, 
and all their pā in the Waitākeres are said to have been destroyed (Smith 1898: 
68). Under Kawharu, Ngāti Whātua attacked Te Wai o Hua in Tāmaki and took 
various smaller pā but could not take Maungawhau or Maungakiekie. Kawharu 
returned to Kaipara where he was later killed. Te Kawerau’s rohe shrank through 
the 18th century as various hapū merged with others groups through intermar-
riage and conquest, so that only those at Waitākere and Mahurangi retained the 
name. When Ngāti Whātua later conquered Tāmaki they left  Te Kawerau alone in 
Waitākere due to marriage relationships between the two iwi. Te Kawerau were by 
then a junior ally of Te Wai o Hua (Simmons 1987: 29; Murdoch 1990: 14; Stone 
2001: 22).

In the late 18th century5 Te Wai o Hua, under their great ariki Kiwi Tāmaki, 
occupied Tāmaki/Mānuka (Manukau). At this time Te Taoū were becoming estab-
lished in the Kaipara, intermarrying with Ngā Oho and warring with Ngāti Whātua 
and their allies who were attempting to drive them out. Te Taoū quarrelled with a 
chief to the south of Kaipara, Te Raraku, over a boundary. Te Raraku sent tokens of 
war to Kiwi who gathered a taua6 of more than 1000 men. Aft er his surprise attack 
on Te Taoū at Waituoro7, Te Taoū moved north to Ōkahukura in the north Kaipara 
for several years. Aft erwards Te Taoū obtained utu from Te Wai o Hua at the pā 
at Taurere (Taylors Hill) and sacked the whole of Tauomā (the wider Panmure 

4  I am indebted to Agnes Sullivan for providing a translation of and extensive commentary on 
Tūhaere’s manuscript, as well as for her generous comments on this chapter.
5  Fenton (1879 [1994]: 62) places the beginning of events described here in the 1740s, and most 
commentators since have accepted this, but Ballara (2003: 493) argues convincingly that the date for 
the conquest of Tāmaki would have been in the 1780s or 90s.
6  Armed war party or expedition (Ballara 2003: 17).
7  Tūhaere’s manuscript links six episodes in the conquest of Tāmaki that could be headed: 
Waituoro, Tauomā, Mimihanui, Paruroa, Waitematā and Māngere (Sullivan n.d.).
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area). Kiwi then attacked the people of Mimihānui near Hellensville, killing men 
of Ngāti Whātua (Stone 2001: 40–45; Ballara 2003: 206–209).

Te Taoū then raised a taua under Te Wahi Akiaki and sacked Tarataua, a pā 
of Te Wai o Hua on the Āwhitu Peninsula and then attacked Te Wai o Hua at 
Titirangi. Kiwi raised a taua of 3000 or 4000 men and attacked Te Taoū as they 
neared Te Whau. Te Wahi Akiaki led his taua (Tūhaere’s manuscript says there 
were only “120 fi ghters but they were all champions”) in a feigned retreat uphill 
toward Titirangi and, once they reached the ridge top, turned and broke the 
Wai o Hua advance. Te Wai o Hua fl ed down to the Manukau to Paruoa where 
Kiwi was killed and Te Wai o Hua were comprehensively routed (Agnes Sullivan 
pers. comm. 2010). Kiwi’s remains were taken to Kaipara8 and many Te Wai o 
Hua fl ed to the Waikato. Te Taoū then took Tāmaki as their own, but eventually 
some returned to the Kaipara and Te Wai o Hua began to return home, occupy-
ing Ōrākei and Kohimārama. Ngāti Whātua then decided to seek utu for their kin 
formerly killed by Kiwi, sailing down the Waitematā to surprise and defeat Te Wai 
o Hua at Kohimārama. 

Te Wahi Akikai also attacked Puketutu pā and besieged the Te Wai o Hua inhab-
itants who attempted to escape to Māngere pā under the cover of darkness. Te Taoū 
attacked them on the way with great loss to both sides though Te Taoū were driven 
off . Th is battle probably occurred before Paruroa and aft er the sack of Tarataua. 
Te Taoū then returned to the Kaipara and further Te Wai o Hua were allowed 
to return to Tāmaki where they intermarried with Te Taoū. Th e next generation 
became known as Ngā Oho and Te Uringutu. Ngā Oho lived at Maungakiekie, 
Māngere and Ihumatao, further marrying with people from the Waikato. Nga 
Oho/Te Wai o Hua remained in control of Māngere until it was conquered in the 
later 18th century by Ngāti Whātua and Te Wai o Hua fl ed south to their Tainui 
relatives (Fairfi eld 1938: 126; Tonson 1966; Ballara 2003: 211).

At the same time various Hauraki tribes were pressing claims in Tāmaki, con-
quering and occupying the North Shore and off shore islands, and sacked Maungarei 
and Maungawhau. Confl ict soon arose between Ngāti Whātua and Hauraki as the 
latter spread along the western shore of the Hauraki Gulf but in two important bat-
tles Hauraki were defeated and Ngāti Whātua established their hegemony on the 
isthmus. Th ey remained until attacked by musket armed Ngāpuhi in the early 19th 
century (Simmons 1987: 30; Stone 2001: 49–52).

By this time the northern Kaipara was a battleground between the confed-
erations of Ngāpuhi and Ngāti Whātua. In around 1807 a battle was fought at 
Moremonui between Ngāpuhi and Te Roroa, supported by the Ngāti Whātua con-
federation under Murupaenga, where Ngāpuhi were defeated, losing several chiefs. 
Th is battle was known as Te Kai a te Karoro (the seagull’s feast). From 1814 Ngāpuhi 
under Hongi Hika began to acquire muskets and monopolise contact with traders 
and missionaries in the Bay of Islands. In contrast, Kaipara Māori had only limited 
interaction with Pākehā until the 1830s (Waitangi Tribunal 2006: 15).

Among those killed at Te Kai a te Karoro were Hongi’s brother Houwaea and 
his sister Waitapu (Waitangi Tribunal 2006: 45). In 1825 Hongi sought utu,9 and 

8  Aft er Mimihanui Kiwi had “composed a proverb against Wahaakiaki: ‘Your remains will be 
hung on a tree in Tāmaki.’ Wahaakiaki responded: ‘Your remains will be hung on a tree in Kaipara’ 
at Maungangu. Kiwi responded: ‘You will not decide that: my god Rehua, will’ (Agnes Sullivan pers. 
comm. 2010).”
9  Utu is oft en glossed in English as ‘revenge’, but in fact it refers to reciprocity, like-for-like, repay-
ment of debt, re-balancing of obligations. Utu can refer to reciprocal gift ing as much as reciprocal 
warfare. Utu in the context of war meant balancing an off ence against the mana of a person or 
group. In war this was not for vengeance, but in order to achieve a balance and resolve the take, or 
proximate cause of action. If the take was the taking of a life then the balance was oft en achieved 
through the reciprocal taking of life (Ballara 2003: Chapter 6).
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defeated the Ngāti Whātua confederaion (including Te Uri o Hau, Te Taoū, Ngāti 
Whātua Tūturu, Ngati Rongo, Ngāi Tāhuhu and others) in a series of battles 
around Kaiwaka, known as Te Ika ā Ranganui. Th e survivors fl ed in several direc-
tions: some up the Kaihū valley to Te Roroa, some to Te Parawhau in the northern 
Wairoa (although Te Parawhau had fought with Ngāpuhi), while others retreated 
south where they met a taua of their kin from Tāmaki who had arrived too late 
for the battle. Together they fl ed to the Waikato though even here they were sub-
ject to Ngāpuhi attacks. For around 10 years Tāmaki and much of the southern 
Kaipara remained only very sparsely inhabited, with the few remaining behind 
living in fear of further Ngāpuhi raids. Ngāti Whātua only began returning in the 
mid 1830s.

Ngāpuhi did not occupy the Kaipara lands aft er Te Ika ā Ranganui. Ulrich 
Cloher (2003: 33) points out that the desire, or necessity, for utu for his brother 
and sister had been the driving force in Hongi’s campaigns up to this time and 
Te Ika ā Ranganui was the climactic event in this process. Th us he had no need 
to establish a take raupatu (title by conquest) in Kaipara and some Ngāti Whātua 
were able to remain in Tāmaki and maintain their ahi ka10. Eventually they were 
able to return, so that when Lieutenant–Govenor Hobson arrived in Auckland in 
1840 Ngāti Whātua were back in occupation.

Th e relationship between Tainui and the peoples of Tāmaki and the Manukau 
was strengthened aft er Te Ika ā Ranganui as the latter fl ed to the Waikato, becom-
ing more closely tied to Tainui by marriage and more closely integrated into the 
wider Tainui–Waikato confederation. Inland Tainui had customary rights on the 
Manukau, and presumably Manukau peoples had reciprocal rights elsewhere in 
the Tainui rohe (Waitangi Tribunal 1985: 11).

Discussion

Th e traditional history of Tāmaki and Manukau is confusing and contradictory 
and, as has already been stated, no attempt is made to make a formal, European 
historical sense of it in this project. Th e conquests by Te Taoū, Ngāti Whātua and 
Ngāpuhi had the eff ect of erasing much of the earlier history and what remained 
is only a broken remnant, lacking internal consistency and external corroboration 
(Stone 2001: 12). What is important to note is that named groups (iwi and hapū) 
came and went through processes of budding off , assimilation through marriage 
and alliance, or conquest. Th e history of the region, including the general area 
around the NRD site, for which we have no specifi c history, is one of movement and 
fl uidity (this is true of the history of Aotearoa in general). Connections between 
Tāmaki and the north, particularly Kaipara, and the south, particularly Tainui 
and Waikato, were one constant among all this movement and it is oft en the case 
that the groups described as interacting in various ways were closely related. Th us 
the inhabitants of the NRD site in the period that is archaeologically visible (for 
which, see discussion of dating in Chapter 3) would have had a particular shared 
identity that was both in opposition to their neighbours and relations but also had 
much in common with them, conditioned by constant reshuffl  ing of social rela-
tionships. Much of what we see in the archaeology of the NRD site can be related 
to the establishment and maintenance of this identity, a point we return to in the 
concluding chapter. What is important here is to establish the social and political 
context of occupation at the site.

10  Burning fi res as a symbol of right of occupation.
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Th e archaeology of the Manukau

Th e Manukau is a large body of water and is bounded by a variety of landforms 
and habitats. ‘Th e archaeology of the Manukau’ is something of a misnomer – the 
Manukau cannot be separated from the land that surrounds it, from the sand 
dunes of the Ahwitu to the west, the rolling lands of Pukekohe and Manukau City 
with their fertile volcanic loams to the south and east, the Tāmaki isthmus to the 
north and the Waitakere ranges to the north west. Connecting these places are the 
waterways of the harbour. Th ere are short portages at New Lynn to the Whau river 
and the Waitematā Harbour, and at Oathuhu to the Tāmaki river and the Hauraki 
gulf. Th e archaeology of the Manukau must be approached at this larger scale, but 
we must also look more closely at the archaeology of South Auckland.

Settlement patterns in Tāmaki and beyond

Several factors have impacted on the archaeological record of Auckland, the most 
obvious one being the growth of Auckland City itself. In recent years this has 
resulted in numerous archaeological investigations in mitigation of development 
eff ects that contribute to a potentially rich archaeology of Auckland, but for much 
of the city’s history there has been no archaeology carried out and major sites have 
vanished without record. Th e exception is the volcanic cone pā which remain fairly 
well preserved, but a single class of well-preserved sites cannot be made to stand for 
an entire archaeological landscape. On the fringes of the city and in its hinterland 
of farm, forest, mountain and beach the situation is somewhat healthier.

Th e archaeology of South Auckland

Th ere have been numerous archaeological investigations in Auckland in the last 
two decades or so as the legal requirements of the Historic Places Act have come 
into force. Th is material awaits a comprehensive synthesis, which is beyond the 
scope of the current project. Rather, this section outlines the archaeology for 
the part of South Auckland that is centred on the airport. Some more thematic 
syntheses are available, particularly for the famous stone fi elds (see, for instance, 
Horrocks and Lawlor 2006).

Th e stone fi elds sites of South Auckland are nationally signifi cant archaeologi-
cal sites and have fi gured heavily in discussions of pre-European Māori gardening. 
As little as 200 of the original 3000 or so hectares of stone fi elds in the Auckland 
Volcanic fi eld may survive, mostly at Otuataua, Matukutureia (McLaughlin’s 
Mountain), Puketutu Island and Ambury Farm Park, all on or near the Manukau 
Harbour. Maungawhau (Mt Eden), Maungarei (Mt Wellington), Maungakeikie 
(One Tree Hill) and Owairaka (Mt Albert), among other cones, also had associ-
ated stone fi elds but these have been quarried away or built over. Some small scale 
stoneworks survive in East Tāmaki and on Motukorea (Brown’s Island) in the 
Hauraki Gulf. Th e surviving stone fi elds have all been described and mapped to 
greater or lesser degrees and some archaeological excavations have been carried 
out, but analysis and reporting have been of a decidedly mixed standard.

Rickard et al. (1983) noted that Ambury Farm Park has long been in public 
ownership and has received a great deal of archaeological attention. Th e stone fi eld 
is associated with Māngere Mountain, though modern housing has destroyed fea-
tures between the mountain and the remaining stoneworks. Rickard et al. mapped 
the surface stone alignments and mounds, which they generally interpreted as 
evidence of housing and horticulture. Th ere are dense middens adjacent to the 
harbour and shell is commonly present in the garden areas where it has oft en been 
presumed to have been used as a soil additive or mulch, though it may just be the 
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result of site occupation. Other parts of the park are free of surface stone and so 
there are no stone features. Th ey noted that it was, therefore, unclear how or if the 
patterns observable in the stone alignments extend to the rest of the park.

Excavations at Ambury Farm Park, sites R11/1123 and R11/1129,11 in 1982 
(Lilburn 1982) signifi cantly modifi ed this interpretation. Two areas previously 
interpreted as stone structures were shown to be natural features; in another there 
was evidence of limited clearance of stone to create gardens. 

Brassey and Adds (1983) also excavated site R11/736 at Ambury Farm Park 
which, prior to excavation, had been interpreted as a small coastal settlement 
with shell midden, house sites, pits and a possible stone wall and crop marks. Th e 
midden was shown to be European in origin and many of the features previously 
recorded were shown to be natural. Pre-European middens were found that were 
not previously visible on the surface, one of which was associated with an obsid-
ian working fl oor containing 760 obsidian fl akes, of which roughly a third had 
clearly been used and another third may have been used. Th e midden was almost 
entirely cockle (Austrovenus stutchburyi) with a few oyster and occasional exam-
ples of other species. No fi sh bone was recovered from the middens. No structural 
evidence suggesting permanent occupation was found and the site is interpreted 
as being primarily used for the exploitation of marine resources. Occupation was 
temporary and not associated with gardening.

Th e Wiri oil terminal site (R11/1187)was excavated prior to the installation of 
bulk oil storage facilities. Before excavation the 30 ha site was surveyed using both 
aerial photos and ground survey. A total of 985 archaeological, ‘man made’, stone 
features (heaps, alignments, walls and possible house sites) were recorded. Stone 
features were found in groups, with other parts of the site being free of stone. Th e 
stone features were interpreted as horticultural features while the stone free areas 
were interpreted as possibly gardens or marae (Cramond et al. 1982).

Only a preliminary report of the excavations at the Wiri oil terminal site has 
been prepared (Bulmer 1983b) which noted that “structural evidence, other than 
stone constructions, was very elusive.” In a conference paper in the same year 
(Bulmer 1983a) she did off er an interpretation of Wiri as a much more varied horti-
cultural landscape than the usual view of Māori gardening being largely restricted 
to kumara (Ipomoea batatas). She proposed that wet- and dry-land taro (Colocasia 
esculenta), yams (uwhi, Dioscorea spp.) and ti (ti pore, Cordyline fruticosa) were all 
grown along with native karaka (Corynocarpus laevigatus). While all these plants 
were grown in pre-European New Zealand, ti probably had a very restricted dis-
tribution in favoured parts of Northland and yam may have been quite diffi  cult to 
grow. It was quickly replaced by European white potato (Solanum tuberosum) when 
that became available (Furey 2006). Pre-European Māori horticulture was strongly 
centred around kumara while other crops, such as gourd (hue, Lagenaria siceraria) 
and paper mulberry (aute, Broussonetia papyrifera), would have been only of minor 
importance at best – Bulmer seems to have overinterpreted the Wiri site.

At the Wiri railway site, R11/1188, nearly 1000 features were mapped (Veart et 
al. 1984). Again, these were interpreted on the basis of surface evidence as gardens, 
terraces (oft en natural terraces enhanced with stonework) and houses. Th e latter 

11  Sites recorded in the New Zealand Archaeological Association site fi le, available online at www.
archsite.org, are numbered according to which topographical map sheet they are located in. With 
the change from the imperial 1:63360 scale NZMS 1 series to the metric 1:50000 scale NZMS 260 in 
the 1980s all sites were renumbered. Th us site N42/1137 at Ambury Farm Park became site R11/1123 
under the new system. While many were originally reported under their NZMS 1 numbers, all sites 
are referred to here under their NZMS 260 numbers. Th e NZMS 260 series has itself been super-
seded by the Topo50 series based on the New Zealand Transverse Mercator 2000 projection but the 
NZMS 260 grid has been adopted by NZAA as the NZAA Site Grid and the previous numbering 
system has been seamlessly maintained on the new map projection.
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were oft en rectangular depressions with stone surrounds and groups of such fea-
tures were described as a village or hamlet. Th e site was excavated in 1985 prior to 
quarrying (Coates 1992). Excavation concentrated on 14 rock and earth mounds, 
targeted to look at their construction in order to assist with replication experi-
ments which were also part of the same project. Th e mounds were built up of layers 
of volcanic stone around a core of the local, friable volcanic soil. Some mounds had 
a defi nite rock cap, while others had stakeholes in their bases. Unlike at the Wiri oil 
terminal site, mounds did not have a stone ring base (Bulmer, unpublished manu-
script, quoted in Coates 1992). Th e presence of stakeholes indicates that climbing 
plants were grown on the mounds, probably gourd (hue, Lagenaria siceraria) but 
possibly yam (uwhi, Dioscorea sp.). Alternatively, the stakes could have been used 
to aerate the mounds. Dates have not been fully reported, but Foster and Sewell 
(1995: 4) relate that the site had a 15th–17th century occupation. Other excavations 
also took place at the same time, uncovering two well defi ned house sites, another 
partial damaged house, three large earth ovens, one 7 m long, and some probable 
garden areas. Th ese excavations have not been reported (Dave Veart pers. comm. 
1 July 2010).

Th e best preserved and most complex of the stone fi elds is at Otuataua, 2.5 
km from the NRD site. Th e site has been well mapped but no excavations have 
taken place. Features present include stone mounds and rows, including probable 
boundaries, house outlines and stone lined pits.

At Puhinui (R11/25) on the Matukutureia (McLaughlins Mountain) stone fi eld 
several areas were excavated ahead of a sewerage pipeline installation (Lawlor 
1981). Th is was both the largest stone fi eld excavation as well as the only one that 
was not predicated on a prior interpretation of surface features. Th e excavation 
took place within a pre-set transect 460 m long and 30 m wide through which 
the pipeline would pass. Several areas were chosen for excavation on the basis of 
surface features where possible occupation and cultivation areas were identifi ed, 
totally around 1500 m2. While there was little evidence of occupation, in the form 
of any permanent or semi-permanent villages or hamlets, some possible huts or 
shelters were found.

Along the bank of the Puhinui Creek (Area A) terraces with scoria rock retain-
ing walls had been constructed. Features on the terraces indicated intensive cook-
ing activities (earth ovens, charcoal, heat cracked and discoloured rocks and burnt 
shell); postholes outlined small huts or shelters; stone heaps and rows (which may 
have been part of a wider boundary system); and a partial or disturbed human 
burial of an adult female. A series of stone alignments in the creek bed were inter-
preted as fi sh traps and were contemporaneous with the occupation on the ter-
races. Th e terrace disturbed evidence of an earlier occupation beneath it in the 
form of midden and cooking evidence. Th e shellfi sh were noticeably larger than 
those from subsequent occupations. In other areas depressions in the underlying 
scoria loam were fi lled with a transported soil to form gardens, or stone mounds 
and heaps indicated clearance of stone from the soils, while stone rows were inter-
preted as garden divisions. Small garden shelters, but no substantial houses, were 
also excavated.

Occupation at Puhinui dates to the 16th or 17th century.12 Th e single date from 
the early occupation at Area A dates to AD 990–1280, which is signifi cantly earlier 
than the accepted date of fi rst occupation of New Zealand (e.g., Wilmshurst et al. 
2008), and so must be rejected.

12  All dates reported in this chapter have been recalibrated from the data obtained from the online 
New Zealand Radiocarbon Database (http://www.waikato.ac.nz/waikato/nzcd/index.html) using 
current calibration data, and are reported as cal AD at 95% confi dence interval.
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Th e sewerage main was not completed until the late 1990s and further excava-
tion was undertaken in the same corridor in 1997, in the same areas excavated in 
1979 (Clough and Turner 1998a). Th eir investigations reached a similar conclu-
sion; that the features uncovered relate primarily to cultivation. Th ey excavated in 
one area not previously excavated, Area M1, where they noted fi eld shelters but no 
formal houses.

Excavations were undertaken at site R11/31, Elletts Mountain (Maungataketake) 
in two seasons from 1973 to 1975 prior to quarrying. Th ese excavation have never 
been fully reported but preliminary reports (McKinlay 1974; 1975) indicate that 
stone faced terraces, pits and living platforms were excavated. Th e archaeology 
indicated at least two phases of occupation, one of which is of a potentially early 
date (Robert Brassey pers. comm. 2011).

In 1984 test excavations were undertaken at site R11/665 at Crater Hill, a vol-
canic explosion crater with an encircling tuff  ring, prior to motorway construc-
tion (Foster et al. 1985). Platforms, terraces and stone mounds were noted prior 
to excavation. Five areas were selected for excavation. In Area A a possible house 
was found next to an extensive cobble-paved platform of unknown function. Such 
pavements are common in tropical Polynesia, where they may be associated with 
marae, but are not common in New Zealand. In Area B nearby a pit with an inter-
nal drain was found, overlain by later evidence of cooking which was itself over-
lain by a garden wall. Area C targeted a stone mound, while in Area E a stone 
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faced terrace was excavated, overlain by a later ‘wall.’ Th e site was not dated and no 
analysis of fi nds was undertaken. No further excavation was undertaken when the 
motorway was built despite the investigators’ recommendations. On the evidence 
available, Crater Hill seems to have been intensively occupied at diff erent times.

In 1999 Foster (2000) excavated pit site R11/1930 on the Pukaki Creek. Of 11 
pits, fi ve were deep (greater than 600 mm) and had internal and external drains, 
the latter up to 1400 mm deep. Foster suggested that the site represented a single 
occupation, but some time depth was indicated by Pit H overlying Pit E. A single 
radiocarbon date of AD 1460–1700 was obtained.

It is fairly clear that the stone fi elds have been over-interpreted on the basis of 
visible surface features. Excavation has in every case revealed that there is much less 
to them than was fi rst thought. Th e most extensive and best reported excavation 
is from Puhinui (Lawlor 1981; Clough and Turner 1998a). It seems certain that the 
stone fi elds were used for gardening but the interpretation of them as major villages 
can no longer be supported. Th e investigations listed above date predominantly 
to the early 1980s and were heavily infl uenced by investigations of agriculture in 
tropical Polynesia where taro and, less commonly, kumara gardens are outlined in 
stonework (Green 1980; Kirch 2000). Little large scale investigation has taken place 
in the intervening 30 years. In 2006 Horrocks and Lawlor (2006) took soil samples 
from a variety of locations within the stone fi elds as well as on Māngere and Wiri 
mountains and tested them for microfossils – pollen, starch and silica. Th ey found 
starches and other distinctive residues of both kumara and taro at Ambury Farm 
Park, Māngere mountain and Otuataua stone fi elds. Feature types where residues 
were found included stone mounds, open dry paddocks, stone walls and the areas 
surrounding house sites. Residues were not found at all sample sites, perhaps as a 
result of preservation problems. Also, neither were residues of taxa such as gourd, 
yam or paper mulberry, all of which have been found in pre-European contexts 
elsewhere in New Zealand (Horrocks and Lawlor 2006: 214). Even so, the results 
help confi rm the agricultural use of the stone fi elds.

Finally, excavation at Papāhīnu, site R11/229, on the Pukaki Creek revealed 
an early 19th century, historic period Māori occupation. Th is overlay an earlier 
midden layer, dated to AD 1450–1690. Th e site was occupied from at least the early 
19th century up until 1823 and then reoccupied from 1835 until 1863 when Te 
Akitai refused the oath of allegiance to the Crown and departed to the Waikato 
(Sullivan 1973; Foster and Sewell 1995: 15, 56). Fourteen houses were excavated, 
defi ned by rows of postholes and bedding trenches, all one room and of similar size 
and layout, some stratigraphically superimposed on others. European tools and 
artefacts become increasingly common in the late phase. Late phase houses had 
square cut postholes indicating the use of iron tools but retained the traditional 
layout of early phase houses. One late house had no European artefacts and is 
thought to have been a storage structure (Foster and Sewell 1995: 25). Food sources 
seem to have remained pretty much the same in both phases, with only very occa-
sional pig bone found from the late phase (Foster and Sewell 1995: 58).

Typical pre-European Māori artefacts were recovered, including fl akes of 
obsidian, mostly from Tuhua (Mayor Island), and local chert; sandstone abraders; 
adzes of basalt and argillite; and bone fi shhook points very similar to those found 
at the NRD site (see Chapter 4). European artefacts, oft en clustered in particular 
houses, included buttons, nails, clay pipes, glass bottles, table ceramics and cook-
ing pots; in many ways typical of any 19th century New Zealand site. Papāhīnu 
is clearly an important transitional site, from the earliest contact period to a time 
when European infl uences begin to show up in the archaeology.

Also excavated at the same time was R11/1800, a single occupation pit storage 
site, giving two dissimilar dates of AD 1520–1800 and AD 1704–modern. Th e later 
date may indicate that it was contemporaneous with Papāhīnu but this is not clear; 
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there were no European artefacts. Th e site contained 24 pits in two main align-
ments, 11 with external drains running downslope to the south. Only in one case 
did a drain intersect another pit, which was itself drained, indicating only a single 
phase of occupation. Most pit interiors were not excavated so that the layout of 
internal drains, if any, is not known (Foster and Sewell 1995: 50).

Archaeological excavations in Māngere/Manukau have been dominated by 
horticultural sites, with the important exception of Papāhīnu – in fact the empha-
sis on stonefi eld sites probably biases our understanding of the archaeology. House 
sites are less common but the unreported excavation of the Wiri railway site con-
tained two well preserved houses and several houses were found in the historic 
period Papāhīnu site. Today, where not built up and incorporated into Auckland 
City, horticulture continues to dominate land use, taking advantage of the fertile 
soils to supply the city with fresh produce. Combined with a focus on these soils, 
pre-European Māori also had a focus on the marine resources of the Manukau 
Harbour, another fertile environment. Th ere is no reported archaeological evi-
dence of preservation of seafood though this presumably was an important aspect 
of marine resource exploitation. Given the emphasis on horticulture more kumara 
storage pits than have been reported would also be expected; this may indicate that 
the archaeological emphasis on gardening may be over exaggerated or research 
designs looking specifi cally at gardens may have biased the record. Other activities 
that are not well represented are industrial activities such as stone tool manufac-
ture, though the area contains no signifi cant stone sources.

Th at the fertile soils of South Auckland were gardened by pre-European Māori 
is indisputable but the area is by no means archaeologically exceptional in New 
Zealand. Occupation would generally have been at the whanau and hapū level. 
Sullivan (1985) makes the point that the people were highly mobile, which is 
actually a constraint on kumara horticulture in a temperate climate – if people 
move away from their gardens or are driven out due to warfare then locally avail-
able supplies of seed kumara will be lost, as it cannot overwinter in the ground. 
Th is makes agricultural intensifi cation diffi  cult if not impossible. Storage pits are 
a proxy indicator that an area was gardened but soil fertility may have quickly 
become exhausted and gardens will have reverted to fern (aruhe, Pteridium escu-
lentum), an emergency food and a necessary one if people are recolonising an area 
aft er temporary expulsion following warfare or absence from other causes (aruhe 
was not just an emergency food, it was an important part of the diet, but was not 
specifi cally cultivated).

Sullivan (n.d.), besides examining tradition chronologically, also examined it 
thematically for Tāmaki. Of importance here is gardening, for which few specifi cs 
are mentioned in tradition but suffi  cient generalisations can be made, especially 
when generalising patterns from Hauraki to Tāmaki. Kumara, taro and gourd 
seem to have been the most important cultivated crops, though yam could also 
have been grown. Aute (paper mulberry) was grown though this never produced 
enough in New Zealand to supply cloth for clothing. Fernroot gathering is not 
specifi ed for Tāmaki, but must have been important. 

Simmons quotes a manuscript, date unknown, that details the general annual 
pattern of Māori gardening:

An area of bush is chosen – we are called to clear it of small growth. 
When that is done the large trees are scarfed (this is winter work). 
Th ey are felled and left  to dry in the sun until the eighth or ninth 
(month), then they are burnt and left  to lie again for a short time. 
When the fourth (month) comes they are cut small to make the soil 
rich. When that job is fi nished and all the burning has ended, the 
ashes are raked into heaps by the ko and the tubers planted in the 
middle.
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When summer comes weeds grow, they are weeded out and left  to be 
eaten by the sun – the kumara are left  to grow again. In the autumn 
they are harvested.
Th e garden is left  and is covered in regrowth. Th e next year it is 
renewed and grows sweet food. For two years it is worked but on 
the third year it is left , that is until the fourth, fi ft h and sixth years. 
It is left  completely and is overgrown with brushwood. It is left  for 
the tribe to work. Th e places where good fernroot grows are kept as 
a place for digging roi (the best fernroot). (Shortland Mss Hocken 
Library, Dunedin, quoted in and translated by Simmons 1987: 13)

Marine resources were also important. Sullivan (n.d.) mentions shark fi shing as 
well as the use of large scale communal seine nets. Shell fi shing is also mentioned. 
Long journeys by canoe to reach fi shing grounds seem to have been common, with 
people from Tāmaki, Manukau and the lower Waikato travelling to the Manukau 
heads to fi sh.

Examining traditional history and archaeology together, the wider Māngere 
area was occupied in pre-European times at fairly low levels, much lower than 
some past commentators have proposed, and exploited chiefl y for its agricultural 
soils and marine resources. Major population centres seem to have been located 
on the Tāmaki Isthmus rather than in Māngere, though Māngere Mountain and 
Puketutu Island, with their major pā, would also have been centres of a sizeable 
populations. Other pā in South Auckland, though signifi cant, were not as sizeable 
as Maungawhau and Maungakiekie on the isthmus. Th e Manukau Harbour itself 
was an important travel route, linked by portages to the Waitematā Harbour and 
Hauraki Gulf. Except toward the end of the pre-European period there seems to 
have been a lack of major warfare though there was a fairly constant movement 
and realignment of people. All this is the context for the NRD excavations and, as 
we shall see, is refl ected in the archaeology.
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Excavation was undertaken over two seasons in 2008 and 2009. Nine concentra-
tions of archaeological features were excavated, designated Areas A–I. Defi nitive 
relationships between Areas could not be established and each is discussed sepa-
rately here. Following this, the site as a whole is summarised. Th e archaeology of 
the individual burials is described in detail in Appendix A.

Method
Season 1

Th e investigation of the NRD site targeted areas where sub-surface shell deposits 
and likely areas for occupation had been identifi ed during the fi eld survey (Furey 
2007a). Th is included the bluff , particularly the northern slope where terraces were 
apparent (these turned out to be natural, though cultural terraces were located 
beneath the overburden), the steep slope down to the beach fl at where shell was 
clearly visible and the beach fl at where shell was also visible. Topsoil was removed 
by motor scrapers or, on the slopes, by 20 tonne hydraulic excavator under archae-
ological supervision (roughly 20,000 m2 over both seasons). Th e initial stages of all 
other earthworks associated with the runway development were also monitored 
in case unrecorded sites or archaeological features were uncovered, following the 
Accidental Discovery Protocol included in the Archaeological Management Plan. 
Accidental Discoveries – AD 1, AD 2 and Area J – were assigned to site R11/2292.

Once the topsoil had been removed any area where midden or other cultural 
deposits were visible was cleaned down by 5 tonne hydraulic excavator under 
close archaeological supervision, expanding the area to expose the whole deposit. 
Bulk midden samples were taken from targeted locations before the midden was 
removed with the excavator. Further cleaning down was then done by hand to 
defi ne features. In general, the midden was shallow and had been ploughed to its 
full depth (Figure 3.1), destroying the stratigraphic relationships between features. 
Th e midden extended beneath the plough zone in the north of Area A, on the 
slope in Area E, the terraces of Area F and in patches in Area G. Once the surface 
was clean a sample of features was then excavated by hand – these features have a 
recorded depth in the excavation database while no recorded depth indicates that 
the features were mapped but not excavated. All visible features were mapped.

Descriptive data for features was entered into a handheld computer (iPaq 4750) 
using Data on the Run 5 soft ware which was synchronised with an MS Access data-
base. Th is data included details of fi ll, relationships to other features and dimen-
sions. For complex features and burial features, notes were entered by hand into 
the excavation notebook. Features were mapped using a Leica 1205 robotic total 
station on the Mt Eden 1949 map datum, which is used by Auckland Airport Ltd.1 
Digital photographs were taken of selected features and drawings made of sections 
and feature profi les where appropriate.

Th e excavated areas were labelled A–I, though this does not refl ect the order of 
investigation. Areas A and B were the two areas where koiwi were found, though 
these were discovered aft er the excavation of Areas E, F and G was complete. In the 
latter areas excavation followed a targeted sampling strategy with the intention of 
undertaking a fairly coarse-grained examination of the archaeology of the whole 

1  All map data has been converted to New Zealand Transverse Mercator and is included, in shape-
fi le format, on the CD that accompanies this report. Excavation and analysis databases, with the 
exception of koiwi data, are also included in MS Excel format.
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site within an allotted time frame (four 
weeks). Because of these time limitations, 
major features and feature clusters were tar-
geted. For feature types such as earth ovens 
only a small sample was excavated. Th e 
ploughed midden was stripped by hydrau-
lic excavator to reveal undisturbed or trun-
cated features in the subsoil.

Artefacts and faunal material other 
than shell were collected where they were 
observed, but for faunal material this was 
not done in a systematic way except where 
measured midden samples were taken 
(Chapter 6). Th is sampling would have 
been biased towards the most visible items 
– glossy obsidian, for instance, or highly 
patterned fi sh bone like snapper (Pagrus 

auratus) jaw bones or eagle ray (Myliobatus tenuicaudatus) tooth plates. Th is mate-
rial was bagged either by context or grid square, or mapped on the plan. Overlying 
midden deposits were sampled by taking bulk 10 litre samples in 50 mm spits from 
targeted 1 m square units. Th e methodology and rationale behind midden sam-
pling and analysis are covered more fully in Chapter 6. Bulk samples were not 
taken from areas or features that contained, or were likely to contain, human bone. 
Soil samples were taken from selected pits, burials and other features for environ-
mental and microfossil analysis. Charcoal samples were collected for radiocarbon 
dating.

All fi nds (artefacts, faunal material or samples) other than human bone were 
sorted by class, bagged and given a unique catalogue number, e.g., NRD 2067 
(where NRD stands for Northern Runway Development). Each class of material 
was then passed to the relevant specialist for analysis. Faunal material (mammal, 
bird and fi sh bone) was resorted and rebagged as each class was analysed and 
passed on to the relevant specialist.

With the discovery of koiwi in the midden in Areas A and B and the realisation 
that some of this material had been removed from its original place of deposition 
by historic period ploughing, a 100% clearance strategy was developed to ensure 
that all human bone was retrieved. Th is meant excavating the entire midden by 
trowel and sieving it though a 6 mm or smaller screen. All bone, whether human, 
dog, bird or fi sh, and all artefacts were retained and bagged by context or grid 
square. Th e balance of the allotted time for investigation in Season 1 was taken up 
with defi ning the extent of the burial areas and the nature of disturbance.

Season 2

Following consultation between Auckland Airport, tangata whenua and CFG 
Heritage, excavation resumed the following spring. Areas H and I and, in R11/2292, 
Area J, were excavated fi rst. A water control bund had been established on the sea-
ward side of the beach terrace and originally defi ned the seaward edge of Areas A–
D. In order to establish the full extent of the burial areas, this bund was removed as 
necessary in Area A and B. Th e topsoil was removed by a 5 tonne hydraulic excava-
tor in spits of around 50 mm under close archaeological supervision. Once midden 
or other cultural deposits had been exposed excavation by machinery ceased, the 
1 m square grid from Season 1 was re-established and deposits were excavated fol-
lowing the procedure developed in Season 1.

3.1. Plough lines 
beneath the midden in 

Area B.
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Burial excavation methodology

Once tangata whenua approval had been gained for the excavation of the koiwi, it 
was necessary to develop a methodology for the disinterment of individual burials. 
Th e fi rst aim was to establish the full extent of the burial grounds in both Area A 
and B. Th is was done by excavating by hand the area around the known burials 
in 1 m square units as described above. As more burials were identifi ed the grid 
was extended until koiwi ceased to be found in the sieved midden. Excavation by 
squares also allowed for the area of disturbance to the burial ground through his-
toric activities such as ploughing to be defi ned. Once a burial or potential burial 
had been identifi ed the feature was covered over until all the squares around it had 
been excavated.

Burials were then individually excavated by hand, retaining all bone and bone 
fragments for later reburial. All fi ll from within burial features was sieved through 
a 2 mm screen. Burial numbers functioned eff ectively as skeleton numbers since 
they were allocated not only to all primary, secondary and disturbed burials exca-
vated from the ground, but also to the additional remains that were sometimes 
found among these once they were analysed in the lab. Human bone was also 
found in small quantities in numerous non-burial features, indicating disturbance 
during the period of occupation, but these isolated bones, though collected and 
analysed, were not given burial numbers. Burials were not drawn, but each stage 
of the excavation process was recorded by digital photography. Four photo refer-
ence points were used, where possible, to enable photos from diff erent stages of 
each burial excavation to be overlain and orientated correctly. Each reference point 
was surveyed and the photos were georegistered in the excavation GIS. A photo-
graphic record was also taken of the articulation or disarticulation of individual 
elements and evidence about burial practice. Grave cuts and features associated 
with burials were surveyed to accurately locate them on the site plan. Photo refer-
ence points and spot heights on the highest and lowest points of each burial were 
also surveyed. Details of each burial were recorded on a standard recording form 
to ensure consistent recording of basic descriptive data. All recording of burials 
was conducted under the supervision of the osteologist and assistant site director 
Beatrice Hudson. Professor Judith Littleton of the Department of Anthropology, 
University of Auckland provided guidance and advice. Th e methodology of burial 
excavation is discussed in greater detail in Volume II.

Each individual burial was boxed separately and stored on site in a secure 
site offi  ce where detailed recording of the osteology was undertaken. All human 
remains were returned to tangata whenua for reinterment in the urupa at Pukaki 
Marae.

Area A

Area A occupied the north west corner of the coastal terrace just south of the 
stream (Figure 3.2). Excavation of this area revealed the highest concentration and 
variety of features found in any part of the site. Th e main part of Area A comprised 
an area approximately 40 x 40 m extending from the edge of an old beach ridge and 
bounded by the stream on the north and north west side. A few isolated features 
were found outside these limits and later cleaning down between Area A and Area 
B showed that features were continuous though sparse between the two Areas.

Th e topography of the beach terrace is fl at and no features were visible in any 
Area prior to excavation. Th e sand topsoil over the beach terrace in general was 
shallow, having a maximum depth of no more than 150 mm. Below this was a 
brown sand subsoil into which the archaeological features were cut. Th e layer 
below this, which was evident in some of the deeper features, consisted of a coarser, 
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yellow-brown, sandy pumiceous soil containing fi ne gravels and occasionally small 
stones and, close to the beach, natural shell deposits.

Two distinct groups of features in Area A were identifi ed. Th e fi rst of these 
was the burial ground and other features in the western, beachfront, half of the 
Area. To the east of this was a complex of storage pits, earth ovens and postholes. 
Although features are continuous across Area A, the two groups of features were 
generally discrete. No human bone was found in the eastern half of the area. Th e 
area where the burials were located also diff ered in the presence of a series of large 
round pits identifi ed as rua kopiha. 

Phasing

Two clusters of rectangular pits were excavated in Area A, most of them on the 
same north east–south west alignment, or perpendicular to it. Five large pits to the 
north, not all fully excavated, are certainly the earliest features in Area A. Th is was 
the only part of either Area A or B where the midden was suffi  ciently deep not to 
be entirely ploughed out. Th ese pits, and an associated drain, were fi lled with clean 
brown sandy soil and clearly predate the midden that later overlay them, having 
virtually no shell in their fi ll. Th ey are assigned to Phase 1. Five similar pits and 
associated drains in the north end of Area B are also assigned to this phase as they 
are also the earliest features in that Area and have a similarly clean fi ll. Th is is the 
only instance of phases between Areas being quite probably related – elsewhere 
phases are specifi c to Areas. 

A further cluster of 24 pits 10 m to the south east of the Area A Phase 1 pits was 
also on the same, or perpendicular, alignment. Th ese pits were all smaller than the 
northern cluster, less complex and not as precisely aligned. Some are very small, 
only bin pits, but these are oft en related to an adjacent larger pit. Very few of them 
cut other pits so they are all probably from the same phase of occupation. Th e 
midden here had been ploughed out and the stratigraphic relationships between 
midden and features had been lost. Many of the pits were shallow and probably 
truncated. In general, they were fi lled with a clean brown sand containing occa-
sional fragments of shell. Th ese are, therefore, the fi rst features in this part of the 
site.

Th ere were also several closely related alignments of postholes that probably 
outlined a house or houses (House 4), aligned north east–south west. Th ese align-
ments are diffi  cult to make out on the map and were even more diffi  cult to make 
out during excavation. Th e north east end of this structure is truncated by Pit 1113, 
which was in turn cut by Pits 983 and 984 – these are the only pits in the Area not 
on the same general alignment as the rest and cut other pits, and their fi ll con-
tained more shell.

Although it is not possible to defi ne the phasing of these features with any cer-
tainty, one interpretation is that House 4 belongs to the same phase as the pits to 
the north (Phase 1) while the remainder, apart from Pits 983 and 984, belong to a 
later phase. Given that the pits from both phases are on the same alignment and 
have a generally clean sand fi ll the two main phases appear to be related, so the 
south east cluster is assigned to Phase 1a.

Most of the other features across Area A have been assigned to Phase 2. All 
Phase 2 features were overlain by the disturbed midden (with the exception of 
those outside of the area covered by midden) but it is most likely that they would 
have originated at various depths within the midden prior to ploughing. While 
Phase 2 features clearly intercut each other a defi nitive sub-phasing could not be 
developed as their stratigraphic relationships had been lost. Th e burials and rua 
kopiha were tightly clustered but this does not indicate a distinct subphase. It is 
more likely a particular activity was taking place in this particular part of the site. 

3.2 (opposite). The NRD 
site and excavated 
Areas, showing pre-
excavation contours. 
The location of the 
site is shown in Figure 
1.1. Contour interval = 
0.5 m.
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Phase 2 features generally consist of earth ovens, postholes, small bin pits, rua 
kopiha and burials. Features, including burials, had varying degrees of midden 
incorporated into their fi ll, which certainly indicated that Phase 2 features were 
cut and fi lled concurrently with the midden building up around them. Features 
with relatively clean fi ll would have been earlier than those with very shelly fi ll, but 
there is no way of knowing if midden built up evenly over the site: features with 
clean fi ll in one part of the Area (sometimes later overlain by midden) may well be 
contemporaneous with midden fi lled features from another part.

Th e only area where Phase 2a features could be separated out from Phase 2 in 
general was in the north west corner of Area A. In this area the midden was up to 
400 mm deep and a substantial part of it had survived intact beneath the plough 
zone (see Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 below). Earth ovens and postholes could be 
seen cut into the midden at various levels documenting how the midden had built 
up. Th e large number of earth ovens and associated stakeholes and postholes in 
this corner may represent a designated cooking area though this pattern probably 
extends across the whole of Area A. Th e buildup of midden here is from a single 
phase of activity with no clear evidence of a sustained break in occupation, and is 
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only diff erentiated from Phase 2 as it is the only place where stratigraphy survives 
intact – they are really all from the same occupation.

Radiocarbon dates support this phasing, though the dates from Phases 1 and 2 
have considerable overlap. Th ese dates are discussed in greater detail below.

Pits

A large number of pits of various types and sizes were recorded in Area A. Most 
were at least partly if not fully excavated along with internal features such as struc-
tural postholes and bin pits. While pits are generally assumed to have been used for 
kumara storage they may have had other uses.
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Rectangular pits

Th e rectangular pits in Area A can be divided into two main groups: the Phase 1 
pits and the eastern cluster (Phase 1a). A few other rectangular pits were present in 
the area of the burials but most of these were quite small and shallow. Two other 
isolated pits were found a further 20 m north of the midden, with no clear relation-
ship to the rest of the site.

Phase 1 from Area B is considered to be part of the same occupation as Phase 1 
in Area A and so the pits for both Areas are described here. Five pits from Area A 
can be assigned to Phase 1, all of which are relatively large and on the same north 
east–south west alignment. Pit 2899 was the fi rst of these to be identifi ed as the fi ll 
of the pit was visible in the walls of three rua kopiha that cut it. Th e fi ll was only a 
slightly darker brown than the natural sandy soil and the full extent of the feature 
was not apparent until it had been excavated. Remnants of all four walls remained 
revealing a pit 4000 x 2100 mm and surviving to a depth of 450 mm. Only six inter-
nal features were present: fi ve postholes and a bin pit in the fl oor at the west corner 
and undercutting it. Th e four postholes running down the centre were not large, 
150–200 mm in diameter, but were up to 480 mm deep (the other post hole was 
off  centre). Pit 2901 was similarly discovered where it had been cut by a later pit. 
Th e pit measured 3750 x 1900 mm by 700 mm deep and had 18 postholes running 
down the centre and each side as well as a row of small stake holes indicating an 
internal division across its width at the northern end (Figure 3.5). Leading off  from 
the northern corner was an oval tunnel 300 x 150 mm in section and 700 mm long 
which led into a substantial open U-shaped drain between 200 and 700 mm wide 
and 700 mm deep leading north towards the stream. Pit 2966 was the largest and 
most complex of these pits (5240 x 2580 mm x 450 mm deep) and had 28 internal 
and related features (Figure 3.6). Cut into the fl oor of the pit was a line of double 
postholes running roughly down the centre, with another line of smaller postholes 
along the eastern wall. Along the western wall was a footing trench with a series 
of board slots and postholes, indicating a retaining wall built to prevent collapse 
of the soft  sand wall. Th e double line of postholes down the centre also indicates 

repair to the pit superstructure. Numerous earth ovens and 
postholes were cut into the upper fi ll of the pit and the whole 
was overlain with midden originally up to 400 mm deep. Th e 
north corner of the pit ran into the baulk and was not exca-
vated but it is likely that a drain similar to that associated with 
Pit 2901 may have been present. 

Pit 3016 measured 5000 x 1900 mm x 470 mm deep and had 
11 postholes and a small rectangular bin pit in the south end 
of the pit. Pit 3015 was only partly excavated to determine its 
dimensions and measured 2500 x 1680 mm by 300 mm deep.

Pit 2900 was on the same alignment as the fi ve large pits 
and may have originally been larger as the eastern edge runs 
into Pit 2899 and the fi ll of the two features was the same. It 
is most likely that Pit 2900 cuts Pit 2899. It also cuts Pit 2933 
which was on a slightly diff erent alignment than the fi ve large 
pits. Th is is also the case with Pit 3014 which was virtually 
impossible to see in plan and appeared to have been cut by the 
north-east corner of Pit 2966. Th e pit measured 1800 x 780 mm 
by 600 mm deep and had more charcoal in the fi ll than the 
other pits.

Five pits in Area B are also considered to belong to this 
phase. Although there is a gap of 43 m between the two clus-
ters of pits, they are similar in form, they have external drains 
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very similar to Pit 2901, they are on a per-
pendicular orientation to the Area A pits 
and they are certainly the fi rst features in 
Area B. Like the Area A pits they had a very 
clean sand fi ll and the only securely datable 
material obtained from any Phase 1 pit, 
Area A or B, was charcoal found in the base 
of Pit 3549, and is probably the remnants 
of burnt roof framing as most of it was 
kahikatea, rimu and bark – only 0.25 grams 
of coprosma could be dated. Th is returned 
a date of cal AD 1400–1630, the earliest date 
from the beach fl at (see discussion of chro-
nology, below). Of the fi ve pits only three 
were excavated and Pit 3745 was not fully 
exposed as it ran into the excavation baulk. 
Th is, along with unexcavated drains not 
fully traced to the north of the pits indicates that this cluster of features was prob-
ably larger than we observed.

Th e three excavated pits were simpler than those from Area A though the net-
work of drains was more complex. Pit 3550 was the largest of the pits (5970 x 2470 
mm x 450 mm deep), with a row of four postholes down the centre and a tunnel in 
the south corner leading into a large, open drain that was partly excavated. Pit 3549 
had three central postholes and several smaller ones along each side. Tunnels ran 
underground from the middle of each end to connect with large, open drains. Th e 
fi nal excavated pit, Pit 3454, had three central postholes and several others along 
each side but was not connected to a drain. Pits 3745 and 3748 were not excavated 
but drains, also not excavated, were visible connecting to presumed tunnels in the 
middle of their south east ends. Sections were dug through some of the drains to 
record their construction. Th e sides of the drains tapered in slightly towards a fl at 
base and the fi ll was clean material like the pits, but more compact. Four of the pits 
were drained from their southern ends, leading to two main 
drains that led south west to discharge toward the beach. Pit 
3549 also drained from its northern end though a tunnel in 
the end of the pit to a branching drain that led north and west 
to the main drain. As these drains were only mapped in plan it 
wasn’t clear why this pit needed such complex drainage – pre-
sumably the drainage was not as effi  cient as for the other pits 
and the northern drain was an emergency repair. It is not clear 
why Pit 3454 was not drained.

Th e Phase 1a cluster of pits in the south east of Area A con-
sists of 11 pits on the same north east–south west orientation 
as the Phase 1 pits and, in the middle of them, a further 13 
small pits with a more north–south orientation. None of these 
features intercut each other (Pit 1113 is cut by two later pits 
on a diff erent orientation) though, as described above, Pit 1113 
cuts a probable house. Th ese pits are all smaller and shallower 
than the Phase 1 pits (Figure 3.7) with the largest, Pit 1513, 
measuring 4650 x 2370 mm and only 150 mm deep. Th e larger 
pits all had a central line of postholes to support a roof, while 
the smaller bin pits had no postholes but were deeper, rang-
ing from 500–730 mm. Several also had layers and lenses of 
fi re reddened sand and black charcoal stained sand in their fi ll. 
Th ese did not contain any shell or oven stone and so do not 

3.6. Pit 2966. The 
trench along the north 
west base indicates 
a retaining wall to 
prevent collapse of 
the soft sand pit wall. 
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Area A.
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appear to be related to cooking, indicating probable burning of the roof fram-
ing. Otherwise the fi ll of these Phase 1a pits was clean sand with only occasional 
midden shell. Given that the fi ll of the Phase 1 pits did not contain any shell Phase 
1a probably dates to a little later when some midden had built up on site. Midden 
only overlay the western most extent of this area, the rest of Phase 1a was found 
beneath the plough zone when the topsoil was stripped away.

Rua kopiha

Area A contained 34 large round pits of a kind that have not previously been 
recorded archaeologically (Figure 3.8). Although round kumara storage pits with a 
narrow entrance at ground level opening out to be much wider below the ground, 
usually referred to by archaeologists as bell-shaped rua, are common in some parts 
of the North Island, particularly the Bay of Plenty, the pits in Area A were straight 
sided. An early 20th century account by George Graham (1922b) describes pits 
about 3 feet wide and deep and thatched with raupo over a dome-shaped roof, 
which were called kopiha or rua kopiha, and were used for storing kumara (Figures 
3.8. and 3.9). He observed these at Otakanini Pa on the Kaipara harbour. Peter 
Bellwood’s 1968 excavation at Otakanini found only rectangular pits or bell-shaped 
rua (Bellwood 1972: 278) though the excavation was concentrated on the defences 

rather than occupation areas. At Korekore 
Pa near Muriwai, which like Otakanini has 
a connection to Te Kawerau, Firth (1925) 
describes only rectangular and bell-shaped 
rua, all of which remained open at the time. 
Davidson et al. (2007: 11) propose that 
what are oft en recorded by archaeologists 
as collapsed bell-shaped rua, on the basis 
of round depressions in the ground, may be 
rua kopiha, but the excavation at the NRD  
site is the fi rst time these have been defi ni-
tively identifi ed archaeologically.

Th e rua kopiha ranged in size from 
around 1–1.8 m in diameter and were up 
to 1 m deep. Th ey had straight regular 
walls and fl at bases, some with drains run-
ning around the edge of the base. From 
Graham’s description it might be assumed 
that the pits were used for kumara storage 
but the archaeology shows that they had 
other functions, though some may have 
been used as storage pits. Many contained 
burials and the presence of this unique fea-
ture type within the burial ground is surely 
no coincidence, and requires explanation.2

From excavating the pits it became clear 
that few if any had been fi lled as single 
events. Most of the pits contained mainly 
shell midden in their fi ll but this was inter-

2  Use of the term ‘rua kopiha’ does not imply that storage was the primary function of these 
features, despite Graham. Rua can mean pretty much any hole in the ground, including a grave 
(Williams 1988: 349), so the term is not inappropriate. Th e Williams dictionary (1988: 137) also 
tranlates köpiha as “pit for storing potatoes or taro.”
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spersed with cleaner lenses of mixed midden and clean fi ll, especially around the 
sides of the feature (Figure 3.11 and 3.12). To document the process of infi lling 
some of the larger pits were fi rst excavated in half-section. Profi les of half-sections 
were drawn for Features 753 and 918 and photographs were taken of others. Th e 
clean sand at the base of some of the rua may be the result of windblown sand accu-
mulating between episodes of dumping but the upper edges are not eroded and it is 
more likely to be the result of a more deliberate strategy of infi lling. Supporting the 
argument that the infi lling of the pits was a quite deliberate process is the presence 
of large rocks in some of these features. No similar sized rocks of the same mate-
rial are obvious today in the immediate vicinity of the site and no large rocks were 
found in any other features. One of the rocks had an oyster shell attached to it sug-
gesting that it may have come from somewhere around the Manukau Harbour, but 
they are certainly not the local scoria. Samples of rocks were retained for geologi-
cal analysis to determine their origin though unfortunately there is not suffi  cient 
comparative material to undertake this analysis. 

Eight rua kopiha contained burials and a further 24 had fragments of human 
bone in their fi ll. In three instances burials were placed in the bases of pits (full 
descriptions of the archaeology of each burial are given in Appendix A). In one 
instance, Pit 2084, a primary adult male burial was placed in the base and later the 
pit was reopened and a primary adult female was interred. However, not all rua 
kopiha had burials, and in some instances the burials were clearly not the fi rst use 
of the pit.

Burial 52 was the shallow burial of a child in an oval scoop (Feature 2872) cut-
ting the edge of a rua kopiha (Pit 2864). Th e burial appears to have been originally 
a fairly intact secondary burial on its left  side in a crouched position with the head 
oriented to the south. Th e upper layer of fi ll in the rua kopiha was a dense shell 
midden, typical of the overlying midden, forming a wide deep bowl. Th at this bowl 
had been deliberately cut was clear from disturbance to the burial, with some parts 
of the cranium and upper body incorporated into the fi ll of the bowl of midden 
while the rest of the cranium was replaced with the burial, though somewhat out 
of position. Some of the teeth and the axis and atlas were placed on the torso. Th e 
sequence of events is: 1) cutting and use of the rua kopiha; 2) fi lling the rua kopiha 
with a mixed, lensed fi ll of sand and shell; 3) cutting the shallow pit for Burial 52; 

3.9. Rua kopiha, repro-
duced from Graham 
(1922b).
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4) the secondary cut that disturbed the 
burial and was fi lled with shell midden. 
Figure 3.10 shows this sequence in section. 

Th is implies that the upper layers of 
many of the rua kopiha were similar sec-
ondary cuts. In no case were these second-
ary cuts outside the edge of the original pit, 
so the pits must have remained clearly vis-
ible as surface depressions, or been marked 
aft er they were fi lled with the intention of 
reusing them. What the purpose of this 
reuse was is not fully understood, but in 
many cases it was related to burial of koiwi. 
Th at Burial 52 cut the edge of the rua 
kopiha, the location of which was known, 
further implies that the burial was quite 
deliberately placed in association with this 
rua. Although there was no burial in the 
rua, a one-piece fi shhook point and some 
whale bone were found.

Pit 753 was a rua kopiha that was exca-
vated in half section in Season 1 and its pro-
fi le drawn (Figure 3.11). Th e primary fi ll was 
lenses of shell midden and yellow, red and 
grey sand. A wide, bowl shaped secondary 
cut contained dense shell midden, non-local 
stones of varying size, some quite large, and 
a burial (Burial 10) of which a vertebra was 
visible in the profi le. In the course of remov-
ing this single bone a large part of the spine 
was exposed along with part of the pelvis. 
Th e vertebrae were removed while the pelvis 
was left  in situ for excavation during Season 
2. Above this was a deep midden that was 
continuous with the overlying midden and 
indicates the degree to which the pit fi ll had 
compacted over time.

Pit 918 was another rua kopiha that 
was excavated and drawn in half section 
(Figure 3.12). Th is pit contained no burials 
but it did contain non-local rocks in a deep 
secondary cut, the largest of which had set-
tled into the fi ll layer beneath. Again, above 
this was the overlying midden. At its west-
ern edge it had been cut by Pit 1099. At the 
base was layer of grey sand that was inter-
preted as a treading layer, that is, it resulted 
from people walking on the base of the pit 
during its initial use. It also had an internal 
drain around part of the outer edge of the 
base. Such features are typical of kumara 
storage pits and indicate (circumstantially 
perhaps) an initial storage function for rua 
kopiha. Th is pit also contained the highly 
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disturbed remains of a juvenile dog burial 
but this was probably not its original func-
tion. In contrast, the lower layer of Pit 753 
was clean yellow sand, very level probably 
deliberately laid (it may have been wind-
blown, but probably not), and there is no 
evidence of any storage function prior to 
fi lling. In short, rua kopiha seem to have 
had multiple possible uses, many of which 
may be archaeologically invisible.

Pit 2837 contained a complete dog 
burial at its base (Figure 3.14). Th is rua 
kopiha also had evidence of a midden fi lled 
secondary cut. Two other relatively com-
plete dog burials were excavated in Area B, 
buried in pits cut into the midden (Chapter 
6). From Pit 2276 a large fragment of whale 
bone, probably a fl ipper bone from a large 
species, was recovered from the fi ll of the 
secondary cut (Figure 3.15) and whale bone 
was also found in three other rua kopiha. 
Several other fragments of sea mammal 
bone (all small and the analyst could not 
say for certain they were whale) were recov-
ered from the overlying midden and other 
features in Area A (Figure 3.16). In Pit 2545 
an unusual, possibly unique, pounamu fi sh 
hook point and a hook shank made of the 
lower edge of a dog mandible were found 
on opposite sides of the rua kopiha, about 
150 mm below the excavation surface. As 
mentioned, several of the rua kopiha con-
tained large imported rocks – some also 
contained burials while others did not. Of 
12 features containing fi shhook points in 
Area A, eight were rua kopiha, but a further 
12 were found in the overlying midden so 
it does not seem that these were necessar-
ily deliberately placed in rua kopiha. Th ere 
were 11 features in Area A with more than 
50 pieces of obsidian, of which nine were 
rua kopiha. Pit 2921 contained 161 pieces 
of obsidian, but it is not possible to say if 
these were deliberately placed there as we 
didn’t measure the density of the various fi ll 
layers in the rua kopiha, nor did we record 
which of these layers the obsidian was 
found in. It may just be due to the fact that 
rua kopiha are large features and so contain 
more material in general, including obsid-
ian and fi shhook points (see also Volume II, 
Chapter 5 for a discussion of obsidian use 
in burial rites).
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Th e rua kopiha, then, are not specifi -
cally grave cuts, i.e., deliberately dug in each 
instance for the purpose. Burial is one of 
the uses they were put to, but there seem to 
have been other uses, and in some instances 
they were re-dug for burials. However, 
apart from the fact that all burials in rua 
kopiha are of adults, there is no standard 
pattern – in some rua kopiha there are pri-
mary burials, in some secondary burials, 
multiple burials, partial burials, burials in 
secondary cuts and burials of things that 
are not human bone: whale bone, dogs, 
highly worked artefacts or imported stones. 
It seems likely that many rua kopiha that 
appeared to have nothing buried in them 
may have contained deliberately buried 
items made of organic materials that have 
not survived: cloaks of fl ax, feather or skin, 
wooden carvings or even foods. Ten soil 
samples were tested for possible fl ax fi bres 
(Appendix B), with fi bres found in fairly 
small numbers from six burials, where they 
probably came from mats used for wrapping 
bodies. Four control samples were tested 
from non burial contexts, three rua kopiha 
and a Phase 1 pit. Against our expectation 
small quantities of fi bre were found in the 
sample from Pit 2868. Th is rua kopiha con-
tained no burials, no imported stone, no 
whale or dog bone, but the presence of pos-
sible fl ax fi bres in low numbers does hint 
at the possible burial of items made from 

organic materials. Th is must be interpreted with some caution: fi bres may have 
been present throughout the midden in small quantities; and, where rua kopiha 
seem to be characterised by variety of use, it would be wrong to generalise this 
result too widely. Th e implications of this are discussed in the fi nal chapter.

Although Graham (1922: 121b) says rua kopiha were “used only for storing the 
kumara”, this is clearly not the case, as the NRD excavations show. He goes on 
to repeat a story told him by a man named Kopiha from the Waitemata district, 
explaining the origin of his name: in the early 19th century some of his ancestors 
living at Shoal Bay (Birkenhead) were killed in a raid by Ngati Paoa and as an insult 
their heads were smoked in kumara pits, or rua kopiha. Th is doesn’t mean that 
the burials at the NRD site were treated this way, but it does show that seemingly 
straight forward feature types can have multiple uses, not necessarily ones that 
their creators originally envisioned.

Burial features

As described already, eight rua kopiha contained burials. In total there were 35 
burial features in Area A. Th e remaining 28 burial features have little else in 
common other than that they are deliberately cut for burial as opposed to features 
that contain scattered and disturbed bone (Figure 3.17; see also Volume II). All 
burials in Area A were found in a tightly circumscribed area so it is unclear why 
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some were buried in rua kopiha, which 
seem to have had special purposes of which 
burial of koiwi was only a part, and why 
others were buried in much less formal fea-
tures, oft en just shallow scoops. Certainly 
there was a tendency for infants and chil-
dren to be buried in such scoops but this 
also applied to adults. Sizes of burial fea-
tures, other than rua kopiha, range from: 
Feature 2870, a rectangular pit measuring 
3500 x 2200 mm x 300 mm deep, contain-
ing four partial secondary interments, but 
probably not originally cut as a burial as 
its size and the presence of two postholes 
aligned down the centre indicates a kumara 
storage pit; to Feature 2904, a rectangular 
pit measuring 1150 x 700 mm x 200 mm 
deep, probably truncated, containing two 
adults and cut specifi cally for the purpose; 
to, for instance, Feature 2309, an irregu-
lar scooped feature measuring 960 x 600 
mm x 200 mm deep, containing the par-
tial secondary burials of eight individuals: 
an adult female, an adolescent, a child and 
an infant and the occasional bones of two 
more adults and two more infants. Some 
burials contained single primary inter-
ments, some single secondary interments, 
and some had more than one burial, some-
times interred together, sometimes (though 
less frequently) multiple interments where 
the burial feature was reopened. As noted, 
several burials were interred in secondary cuts in rua kopiha. Although burial of 
the deceased is one of the major passages of life and is almost always accompanied 
by ritual, the archaeological refl ection of such ritual is diffi  cult to make out as 
there is too much variety to discern any pattern of burial. It might be that persons 
of higher status were buried in rua kopiha, but they may have been selected for 
reasons other than status. Certainly the rua kopiha must have been marked or 
their positions carefully remembered one way or another as they were reopened 
regularly, whereas burials of children in shallower scoops were oft en disturbed by 
later features cutting through them. Burial practice is discussed in greater detail 
in Volume II.

Other features

Most other features were either earth ovens measuring up to 2700 mm but gener-
ally between 300 and 1000 mm in diameter, or post- and stakeholes generally from 
20 to 150 mm in diameter but oft en larger. A large number of earth ovens and 
postholes were found in the areas where the midden was deepest in the north of 
the excavation. Earth ovens and postholes were found both cut into the midden in 
stratifi ed deposits below the plough-zone and into the natural soil below though 
postholes were diffi  cult to make out in the coarse grained midden and more may 
have been present than were recorded. Many of these features also intercut with 
one another indicating repeated use of this area. Further earth ovens and post-

3.16. Distribution 
of whale bone in 
features and squares 
in Area A. Much of 
this was fragmented 
and the analyst was 
only able to identify 
it as ‘sea mammal’, 
but the distribution 
indicates that most 
of this was whale. Pit 
2837, containing a dog 
burial, and Pit 2454, 
containing a pounamu 
fi shhook point and 
dog bone shank, are 
also highlighted.
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3.18. Distribution of scattered koiwi in excavated squares in Area A.
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holes are found spread throughout the area of the 
rua kopiha and the Phase 1a pit cluster. Despite the 
large number of postholes in some areas, no clear 
evidence of houses or other structures was found 
other than House 4 from Phase 1. Most postholes 
probably represent temporary structures such as 
windbreaks or drying racks.

Several scoop features were fi lled with clean sand 
only slightly darker than the surrounding natural 
yellow sand. It isn’t really clear what they are though 
they were the same shape and size as earth ovens. 
Possibly they are not deliberate features at all but 
just hollows made by people in the course of work-
ing and walking on the soft  sand surface.

Midden

A deposit of shell midden covered much of the exca-
vated area. Th e upper 200–250 mm of this had been 
ploughed, as was the case for the whole site. Usually 
the midden was no deeper than this so almost all of 
it was disturbed. In the north of Area A the midden 
was up to 500 mm deep and there was a clear 
demarcation between the disturbed plough-zone 
and the intact stratifi ed deposit below. A profi le of 
the most intact part of the midden was drawn and 
photographs taken of other sections. Earth ovens 
and postholes were identifi ed cut into the midden 
at diff erent levels and layers of rakeout were visible 
in baulk profi les (Figures 3.19 and 3.20). At the base 
of the midden, dug into the natural soil and earlier 
Phase 1 pits, were further earth ovens and postholes. 
Th e midden began when a series of earth ovens were 
raked out and had unburnt material dumped over 
them, which in turn had further earth ovens cut into 
it and raked out sequentially, building up the entire 
structure. It isn’t clear what time frame was involved 
in this process – it could have been a matter of days if 
fi sh and shellfi sh were being processed on an ‘indus-
trial’ scale, or it could have taken a whole season or 
seasons of occupation. Th e midden appears to have 
built up as a single event and there was no evidence 
of site abandonment and re-occupation so the time 
period is unlikely to be longer than a single season. 
Th e midden across the whole Area would have built 
up episodically horizontally as well as vertically but 
the end result appears continuous.

From nineteen 10 litre samples analysed 
from Area A the dominant shell species is cockle 
(Austrovenus stutchburyi) making up 55.5% by 
MNI, closely followed by cats eye (Turbo smaragdus) 
at 40%. Scallop (Pecten novazelandiae) and oyster 
(Ostreidae sp.) were notable during the course of 
excavation but the numbers do no refl ect this. Th ese 

3.19. Sequence of photos showing earth ovens cut 
into the midden at diff erent levels in Squares U–Z 
100–101 in the north west corner of Area A.
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are much larger shells than cockle and so a small number of them would have 
contributed a disproportionate amount of food. All of the main shell species repre-
sented would have been harvested from the Manukau Harbour (see Chapter 6).

Area B

Area B was located along the beach terrace to the south east of Area A. Th e Area 
was fi rst exposed in Season 1 as a discontinuous patch of shell midden, postholes, 
earth ovens, and a few pits, and several burials were also identifi ed. As in Area A, 
work in Season 1 was restricted to identifying the probable extent of the burial 
ground. Excavation in Season 2 followed the same methodology used in Area A. 
Features and burials continued right up to the edge of the dune that drops approxi-
mately 2 m down to the beach, indicating that an unknown portion of the site may 
have been lost to coastal erosion in the past. Isolated features also continued to the 
north west towards Area A. Th ough containing numerous burials, Area B was not 
as complex as Area A and there were no burials between the two Areas. Th e buri-
als in Area B were much more dispersed than in Area A and, where midden was 
present, squares were excavated for up to 10 m past each known burial to ensure 
that no graves were missed.

Th e entire extent of Area B had been disturbed by ploughing and, especially 
along the beachfront, by vegetation and rabbits. Th is disturbance generally 
extended 200–250 mm below the surface. Intact, though usually truncated, fea-
tures were found cut into the natural brown sandy soil below this. No midden 
appeared to be undisturbed.

Phasing

As in Area A two main phases are present in Area B. Phase 1 is the storage pit and 
drain complex to the north, already discussed as it is from the same phase as Area 
A Phase 1. Most other features in Area B, including the midden and graves, have 
been recorded as Phase 2.

Phase 1 is represented by the complex of storage pits and drains on the north-
ern edge of Area B, beyond the area of midden. Five large rectangular storage pits 
were identifi ed all aligned on a roughly north west–south east axis. Th e pits are 
very similar to the Phase 1 pits in Area A and were clearly the earliest features in 
Area B (Figures 3.3 and 3.21). Th e full extent of the pit complex was not defi ned 
and the network of drains indicates the presence of more pits. Th e pit fi ll was clean 
sand with no shell or charcoal, though a charcoal sample was taken from the base 
of Pit 3549 for dating. Later Phase 2 features, including burials, were cut into Phase 
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3.20. North profi le of 
Squares U110–Z100. 
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1 features. Th ough they are on a perpendicular alignment to the Area A Phase 1 
pits, they are considered to belong to the same phase. Th ey have been discussed in 
detail in the discussion of Area A.

Unlike Area A there are few other features which may relate to this earlier 
phase. One small pit (Feature 3489) is partly cut into one of the Phase 1 drains and 
is itself cut by postholes for House 3. Th ere were two graves within the footprint of 
House 3 and it seems unlikely, though not impossible, that the house and graves 
would belong to the same phase. Th is hints at four phases of activity at least but as 
with Area A most evidence of this fi ner phasing has been destroyed by the plough. 
It isn’t possible to order the house and the burials.

Phase 2 includes all the other features: earth ovens, postholes, pits and burials. 
Much of this indicates repeated domestic activities such as cooking. Th ere is no 
evidence of any breaks in the sequence of occupation. 

No rua kopiha and just a few small rectangular storage pits were found in 
Area B, suggesting that kumara cultivation did not play a large role in subsistence 
during this phase. While there are some instances of intercutting features there is 
little to indicate that much time depth is involved. Most of the small bin pits and 
storage pits also contain shell midden in their fi ll indicating that they are contem-
porary with the midden. Because of disturbance to the midden it was not possible 
to say which were cut through the midden and which were fi lled with midden as 
it accumulated.

Th e use of the area as a burial ground is contemporary with the Phase 2 occu-
pation. All of the burials are in grave cuts but none of these are cut by earth ovens 
or postholes. Th is suggests that the people living at the site had clear knowledge 
of where the burials were located. Much of the human bone fragments recovered 
from squares and features may be the result of prehistoric disturbance as well as 
ploughing but there was not the extent of disturbance to burials that there was in 
Area A, where numerous features contained isolated koiwi assumed to have been 
disturbed out of their original position and redeposited. Th ere is an overlap in the 
dates for Phase 2 in Areas A and B but it is most probable that Area B was occupied 
at least a generation or two later than Area A.

House

A 5.7 x 3 m house footprint was defi ned by rows of postholes on all four sides 
though the northern corner is missing (House 3, Figure 3.23). A division is visible 
2.5 m from the south wall. While the east wall is incomplete, the west wall can be 

3.21. Composite photo 
of the Phase 1 pits 

in Area B. The drains 
leading out of each 

end of Pit 3549 in the 
foreground are clearly 

visible.
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seen to bend to the north where it intersects this division and it is not clear that 
this north part is not a wind break constructed outside a small 2.5 x 3 m house, 
with an entrance in the west corner of the north wall. Most of the fi ll of the post-
holes was clean brown sand and the outline of the house did not become apparent 
until the area had been cleaned down by hand. Th e postholes were small (150 mm 
diameter at most) and closely spaced, indicating that they were stakeholes rather 
than postholes (i.e., the posts were driven in rather than dug in). Th e fact that some 
of the postholes were also cut into an earlier Phase 1 pit and drain features also 
made them diffi  cult to identify. Any fl oor or occupation surface associated with 
the house had been reduced to a vague smear by ploughing. Several other posthole 
alignments on the same axis were also found around the house, perhaps small 
fences or windbreaks. Burials 71 and 81 are cut into the area defi ned by the house 
suggesting that no house structure was present at this time, though it is possible 
that these were deliberately buried beneath the house. Due to the disturbance to 
the site any other features that may have been originally associated with the house 
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could not be separated out from the main 
Phase 2 occupation though there are several 
earth ovens in the same general area.

Despite the large number of postholes in 
other parts of Area B, no other structures or 
houses could be identifi ed.

Pits

Th e Phase 1 pits from Area B have already 
been discussed with the Area A pits as 
between them they are thought to form a 
single occupation. Other pits consisted 
mainly of small rectangular or round bin 
pits and a few larger storage pits. Like the 
eastern pit cluster in Area A many of these 
were quite shallow. Th e largest pit (Feature 
2020) measured 4900 x 920 mm by just 210 
mm deep. One of the deepest pits was a rec-
tangular feature 1550 x 600 mm by 480 mm 
deep (Feature 3498). No rua kopiha were 
present in Area B.

Burial features

Burial features in Area B were very diff er-
ent to those from Area A. Th ere were no 
rua kopiha and only one multiple inter-
ment. Th ere were 24 burial features but 
only a further 10 features containing scat-
tered human bone (Figure 3.24). Burial fea-
tures were generally shallower and smaller 
than in Area A, and were cut for the pur-
pose. Th ey range in size from: Feature 

2895, measuring 1360 x 770 mm x 360 mm deep, containing Burial 58, the partial 
remains of an adult of unknown age and sex; to Feature 859, measuring 270 x 250 
mm x 240 mm deep, containing Burial 13, the skull and vertebrae of a 5–9 year 
old child; to even smaller features that were very shallow and had probably been 
truncated. Most burial features were scoops but some were well cut, straight-sided 
features such as Feature 2064, measuring 570 x 520 x 580 mm deep, containing 
Burial 21, the crouched burial of an older adult female. Th is individual was buried 
with a pounamu pendant and two drilled human teeth pendants. Very few burials 
included artefacts and only one other, Burial 81 of a child around 8 years old, was 
buried with a pounamu pendant. It is tempting to equate this with status, but it 
could as easily be a mark of particular aff ection for the deceased.

Th e burial features are quite evenly spaced and none intercut each other, indi-
cating that they were marked or their locations remembered. Th ey had varying 
amounts of midden in them, ranging from quite clean fi ll to very shelly fi ll, indi-
cating that the burial ground was in use at the same time the midden was building 
up on site. As in Area A, the burials are all in a tightly circumscribed area. In both 
cases the burial grounds show evidence of some formality, though the nature of 
this formality is quite diff erent in each case.
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3.25. Distribution of scattered koiwi in excavated squares in Area B.
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Other features

Th e majority of other features excavated in Area B were earth ovens and postholes. 
Earth ovens were round or oval scoops ranging from 350 mm in width to just over 
a metre. Postholes ranged from very small stakeholes 50–60 mm in diameter to 
large postholes up to 300 mm or more in diameter and up to 500 mm deep. Some 
of these larger postholes could have supported substantial structures but apart 
from House 3 there were no clear patterns or alignments to indicate what these 
structures may have been. It is likely that many of the earth ovens may have origi-
nally had temporary shelters or windbreaks associated with them, which would 
account for many of the postholes.

Th ere were two complete dog burials (Chapter 6). One of these, Feature 3494, 
was in a large pit 600 x 550 mm x 180 mm deep that also contained non-local rocks, 
the only instance of these rocks outside the Area A rua kopiha. It isn’t certain that 
these dog burials had a similar symbolic purpose as similar burials in Area A, but 
it is quite possible.

Midden

Th e midden overlying Area B was generally less dense than Area A and was dis-
turbed throughout its entire depth. Two 1 m test squares were excavated in Season 
1 through the midden and samples retained. Sampling was also limited by the 
distribution of fragments of human bone in the area where the midden was most 
intact. Th e deepest deposits of midden were found in association with concentra-
tions of earth ovens, representing cooking activities. In places the midden was up 
to 300 mm deep but had no obvious stratigraphy or features within it and it did 
not appear to be intact. From the three 10 litre samples analysed, cat’s eye is the 
predominant species at 60% by MNI, followed by cockle at 36.5%.

Area C

Area C consisted of an approximately 25 m exposure of shell midden along the 
edge of the beach terrace (Figure 3.26). Th e exposed midden was bounded by the 
bund to the south and was 6 m wide. Like all of the Areas investigated on the beach 
terrace the midden had been disturbed by ploughing and other historic activities. 
Due to the level of disturbance the midden was not sampled. Beneath the midden 26 
features were identifi ed. Most of these were earth ovens with the largest measuring 
1350 x 1110 mm by 550 mm deep. Some of these earth ovens intercut one another 
or were spaced very close together indicating that the area had been repeatedly 
used for cooking over a short period of time. Th e heat from several of the earth 
ovens had burnt the underlying soil red (Figure 3.27) and much of the midden was 
very burnt and fragmented. Th e other three features were postholes. Th ese features 
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are assumed to belong to a single phase and, 
if excavation had proceeded beyond the 
bund, would probably prove to be part of 
the same occupation as Area D.

Area D

Area D consisted of a patch of midden 
extending for approximately 25 m parallel 
to the beach, about 15 m south of Area C 
(Figure 3.26). Th e exposed midden was 
bounded by the bund to the south and was 
5 m wide. Most of this exposure was not 
very dense and was disturbed by ploughing. 
Midden was sampled in 50 mm spits from 
one 1 m square and then the midden was 
removed to reveal the features below. Th ese 

consisted of one posthole, three medium sized earth ovens with maximum dimen-
sions between 570–490 mm and one larger earth oven 1700 mm wide which ran 
into the baulk (Feature 1167). All the earth ovens contained shell midden, charcoal 
and fi re cracked rock in their fi ll. Two 10 litre samples were analysed; cockle was 
the only species found.

Further similar exposures of midden are present in the beach section at the 
southern end of the beach fl at and continue intermittently along the top of the 
coastal cliff s further to the southeast. Th ese middens are recorded as archaeologi-
cal sites R11/860, R11/847 and R11/2293. Th is area falls outside of the Northern 
Runway Development. 

Area E

Area E was located at the back of the beach terrace at the foot of a steep slope lead-
ing up to the top of the bluff  where Areas F and G were located. It consisted of a 
dense layer of midden at the foot of the slope and another more dispersed patch 
of midden and a set of features further out on the fl at (Figure 3.28). Th ere was a 
gap of about 10 m between Area A (Phase 1a features) and the beach fl at features 
of Area E, and the radiocarbon dates indicated they may have been contempora-
neous. Many of the Area A Phase 1a features were truncated by ploughing and 
it is possible that the gap between the two Areas represents a location where all 
evidence has been destroyed. Midden was also present on the slope further to the 
south, particularly below Area G, but was penetrated by heavy tree roots and was 
not investigated.

Phasing

Th ere are no clearly patterned stratigraphic relationships between the features in 
Area E and in fact it is not clear from the archaeology that the dense midden con-
taining earth ovens at the foot of the slope is contemporary with the earth ovens 
and post holes further out on the fl at, which were not overlain by midden. Th e 
radiocarbon dates indicate that they may be two separate occupations.

Midden

Th e large patch of midden spilling down the hillslope and out onto the fl at was 
relatively dense and consisted mainly of whole and fragmented cockle shell. Th e 

3.27. Feature 1144, 
showing the reddened, 
burnt sand at the base 

of the earth oven.
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extent of the midden was identifi ed by digging a trench from the top of the slope 
down to the bottom with a hydraulic excavator. Six 1 m squares were excavated in 
50 mm spits to sample the midden, three on the lower slope on the south side of the 
trench and three on the north side of the trench at the base of the slope. Th e other, 
smaller patch of midden was more dispersed and was not sampled.

Although the midden was located on a fairly steep slope it was well bedded and 
did not appear to have been very disturbed – it was neither jumbled nor very frag-
mented which, we assume, it would be if it had been disturbed and pushed down-
hill by cattle, for instance. It was considerably deeper at the base and it appeared 
that midden was thrown down the bank during an occupation on top of the bluff  
and had not moved much since. Th ere was no evidence of any occupation imme-
diately above Area E but a similar relationship is clear between Area G and the 
unexcavated midden on the slope below it. At the same time, earth ovens were cut 
into the deep midden at the base of the slope so much of the midden also built up 
in situ (Figure 3.29). Th e midden on the slope and at the base of the slope could 
not be distinguished and it seems unlikely that midden was thrown upslope. Th e 
few earth ovens at the base of the slope would not seem to be suffi  cient to account 
for the quantity of midden and it seems likely that the occupation responsible for 
the midden occurred at both the top and foot of the slope but that archaeological 
evidence for the former has not survived.

From Squares 567 and 568 on the north side eight 10 litre samples were taken 
at 50 mm spits. In the profi le of Square 567 layers of burnt and whole crushed shell 
could be seen along with lenses of ashy rakeout from earth ovens (Figure 3.29). On 
the south side four 10 litre samples were taken at 50 mm intervals from Square 555. 
Analysis of the samples from Squares 555 and 568 confi rmed the initial observa-
tion that the midden was predominantly cockle, with 85.5% and 98% of the total 
MNI from both squares respectively being cockle. By weight of diagnostic shell 
Square 555 consist of 71 % cockle, 16.5% oyster, 6% scallop and 4% cat’s eye (see 
Chapter 6 for a fuller discussion of the midden).
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Features

Relatively few features were found in asso-
ciation with the midden, while scattered 
postholes and several earth ovens were 
found further out on the fl at (Figure 3.30). 
Outside the area covered by midden most 
of the features contained relatively clean 
brown sandy fi ll. Feature 595 was a large 
circular earth oven 2 m in diameter and 
150 mm deep. Th e sides and base of the fea-
ture were burned red and the fi ll contained 
charcoal stained sand and fi re cracked 
rock. Feature 594 was a similarly shallow 
earth oven 1.4 m in diameter and less than 
100 mm deep. Th e fi ll contained charcoal 
stained sand, fi re cracked rock and some 
shell fragments. An isolated rectangular 
storage pit (Pit 882) which measured 1760 x 
900 mm x 50 mm deep shows that the fea-
tures on the fl at here are very shallow and 
have probably been truncated by ploughing 
and possibly by wind erosion.

Area F

On top of the bluff  above the beach terrace 
was a wide, fl at ridgetop with a steep slope 
down to the beach terrace to the west, a 
shallow gulley to the east and a gentle slope 
to the toe of the ridge to the north (Figure 

3.31). Area F was located at the top of this slope, commanding good views out over 
the surrounding countryside and the Manukau Harbour out to the heads. Th is 
area, and especially the western scarp overlooking the stream, had previously been 
identifi ed during the archaeological assessment as a likely location for occupation 
evidence. For this reason this was the fi rst part of the hilltop to be stripped of top-
soil, revealing several areas of midden and occupation evidence.

Th e soils on the top of the bluff  are stone free, red brown volcanic loams and 
while the lack of stones may have made this area suitable for prehistoric gardening 
it has also made any evidence of gardens vulnerable to ploughing and other his-
toric land management practices. As elsewhere on the site the top 200–250 mm of 
the archaeological deposit had been disturbed across the entire hilltop.

Phasing

Area F was spread out over 60 x 30 m and it is not certain that all the clusters of fea-
tures represent a single occupation – even if the upper midden layers had not been 
disturbed by ploughing this could probably not have been determined. Terrace 12 
and the fenceline running south from it form one cluster, House 1 and its associ-
ated cooking features another, and the six terraces at the west of Area F including 
House 2 another, but the temporal relationships between these three clusters are 
unclear. Only in the latter cluster could any phasing be seen, as the midden overly-
ing the terraces remained deep enough not be fully ploughed out. 

3.29 (top). The edge of 
earth oven Feature 707 

visible in the baulk of 
Square 567. 

3.30 (bottom). Area E 
after excavation look-

ing west.
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In Terrace 218 House 2 was overlain with an accumulation of midden into 
which a number of earth ovens were cut. Some of these cut through the base of the 
midden into the terrace (Figure 3.34) but all originated within the midden itself. 
Given the diffi  culty of locating postholes in midden it isn’t clear whether the house 
also cut through the midden or if it belonged to an earlier phase but it seems most 
likely to have been among the earliest features cut into the terrace.

Houses and terraces

One defi nite house site (House 1) and several artifi cial terraces showing evidence 
of occupation were excavated. Th e house was situated right on top of the hill and 
was clearly defi ned by over 30 postholes and footing trenches. Th e outline of the 
house was rectangular and covered a footprint measuring 4950 x 3800 mm. At 
the north end of the structure a wall ran across the width of the house creating a 
narrow porch. Another line of postholes at the south end was on a diff erent align-
ment and its function is unclear (Figure 3.32). While some of the postholes retained 
some depth (for example the posthole in the centre of the south wall was 560 mm 
deep) most of the features related to the structure had clearly been truncated. Any 
evidence of the original house fl oor had been destroyed by ploughing and the 
entrance was not visible. Th e fi ll of all the postholes and footing trenches was a 
slightly charcoal stained topsoil containing fragments of shell and charcoal. One 
posthole contained several whole scallop shells that were retained for radiocarbon 
dating. Directly to the north east of the house were three large, sub-rectangular 
earth ovens or cooking areas, some of which had smaller earth ovens clearly cut 
within them (Figures 3.32 and 3.33). All were shallow and contained dark char-
coal-stained soil and numerous oven stones and fragments, indicating repeated 
reuse. Th e soil beneath them was stained red by heat. Th e house and cooking areas 
together indicate that this part of the site was associated with a higher status indi-
vidual or activity.

3.31. Area F. Terraces 
are numbered. 
Contour interval = 
0.5 m.
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Terrace 12, to the north east of House 
1 on the inland slope leading down to a 
shallow gulley, measured 4.3 x 2 m and was 
exposed as a rectangular patch of dark soil 
with shell and rock fragments. Excavation 
revealed one large earth oven 1550 x 1170 
mm x 120 mm deep with a later earth oven 
cut into it and two other less well defi ned 
earth ovens. Along the east and south sides 
of the terrace roughly aligned series of 
postholes suggest that a structure of some 
kind was located on the terrace, though 
whether this was a house or just windbreaks 
is unclear. Running for 11.4 m to the south 
east of the terrace an alignment of 17 post-
holes defi ned a fence. All of the postholes 
were fi lled with clean dark topsoil and were 
relatively shallow (the deepest excavated 
being just 180 mm deep). Whether they 
relate to the same period of occupation as 
the terrace is unclear.

On the western edge of Area F overlook-
ing the stream were a series of six terraces. 
Associated with these was an extensive 
midden. Terrace 218 showed clear evidence 
of occupation with alignments of postholes 
and earth ovens and is interpreted as a prob-
able house site (House 2, Figure 3.34). Th e 
terrace measured 3.5 x 2 m. In the middle of 
the terrace itself was a large earth oven 1200 
mm in diameter x 250 mm deep (Feature 
219). Other earth ovens are present at the 
front of the terrace and on the north side. 
Th e rectangular arrangement of postholes 
along all four sides of the terrace suggests 
that this may be a house site. If so, there 
are two phases of house construction, one 
within the footprint of the other, but only 
half of each remains and the order of con-
struction cannot be determined. It is also 
possible that the squared alignments rep-
resent substantial windbreaks – our expe-
rience during excavation showed that this 
part of the site was very exposed to winds 
directly off  the Manukau Harbour, whereas 
the beach terrace below was very sheltered.

Th e cluster of earth ovens to the south of House 2, which were mapped but not 
excavated, may be associated with the house in the same way that the large earth 
ovens east of House 1 are associated with that structure. Th ey were not seen to 
originate within the overlying midden though this was stripped with the hydraulic 
excavator and fi ne detail would have been lost in the process but a similar spatial 
relationship between house and cooking features seems probable.

Terrace 216 measured 4.8 x 2.1 m and had been used repeatedly for cooking 
(Figure 3.35). At least 15 earth ovens were cut into the terrace and the subsequent 

3.32. Top, House 1 and 
associated features; 

centre, House 1 after 
excavation, looking 

west. Scales = 1 m.
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3.34. Top, House 2 and 
associated features; 
bottom, House 2 and 
Terrace 218 after exca-
vation, looking north 
east. Scales = 1 m.
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buildup of midden. Some of these were quite 
large, with Feature 414 measuring 1100 x 
1000 mm, and had clearly been reused as 
indicated by patches of ashy rakeout sur-
rounding it. A few other earth ovens and 
postholes were located around this terrace.

Terrace 221 measured 4.7 x 2.5 m, with 
two earth ovens cut into its surface. Terrace 
411 was 3 x 1.3 m and had just one earth 
oven cut into its base. Terrace 436 meas-
ured 5.2 x 2.2 m but any evidence of occu-
pation on its surface had been destroyed by 
a historic concrete structure and it was not 
excavated further. Terrace 404 was less well 
defi ned but measured approximately 4 x 2 
m. Cut into this terrace was another terrace 
which had a clear backscarp approximately 

500 mm high. Th e fi ll of the fi rst terrace was dense shell midden and the fi ll of the 
second terrace was brown soil mixed with shell. As the second terrace was situated 
on the edge of the bank it was only partly excavated but the area of the terrace 
exposed measured 3 x 0.85 m.

Midden

Th ree large areas of midden were identifi ed and one smaller one. One patch located 
to the north east of the House 1 measured approximately 14 m in diameter. Ten 
litre samples were taken from two 1 m squares. Th e midden was shallow and dis-
persed and largely disturbed throughout. Th e only features associated with it were 
two small rectangular pits and two small postholes.

Th e most substantial deposit of midden was associated with the terraces on the 
western edge of the hilltop. Th e midden was sampled from one 1 m square at the 
base of the slope and a trench dug down the slope through the midden. Another 
patch of midden was identifi ed on the side of the hill to the north. No samples 
were taken but a trench was dug through the midden and its extent defi ned by 
probing. Th e trench revealed no associated features such as terraces and showed 
that the shell midden was mainly dispersed through the topsoil. A much smaller 
area of midden was exposed down on the fl at between these two areas. A sample 
was taken from one 1 m square and the midden removed revealing ten postholes 
and one earth oven. A further trench dug down the northern slope of the hillside 
showed no archaeological evidence. Eight 10 litre and one 3 litre midden samples 
were analysed from Area F, consisting of 93% cockle by MNI. By weight cockle 
represented 82% with 5% oyster and 11% scallop.

Area G

Area G was defi ned by a large area of midden running for some 38 m along the 
edge of the scarp overlooking the beach terrace and extending back inland up to 20 
m (Figure 3.36). In places the midden was quite dense but in others it had clearly 
been dispersed by ploughing and other historic activities. Plough lines were evi-
dent across the extent of the archaeological deposit. Th e midden extended further 
to the west and down the slope but tree roots here made excavation impractical.

3.35. Terrace 216 with 
Terrace 218 in the 
background after 

excavation, Area F.
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Features

Despite the high level of disturbance features were preserved both in the deeper 
parts of the midden and below it (Figure 3.37). To the west the midden was up 
to 400 mm deep and had not been completely ploughed out. Earth ovens clearly 
originated within the undisturbed midden at varying levels though these were not 
individually excavated in the way that the earth ovens in the north of Area A were. 
Th e majority of features were earth ovens and postholes associated with cooking 
and related activities. Although much of the stratigraphy had been destroyed by 
ploughing the density of the midden and number of features showed that this area 
had been used repeatedly though there was no evidence that it represented more 
than a single phase of occupation. Many of the postholes were small stake holes 
forming short alignments and probably represent wind breaks associated with the 
earth ovens; no more substantial structures were observed. Once a representa-
tive sample of earth ovens and postholes had been excavated, other features were 
cleaned down by hand to defi ne them and mapped without being excavated.

Th e Area also contained three small rectangular storage pits. None of these 
were excavated, but one is cut by an earth oven, suggesting that they may relate to 
an earlier phase but this is uncertain. 

Midden

A test trench dug through a section of the midden revealed that the plough-zone 
extended at least 200 mm into the midden. Much of the shell was burnt and crushed 
and the trench showed layers of ashy rakeout beneath the plough zone. Once the 
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overlying midden was removed with the 
hydraulic excavator several of the earth 
ovens beneath it were very shallow and 
were probably remnants of earth ovens that 
had been cut from a higher level within the 
midden, though no earth ovens were visible 
in the trench profi le. Eight 10 litre midden 
samples taken from earth ovens beneath 
the midden were analysed, consisting of 
87% cockle and 6.5% cat’s eye by MNI.

Area H

Area H consisted of a large patch of shell 
midden which had been badly disturbed 
and spread out by ploughing. Plough lines 
were evident in this area on at least two dif-

ferent alignments and extended to the base of the remaining midden. Th e midden 
was sampled and removed to reveal the features below. Of the sparse features in 
this area the more intact were those situated between the plough lines. Most of 
these features were earth ovens and contained burnt shell and oven stone frag-

3.37. Stakeholes and 
earth ovens beneath 
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3.39. Top, plan of Pits 
1633–1635 and associ-
ated drains in Area 
I; bottom, the same 
features after excava-
tion. Bin Pit 1950 is not 
yet excavated. Scales 
= 1 m.

ments. Two 10 litre midden samples from earth ovens were analysed, consisting of 
84.5% cockle and 13% cat’s eye.

Area I

Th is area had been truncated by contouring for the cultivation of grape vines. 
Neat rows of round postholes across the hilltop were evidence of past viticulture. 
Archaeological features were visible mainly as smears of shell midden which, on 
investigation, were found to have been almost completely destroyed by ploughing. 
Th e only partially preserved features were a group of three truncated storage pits 
on top of the hill and a few earth ovens and postholes on the southern slope where 
three disturbed burials were also found.

Pits 1633, 1634 and 1635 were three heavily truncated storage pits with Pit 
1634 having a maximum depth of just 50 mm and Pit 1633 being the deepest at 
250 mm. Given that pits are oft en 800–1000 mm deep, the extent of truncation is 
clear. All three pits have internal drainage systems which led into an external drain 
(Figure 3.39). Th ey were located on the high point of the hill on the edge of the 
slope and would have been sited to take advantage of the natural drainage, which 
fl ows north west. Th e fi ll of the pits and internal features was a clean, dark clay. 
In the fl oor of Pit 1633 a small bin pit (Pit 1950) was found. Th is had a soft , clean 
clay fi ll and was cut by two sumps and a posthole associated with Pit 1633. It is the 
fi rst feature dug in this part of Area I. Th e 
two larger pits (1633 and 1635) are orien-
tated on a north west–south east alignment 
and probably belong to the same phase. Pit 
1634 is on a perpendicular alignment and 
cuts Pit 1635 – its external drain also cuts 
Pit 1633 before linking in to the drain of Pit 
1633. Two related phases of pit construction 
are, therefore, evident here, preceded by the 
small bin Pit 1950. Although it is not cer-
tain that the bin is related to the larger pits 
it was presumably not originally isolated 
feature and any related fetaures have been 
destroyed. Aft er the pits had been exca-
vated but before the external drain excava-
tion was complete, heavy rain fi lled them 
with water. Once the drains were cleared 
Pits 1633 and 1635 drained completely, but 
some water remained in Pit 1634. A shallow 
sump had been dug at the eastern end of the 
pit to cope with excess water while the pit 
was in use. Th ere were also two sumps at 
the southern end of Pit 1633, but these did 
not seem to have been necessary to drain 
the pit.

Th e other group of features some 35 m 
to the south of the pits consisted of 27 post-
holes, seven earth ovens, two drains and 
three burials (Figure 3.40). Despite their 
distance from the pits they are included in 
Area I though the two occupations may not 
have been closely related. Both the features 
and the burials had been truncated by con-
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touring. Burials 1, 2 and 3 had been ploughed out to the extent that no clear grave 
cuts could be defi ned. Th e remains of the graves were shallow with Burial 2 having 
a maximum depth of 60 mm and Burials 1 and 3 just 40 mm. Of the other features 
in the Area some postholes and earth ovens were relatively well defi ned, while 
others were less clear. Th e drains ran down the slope to the west, but whatever they 
were draining no longer survived. Th ese were probably pits like the three to the 
north. It is possible that there were also originally more burials in Area I but, if so,  
these have not survived.

Chronology

Eleven radiocarbon samples of shell and charcoal were submitted to the University 
of Waikato Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory (Appendix E). Prior to excavation we 
had assessed the site as being potentially early as it appeared in many ways to be a 
prime location and would have been attractive to settlement in the early period. We 
took a shell sample from a test pit on the beach terrace (Wk22899) that returned a 
date of AD 1530–1870,3 in other words, late in the pre-European period with a very 
small probability of being within the historic period.

Th e remaining ten dates were aimed at establishing the relationships between 
Areas and Phases, particularly for Areas A and B where the koiwi were located, 

3  All dates given in the text are calibrated at 95.4% (2σ) confi dence interval, see Table 3.1.
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Lab number Material Area Feature Type CRA BP cal AD 68.2% cal AD 95.4%
Wk27371 shell A Sq 4 midden 709 ± 36 1530–1650 1470–1690
Wk28704 shell A 2084 Burial 15 648 ± 36 1560–1700 1510–1810
Wk28702 charcoal A 2837 rua kopiha 246± 36 1640–1680 (22.3%) 1620–1700 (35%)
       1730–1800 (45.9%) 1720–1810 (57.4%)
       1830–1880 (1.4%)
       1920–1939 (1.6%)
 Combine Area A, n = 3, A = 118.9%, An = 40.8%  1645–1670 1620–1690
Wk27373 charcoal B 3549 Phase 1 pit 403 ± 30 1450–1520 (41.5%) 1400–1630
       1580–1620 (26.7%) 
Wk28703 shell B 3489 pit 643 ± 36 1560–1710 1510–1820
Wk22899 shell B test pit  604 ± 37 1640–1810 1530–1870
Wk27372 shell B Sq 1 midden 523 ± 35 1690–1860 1683–
 Combine Area B, n = 2, A = 104.8%, An = 50.0%  1680–1810 1650–1870
Wk28706 shell E 708 earth oven 677 ± 29 1550–1680 1490–1710
Wk28701 charcoal E 594 earth oven 426 ± 35 1450–1510 (52.3%) 1440–1520 (60.6%)
       1590–1620 (15.9%) 1530–1630 (34.8%) 
Wk28700 shell F 424 House 1 783 ± 35 1460–1580 1440–1650
Wk28705 charcoal I 1937 posthole 377 ± 30 1480–1520 (15.4%) 1460–1640
       1540–1630 (52.8%) 

Table 3.1. Radiocarbon dates.
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but also more generally for other Areas where occupation might be related to the 
burials. Th e earliest date was from a Phase 1 pit in Area B, AD 1430–1630, which is 
what was expected from the archaeology. No datable material was taken from the 
Phase 1 pits in Area A but their layout and orientation appears to be related to the 
Area B pits and they are assumed to be from the same occupation.

Several other dates were broadly similar, particularly one of the earth ovens from 
Area E, dated AD 1440–1630, and House 1 from Area F, dated AD 1440–1650. Th e 
latter was dated on scallop shell found in a posthole, on the reasonable assumption 
that the shell was probably contemporaneous with the house and migrated into the 
posthole as the post rotted away. Th ere is no archaeological evidence of simultane-
ous or closely related occupation of Areas E and F and Area A/B Phase 1 but it is 
quite possible that they may be part of the same occupation, with kumara storage 
on the beach fl at, cooking in Area E about 20 m away on the beach fl at and higher 
status activities or chiefl y occupation on a high point in Area F. Area F covered a 
wide area and the various clusters of features there may not have been related, but 
no further dates were taken from this Area. An oven scoop within the midden at 
the base of the slope in Area E was also dated and gave a somewhat later, though 
not statistically distinguishable, date. Archaeologically Area E appeared to consist 
of two diff erent occupations; the ovens on the beach fl at and the midden spilling 
down the slope. Th e two dates cannot confi rm this but it seems likely.

A posthole in one of the Area I pits gave a date of AD 1460–1640, barely later 
than the Area A/B Phase 1 pit and statistically indistinguishable from it. No dat-
able material was obtained from the southern part of Area I where Burials 1–3 
were found and it is not clear that the two parts of Area I represent the same 
occupation.

Th e midden in Area A dated to AD 1470–1690. Two other dates from Area A 
were taken from shell from a burial feature (Burial 15) and a rua kopiha (Pit 2837, 
charcoal from beneath the dog burial) and gave later dates, AD 1510–1810 and 
AD 1620–1810 respectively. Th ese dates cover quite a range but, since we know 
from the archaeology that they refer to the same occupation, they can be combined 
using the OxCal program to give a much tighter date of 1620–1690, which is a 
proxy date for the burials in Area A.

Th e dates from Area B are consistent with the archaeology. A sample from a 
small round pit that cut the Phase 1 drain and was in turn cut by postholes from 
House 3 (Figure 3.23) gave a date of AD 1510–1820. Th e house itself is thought to 
pre date the burials as two were found within the house footprint, but this is not 
certain. Th e date for the midden is the latest date from the site, AD 1680–modern. 
Th e date taken prior to excavation was taken on shell from a testpit with no clear 
context (a stake was driven into the soil where the test pit was dug but this had been 
knocked over by cattle by the time excavation began so it was not relocated); the 
purpose of the date was to provide a general idea of whether the site was from the 
early or late periods as this would have had a signifi cant eff ect on the excavation 
research strategy. Otherwise it is another general midden date. Th ese two latter 
dates can also be combined to give a date of 1650–1870 as a proxy for the burials in 
Area B. As no European artefacts were recovered from the site we can be confi dent 
that they don’t date as late as 1870 and the area was largely abandoned from the late 
1700s (Chapter 2), so a date of 1650–1770 seems reasonable for Area B.

Th ere is some overlap between the date for Areas A and B burials but archaeo-
logically it seems very unlikely that the two areas would have been used contempo-
raneously. At the same time, the occupants of Area B probably retained a memory 
of where the Area A burials were, as they avoided it. Th e two burial areas probably 
represent diff erent generations of the same hapu using the same general area.

Th e dates have been interpreted on the assumption that distinct, though not 
necessarily unrelated, occupations are represented. In general there is evidence of 
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successive occupation at the NRD site from the 15th century (Areas A and B Phase 
1, Area E on the beach fl at, Area F House 1), with Area I pits a little later, followed 
by the main Area A occupation and Area E on the slope into the 16th century and 
fi nally the main Area B occupation from the mid 17th century. Th at we can sepa-
rate Area B into the Phase 1 occupation (pits and associated drains), subsequent 
small pits, then House 3 which probably predates the main occupation indicates 
that the diff erent Areas cannot be neatly compartmentalised. Occupations at Area 
B span the full range of dates obtained and similar complexity may be expected 
in other Areas but a comprehensive dating program to determine this is beyond 
the scope of this report. With the damage to stratigraphic relationships between 
features this complexity can only be glimpsed in restricted locations. 

Environment

Two specifi c analyses are used to reconstruct past environments: charcoal analysis 
and microfossil (pollen, starch grains, etc.) analysis. Other analyses, particularly 
of faunal remains, can also contribute to environmental reconstruction though 
less directly.

Microfossils

Ten samples were submitted for microfossil analysis (Appendix B) but only three 
of these were analysed for environmental information; the remainder were from 
burials and were analysed for possible fl ax fi bres from mats used to wrap corpses 
(Volume II). Th e environmental samples were all from pits in Area A, one from 
Phase 1 and two from Phase 2.

Charcoal and bracken and hornwort spores were abundant indicating forest 
burning and clearance, probably for horticulture, and subsequent colonisation by 
ferns. Much of the charcoal probably came from cooking on site but the brack-
ens are a clear indicator of forest disturbance. Tree pollens are scarce though tree 
phytoliths were more common, probably because they preserve well in soils and 
were present prior to burning. Grass phytoliths were also common. Th e microfos-
sil analysis, then, indicates open bracken/grass land. Abundant New Zealand quail 
(Coturnix novaezelandiae) in the bird bone assemblage also indicates this type of 
habitat (Chapter 6).

Coring and pollen analysis of the swampy stream bank next to Area F further 
confi rms this scenario and provides some greater detail (Appendix C). As the orig-
inally closed cover over the stream opened up pollen of wetland species become 
more common, indicating the development of the swamp. At the same time, pollen 
of rimu and pohutukawa from the surrounding forest also become more common 
as the canopy opened up. Kauri is notably absent. Th ese species decline as charcoal 
increases, indicating burning of the forest by Maori, and spores of invasive, distur-
bance-related species like bracken and hornworts increase. No dates are associated 
with this core so it cannot date fi rst settlement of the area.

Charcoal

While microfossils such as pollen and phytoliths are incorporated naturally into the 
site, macroscopic charcoals are generally derived from wood that has been trans-
ported by humans. Charcoals from earth ovens are from wood gathered localy (as 
opposed to structural timbers which may come from further afi eld) and are indi-
cators of a wider catchment and of human interaction with it. Th ey tell much the 
same story as the microfossil evidence. Stands of puriri with some pohutukawa 
were present locally but the remaining woody vegetation seem to have consisted of 
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hebe dominated shrub vegetation, probably in a largely bracken clothed landscape. 
It demonstrates the original forest cover of the area had been removed prior to the 
occupation of the site (Appendix D). 

Houses

Th roughout the entire excavation only three structures that could confi dently be 
called houses were found. Two of these were in Area F, the other in Area B. In Area 
A a series of posthole alignments at right angles may also have been a house, sub-
sequently truncated by storage pits and there may have been a house on Terrace 12 
in Area F but only two partial posthole alignments were found.

House 1 in Area F is the most substantial and certain of these structures 
(Figure 3.32). Here over 30 postholes outlined a rectangular house measuring 5 x 
4 m facing west of north. A further four postholes about 800 mm inside the north 
end of this structure probably indicated a small porch. Along the east and south 
walls partial footing trenches were visible and it seems likely that these would have 
been continuous prior to ploughing. Another line of postholes within the house 
footprint was on a diff erent alignment and may not have been part of the house. 
Th ree large earth ovens, up to 2740 x 1910 mm, to the east of the house would seem 
to be associated with it. Th is structure dates to the earliest recorded period of occu-
pation at the NRD site, though it isn’t possible to say whether or not it was part of 
the same occupation as Phase 1 in Areas A and B.

House 2 was also found in Area F but was a less certain structure (Figure 3.34). 
Th ere were clearly two phases of construction here, one inside the terrace and one 
outside. Th ere were several earth ovens within the alignments of postholes, so this 
may be a cook house, less formal and substantial than House 1.

House 3 in Area B was outlined by 81 stakeholes and there were several other 
stakehole alignments nearby on the same alignment as the house and forming 
small, right-angled clusters (Figure 3.23). If it is a house it is of quite a diff erent 
construction to the other two houses and was probably more a wind shelter than 
a dwelling structure. Th e presence of other stakehole alignments nearby also indi-
cates windbreaks. Th ere are few earth ovens in this part of Area B so it does not 
seem that the structure was a cook house, keeping the wind off  a cooking area 
– shelter for people is the most likely function.

Prickett (1982: 116), following the 19th century and early 20th century ethnog-
raphers, is somewhat dismissive of small, temporary dwellings as opposed to large, 
formal whare: “they could be built quickly and without ceremony and … could be 
lived in carelessly.” House 3 seems to be a dwelling of this kind, a simple shelter of 
poles and thatch, and House 2 may not have been a shelter for people at all. House 
1 is a diff erent matter. Th is is large enough and regularly constructed enough to be 
considered a formal whare. It is very like the whare drawn by Barnicoat at Ruapuke 
reproduced by Prickett (1982: Figure 2). Th is is on the small side of ethnographi-
cally recorded houses, about 10 x 15́  (3 x 5 m), but these can get as small as 6 x 3´ 
(2 x 1 m) (Prickett 1982: Figure 4) which is considerably smaller than House 1. Th e 
smallest chiefl y house Prickett lists is 12 x 8´ (4 x 3 m) at Kaipara recorded by Joel 
Pollack around 1831, so House 1 could have been a chiefl y dwelling. Houses of this 
general size were 4–8´ (1.3–2.6 m) high (Prickett 1982: Table 2). Small whare were 
used to demonstrate status, as a focus of group activities, to accommodate visitors 
and to house junior family members (Prickett 1982: Table 3). Given that no large 
whare to house senior family was found it seems quite likely that House 1 had some 
formal function within the community.

Th e house faces north north west and the narrow porch catches the midday 
and aft ernoon sun, and shelters the house from the south westerlies blowing off  the 
harbour, which can be cold even late in the year. Food would not be eaten in the 
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tapu interior of a whare but could be eaten in the porch – the formality of the large 
earth ovens next to House 1 indicate that cooking and hospitality were important. 
House 1 may have been built for a specifi c function, a formal dwelling though only 
used short-term.

Given the number of small stone chisels found on site (Chapter 4) House 1 may 
have carved, but we have no evidence of this. Also, we found no evidence of a door 
or entrance as the house fl oor was ploughed out – ideally the entrance will be more 
worn or harder packed and be visible archaeologically.

Although it is evident that a reasonably large population occupied the NRD 
site at various times, resulting in substantial digging of pits, and rua kopiha, inter-
ment of primary and secondary burials and buildup of midden, they do not seem 
to have been housed in formal structures. Th e exception is House 1 which is sub-
stantial enough to indicate the presence of a high status person on site, or a high 
status activity, always remembering that status is a relative concept and the status 
represented by House 1 was not like the status of a large wharepuni. Most housing 
would have been in the form of windbreaks, with the people largely exposed to the 
elements.

Pits

Th e pits in Area A and B, particularly the rectangular Phase 1 pits and the rua 
kopiha, have already been discussed in some detail, as this was necessary to estab-
lish the phasing of these areas and to understand the burials in Area A. Th ese 
features were dug into the sand of the beach fl at which, though draining well, is 
close to the water table. During excavation in a dry summer it was noted that the 
bases of some of the deeper features were quite damp and ground water must have 
been a problem for kumara storage. As a result, the Phase 1 pits had large exter-
nal drains, though they lacked internal drains, perhaps because they were dealing 
with ground water seeing in rather than surface runoff . 

Th e pits in Area I did have internal drains connected to external drains, as the 
purpose of draining these features was to get rid of sudden inundations rather 
than prevent buildup of water through ground seepage. Foster (2000) found 
similar internal and external rains at site R11/1930 on the Pukaki Creek. At the 
Waipuna site, R11/1436, on the Tamaki river near the Panmure basin a similar 
series of intercutting pits and drains, but on a much larger scale, was excavated 
(Clough and Turner 1998b). Here there were possibly as many as seven phases of 
occupation, some of which were not related to earlier phases, with clear evidence of 
reuse and recutting of pits as well as of drains cutting across pits and other drains. 
Further afi eld, pits are not recut and are only rarely have drains in the well drained 
volcanic tephras of the western Bay of Plenty (e.g., Campbell 2005a). Rather than 
drains, they have sumps, oft en roughly dug, to drain rainwater into lower tephras. 
Pits are very numerous as it was probably easier to infi ll a pit and dig a new one 
rather than refurbish on old one.

Pit construction, then, is very dependant on soil type. In the heavier soils of 
Area I, or Waipuna, drainage is necessary and refurbishment might be prefer-
able to the labour of digging a new pit in clay with only wooden and stone tools. 
Th e Area I pits are, unfortunately, too severely truncated to say if they were refur-
bished. Th ey are relatively simple constructions and refurbishment seems unlikely. 
It seems probable that some pits have been destroyed altogether, as the isolated 
drains in the southern part of Area I indicate.

Soil samples were taken from the base of a range of pits for microfossil analy-
sis which may reveal the presence of kumara starch to identify specifi c pit use. 
Microfossil analysis of soils can also be used for environmental studies by identi-
fying pollen and phytoliths to create a picture of the past vegetative environment. 
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At the time Europeans fi rst began farming the area in the 1850s the vegetation 
was largely manuka and bracken fern, indicating an anthropogenic landscape 
created by repeated burning as part of pre-European Maori land management 
practice (Furey 2007a). Starches consistent with kumara, though degraded, were 
found in all samples including those not from presumed storage pits (Appendix B). 
Interestingly, two of the pit samples contained high concentrations of taro raphi-
des. Taro does not keep once it has been harvested and so would not be expected 
to have been stored in pits. Perhaps it was kept in pits short term or rotten taro 
was disposed of in the nearest convenient pit. If it had been successfully stored 
short term and removed undamaged, few raphides would have remained behind. 
Raphides could have come from either the corms or from leaves, both of which 
are eaten. Th ese results do show that both of these introduced Polynesian crops 
were present at the NRD site and it is probable that taro was grown in the swampy 
margins of the adjacent stream. Little light is shed on the presumed food storage 
function of the pits though.

For an occupation of this size there are really very few pits. It seems that what 
pits there are were not used for large scale storage of produce directly related to 
gardening. Rather, produce may have been brought there for on site consumption. 
Th is part of the Manukau would seem not to have been a major gardening area.

Midden

Most of the midden was shallow and had been ploughed at least once resulting in 
mixing of the deposit and destruction of features within and cutting though it. 
As a result the midden layers, though extensive in places, were treated as single 
deposits. Middens, however, are not homogenous deposits. Th e variation in the 
composition of middens can be quite marked even from adjacent samples. Th is was 
recognised by Davidson (1964) and the previous year Ambrose (1963) had recog-
nised also that middens are structures, that is, they are built up though a series of 
deliberate activities that leave a material trace in the archaeological record. Among 
the activities that can structure a midden are waste dumping, cooking, digging 
(earth ovens, postholes), raking out and use of shell in ovens as a heat retainer, all 
of which can be summarised as deposition and redeposition. Th ese varied activi-
ties may be carried out for equally varied purposes, for instance, fi re can be used 
for food preparation, food preservation, warmth or waste disposal. 

In the few places where the midden was either not ploughed or was thick enough 
that a substantial portion survived beneath the plough zone, some of these activi-
ties were evident. In Trench 1 cut though the midden on the slope in Area E, shell 
dumping was evident as shell had been thrown over the edge from an occupation 
on the top of the bluff  – interestingly, no such occupation was evident immediately 
above Area E. Th e shell was well bedded and undisturbed here indicating that it 
had probably not moved far from its original place of deposition; some downhill 
creep would be expected. Further out on the beach fl at this deposit became quite 
thick, up to 400 mm, and, while most of it was a relatively clean deposit, earth 
ovens could be seen cut into it associated with lenses of burnt and fragmented shell 
rakeout (Figure 3.29).

Th e other main area where midden was thick enough not to be entirely 
ploughed out was in Area A. Th e upper layers of fi ll in many of the larger features 
was a midden continuous with the overlying midden, which was the result of set-
tling and compaction of the underlying fi ll layers and the overlying midden fi lling 
the gap (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). Where features were densest in Area A many of 
them were fi lled with midden and it is assumed that features were cut through the 
midden from various levels as it built up and shell was moved around from place 
to place aft er it was fi rst deposited. Even without ploughing, this midden would 
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have been very mixed and disturbed. In the north of Area A the midden was both 
very thick, up to 500 mm, and lay outside the burial area; it had not been sub-
stantially disturbed during occupation and it did not appear to have been deeply 
ploughed as features showed up at depths of less than 100 mm. Here the structure 
of the midden was much clearer with earth ovens cut into it at various levels, then 
burnt shell raked out of these causing the midden to build up to a new level, at 
which point new earth ovens were cut (Figures 3.19 and 3.20). At the base of the 
midden numerous postholes became clear and these too would have been cut into 
the midden at diff erent levels, probably as wind breaks or drying racks associated 
with the ovens. It was not our purpose to closely examine the structure of the 
midden and it isn’t really clear how well these postholes would show up in the very 
granular matrix of the midden. As a consequence only a rather coarse picture of 
this midden is possible. In the nearly 50 years since Ambrose (1963) pointed out 
that middens are structures little has been done since to follow up this insight.

Summary

Th e area of the Northern Runway Development, and Ihumatao in general, is oft en 
considered to be ideally suited to pre-European Maori horticulture. Extensive evi-
dence of gardening and occupation at nearby Otuataua, where the soils are simi-
larly derived from volcanic tephras but are younger and contain a lot of stone that 
was used to defi ne garden plots and houses, has led commentators to generalise 
gardening to the wider area (Bulmer 1983c). Our experience of excavation during 
summer shows that the soils at the Northern Runway Development, which are 
older and more weathered, do not drain particularly well, so they are not opti-
mum. Th ey are fertile, as nearby extensive, continuously cropped commercial let-
tuce gardens show. It may be that historic period ploughing has destroyed much 
of the evidence of gardened soils, but if the area were used extensively we would 
expect many more storage pits than we found. Apart from the Phase 1 pits of Areas 
A and B, the three Area I pits were the only large pits found – other smaller pits 
would not have been able to store substantial crops and it appears that gardening in 
this part of Ihumatao was not as extensive as we had thought it might be.

Th e NRD site was occupied quite intensively with an economic focus on marine 
resources – fi sh and shellfi sh, supplemented by bird and mammal (Chapter 6). 
Archaeologically, what stands out are the burials and, in Area A, the rua kopiha. 
Th e necessity of developing a 100% clearance strategy meant that all excavated 
deposits in Areas A and B were sieved and all fi nds of human and animal bone, or 
shell, bone and stone artefacts, were recovered. Th is has resulted in extensive, well 
provenanced assemblages. Th e remainder of this volume deals with the analysis of 
these assemblages before concluding with a wider contextual consideration of the 
NRD occupations.

R11/2292

Th is site was originally recorded by Foster (2004) and re-recorded by Furey (2007a). 
Foster described the site as a scatter of shell in a paddock and interpreted it as 
either a very large site, or a site which had been largely destroyed, presumably by 
ploughing. Th e distribution of shell was found to be much more extensive than that 
recorded by Foster and the extent of the site was confi rmed following a limited test 
excavation under authority 2007/181 issued by the New Zealand Historic Places 
Trust under section 18 of the Historic Places Act 1993 (Furey 2007b). R11/2292 
almost certainly represents several unrelated, small-scale occupations over a fairly 
wide area, but it seems rather pointless to give each a separate site number.
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Two small midden and earth oven sites 
were encountered during monitoring. Th ese 
Accidental Discoveries were called AD1 
and AD2. Each was excavated, planned and 
sampled. Area J from the main excavation, 
some 200 m north west of the main site, is 
also included as an Accidental Discovery 
in R11/2292. R11/2292 extends beyond the 
current Airport earthworks and further 
small scatters of midden are likely to remain 
in situ to the south of the new runway.

AD1

Accidental Discovery 1 was located on the 
north facing slope of Gulley 3 at E 1757548 
N 4904227 ± 5 m NZTM. Like Area I, this 
area had been disturbed by grape cultiva-
tion. Th ree remnant patches of midden 

up to 80 mm deep were recorded, mostly cockle, scallop and whelk. One small 
remnant earth oven containing fragments of charcoal and burnt shell, on a base 
of burnt subsoil was also recoded, along with fi ve postholes that formed a rough 
alignment running east–west.

AD2

Accidental Discovery 2 was a small scatter of very disturbed midden over about 
2.5 x 2.5 m. It was located on the south side of Gulley 2 at E 1756750 N 5903652 ± 
5 m NZTM. It was mostly fragmented cockle, oyster and scallop shell less than 10 
mm in depth in a shallow subsoil. A concentrated patch of shell in a darker matrix, 
measuring about 1000 x 800 mm x 25 mm deep, was probably the remnant base of 
an earth oven, with fi ne charcoal at the base and some burning of the subsoil.

Area J

Th is area was located approximately 200 metres north of the last recorded fea-
ture in Area F and is included as part of site R11/2292. It consisted of three small 
patches of shell midden on the northern side of a wide spur running down toward 
the stream. Th e largest patch of midden covered an area of approximately 10 x 
10 m and was relatively shallow. Two 10 litre samples from two of these patches 
were taken for analysis, consisting of 97% cockle. Once sampled the midden was 
removed by hydraulic excavator. Under the larger patch a single earth oven and a 
few postholes were revealed. Th e other two patches of midden were much smaller 
and had no associated features. 

(

(

(Area J
AD 2

AD 1

3.42. Location of 
Accidental Discoveries 

in R11/2292.



4 Material Culture
Louise Furey

Th e assemblage of artefacts from the NRD site is important in the context of 
Auckland and Manukau archaeology and is of regional, if not national, signifi -
cance. From this site 192 formal artefacts were recovered, along with adze fl akes 
and worked bone fragments (fl aked stone artefacts are considered separately in 
Chapter 5). Several of the artefacts, including a pounamu fi shhook point and a 
bone pendant, are unique. Rarely does a site produce more than a few items of 
Maori material culture, and in fact there are only a small number of regional site 
assemblages against which this collection can be compared.

Not only does the number of individual items set this assemblage apart from 
many other excavated collections, but the range of material includes pendants and 
other items of adornment, toggles, a tattoo chisel, fi shhooks, needles, bone points, 
adzes and chisels, weapons, hammerstones, abraders and miscellaneous stone and 
bone items which have no known function (Table 4.1). Not all items were complete 
or in their fi nished state and in some instances the modifi cation of a broken item 
for another purpose has been identifi ed.

Th e assemblage is typical of the mid to late (AD 1500–1800) material culture 
styles described from Oruarangi on the Hauraki Plains (Furey 1996), the Waitakere 

Type Sub-type Number
Abrader  33
Adze  14
Bone item  14
Bone point  3
Bowl pumice 1
Chisel  11
Fishhook two piece shank 2
 two piece point, bone 27
 two piece point, tooth 4
 two piece point, spine 1
 two piece point, pounamu 1
Gourd stopper  2
Hammerstone  9
Miscellaneous  3
Needle  20
Needle blank  8
Pendant bone 3
 pounamu or bowenite 3
 shell 4
 tooth (human) 11
 tooth (shark) 3
Percussion tool  1
Pumice, worked  2
Shell item  1
Tattoo chisel  1
Toggle  4
Weapon  2

Table 4.1. Material culture by type and quantity.
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west coast (Lawrence 1989), Taylors Hill on the Tamaki River (Leahy 1991) and 
Waioneke on South Kaipara Head (McKinlay 1971). Stylistically the artefacts are 
very diff erent to those from Matatuahu at Manukau South Head (Prickett 1987), 
and the Sunde and Pig Bay sites on Motutapu Island (Scott 1970; Davidson 1982). 
Th ese latter sites probably date from the 14th century and the artefacts are more 
closely related to the East Polynesian cultural toolkit brought to New Zealand by 
the fi rst settlers. 

Fishhooks

Th e fi shing assemblage consists predominantly of bone points of two-piece hang-
ing hooks but there are also two bone shanks. Th ere are no one-piece hanging 
hooks nor are there any net weights or fl oats.

Two-piece points

Th e majority of the 31 hook points (Figure 4.1) are fashioned from bone but inter-
estingly only one of the two-piece points is of the Oruarangi type, with a straight 
point leg and sharply inturned point and an outer barb at the curve, so named for 
the large number recovered from Oruarangi but also known from other sites. Th ere 
were four points made from a dog tooth, one from a fi sh spine and one rare, very 
fi nely executed, point made from pounamu. Excepting three points from Area B 
(Z10762, Z10764, Z10768), the remainder were from Area A although widely scat-
tered. None were present in a burial feature or associated with human remains. 

Twenty two of the points were complete and nine broken. Th e tip was miss-
ing from all but two of the broken points and it is likely that they broke during 
use and were separated from the shank once the fi sherman returned to shore. Th e 
number of intact points is unusually high; most archaeological assemblages have 
more broken than intact items.  

Th e complete points range from 21 to 41 mm in length which is at the small 
end of the size range of points from Oruarangi (20–109 mm). Th e median size is 
28 mm. Th e size of the targeted fi sh is unknown as, although the points are small, 
they could have been attached to large shanks of bone or wood to hook large fi sh. 
Complete lashed fi shhooks recovered from a fi sherman’s kit at Karekare on the 
west coast (Fairfi eld 1933; Lawrence 1989: 83) illustrate that the shank could be the 
same length as the point, or more than twice the length, although the shanks made 
of bone were shorter and more closely aligned to the length of the point. 

Th e two-piece points demonstrate variation in the number of notches, from 
one to four, on the outside at the base for holding the shank lashing. Th e Oruarangi 
point (Figure 4.1 f) had no notches or other modifi cation at the base. In several 
examples the notches were shallow, and in others were deep, wide, pronounced 
grooves. Th is variation in form may have little signifi cance for the ability of the 
hook to catch a fi sh, but can possibly be attributed to the fi sherman’s preference for 
method of lashing the point to the shank or the fi t of the bases of shank and point 
prior to lashing. Associated with the notching is the preparation of the inner edge 
(point seating) for abutting the shank. Th e majority of points had a bevelled inner 
edge but seven (e.g., Figure 4.1 f, i, h, m and p) did not. It is not known how these 
were attached to the shank, but the Oruarangi point with no lashing notches may 
have been slotted into a U-shaped wooden shank to form a Ruvettus style hook (see 
Lawrence 1989: 86), named aft er the fi sh caught on specialised hook in the Pacifi c. 
One of the hooks fashioned from a dog tooth also has no fl at surface at the lower 
end for attachment to a shank and only minimal shallow notching on the outer 
edge (Figure 4.1s). Th ere is no indication of a reduction in thickness at the base of 
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any of the points to suggest there may have been an overlapped rather than abutted 
attachment.  

Th ere is inadequate information about how Maori hooks worked when catch-
ing a fi sh. Pronounced barbs on the inside or outside edge near the tip may have 
increased the success of snaring a fi sh but it is diffi  cult to see how the shallow 
notching or multiple shallow barbs would have been eff ective in holding the fi sh. 
Th ey may instead have been decorative, or intended to mimic a small fi sh or tasty 
bait to attract a fi sh’s attention. Th e absence of barbs or notches from nine of the 
points suggests they were not essential.

Only seven points had an inner barb (e.g., Figure 4.1 a, e and l and Figure 4.2) 
although the diff erence between a shallow barb and pronounced notch was slight. 
Two points (Figure 4.1 a and l) had inner barbs which protruded signifi cantly from 
the body of the point; fi ve points had inner notches varying from two to four; while 
thirteen points had no inner barbs or notches.   

4.1. Fishhook points 
fashioned from: a–o, 
bone; p, fi sh spine; q–t, 
dog teeth 
(a, Z10786; b, Z10764; 
c, Z10790; d, Z10785; 
e, Z10775; f, Z10779; 
g, Z10784; h, Z10900;  
i, Z10769; j, Z10773; 
k, Z10791; l, Z10792; 
m, Z10780; n, Z10773; 
o, Z10777; p, Z10776; 
q, Z10766; r, Z10783; 
s, Z10762; t, Z10768).
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Outer barbs were present on seven points (e.g., Figure 4.1 a, c, d, f and m) and 
only two of those had more than two barbs. Th ree to four notches were present on 
six points.  Barbs on inner and outer edges were present on only one point (Figure 
4.1 a), but notches on inner and outer edge were present on four points.

An inner curve to the point was evident in seven of the 25 examples where 
it could be determined, ranging from a slight curve to a very pronounced curve 
(Figure 4.1 f). Two of the curved points were dog teeth which have a natural, but 
slight, curve.  Four slender hooks have no curvature and no notching or barbs near 
the point. Eighteen points were straight, again contrasting with the Karekare kit 
where all the illustrated points curve inwards near the tip.  

An unusual point is made from pounamu (Figure 4.2), and at 32 mm length 
is slightly larger than the median size. Th e inner and outer notches are clearly 
defi ned, making it a beautiful example of workmanship on a diffi  cult material. 
Pounamu is more usually associated with high status items such as ear and neck 
pendants, and with chisels and adzes for working wood. It is unimaginable that a 
pounamu point fashioned with a high degree of skill and knowledge of working 
the stone would be used for everyday fi shing. It is therefore highly likely that it was 
used for ritual or ceremonial purposes by a specialist or high-ranking individual.

Th e majority of the points are well made with a high level of fi nish, and obvi-
ously made by skilled craft smen. Th is is usually the case with fi shhooks but occa-
sionally a rough or oddly shaped example is present in a site suggesting one made 
in a hurry for a particular purpose or made by an unskilled person from unsuitable 
bone. Figures (Figure 4.1 h and o) are two examples. Both are complete in the sense 
that they have a lashing attachment and have a formed tip, and are therefore not 

unfi nished, but the proportions and shape 
are unusual compared to other points. Th e  
four points made from a dog tooth (Figure 
4.1 q–t) are distinctive for their curvature 
and tapering at the tip and base. Figure 4.1 
p is, unusually, made from a fi sh spine of an 
unknown species, and possibly an oppor-
tunistic use of a suitably shaped material, 
as points of this material have not been 
reported in the archaeological literature.

Lure shanks

Only one of the two shanks is complete 
(Figure 4.3 a). Th e complete example is 
made from the ventral margin of a dog 
lower mandible and has the typical U-
shaped cross-section which indicates the 
origin of the bone. Th ere are several pieces 
of dog mandible in the assemblage lacking 
the ventral margin, and these are discussed 
in the section on worked bone. Th e lash-
ing head of the shank tapers to a point with 
three outer notches, while at the base there 
are two outer notches to facilitate lashing 
to the separate point, and the inner edge is 
angled to provide a surface for point attach-
ment. Along the length of the shank are 
shallow notches but on only one side of the 
U, and similar notching is on the middle 

4.2 (above). Pounamu 
fi shhook point (Z10789).

4.3 (below). Fishhook 
two-piece shanks 
(a, Z10788; b, Z10763).
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third on the outer edge. Th is shank was found in the same rua kopiha in Area A 
(Feature 2454) as the pounamu fi shhook point. Although found at the same level 
in the fi ll they were not in direct association but were against opposite pit walls. 
Th e other shank is made from a rib and has one outer notch at the base for point 
lashing (Figure 4.3 b). Th is type of shank is also a relatively common type.

Th e shanks are very similar to illustrated examples from Oruarangi (Furey 
1996: 81). Th ere are, however, too few for the number of points, and given the fact 
that a large number of fi sh remains are present at the site. Interestingly most of the 
shanks from the Karekare kit, believed to be a fi sherman’s personal collection of 
hooks bound in woven fl ax (Fairfi eld 1933), were of wood rather than bone. It is 
therefore highly likely that wooden shanks were also predominantly used at this 
site but have not survived. 

Needles

Th ere were 20 needles, including three from burial contexts, and eight needle 
blanks, i.e. bone slithers in the process of being made into a needle where it was 
clear that the intention was to form a needle, or shaped but not completed as the 
item did not have a perforation (Figure 4.4). However only fi ve of the fi nished nee-
dles, ranging in length from 23–64 mm, were intact. Two of the needles placed 
with burials (Figure 4.4 a and b) were complete. Of the broken needles the absence 
of the head, or a broken out perforation, was the most common damage although 
this may be a misrepresentation of the type of damage which most commonly 
occurred: small sharpened points alone may have been missed during excava-
tion or were small enough to fall through a sieve. Most needles were straight but 
two had a longitudinal curvature. Th e head form above the perforation was either 
rounded, pointed or squared.

With two exceptions the needles were made from birdbone and two displayed a 
crescent-shape cross-section indicating manufacture from a shaft . Cross-sections 

4.4. Bone needles: a, 
b, from burials; c–i, 
needles; j–l, blanks 
(a, Z10817; b, Z10818; 
c, Z10823; d, Z10824;
e, Z10825; f, Z10806;
g, Z10850; h, Z10804;
i, Z10805; j, Z10827; 
k, Z10830l; l, Z10896).
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were either round (4), oval (11), crescent-shape (2) or fl at (1). One round sectioned, 
hollow needle was a shaft  of a small birdbone. Two displayed the characteristic 
longitudinal ridges of a stingray spine with the barbs fully ground off , e.g., Figure 
4.4 j. 

Needle blanks varied in fi nish from being a slither of bone with long edges 
ground and the head and point unformed to, more commonly, the needle blank 
being completed without the perforation being drilled through. In two cases how-
ever there was a small prepared indentation indicating where the perforation was 
to be drilled (e.g., Figure 4.4 j). Th ere was no obvious indication of why the needle 
had not been completed or why it had been rejected and therefore ended up in the 
midden deposit. 

Th ere was an unusually a large number of bone needles, which have an unknown 
use. Surviving fi brework shows that feathers and other items, and borders, were 
woven into the fabric and not sewn on. Sewing of skins such as in a dog skin cloak 
is one possible use but the number recovered is suggestive of an industry rather 
than a one-off  garment. Analysis of material culture oft en raises questions about 
what many of these tools were used for as there are few records or detailed descrip-
tions of tool use surviving. 

Miscellaneous bone tools

Formal tool types are easily recognised; most oft en have a descriptive term applied 
to them and a function that is known or inferred. Th ere are other items, however, 
which may not have a high level of shaping or grinding but which nonetheless were 
used in the manufacture of other items or in preparation of material or food. 

Th ere is a class of small items that has rarely been recognised in archaeologi-
cal sites yet forms a tool type due to the distinctive wear which resulted from use. 
Typically the tool is a fragment of bone which tapers to one end with a broadly 
rounded point (Figure 4.5 a–d). Th e proximal end may be fi nished, i.e., cut or 
ground, or may be roughly fractured bone. Th ere are four complete examples from 
the NRD site, two from Area A and two from Area B. Th ree of the four have a 
perforation at the proximal end and the other has a notch on either side for haft ing 
or for holding lashing fi rm without slipping. Th e common and distinctive char-
acteristic of this tool type is that the bone thickness near the rounded point has 
been reduced through wear for between 9–13 mm from the end. Th ree have lateral 
grooves which defi ne the extent of reduction. It is thought that the ends of these 
tools were inserted into a narrow space then possibly moved in a sideways motion 
to acquire the grooves. Th e material being worked with these tools on was not 
abrasive so did not leave scratches on the bone surface, but was soft  enough to 
leave a polish and wear. Muka cordage comes to mind as a suitable material but the 
actual use is unknown. Th is tool type was recognised and reported from Oruarangi 
(Furey 1996: 64–66) and there is also one from Taylors Hill (Leahy 1991) and from 
sites on the Hauraki Plains which have not been reported in the literature.

Other small bone items (Figure 4.5 e and f) might be fi shhook blanks but at this 
stage of manufacture, without further modifi cation by notching, it is diffi  cult to be 
sure. Th ese two items have a rounded point, similar to two other items which are 
very similar to each other. Figure 4.5 g, made on a stingray spine, tapers to a broad 
point. Th e point is reduced in thickness, similar to the type of artefacts described 
above, and has polish/use wear for 18 mm from the point. A similarly shaped bone 
item (Z10750, not illustrated) also has reduction in thickness and use polish near 
the point. Modifi ed stingray spines are present but as they are incomplete; their 
intended use is not known from what remains. One spine has had the barbs on 
both sides ground off  to a smooth fi nish but both ends are broken, the other is 
smooth on one broad surface and has a rounded end (Figure 4.5 i and j). Th e latter 
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example has possibly been modifi ed for haft ing, and several other small pieces of 
modifi ed bone display similar characteristics reminiscent of the haft  end of a bird-
spear. Th is type of artefact was, however, absent in the excavated material. Figure 
4.5 k, with a perforation, is also broken. It is a fragment of bone split longitudinally 
and with an unfi nished end. Items of this sort are oft en present in larger assem-
blages but their incompleteness makes it diffi  cult to speculate on use.

Bone toggles

Four bone toggles were found in Area A (Figure 4.6). All have 
been made from birdbone, and have been cut at both ends and 
a central hole drilled for the cord. Th e smallest is 19 mm long, 
the largest 50 mm. One (Figure 4.6 a) is cut from the ulna(?) 
shaft  of an albatross or mollymawk (Diomedea sp.) and has a 
small diameter perforation through the narrowest part of the 
bone. A piece from the shaft  of a bone from a large sea bird has 
also been used for Figure 4.6 c, and a small bird for Figure 4.6 
b. Th e perforations of the latter two toggles have worn on one 
side suggesting the cordage pulled in that direction. A fourth 
toggle (Z10844) has fractured longitudinally through the toggle 
and may have broken prior to fi nishing as the cut ends have not 
been ground smooth.

Bone toggles were used as fasteners on a necklace cord which 
held a central pendant. Images by early artists, such as those on 
Cook’s voyage, indicate toggles were associated with hei tiki and 
other pendants such as rei puta but in archaeological sites they 
are found alongside a wider range of pendant types (Davidson 
1984: 87).

4.5. Small bone tools 
and shafts: a–d, 
tools with usewear; 
e–g, bone points; h–j, 
shafts; k, bone item (i, j 
stingray spine) 
(a, Z10742; b, Z10738; 
c, Z10735; d, Z10740; 
e, Z10761; f, Z10771; 
g, Z10749; h, Z10748; 
i, Z10743; j, Z10737; 
k, Z10739). 

4.6. Bone toggles 
(a, Z10845; b, Z10847; 
c, Z10846). 
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Tattoo chisel

One tattoo chisel blade with the stumps of four teeth remaining is shown in Figure 
4.7. Th e maximum possible number of teeth would have been fi ve. Made from 
birdbone, the upper end is cut and ground. Th ere is a central perforation near 
the upper end. Th e sides taper in towards the teeth and, unusually, the width of 
the teeth is narrower than the lower part of the body with a step in on each side. 
Scratches on the outer convex surface are accentuated by kokowai staining.

Ornaments

A wide range of items including pendants and beads were recovered (Figures 4.8 
to 4.11). Bone, shell and teeth were used and modifi ed by grinding, shaping and 
notching and were then perforated for attachment to a cord. Fourteen of the 23 
ornaments were found in Area A and the remainder in Area B. Two burials in Area 
B had associated ornaments:  Burial 21, an older woman, had a pounamu pendant 
and two perforated teeth; and Burial 81, a child 8–10 years old of undetermined 
sex, also had a pounamu pendant. Th e post-mortem movement of both individuals 
was extensive and the original position of the ornaments, i.e., at neck or ear, could 
not be determined.

Shell beads

Two small lengths of shell cut from Dentalium nanum (tusk shell) were 9 and 12 
mm long. Multiple Dentalium beads were usually strung on a cord and may have 
been wrapped around the wrist, ankle or neck, so two isolated fi nds indicate that 
this type of adornment was used but these pieces possibly lost.  

Shark teeth

Th ree perforated shark teeth were recovered from Area A. Figure 4.8 a, 14 mm in 
length, has two broken perforations on the dentine, and traces of kokowai at the 
edge of the enamel and the root area. Figure 4.8 b is intact and also has two perfo-
rations. Figure 4.8 c has the tip of the tooth missing and has several of the serra-
tions missing or ground off  on each side. Th e upper end has a broken perforation. 
Th e root lobes, which are usually wider than the enamel, have been cut and ground 
fl ush with the edge of the enamel on one side: the other side is missing and pre-
sumably broke off  when the perforation broke. Th e tooth is a dark grey colour and 
is either burnt, or more likely, is a fossilised tooth possibly from a white pointer 
(Cacharodon carcharias) (http://www.elasmo-research.org/education/evolution/
guide_f.htm). Th e nearest source to this site would be south of Port Waikato where 
fossils are present in the limestone. Th e other shark teeth are not fossils but have 
not been positively identifi ed: teeth shape diff ers with position in the jaw, and these 

teeth have also been modifi ed making iden-
tifi cation diffi  cult. Th ey are possibly also 
from a white pointer. Th ey are not from a 
mako shark (Isurus oxyrinchus) which has 
also been identifi ed as a common source of 
teeth ear pendants.

Human teeth

Eleven perforated human teeth were recov-
ered, and subsequently reburied with the 

4.7. Tattoo chisel blade 
(Z10843).

4.8. Shark tooth 
pendants 

(a, Z10834; b, Z10837; 
c, Z10835).
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koiwi. Two were from a single burial context (Burial 21) and there were another 
two in Area B, not associated with burials. Seven were from Area A. 

All the teeth were perforated through a root: two were incisors, one a canine 
with another possibly a canine although it had been modifi ed, three premolars 
and three molars, and one so heavily modifi ed the tooth could not be determined 
(Figure 4.9). All had usewear polish, although in one case the polish was so com-
prehensive it must have been deliberately buff ed to a high shine. Other modifi ca-
tions included cutting off  a root (2), shaping of roots (1) and squaring of the tooth 
or removing surface irregularities (6). In one case most of the enamel was removed 
during the grinding process. 

Pounamu pendants

Two pounamu pendants, associated with Burials 21 and 81, were reburied aft er 
being described and photographed. Th ey are straight and of the kuru type. Figure 
4.10 b is 80 mm in length and has a slight longitudinal curvature, while Figure 
4.10 a, measuring 52 mm, has an intact perforation and possibly a broken out per-
foration above it. It has been reduced in thickness through the perforation and to 
the proximal end.

A pendant of the kapeu type with a curved lower end (Figure 4.10 c) is 41 mm 
long and is made from bowenite, a soft er material than pounamu although also 
from a South Island source. Th ere is a diagonal fault running through the stone, 
with a spall having fl aked off  the lower two-thirds of the pendant on one side. All 
these pendants were from Area B.

Bone pendants

Th ree defi nite bone pendants of diff erent forms are described. Two are made from 
whalebone. Figure 4.11 a is a large shield-shaped piece approximately 93 mm long 
with three perforations across the upper end. Th e edges have been shaped and 
ground and it is slightly concave horizontally. Th e second whalebone pendant 
(Figure 4.11 b), in two pieces and with the lower end missing on one side, has a 

4.9. Perforated human 
teeth 
(a, Z10885; b, Z10886; c, 
Z10887; d, Z10895; 
e, Z10889; f, Z10890; 
g, Z10893; h, Z10892; i, 
Z10891; j, Z10894; 
k, Z10888).
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rounded base and a broken out perforation at the top. Th e outer surface is not 
smooth and has possibly been adzed or chiselled to reduce the thickness, particu-
larly at the lower end. At 9.5 mm the thickness would be particularly chunky for a 
pendant of this proportion. Th is is a known technique for reduction of whalebone 
although it is more commonly seen on fi shhook tabs (Furey 2002).

Another piece of whalebone (not illustrated), although only a fragment, has a 
straight upper edge like Figure 4.11 a, and a similar thickness and curvature to the 
side, but does not have perforations at the upper edge. Instead there is the remnant 
of one side of a perforation in what might have been the centre of the object. Th e 
upper edge has been bevelled on one side to the squared edge.   

Th e remaining pendant is unusual and stylistically has affi  nities with an earlier 
East Polynesian cultural tradition prevalent in the fi rst one or two hundred years 
of settlement of New Zealand. Th e 8 mm thick item is made from bone, although 
the type has not been identifi ed. Th e pendant is triangular in section and has a 
slight outward curve towards the lower end (Figure 4.11 c). Th ere is a central perfo-
ration at the upper end. Horizontal notches have been placed across the apex of the 
triangle for the lower three-quarters of the length. Th e outward curve, the notch-
ing and the triangular section are reminiscent of pendants fashioned in serpentine 
(Skinner 1974; Prickett 1999) which are fi rmly attributed to the early period of 
settlement.

Shell pendants

One complete shell pendant, 40 mm long, with perforation, has been made from 
the columella (central internal column) of a large gastropod shell (Figure 4.11 g). 
A similar but unperforated item of the same size is shown in Figure 4.11 e, but the 
reduced end has a chisel-like bevelled fi nish which may mean it has an entirely dif-
ferent function and is therefore similar to an item from Oruarangi (Furey 1996: 72) 
believed to be a gouge or drill bit.

A broken artefact, found during topsoil stripping in Area A, is of a similar form 
to the perforated shell pendant (Figure 4.11 f). It tapers to the upper end where 

4.10. Pounamu and 
bowenite pendants

(a, Z10820; b, Z10819; 
c, Z10821).
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there is the remnant of a small perforation although the end is missing. Th e lower 
end has a recent break. Th e artefact is made from a bivalve shell with a pearly lustre 
on one side. 

Another incomplete item, with no perforation, is from the rim of a dog cockle 
bivalve (Tucetona laticostata). Th e distinctive marks of the hinge are present on 
one side although it has been ground on all surfaces (Figure 4.11 d). 

A similar curved shell piece (Z10884), without perforation or notching for 
lashing, is made from the rim of a paua (Haliotis iris). Th e partial rim has been 
ground and reduced in width, and the cortex of the shell on the reverse side has 
been ground smooth. It is assumed this was an ear pendant and the upper end has 
broken off , or was not fi nished as there is no means of attachment.

Weapons

Fragments of two weapons were recov-
ered. Th e knob of a whalebone patu 
handle is from Area A, Burial 33. Figure 
4.12 shows the characteristic grooves on 
the knob area, which were commenced 
by incising or cutting then widened 
with an abrader. One side of the perfo-
ration is present at the lower end. Post-
breakage of the handle, the thickness 
of the bone has been reduced on both 
broad surfaces possibly by adzing (no 
obvious cut marks are present) which 
has removed most of the decorative 
grooves on one side.

4.11. Pendants of 
whalebone, bone and 
shell: a–b, whalebone 
pendants; c, bone 
pendant; d–g, shell 
pendants 
(a, Z10832; b, Z10840; 
c, Z10838; d, Z10803; 
e, Z10839; f, Z10836; 
g, Z10833).

4.12. Knob of a whale-
bone patu 
(Z10849).
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A fragment of greywacke with one broad curved surface and ground edges is 
reminiscent of part of a patu blade. Th e surface is too curved to be part of an adze. 
It is from Area B.

Pumice

Five pieces of pumice were recovered from the site. All are fi st-sized or smaller and 
appear to be naturally rounded and smoothed pieces which are commonly washed 
up around the coast. Only three pieces had any evidence of working or further 
shaping but fl attish surfaces on the remaining pieces may indicate they were used 
as abraders or to polish other objects (Figure 4.13).

A small pumice bowl (Figure 4.13 b) is from Area A. It is only 59 mm in length 
and 19 mm deep. Th ere are shallow grooves on the outside towards one end and 
these may have been acquired during shaping and smoothing of the pumice.

One pumice piece (Figure 4.13 a) is rounded, with a smooth outer surface and 
a narrow shallow groove centrally around the circumference. A longitudinal line 
on one edge suggests an attempt at sawing one side off  to reduce the thickness. It 
was therefore possibly the intention to manufacture a pumice bowl as the second-
ary modifi cation makes it unlikely that the grooved pumice was intended as a net 
fl oat.

A small pumice pebble 36 mm in length (Figure 4.13 c) has two parallel grooves 
21 mm long on one surface with vertical cuts between. Cut marks that look like 
an attempt to remove a protuberance are present elsewhere on the surface of the 
pebble.  

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous items, of which there are usually only one or two, cannot be assigned 
to any particular category (Figure 4.14).

A scallop top shell (Figure 4.14 a) found in Area A has red kokowai staining 
between the ribs on the concave surface near the outer edge and near the hinge. 

Scallop shells were oft en used as contain-
ers for ground kokowai and this shell was 
probably used for that purpose. Kokowai 
nodules were also recovered from the site 
as were the smooth cobbles (autoru) used to 
grind it to a powder.

Possible stoppers

Two items with unknown function but pos-
sibly stoppers to seal liquid contents into 
gourd containers are present. Made from 
mudstone, Figure 4.14 b has a circular 
cross section, a smooth surface at one end 
and a transverse fracture at the other end 
but the edges on this raw surface have been 
partially bevelled to remove the sharpness. 
Th is item is reminiscent of a gourd stopper 
or plug.

Another stone item, Figure 4.14 c, has a 
roughly circular cross section, tapering to a 
rounded end. It is made from quartz. It also 
is reminiscent of a gourd stopper.

4.13. Pumice bowl and 
other items 

(a, Z10841; b, Z10751; 
c, Z10985).
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Autoru

Although not a manufactured or shaped item, an autoru is a smooth cobble with 
one or two broad fl at surfaces that has been used to grind kokowai to a powder, 
leaving a visible stain on the stone (Figure 4.14 d). All were from Area A. Th e 
name is taken from Williams’ Dictionary of the Maori Language (1988). Th ere were 
two greywacke cobblestones, which might also be termed a pestle, which fi t this 
description.

Toheroa

Four burials had a single toheroa valve placed with them. Although not tools 
and having no modifi cation they were nonetheless not obtained from within the 
Manukau Harbour and must have been carried from a west coast beach. Th ey may 
have been used as containers for some perishable material or have had symbolic 
meaning for the individual they were buried with.

Adzes and chisels

Th ere were a total of 25 adze and chisels, only 17 of which were intact or near intact 
enough to still be functional. Sizes ranged from 23 mm to 156 mm for intact items, 
but three fragments suggest the size range of adzes used here may have been larger 
(Figures 4.15 to 4.17). Of the 19 for which a fi nished length could be measured, 14 
were less than 100 mm long. Twelve items were found in Area A, plus one with 
burial 10 in Area A; nine were from Area B and one from Area E.

A distinction is made between chisels and adzes. Th e chisels with narrow cut-
ting edges, and of short length, were haft ed diff erently to the wider although not 
necessarily longer adzes, and were used in a diff erent way and possibly for diff er-
ent purposes (Figure 4.15). Five chisels in the collection are ground all over. Th ree 
have quadrangular cross-sections (Figure 4.15 a, b and d) although Figure 4.15 e 
has a rounded quadrangular section and Figure 4.15 c has a deeper section so it is 
almost square in cross section. Th ey are made from pounamu, greywacke, basalt, 
and fi ne-grained greywacke. Two informal chisels made from a broken adze frag-
ment, and an adze fl ake, respectively are illustrated in Figure 4.15 f and g. Th e 
larger item, from the corner of an adze blade, might more correctly have been used 
as a plane to smooth off  rough fi bres as the shape of the blade would not be suit-
able for chiselling, nor would the piece be haft ed in the traditional manner. Th e 
smaller chisel is made from an argillite adze fl ake which has been modifi ed by the 

4.14. Miscellaneous 
items: a, scallop shell; 
b–c, possible gourd 
stoppers; d, autoru 
(a, Z10842; b, Z10875; 
c, Z10793; d, Z10733).
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addition of grinding to the formerly unworked surface and blunting of the sharp 
fl ake edges.

Stone materials used for adzes include Nelson–Marlborough metasomatised 
argillite (Ohana and the Mt Ears, both D’Urville Island sources); fi ne-grained 
greywacke of unknown source; undetermined volcanic stone, possibly basalt; sili-
ceous sandstone/greywacke of unknown source; Tahanga basalt; and greywacke, 
one adze of which was a greenish colour reminiscent of the fi ne-grained greywacke 
from Motutapu Island and other islands of the inner Hauraki Gulf (Table 4.2). 
Stone identifi cations were confi rmed by Kath Prickett, Auckland Museum.

Th e adzes were quadrangular in cross-section and of the type commonly referred 
to as Duff  Type 2B, and generally had front and back of equal width although in 
several the front was wider than the back. Fragments of broken adzes (Figure 4.17 
g and h) have deep rounded triangular and quadrangular cross-sections, reminis-
cent of large woodworking adzes of Duff  Type 3 and Type 1 respectively.  

Th e type of material dictated manufacturing methods and therefore the fi nal 
appearance and shape of the adze or chisel. Th e method of reworking a broken tool 
or maintaining the tool in good working order was also dependant on the type of 
material. Greywacke is worked by bruising or hammering to shape, with grind-
ing then used in the fi nishing process to smooth the rough surfaces. Th is results 
in quadrangular cross-sectioned adzes with a regular appearance and sharply 

Stone material Number
Pounamu  1
Tahanga basalt 7
Argillite (Ohana) 1
Argillite (Mt Ears) 4
Greywacke 6
Silicious sandstone/greywacke 2
Fine-grained greywacke 3
Volcanic stone 1

Table 4.2. Stone material of adzes and chisels.

4.15. Chisels 
(a, Z 10758; b, Z10755; 
c, Z 10756; d, Z 10759; 
e, Z 10753; f, Z10988; 

g, Z10984).
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defi ned edges (e.g., Figure 4.16 b and e). Stone that is shaped by fl aking, i.e., strik-
ing the rock with a hammerstone, can result in less predictable and uniform shapes 
and scars where fl akes have detached during the manufacturing process. Basalt, 
argillite, silicious sandstone and green greywacke are worked initially by fl aking 
to shape, then by bruising with a hammer to fl atten out the high ridges, followed 
by grinding. Pounamu is worked by scarfi ng a groove then snapping and grinding. 
Th e use of fl aking technology can be seen on Figure 4.17 e resulting in irregular 
sides.

Research on adze manufacture (Turner 2000) indicates most adzes of Tahanga 
basalt or metasomatised argillite left  the source as large adzes, but as they were 
reworked over a period of time they became shorter and narrower. Prickett (1989) 
also observed a predominance of small reworked argillite adzes from chronologi-
cally later sites in comparison to large adzes. None of the complete adzes in this 
assemblage are large but the greywacke adzes might be closer to their original 
length than the basalt and argillite examples. A thick quadrangular-sectioned mid-
body from a basalt adze (Figure 4.17 h) is one of the larger ones but the original 
adze was possibly not used by the occupants of this site. Oyster cement is present 
on one fractured surface and small fl akes have detached from the edges suggesting 
it has been rolling around in the harbour. 

A roughout made from siliceous greywacke (Figure 4.17 j) is hammerdressed 
all over but not ground. Some fl aking underlies the hammerdressing, suggesting 
that the original cobble or large spall was reduced in size and shaped by rough 
fl aking prior to bruising. Th e bevel is partially ground and slightly convex but is 
very steep. It may not have been possible to reduce the angle of the bevel so it was 
discarded.   

Th e largest adze (Figure 4.16 a) was from Area B. Made from fi ne-grained grey-
wacke, it has a damaged blade edge which nonetheless has been reused as there is a 
small amount of wear on the freshly fractured edges. Th e cross-section is rounded 
quadrangular. A complete adze (Figure 4.16 b) was found with Burial 10. It also 
is made from greywacke and has a rounded quadrangular section with back nar-
rower than front. Th e front has oyster cement over the poll and along one side. 

Adzes regularly broke, whether the damage was chips or corners detached from 
the blade area, or breakage through the middle of the adze. Most of the adzes have 
indications of reworking. For example a bevel fragment (not illustrated) has more 
recent hammerdressing over grinding. Th is piece possibly broke in the process of 
having the blade and bevel reformed. Similarly Figure 4.17 c, made from basalt, has 
one curved side and the other irregular side defi ned by deep fl ake scars suggesting 
it has broken longitudinally. 

Figure 4.17 a has suff ered multiple breaks. It appears to have suff ered damage to 
one side of the blade resulting in an asymmetrical cutting edge. It has also broken 
longitudinally and has been reground on the broken surface. Shallow fl akes have 
been detached on one side to reduce the thickness and reform the bevel and blade. 
Perhaps the owner realised that this was not possible and threw it away. 

Figure 4.17 g is a greywacke adze which has broken transversely through the 
body just above the bevel. A large fl ake also detached from the blade running the 
length of the bevel. More recent bruising to the fractured edge indicates an attempt 
at rework it but the blade would also have to be reformed and this has not been 
attempted. 

Reworked from a broken adze and subsequently well used, Figure 4.17 d has 
grinding on one side, on the poll and one broad surface. Th ere is no blade, or bevel, 
but all surfaces are worn and the fl ake scars are smooth. 

Broken fragments of adzes were also useful for other purposes. Th e poll of an 
adze (Figure 4.17 f) made from Mt Ears argillite, has broken transversely and has 
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4.16. Complete adzes 
(a, Z 10725; b, Z 10720; c, Z10772; d, Z10728; e, Z 10720; f, Z 10727).
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4.17. a–d, reworked and damaged adzes; e–h, adze fragments; i, adze roughout 
(a, Z 10730; b, Z 10729; c, Z 10757; d, Z 10760; e, Z 10754; f, Z 10732; g, Z 10722; h, Z 10898; i, Z 10721; j, Z 10723).
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wear or rubbing on the broken edge indicating it has been reused as a rubber to 
smooth rough wood fi bres, or as a plane. 

Some stone materials readily take on a haft  polish where the lashing holding the 
adze secure in the haft  has rubbed on the stone. Th is is apparent on Figure 4.16 f, an 
argillite adze from the D’Urville Island Mt Ears source. Heavy use polish is present 
on the back above the bevel, and on the sides, but not the front.

Th is is not a complete assemblage of adzes as larger sized tools are not well rep-
resented. Adzes were generally carefully looked aft er by owners so that archaeolog-
ical collections have predominantly broken pieces, or discarded items. Th e small 
chisels and adzes may however have been lost. Th e two largest adzes (Figure 4.16 a 
and b) are complete in length although Figure 4.16 a has suff ered damage on the 
blade. 

Some of the stone sources are a signifi cant distance away. Th e basalt adzes and 
chisels are most likely from Tahanga, at Opito on the east coast of the Coromandel 
Peninsula. Th is identifi cation is based on visual observation only but the stone 
has a distinctive colour and appearance. Th e metasomatised argillites from the 
Nelson–Marlborough area are also distinctive in appearance and colour: the black 
stone is from the Mt Ears source on D’Urville Island, while the Ohana argillite, 
also from D’Urville Island is a grey with black veins. Th e stone quarries at these 
locations produced high quality adzes but, like the Tahanga source, the quarries 
were probably not still producing adzes when this site was occupied. However, it is 
not unusual that basalt and argillite are present in later sites. It is most likely that 
the adzes and chisels had been carefully curated and reworked over a period of 
time, reducing in length and width with each breakage and repair. Th e continua-
tion of use highlights that these stone materials were highly valued for their wood-
working attributes.

Th e presence of stone material such as the Nelson–Marlborough argillites, and 
Tahanga basalt, is unusual in a site of this age and the artefacts were either used 
and reworked over a long period of time, or were found and reused. Th is interpre-
tation is reinforced by the overall small size of the adzes. Two of the basalt pieces, 
including the adze from Burial 10, had oyster cement on them indicating they had 
been in the harbour for some time before retrieval. 

Aside from the pounamu chisel, the remainder of the stone materials were 
probably from local sources within the Auckland–Manukau area. Greywacke is 
commonly found in stream beds and on beaches throughout the region, and the 
fi ne-grained greywacke with greenish tinge from the inner Hauraki Gulf area is 
also present on coastal margins in the vicinity. None of the local materials can be 
identifi ed to a single source place; they occur widely over a large area.

Adze fl akes

Polished or ground adze fl akes were analysed separately from the stone fl akes. Th e 
fl akes with grinding only represent the outer surface of an adze and other fl akes 
which have no modifi ed surface, such as the basalt or argillite fl akes (described 
in Chapter 5), are also likely to be from adzes which required reshaping aft er 
damage.

Th ere were 51 fl akes with some grinding or polish evident to indicate they had 
been detached from adzes. Th ese ranged in size from a few mm to about 50 mm as 
the maximum dimension and were largely shallow surface fl akes. Th e majority of 
adze fl akes were from the blade or bevel area and oft en had two identifi able ground 
surfaces to indicate they were from the corner of the blade. 

It might be expected that the range of stone materials in the adze fl akes would 
be greater than the fi nished adzes recovered from the site. Th is is because refur-
bished or reworked adzes were taken away, leaving behind the waste fl akes. Th e 
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three main types of stone identifi ed in the complete and broken adzes were basalt, 
argillite and greywacke although there were additional variations in the fi neness of 
grain size of the greywacke. Th ese materials are also recognised in the adze fl akes. 
Interestingly there was a greater range of stone materials represented within the 
adze fl akes than there were among the stone fl akes with no grinding, which are 
described in Chapter 5. Th is indicates that the argillite and basalt adzes were not 
being refl aked or reshaped to make them useable again in the area that was exca-
vated. Th e absence of fl akes of similar material without grinding could mean that 
the adzes were reshaped elsewhere on the site where there might be an abundance 
of fl akes, or it could mean that the damage to the basalt and argillite adzes was 
repaired in a rudimentary way through additional grinding rather than reshaping 
of the damaged adze. As described in the section on adzes above, severe damage 
such as the removal of a corner of the blade and part of the bevel would require 
extensive shaping and alteration to the length and width to maintain the balance 
necessary for successful woodworking.

Two adze fl akes showed use aft er the fl ake had been detached. In one argillite 
example thin edges are worn and have blunting caused through use as a scraper. A 
greywacke adze fl ake also has wear on the sharp broken edges suggestive of use as 
a scraper. In addition, two small chisels described above (Figure 4.15 f and g) are 
modifi ed adze fl akes. 

A problem with successful identifi cation of stone from archaeological sites is 
that of knowing the range of distinctive characteristics for every source. Stone is 
not uniformly similar across a wide area, but is subject to localised infl uences as 
the stone was formed. Geologists, in mapping the landforms, do not focus on all 
the variation present in the stone from any given source. Th is makes the archaeolo-
gists’ role more diffi  cult as we seek answers to where a particular example of adze 
or fl ake could have come from. 

Like the adzes themselves, basalt from the Tahanga source at Opito on the 
Coromandel is represented in the site, but there could also be basaltic stone from 
the wider Manukau area such as those from the Pukekohe volcanic fi eld, or in the 
Waitakere Ranges. Th e uncertainty comes from not knowing whether Maori had 
access to good quality basalt from these more local areas, or how widely it was used. 
Similarly, both adzes and ground fl akes of the distinctive Nelson–Marlborough 
metasomatised argillites are present within this collection but several adze fl akes 
have been identifi ed as argillite but possibly not metasomatised argillite. Th e source 
of the non-metasomatised stone is possibly the Waipapa Series of sediments which 
occur widely through the Hauraki area and possibly also in the Manukau Harbour 
(Kath Prickett pers comm.).

Th e greywacke adze fl akes have a greater variation in characteristics than the 
complete or broken adzes. Th e stone in several fl akes, probably from the same 
adze, is coarse-grained and individual large sand grains incorporated into the 
matrix can be identifi ed on the ground surface. Yet other greywacke fl akes are 
fi ne-grained. Th ey are, however, all probably from the same source, demonstrating 
again the variability of stone materials in their natural setting. 

It is very likely that the greywacke, and possibly also the non-metasomatised 
argillite and the chert (Chapter 5) is from the Puketoka Formation which occurs 
over a wide area from the north Waikato, and has been identifi ed on the south 
eastern shore of the Manukau Harbour at Kidds Beach where it outcrops as cob-
bles on the beach. Much of this material originated on the Coromandel Peninsula, 
before being carried westward and deposited by an ancient river system (Hayward 
and Grenfell n.d.). Th e geological background serves as a reminder that chemical 
analysis of much of this material would not provide useful results from an archaeo-
logical perspective and it is important to have some understanding of where simi-
lar material occurs in a local setting. 
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Hammerstones

Nine cobbles or pebbles with evidence of 
repeated percussion against other stone 
were recovered (Figure 4.18). Quartz, chert 
and greywacke were identifi ed. All were 
small and weighed between 62 and 382 g. 
Seven were from Area A.

Th e damage was confi ned to one end 
in three examples, present at both ends in 
two examples and around the circumfer-
ence in another. One further hammerstone 
was broken at one end so there was visible 
damage only at the surviving end. None 
had extremely heavy use wear and from 
their small size were more likely to have 
been used to detach small fl akes during the 
fi nal process of reshaping and trimming of 
adzes. 

One further item was a split greywacke 
cobble with bruising around irregular 
edges (Z10853, not illustrated). It may pos-
sibly have been used as a pounder or as a 
hammer.

Like some of the stone used for adzes 
described above, the chert and quartz 
cobbles, along with the greywacke, could 
have been picked up within the Manukau 
Harbour. Kidd’s Beach, where the Puketoka 
Formation outcrops, contains all of these 
stone materials.

Abraders

Th is is a general term which encompasses round or oval-sectioned elongated fi les, 
and fl at slab-like pieces of sandstone with wear on one or more surface. Th e major-
ity of the items are sandstone varying from very fi ne-grained through to coarse. 
Other materials such as a fi ne-grained sedimentary stone and andesite have also 
been used. Nine of the 28 abraders were from Area B, and the remainder from Area 
A including one which was with a burial.

Files

Six fi le fragments were recorded, recovered from both areas. None of the fi les were 
intact. Cross-sections were round to oval. Th ere was one fi le blank, i.e., there was 
no evidence of it having been used to smooth another object, nor was there any 
indication of how it was prepared — there were no cut and snap marks or grooving 
as is the usual method of forming fi les from larger blocks (Law 1970). Th e fi les were 
probably used to smooth and shape bone items such as fi shhooks but smoothing 
wood, especially holes, cannot be ruled out. 

4.18. Hammerstones 
(a, Z10796; b, Z10795; 
c, Z10794; d, Z10981).
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Abraders

Th ese diff er from fi les in that they may have fl at surfaces or be natural stones with 
evidence of usewear such as smoothing. Several (e.g., Figure 4.19 a) have elongated 
parallel grooves, or transverse grooves, worn into the surface indicating where a 
piece of bone has been sharpened to a point. Th e majority appear to have been 
opportunistic use of available sandstone or fi ne-grained sedimentary stone, but a 
few have heavy grinding which has worn a concave surface. Although in six pieces, 
Z10881, which is roughly triangular in shape, has one broad smooth surface. 

Th ree small fragments of andesite slab of regular thickness were present, prob-
ably having broken off  larger slabs. Similar material was recovered from Oruarangi 
(Furey 1996) and from Raupa (Prickett 1990, 1992). Th e slabs from Oruarangi were 
up to 500 mm across, some with a thick deposit of powdered kokowai resulting 
from being used as grinding stones, and others had no traces of deposit but could 
have been used for a variety of food preparation purposes. None of the small slabs 
from the NRD site (up to 70 x 70 mm) had visible traces of kokowai, but one had 
multiple shallow scratches suggesting it had been used as a cutting surface.

Worked bone

A number of small fragments of bone with evidence of working, either cutting 
or grinding, was present. Bone shaft s were cut into segments by the cut and snap 
method, that is, a groove was cut around the circumference with a sharp edged tool 
like a fl ake and then the bone was snapped to form two pieces. In fi nished items 
such as toggles the broken edge was ground smooth but the usual appearance of the 
worked bone had a smooth appearance through the outer part of the bone thick-
ness and an irregular sharp edge on the inside. A section of bone shaft , usually 
dog or bird bone, could then be processed longitudinally in the same way to make 
needle blanks or fi shhook point blanks. Th e lower mandible of a dog was used 

4.19. Abraders 
(a, Z10866; b, Z10881; 
c, Z10857; d, Z10787; 
e, Z10861).
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to make fi shhook points at Oruarangi but 
there is no worked bone reminiscent of this 
being carried out at the NRD site. However, 
the ventral margin of the lower jaw was cut 
off  and used to make lure shanks such as 
that illustrated in Figure 4.3 a. Th e rem-
nant jaw bone, minus the ventral margin, 
is illustrated in Figure 4.20. Miscellaneous 
other pieces of bone, ranging from small 
square shapes too small to be fi shhook 
blanks or the early stages of manufacture 
of other items, to shaft s of split birdbone 
with a small amount of wear or grinding on 
the lower edge attest to other items being 
made for which we have no other evidence. 
Th ere is no evidence for stone drillpoints 
as a means of working bone, a technique 
favoured in the early period up until about 
AD 1500.

Kokowai

A small but signifi cant amount of kokowai or ochre was recovered. While red col-
oured kokowai is more commonly known, and was on several artefacts and on 
koiwi (see Volume 2, Chapter 5), there is also a yellow-coloured material which 
varies from pale to bright yellow. Th ere was no evidence of yellow staining on any 
artefacts but this may not be a signifi cant factor. Red kokowai was traditionally 
mixed with shark oil which gave it permanence and was applied to a range of items 
including wood, fi bre, fi shing nets and bone ornaments, and also for oiling the 
body. It is not known whether yellow kokowai was also mixed with oil. 

Th e colour red was symbolically associated with tapu and sacredness through-
out Polynesia, and the use of yellow pigment is also recorded on several island 
groups in East Polynesia. In New Zealand, while the red pigment is more common, 
yellow has been reported from some excavated sites including Raupa (Prickett 
1992) and Oruarangi (Furey 1996). First contact accounts also describe that yellow 
was used on the hair and as a face paint (see discussion in Furey 1996: 157–158).  
Best (1905: 640–641) reported that yellow pigment was considered a pale red.  

Th e pigment is in a natural form, with the red also varying in colour from a 
pinky to a deeper red. Pieces are small, with the largest red nodule 50 mm across. 

4.20. Worked bone (a, 
NRD4529 (dog jaw); 

b, NRD1068; c, NRD1086; 
d, NRD1061).

4.21. Selection of 
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One yellow sample illustrates that the source was a nodule which contained iron, 
and was probably eroded or dug from the surrounding matrix. 

Yellow kokowai was found with Burial 81, a child, which also had a pounamu 
pendant. Red kokowai staining was present on the bones of seven koiwi and was 
present in the grave of another three. Th ere was no pattern to account for presence: 
individuals of both sexes, all ages, and primary and secondary burials contained 
kokowai (see Volume 2, Table 5.5).

Seven artefacts had red staining: a scallop shell (Figure 4.14 a) which had pig-
ment between the ribs of the top shell; two autoru (Figure 4.14 d and Z10879) or 
cobblestones used as pigment grinders; a sandstone abrader (Z10855); an andesite 
slab (Z10856) against which an autoru was used to crush the material to powder; 
a tattoo chisel blade (Figure 4.7); and a shark tooth pendant (Figure 4.8 a). All of 
these items were from Area A. 

Discussion

Area A had 144 items including those associated with fi ve burials. Area B, includ-
ing three burials, had far fewer, at 43. Th ese two Areas were much more closely 
examined than any others due to the 100% clearance strategy adopted for excava-
tion of the koiwi. Not surprisingly, many less items were found from other Areas: 
one from each of Areas E and I. Radiocarbon results indicate that the two areas 
were not occupied at the same time. Area A was occupied between AD 1620–1690 
and Area B at a later time between AD 1650–1870 (see Chapter 3). 

Th e combined material assemblage is typical of the mid-to-late cultural style of 
the upper North Island, in keeping with the radiocarbon dates for the site. Th ere 
are several exceptions such as the notched outward-curving pendant, and a deep 
quadrangular-sectioned fragment of basalt adze which is probably from an early 
style of adze. Th e adze mid-section was probably retrieved from the Manukau 
Harbour and does not belong in this assemblage in the sense that it was not used by 
the people who lived here. Th e basalt and argillite adzes, predominantly of small 
size, fi t the pattern revealed at Oruarangi, where adzes made from stone materials 
no longer available continued to be curated, that is, looked aft er and used, reducing 
to smaller and smaller size with damage and repair.

Th e adzes, needles, ornaments and fi shhooks are stylistically indistinguish-
able from those recovered from Oruarangi and other sites of the same time period 
in the upper North Island. Th e exception was the almost complete absence of 
Oruarangi points, the distinctive bone fi shhook point named aft er Oruarangi 
where it was most abundant, but which occurs widely across a large geographic 
area. Unfortunately, it is not known whether this style might be associated with 
a particular species of fi sh or type of coastal or riverine environment, but it does 
seem unusual that the Oruarangi point is not more widespread in the NRD site. 
Th e pounamu point (Figure 4.2) found in the same rua kophia as the lure shank 
illustrated in Figure 4.3 a, but not placed together, is unique and because of the use 
of pounamu and diffi  culty in shaping it may have had a ceremonial or symbolic 
use.  

A wide range of artefact types is present, refl ecting a general occupation site. 
Ear and breast pendants and bone toggles indicate adornment, and possibly iden-
tity, as does the tattoo chisel. Th ere is very little information known about sym-
bolism associated with pendant types, or whether their use signifi ed status of an 
individual or role within the community.

Artefacts from burials, particularly where the age and sex of the individual is 
known, gives information not otherwise obtainable. Th e pounamu pendants in 
this case were placed with a child (Figure 4.10 b) and an adult female (Figure 4.10 a) 
who also had two perforated human teeth (Figure 4.9 a and b) in the grave. An adze 
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(Figure 4.16 e) was placed with Burial 10, an adult male, and a sandstone abrader 
(Z10724) which might have been to ensure he was well prepared in the aft erlife. 
Th is particular adze had been in the Manukau Harbour or on the foreshore for 
some time as it had oyster cement adhering to it. It may have been lost and sub-
sequently retrieved, and its placement may have been resonant with symbolism. 
Needles were with an adult female where only the end of the needle and the eye was 
present (Z10808), a complete needle (Figure 4.4 a) with an adult of unidentifi ed sex, 
and a complete needle (Figure 4.4 b) was with a child who also had a Dentalium 
shell bead (Z10734). Th e patu knob (one side damaged) (Figure 4.12) was with an 
unidentifi ed adult; a bone point (Z10883) with an adult female; a quartz cobble 
which might have been an abrader (Z10719) with an adult female; and an autoru 
(Z10880) with young adult male and female in the same grave. From the mixed 
results it is diffi  cult to draw any conclusion about gender or age association with 
any of the classes of items, but although it is a small sample there is a stronger asso-
ciation of women with bone needles. Th e majority of the items (excluding toheroa 
shells) were found with primary burials. Perhaps most surprising was the absence 
of fi shing gear from any direct association with a burial.

Th e artefacts excavated from this site are taonga, precious for their ability to tell 
part of the story about how people lived in the past, about what they did on their 
occupation sites and how they turned the raw material of bone, stone and shell into 
everyday and special things, some of which had additional meaning to the people 
who made and used them. While they are taonga of the past, they are also taonga 
of the future for generations to admire shapes, styles and workmanship, to ques-
tion how they were made, what they were used for or how they were used, and most 
importantly to have pride in the achievements of the ancestors.
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Th ere were 6920 fl aked lithic artefacts recovered from the NRD site, of which 2434 
were smaller than 10 mm maximum dimension and were classifi ed as shatter. Th e 
remaining 4486 were analysed individually and attributes were recorded based on 
Beyin (2010), Turner (2005) and Holdaway and Stern (2004). Th e lithics covered a 
range of materials, including obsidian, chert, basalt, greywacke, argillite, ironstone 
and petrifi ed wood. Th is chapter is organised by stone type and discusses sources, 
spatial distribution and use across the site. A selection of the obsidian fl akes were 
analysed geochemically using Energy Dispersive X-Ray Flourescence (EDXRF) 
and compared to data for known New Zealand obsidian sources to ascertain their 
likely origin. Th e other stone types were compared visually to known samples 
from around New Zealand with help from Dr. Marianne Turner and Dante Bonica 
of the University of Auckland and Kath Prickett of the Auckland War Memorial 
Museum.

Method

Th e fl aked stone material was initially separated into three groups: obsidian, chert 
and other, based on visual and physical characteristics. Th e obsidian and chert 
were further separated based on colour and texture. Th e interpreted colour of the 
material was based on the Munsell Soil Colour Chart (2000).

Th ese separate groups of material were analysed to ascertain the likely sources 
of the material recovered. Th is can tell us important information about the inter-
action between the people who occupied the site and those that controlled or had 
access to stone sources throughout New Zealand, and exchange networks and 
relationships.

In order to determine the likely sources of the obsidian a selection from each 
type was selected for geochemical investigation using EDXRF. Th is was carried 
out at the University of Auckland, Department of Anthropology using an Innov-
X Alpha series portable EDXRF machine. Th e material that was recorded as 
shatter was discounted from sourcing as these pieces are too small to be reliably 
analysed.

Spatial distribution

As discussed in Chapter 3, only Areas A and B were completely excavated, so the 
analysis of spatial distribution concentrates on these Areas. Th e distribution of 
the diff erent stone types was mapped spatially to investigate possible working 
areas and events based on use wear and stone type. Th is included the location and 
density of the diff erent types of stone. Th e recovered artefacts were separated into 
two assemblages in each Area: one for the material that came from the overlaying 
midden of Areas A and B; and that from the features that were underneath the 
midden. Th e ploughing and modifi cation of the landscape that occurred in the 
historic period could have aff ected the distribution of the material in the midden 
but it was assumed that all material remained in the same general area that it was 
originally deposited.
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Obsidian

Obsidian was used for a variety of tasks that 
steel blades are used for today, such as cut-
ting and scraping, making it an important 
commodity in pre-contact New Zealand. 
Because this material is brittle and easily 
damaged it was used until exhausted and 
then discarded. Its importance as an every-
day item and its ability to survive in the 
archaeological record means it is a good 
medium for studying day-to-day activities 
in archaeological sites. 

Th ere were 6523 pieces of obsidian 
recovered making up more than 94% of the 

total lithic material from the site. Of these, 4143 were larger than 10 mm maximum 
dimension so attributes describing use wear were recorded and a sample of these 
was selected for geochemical sourcing (Figure 5.1).

Methodology

Th e obsidian was separated into six types: A, B, C, D, E and X based on their physi-
cal characteristics (following Moore 1988), such as colour, fracture, lustre, trans-
lucency, fl ow-banding, spherulites and phenocrysts (crystal inclusions). A selec-
tion of each of these types was then geochemically analysed to ascertain the likely 
sources of the material recovered from the site. 

5.1. A selection of 
obsidian fl akes and 
cores from the site.
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By selecting material that was larger than 10 mm maximum dimension it was 
noted that for Types other than A and B, thirty or less fl akes were suitable for 
geochemical analysis. A stratifi ed random sample of thirty artefacts from Types A 
and B was also selected, giving a total of 150 pieces to be analysed geochemically 
for origin. Th ese were examined by EDXRF to ascertain their geochemistry. Th e 
results were then compared to a source database maintained by Professor Peter 
Sheppard using multivariate statistical analysis. Th e chemical elements that were 
used for analysis were titanium (Ti), iron (Fe), zinc (Zn), rubidium (Rb), strontium 
(Sr), zirconium (Zr), barium (Ba) and lead (Pb).

For each type, a simple scatter-plot was run to separate out the material from 
Kaeo and Mayor Island. As shown in Figure 5.2 these two sources can be separated 
easily from the other sources in New Zealand based on Zr and Rb levels, but also 
by their lack of Sr (<10ppm). Once it was known how much of the material (if any) 
was from these sources, it and the source data were excluded from the rest of the 
analysis to prevent any noise or potential misassignment of material.

Th e remaining data was then compared using two canonical discriminant 
analyses, the fi rst one looking at seven potential source areas; Central North 
Island, Coromandel, Great Barrier Island, Fanal Island, Huruiki, Weta and Kaeo. 
Once it could be determined which source areas the material was not likely to have 
come from, that source data was removed from the analysis and a second test was 
run, which concentrated on the individual sources present in the remaining source 
areas. Th is produced a more fi ne grained picture of where the material has most 
likely to be coming from.

Type A

Th ese fl akes were grey both in refl ected and transmitted light. Th ey had a good 
conchoidal fracture, and vitreous lustre. Most pieces displayed good to very good 
translucency, with some pieces appearing smoky through transmitted light. Th ere 
was fl ow-banding ranging from absent to strong, with many of the pieces display-
ing wispy indistinct bands. Th e main defi ning factor of this obsidian was that it 
contained no phenocrysts or spherulites, and appeared to be of a good quality. Th is 
material made up 67% of the obsidian assemblage.

Of the twenty seven diff erent obsidian sources in the North Island, there are 
only two that contain material that is not grey in transmitted light. Although there 
have been attempts to source the material based on physical characteristics alone 
(Moore 1988), the amount of variation both inter- and intra-source, means the 
most eff ective method is to source grey material geochemically.

Of the thirty pieces of Type A material, twenty nine were assigned to Great 
Barrier Island and one to the Coromandel. Th e latter could not be diff erentiated 
based on physical characteristics alone from the other Type A material. By run-
ning the second test concentrating on sources in the Coromandel Volcanic Zone 
(CVZ), it was ascertained that twenty nine of the sample artefacts came from the 
Te Ahumata source on Great Barrier Island and one from Hahei. Th is test returned 
an accuracy of 94.1%.

Th ere were 4365 pieces of Type A obsidian recovered from Areas A and B with 
spatial information recorded. 61% of the total count of material was located in the 
midden overlaying the two Areas. Th ere was more material present in Area A, with 
70% of Type A material occurring in the midden and features in this area. Th ere 
did not appear to be any patterning to the distribution of this material based on 
use wear.
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Type B

Th is type covered all of the green obsidian recovered from the site. Th ere are only 
three known sources of green material in New Zealand: Kaeo (Pungaere/Waiare), 
Waihi and Mayor Island (Moore 1988). Mayor Island is considered the earliest 
and most exploited obsidian source in New Zealand (Green 1964; Sheppard 2004; 
Seelenfreund and Bollong 1989). Not surprisingly, all thirty fl akes that were ana-
lysed geochemically were assigned to Mayor Island. Th is material made up 31% of 
the obsidian assemblage.

Th ere were 2015 pieces of Type B obsidian present in the two Areas, of which 
63% were in the overlying midden, and the remainder in the features below. 71% of 
the material was present in Area A.

Type C

Th is material appeared black in refl ected light, but had a distinct brown hue under 
transmitted light. It displayed a good conchoidal fracture and a very vitreous lustre. 
It had moderate translucency, and weak fl ow-banding, in which the brown hue was 
noticeable. Th ere are no phenocrysts or spherulites present in this material. Th is 
material made up less than 1% of the obsidian assemblage.

Th ere are two recorded sources of material that is brown in transmitted light; 
Cooks Beach and Waihi (Moore 2004). Th ese two sources show translucency, fl ow-
banding and the colouration that is present in this material. 

Th e 30 fl akes of this material were sourced to Te Ahumata (21), Cooks Beach/
Hahei (4), Fanal Island (2), Huruiki (2) and Whangamata (1). Th is test returned an 
accuracy of 89.6%.

Th is result is contrary to what was expected, and there does not seem to be any 
recorded material from Te Ahumata, Huruiki or sources other than Cooks Beach 
or Waihi that has had a brown hue under transmitted light.

Th irty eight pieces of this material were from Areas A and B. 58% was present 
in the midden, and 63% of the total amount was found in Area A.

Type D

Th is was the grey material from the site that contained impurities, in the form of 
phenocrysts and spherulites. Phenocrysts appear in all sources of grey material in 
New Zealand, therefore it is not possible to separate the material based on the pres-
ence of these impurities. Th e material from Northland contains no spherulites, but 
again, the absence of these does not mean the material is from Northland. Th is 
material made up less than 1% of the obsidian assemblage.

Th is material covers a variety of sources, with six pieces assigned to Cooks 
Beach/Hahei, six to Whangamata, six to Te Ahumata and two to Fanal Island, one 
to Waihi and one assigned to Huruiki. Th is test returned an accuracy of 89.6%

Twenty one pieces of this material were found in Areas A and B, of which 17 
came from Area A.

Type E

Th is material was the most distinct of the six types. It is a black, dark-red and yel-
lowish-red speckled material (10YR 2/1, 10R 3/4 and 5YR 4/6 respectively) with 
black making up approximately 60% of the colour of the fl akes. It displayed a good 
conchoidal fracture, vitreous lustre, but poor translucency. Th e material contains 
no fl ow-banding, spherulites or phenocrysts. Th e cortex is slightly water rolled and 
rounded. 
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Th ere are six recorded sources of red material in New Zealand (Moore 1988), 
with that from Waihi and Great Barrier Island fi tting the criteria for that recov-
ered. Th ere were 12 pieces of this material making up less than 1% of the total 
obsidian assemblage.

Th is material was all sourced to Great Barrier Island, notably the Te Ahumata 
source. Th e single cobble of red material in the reference collection and database 
was recovered from Okupu near to the Te Ahumata source, and is geochemically 
similar to that source. 

All of this material was found in Area A. It was probably deposited as a single 
event, and the fact that some of it is in features and the remainder of it in the midden 
surrounding those features seems to point toward a period when the midden was 
overlapping and backfi lling the features (see Figure 5.6.).

Type X

Th is type referred to all pieces that did not display any form of translucency. 
Because of this, most of them appeared black in refl ected light, and some contain 
impurities. Th ese pieces more than any of the other types required geochemical 
testing, as distinguishing the source based on physical characteristics alone is not 
possible. 

As expected, this material proved to be from a variety of sources. Th ere were 
twelve pieces from Mayor Island, nine from Great Barrier Island, four from 
Whangamata and one piece from Kaeo.

Sources of artefacts

Th e majority of the obsidian recovered and tested by EDXRF from the NRD site 
originated from Great Barrier Island, notably the Te Ahumata source (Table 5.1). 
Th e island is located approximately 100 km north east of the Tamaki portage and 
is the closest source to the site. 

Th e next major source of material is that from Mayor Island off  the coast of the 
Bay of Plenty which is generally considered to contain the best quality and most 
abundant obsidian. Several Coromandel sources are also well represented in the 
assemblage, particularly Cooks Beach/Hahei, Waihi and Whangamata.

Th ere is a small amount of material that came from the Northland sources 
of Huruiki and Kaeo, but these make up only a small proportion of the analysed 
assemblage, so are likely to be single, one off  events. 

Spatial distribution

Th e majority of the obsidian was recovered from Area A (71%), both in the over-
lying midden and the features below with a signifi cant amount from the Area B 

 Gt. Barrier Coromandel Fanal Is. Mayor Is. Northland Total
A 29 1    30
B    30  30
C 21 5 2  2 30
D 6 13 2  1 22
E 12     12
X 9 4  12 1 26
Total 77 23 4 42 4 

Table 5.1. Sources of the obsidian pieces tested by EDXRF  over 10 mm2.
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midden (Figures 5.3 to 5.5). Mapping individual events was not possible based on 
use wear or type, other than the Type E red/black mottled material. Th ere was 
only a limited amount of this material and due to the scarcity of it both naturally 
occurring and at the site, it is most likely an indicator of a single event of one or two 
cobbles being brought on site. As shown in Figure 5.6 all of this material was found 
in Area A, and has a limited distribution. Th ere were six pieces in the midden 
layer, and the remaining six were in the features below this midden. Th e material 
in the midden is nearly all located in squares to the west of the material in the 
features. Th is indicates that fl aking was being carried out on the midden as it built 
up around Squares R109 to X118 and while the features to the east remained open 
or were being fi lled. Th e midden appears to have been built up over the features 
from west to east, at least at this time. Th e distribution of petrifi ed wood follows a 
similar pattern. Other stone types would have been deposited in a similar pattern 
but the numerous repeated and overlapping episodes of deposition have obscured 
the evidence of single events.

Use wear

Th ere has been little published on lithic use wear in the New Zealand context. 
Turner (2005) produced a short article looking at experimental use wear focusing 
on obsidian. She identifi ed two main types of activity based around obsidian use, 
cutting and scraping. Although use wear was able to be recorded for a variety of 
tasks, many of the everyday uses such as the preparation of muka (fl ax fi bre) and 
other soft  material cutting do not show the kind of use wear that using obsidian 
on harder items such as bone and wood do. Because of this, investigating use wear 
on artefacts can be problematic as many day to day tasks would be invisible in the 
archaeological record. 

Th ere were 2335 pieces of obsidian recovered from Areas A and B that showed 
evidence of use wear. Th is use wear is likely to be associated with the cutting or 
scraping of harder materials such as wood or bone. 62% of the pieces were located 
in the midden, and 70% of the material with use wear occurred in the features and 
midden in Area A. Upon analysis of the use wear on obsidian artefacts, there was 
no indication that there was clustering to show identifi able working areas such as 
carving or wooden implement workshops. 

Cores

Th ere were 200 cores identifi ed in this assemblage. Th is provides a ratio of nearly 32 
fl akes to each core. 91% of the recovered cores were smaller than 30 mm maximum 
dimension and appear to have been fl aked until exhausted, that is, they were too 
small to further yield useful fl akes and so were discarded. Th ese cores are evenly 
distributed across Areas A and B. It should be noted that not all activities would 
end with an exhausted core, and many of the fl akes recovered from the NRD site 
could be associated with cores that were discarded elsewhere.

Chert

Th ere were 270 fl akes recovered from the site that were recorded as chert. Th is is 
all material that appears to be a highly siliceous, sedimentary or metamorphic 
rock that cannot be classifi ed as obsidian, basalt, greywacke, argillite, ironstone 
or petrifi ed wood (Moore 1977). Th ese range in quality from poor/unable to be 
fl aked (Type C/A) to fi ne grained material that exhibits a conchoidal fracture 
(Type C/C). 
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Chert comes from a variety of areas in 
New Zealand, and there are multiple sources 
in the Auckland region. Chert occurs on 
the Hauraki Gulf islands of Motutapu, 
Waiheke and Ponui; the mainland in 
the Hunua Ranges; throughout South 
Auckland associated with the Kiwitahi 
Volcanics; and the in the Waitakere ranges 
(Moore 1977). Chert is known to occur in a 
variety of colours, quantities and qualities 
in the Manukau Harbour (Kath Prickett 
pers. comm. 2010). 

Th e material was examined with assist-
ance from Kath Pricket to ascertain its 
source. Th is assemblage was also com-
pared to the Brambley collection, an exten-
sive lithic collection obtained from Wattle 
Bay on the southern coast of the Manukau 
Harbour (Ambrose 1960; Prickett 1987). 

It was initially separated based on 
colour and texture into seven categories 
and, on closer inspection, Type C was fur-
ther separated into seven sub-categories, 
and Type D was absorbed into other cate-
gories. Although alphabetised, the order of 
the chert types is not an indication of their 
quality. Use wear was recorded for this 
material on the fl akes where it was visible. 

Type A

Th is material was dusky red (10R 3/3) with 
a water rolled cortex. It has poor to medium 

fracture quality. None of this material displayed any form of use wear and most 
pieces were angular fragments. Th ere were seven unused cobbles of the material 
recovered from the site. It would appear that there were attempts to fl ake this mate-
rial and then it was abandoned. 

Type B

Th is material was red (10R 4/6) and was of medium fracture quality. Th ere were 
four pieces, all with cortex on them but no core was identifi ed. Th ere is no identifi -
able use wear on the pieces, and only one piece was not an angular fragment.

Type C/A

Th is material was dark red (10R 3/6) and had a poor fracture quality. It contained 
vesicles and the ventral surface of the fl aked material was so disturbed by the ‘cra-
tered’ appearance that no fl ake attributes were able to be identifi ed. It had a dusky 
red (10R 3/3) water rolled cortex that appeared good quality from the outside, 
which is probably why so much of this material was fl aked; it at fi rst appeared 
better than it was. 

Type E obsidian

petrefied wood

rua kopiha

N

metres
0 5

5.6. Distribution of 
Type E obsidian and 

petrifi ed wood in Area 
A. No square con-

tained more than one 
fl ake of obsidian and 
no feature more than 

two, the most petrifi ed 
wood found in any 

feature (Feature 674) 
was fi ve.
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Type C/B

Pink (2.5YR 8/3) and pinkish grey (5YR 7/2) mottled material. Th is material had 
poor fracture quality. It had a water rolled cortex that was the same colour as the 
interior and appeared to be a less fi ne grained material than the others. Th ere is no 
use wear present on any of it.

Type C/C

Th is material was grey (2.5Y 6/1) and of a good fracture quality. Th ere was use 
wear associated with scraping present on three of the pieces, and one had evidence 
of cutting activities also. Th ere were no cores associated with this material. One 
piece exhibited a yellowish red (5YR 6/6) cortex (10%). Th is material could have 
been fl aked where it was found and only the useable fl akes were brought back to 
the site.

Type C/D

Dark grey (2.5Y 4/1) material that exhibited poor translucency and a medium frac-
ture quality. Th is material had a dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) water rolled cortex. Th ere 
were two fl akes that were identifi ed as having use wear associated with scraping, 
and an unused cobble of this material was also recovered.

Type C/E

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) material that had a medium to good fracture quality. Th e 
cortex was brown (7.5YR 4/2) and very pale brown (10YR 8/2) and had the appear-
ance of kauri gum cortex. Th ere were 23 pieces of this material recovered, includ-
ing a broken drill/awl. Th is was the only identifi able tool that was made of chert in 
the site. Th ere were also four pieces that had use wear associated with scraping and 
two that had use wear associated with both scraping and cutting. 

Type C/F

Red (2.5YR 4/6) and dusky red (10R 3/3) mottled material with medium fl ake 
quality. Although it was of a reasonable quality only one fl ake had identifi able use 
wear. 

Type C/G

Th is material is bluish grey (GLEY2 5/5PB) with medium fl ake quality. Th is was 
one of the coarser grained cherts found at the site. Although there were ten pieces 
of Type C/G with identifi able fl ake attributes, none of the material seemed to show 
any signs of use wear.

Type E

Th ese pieces were a light bluish grey (GLEY2 7/5PB) and dark red (2.5YR 3/6) mot-
tled material with a medium fl ake quality. Th is material exhibited a brown water 
worn cortex. Th ere were fi ve cores identifi ed for this type, with only one discern-
able fl ake that appeared to have use wear from scraping on it, with the rest being 
classifi ed as angular fragments.
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Type X

Th ere were four pieces of this material recovered from the site, with one being an 
unused cobble. Th is material has poor fl aking qualities and it appears that any 
attempts to fl ake it were abandoned.

Type Z

Th ese pieces were fi re aff ected and therefore could not be assigned to any other 
type. Th ere were four pieces of this material and none of it was of fl ake quality and 
only represented shatter and angular fragments. 

Sources

Th e Brambley collection is from further west along the southern coast of the 
Manukau Harbour in Wattle Bay and the surrounding beachheads (Ambrose 
1960; Prickett 1987). Th e material that was recovered from the NRD site is similar 
in composition to much of that in the Brambley collection, and also fi ts in with the 
type of material that is present around the Manukau Harbour. Th e cortical pieces 
of material from this site also confi rm that the material has been water-rolled and 
the material was all sourced locally and was either fl aked where found or brought 
back to the site to be fl aked.

Th e one diff erence between the Brambley collection and that from the NRD 
site is the lack of Raglan chert. Th is material is of a superior quality to the material 
found in the Manukau Harbour, and material from the Brambley collection and 
the subsequent excavations at Wattle Bay have confi rmed the presence of chert 
from the Raglan source (Ambrose 1960; Prickett 1987; Moore 2005). Th e material 
categorised as chert type C/E is similar in colour to the Raglan material, but not 
in quality.

Use as tools

Although there are numerous pieces of chert present at the site, only one piece was 
able to be identifi ed as a drill point. Th e quality of the material in general is poor 
to medium, and this is refl ected in the amount of material present that is recorded 
as shatter, angular fragments or unused and discarded cobbles. Fourteen of the 
chert artefacts displayed identifi able use wear, and this is most likely attributed to 
scraping.

Distribution

Th ere were 265 pieces of chert recovered from Areas A and B. 78% of the material 
was located in the overlying midden, with the majority of pieces occurring in the 
midden overlaying Area B. Of the 57 pieces that were in the features below the 
midden, 52 were found in Area A. 

Discussion

Th e chert all appears to be of an inferior quality and this is refl ected in the lack of 
good fl akes and tools in the assemblage. Aft er consultation with Kath Prickett at 
the Auckland War Memorial Museum it was concluded that the material was most 
likely from the various littoral deposits of chert in the Manukau Harbour. 
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Minor materials

Th e following rock types make up less than 2% of the total lithic assemblage. Th ese 
are a variety of diff erent types, some of which were imported into the site. Th ere is 
evidence of ochre grinding on some of the material and fl akes that are indicative of 
adze use, damage and repair are also present.

Basalt

Four pieces of basalt were collected during the excavation. Two of these were iden-
tifi ed by Dr. Marianne Turner as being from local sources, and two from Tahanga 
on the Coromandel Peninsula.

Th e Tahanga quarry is an important source of adze material and adzes made of 
this fi ne grained basalt are found along the east coast and the northern west coast 
of the North Island (Turner 2000). Th e Tamaki portage facilitated this movement 
of high quality adze material to the geologically poor areas on the west coast. 

Greywacke

Th ere were seventy-fi ve pieces of greywacke identifi ed from the assemblage, and 
they are all likely to be of Motutapu origin. As well as pieces being identifi ed as 
adze fl akes, there were 12 pieces that have polishing on them indicating use as 
scrapers. Th ere were also six pieces that appear to have ochre staining on them. 
Th ere was one artefact that appears to be an awl.

Argillite

Six pieces of argillite were recovered. Argillite is a common material for making 
adzes, and these pieces are likely to be the results of use damage and repair of adzes. 
Th ese fl akes are evenly represented in the midden overlying Areas A and B.

Th is argillite originates from the Nelson–Marlborough region, which had a dis-
tribution zone that butts with those of Tahanga basalt and Motutapu greywacke 
in the Waikato (Turner 2000). Th ere is a signifi cant drop in the ratio of Nelson–
Marlborough argillite adzes compared to those made from Tahanga or Motutapu 
material north of the Waikato. Although there is Nelson–Marlborough argillite 
found in sites around the Manukau and Tamaki region, it is always in smaller 
amounts than further south. Northern sites are always dominated by Tahanga 
and Motutapu material (Turner 2000). Adzes of Tahanga basalt and Nelson–
Marlborough argillite were no longer made by the 17th century so, given the dates 
for the site (Chapter 3), the material on site is likely to come from existing tools that 
had been well cared for.

Ironstone

Th ere were two pieces identifi ed by Dante Bonica as iron stone, and they appear to 
have ochre staining on them. Th is material appears in high frequencies along the 
west coast of the top half of the North Island (Dante Bonica pers. comm. 2010). 

Petrifi ed Wood

Th ere were twenty seven pieces of petrifi ed wood recovered from the site. Although 
the material is generally of poor fl aknge quality, fi ve pieces had use wear probably 
associated with scraping.
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Th is material occurs only in Area A, in a distribution pattern similar to Type 
E obsidian. Th e material occurs in the midden to the west and in features to the 
east of the area, again pointing towards the midden encroaching in an easterly 
direction, and the petrifi ed wood being used around the same time as the Type E 
obsidian (Figure 5.6).

Due to the poor quality, small quantity and limited distribution of this material 
in the site, it is likely that this petrifi ed wood has come from an ancient fossilised 
forest that is located about fi ve hundred metres to the north of the site (Cameron 
et al. 2008). 

Discussion
Sources

Th e lithic material is dominated by imported obsidian, followed by locally sourced 
chert. More than 65% of the obsidian that was large enough to be analysed was 
deemed to most likely be from Great Barrier Island, about 100 km north east of the 
site. Mayor Island, New Zealand’s earliest and most exploited source of obsidian, 
was the second most common making up 32% of analysable material. Th e other 
material that came from Northland and Coromandel sources made up the remain-
ing 3%. 

Th e chert was examined visually and it was concluded it was most likely to 
have come from the many littoral deposits in the Manukau Harbour. Unlike the 
Brambley collection from the northern end of the Awhitu Peninsula, there was no 
imported Raglan chert, which is of a much higher quality than the local Manukau 
Harbour material.

Th e minor materials are from a range of sources, with argillite from the top 
of the South Island, basalt from Tahanga at Opito on the Coromandel Peninsula, 
and Motutapu greywacke. Th e material was present in such small numbers that it 
indicates fl akes from adze damage or repair rather than manufacture of new adzes. 
Nelson–Marlborough argillite and Tahanga basalt sources were no longer exploited 
by the time the NRD site was occupied but adzes made of these high quality mate-
rials continued to be curated as is evident in the adzes recovered (Chapter 4).

Th ese materials (except the argillite) are all likely to have come to the site by way 
of the Hauraki Gulf and Tamaki Portage. In order to get to the site from Mayor 
Island for instance, you must pass the Coromandel Peninsula, head through the 
Colville Strait that separates the peninsula from Great Barrier Island, head through 
the Gulf islands past Motutapu to access the Tamaki Portage. Apart from the small 
amount of Northland obsidian and Nelson–Marlborough argillite, a single jour-
ney from Mayor Island would pass every source of imported material present at 
the site. 

Use and distribution

Although use wear was investigated for the assemblage, there did not seem to be 
any discernable working areas based on the presence or absence of use wear mark-
ers on the fl akes. Use wear indicated a series of general activities such as cutting 
and scraping of bone and wood, while scraping muka or cutting fl esh does not 
leave use marks on most fl akes.

Of the entire fl aked lithic assemblage, 63% was recovered from the midden over-
lying Areas A and B. Other than fi ft y pieces located in other Areas, the remaining 
2534 pieces were recovered from the features below these two middens. 

Th e distribution of the material did not show any patterning, other than the 
small amounts of Type E obsidian and the petrifi ed wood. Because of the small 
number of these artefacts (15 and 27 respectively) it was feasible to map them spa-
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tially. Due to the small amount of material and their limited spatial distribution, 
it is most likely that they represent single events. Th e distribution of these two 
materials appears to indicate the midden encroaching on the features in an easterly 
direction away from the water. Other than these two events no working areas were 
able to be distinguished. 
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Matthew Campbell, Stuart Hawkins and Jaden Harris

Animal remains are generally better preserved in archaeological sites than plant 
remains. Shell and bone are hard, are easily excavated and recovered, and there 
is a long history of analysing these materials in New Zealand and elsewhere. Th e 
majority of foods eaten by pre-European Maori, as for most peoples, would have 
been plant based, but evidence of this is circumstantial: gardened soils, which are 
oft en ploughed out by European agricultural practices; or storage pits, which may 
have had uses other than for kumara storage. Recently developed techniques like 
starch analysis, discussed in Chapter 3, show that taro and kumara were eaten at 
the NRD site, and patterns of toothwear on the koiwi (Volume II) indicate that the 
diet included bracken fern. Th e faunal remains analysed in this chapter formed an 
important part of the diet but would not have been the main part of it. Even so, 
this analysis shows how people interacted with their environment and gives some 
important clues to what that environment was like.

Methodology

Four classes of fauna were analysed: mammal, bird, fi sh and shell (mollusc). Each 
class has its own method of analysis though they share common characteristics. 
Analysis of mammal, bird and fi sh concentrated on Areas A and B where the 
100% clearance and sieving strategy resulted in comprehensive, well provenanced 
assemblages. While all midden material from Areas A and B was sieved and faunal 
remains retained, from other Areas the only whole samples were 10 litre bulk 
midden samples. One hundred and ten samples were collected and of these 61 
were analysed, representing the range of excavated Areas and feature types. In 
other Areas collection was hardly systematic. Material was handpicked out of the 
midden as it was observed during excavation with the result that the assemblages 
are biased towards highly visible elements such as snapper jaws or eagle ray tooth-
plates. For this reason the discussion below centres almost exclusively on Areas A 
and B.

Counts

Th ere are several diff erent methods of counting and aggregating faunal numbers 
from archaeological assemblages. Th e basic method counts the NISP, or Number 
of Identifi ed Specimens. Each identifi able piece of bone, whether whole or broken, 
is counted to the lowest possible taxonomic level (usually species, but in the case of 
fi sh and bird, sometimes only to genus or family level) and sided left  or right where 
appropriate (several bones are not paired, e.g., vertebrae). 

Th e next count that can be calculated is MNE, the Minimum Number of 
Elements. Whole bones will count as one, but bone fragments that might originally 
have been joined, e.g., a distal and a proximal right femur fragment, are counted 
as a single element. MNI, or the Minimum Number of Individuals, can then be 
calculated for each context on the most common element, e.g., if there were three 
right dentaries of snapper, then there must be at least a minimum number of three 
snapper represented. MNI is most useful when examining discrete, undisturbed 
contexts.

Other counts employed include MAU, the Minimum Animal Unit (Binford 
1978: 69), which combines the MNEs for each element and divides the total by the 
number of occurrences of the element in a live animal. Normalising the counts 
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for each species in the assemblage for the most frequent element gives the %MAU, 
with the most frequent element having a score of 100%.

Mammal

Mammal bones were fi rst sorted by element and then identifi ed to the lowest pos-
sible taxonomic level with reference to the Auckland War Memorial Museum Land 
Vertebrates Osteology Collection. Bone that was not identifi ed was recorded in a 
general mammal category. Dog bones were identifi ed with help from osteological 
reference illustrations (Evans 1993; Getty 1975).

NISPs were calculated for all identifi ed remains. Dog remains, being relatively 
large and quite fragmented, required the use of MNE and MNI for the construc-
tion of a mortality profi le, and MAU was used to understand dog body part utili-
zation. Th ese counts were aggregated by feature and Area. Modifi cations such as 
burning, gnawing, weathering and breakage patterns were also recorded but are 
only referred to generally. 

Dog burials were analysed separately from unarticulated dog bones from fea-
tures and squares as they were more likely to be food remains. Th e dog burials were 
useful for phenotype reconstruction as their remains were more intact. 

Th e pre-European Maori dog (kuri) has received considerable attention from 
archaeologists (Allo 1970; Allo Bay-Petersen 1979; Clark 1995, 1997a, 1997b). 
Certain aspects of kuri phenotype (head shape and body size) were assessed using 
a variety of morphometric measurements developed by von den Driesch (1976) for 
the cranium and long bones which were used in a variety of formulas and indexes. 
Skull shape was determined using the skull (skull width x 100/skull length), cranial 
(cranial width x 100/cranial length), and facial (facial width x 100/facial length) 
indeces devised by Miller et al (Evans 1993) which provides a score that puts it 
within range of three skull shapes which range from short wide head (brachyc-
ephalic), medium proportioned head (mesaticephalic) and long narrow head (doli-
chocephalic). Mean shoulder height was reconstructed using Harcourt factors 
(1974) from a variety of long bone measurements. Dog weight was reconstructed 
using a regression formula developed by Anyonge (1993) from the measurement of 
humerus circumference.

Dog sex was determined by the presence of an os penis or when an intact cra-
nium allowed the use of a basioccipital index developed by Th e and Trouth (1976). 
Age at death was determined using rates of epiphyseal long bone fusion and time-
tables of tooth eruption (Silver 1969) as well as general size and porosity of skeletal 
elements and degree of closure of cranial sutures. 

Bird

Bird bones were fi rst sorted by element and then identifi ed to the lowest possi-
ble taxonomic level with reference to the Auckland War Memorial Museum Land 
Vertebrates Osteology Collection. Bone that was not identifi ed was recorded as a 
general bird category. Bird nomenclature follows Turbott (1990). Th e main method 
of quantifi cation used for bird bones was NISP.

Fish

Baseline fi shbone analysis followed the method outlined by Leach (1986; 1997). 
Th e fi ve main mouth bones – dentary, articular, quadrate, maxilla and premaxilla 
– are identifi ed to the lowest possible taxonomic level (usually species) and NISP 
and MNI are calculated on these identifi cations. Special bones may also be identi-
fi ed, with pharyngeal plates of wrasses being the only special bone of bony fi sh 
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identifi ed from the NRD assemblage. At the Pleasant River site in Otago Campbell 
(2005b) identifi ed 32 elements, though only from two species, in order to exam-
ine specifi c taphonomic questions about the survival and weathering of bone in 
archaeological contexts. Vogel (2005), working in the tropical Pacifi c, has used sev-
eral other elements for identifi cation: vomer, parasphenoid, posttemporal, opercu-
lar, preopercular, hyomandibular, epihyal, ceratohyal, cleithrum, scapula and pala-
tine. Th is showed that identifying additional elements expands the range of species 
identifi ed. Many of these additional element were routinely observed during anal-
ysis and could potentially have been identifi ed to species level. However, the com-
parative collections used are not set to do this analysis and considerable additional 
time would have been required. Comparative collections at CFG Heritage and the 
Anthropology Department, University of Auckland were used for taxonomic iden-
tifi cations. A few unidentifi ed bones were sent to the Anthropology Department, 
University of Otago, where they were identifi ed by Sarah Mann. Five bones remain 
unidentifi ed.

In addition to the standard identifi cation of bony fi sh, distinctive chondrich-
thyes (shark and ray, or cartilaginous fi sh) vertebrae were counted as well as bony 
fi sh vertebrae. Whole vertebrae were counted as 1, while partial vertebrae were 
counted as 0.5 where the centrum was present to give an approximate NISP and 
MNI. Vertebrae could potentially be identifi ed to species level but the compara-
tive collections are not set up to do this. Th e distinctive toothplates of eagle ray 
(Myliobatus tenuicaudatus) were identifi ed and the tail spines of all ray species 
were also identifi ed, as Ray sp. All remaining fi shbone elements were also counted, 
not so much to provide meaningful data but to ensure that each bone was re-exam-
ined to check that no diagnostic elements were missed. All data was entered into 
a handheld computer (iPaq 4750) using Data on the Run 5 soft ware which was 
synchronised with the main excavation database. NISPs and MNIs were calculated 
in MS Excel.

Th e fi ve main mouth bones of snapper (Pagrus auratus) and kahawai (Arripis 
trutta) were measured following the method of Leach and Boocock (1995) for snap-
per, and Leach et al. (1996) for kahawai, to reconstruct the size of the live animal 
and the size distributions of the original catch. Data was entered directly into MS 
Excel.

Most commonly, MNI is used for presenting fi shbone counts, calculated for 
each discrete context. Because most of the midden had been ploughed and dis-
turbed, discrete contexts were also truncated and disturbed and MNI was consid-
ered inappropriate. For this reason, NISP is preferred, though here it is defi ned as 
the sum of MNE. To allow for some comparison with other assemblages, Table 6.10 
presents NISP and MNI for Areas A and B.

Shell

All midden samples selected for analysis were air dried, weighed, wet sieved 
through a 6 mm screen and redried. Samples were then sorted to the lowest possi-
ble taxonomic level. Species identifi cations followed Parkinson (1999) and Morley 
(2004). Th e diagnostic portions of each taxa were separated out and counted to give 
a MNI for each species. For bivalves this was calculated by counting the number of 
hinges and whole valves and dividing the total by two. For gastropods the greater 
number of apices or apertures was taken as the MNI.1 All diagnostic shell for each 

1  For gastropods this is correct. For bivalves it is actually MAU. MNI can be calculated by sepa-
rately identifying right and left  valves and taking the higher of the two numbers, but this was con-
sidered too time consuming for this report. Th e count is referred to here as MNI as it is slightly 
ridiculous to have two diff erent counts for diff erent shell species.
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species was weighed, as was all non-diagnostic residue. Artefacts (obsidian and 
worked bone), charcoal, stone and bone were separated out and weighed before 
being passed on to the relevant specialist. All counts and weights were recorded 
on a separate data entry sheet for each sample and the data then entered into a 
MS Excel spreadsheet. Unwashed midden samples were weighed on digital scales 
accurate to the nearest 10 grams, while all sorted material was weighed on digital 
scales accurate to 2 grams.

Th ree basic statistics can be calculated from the resulting measures: dry weight/
volume, dry sieved weight/volume and weight loss through sieving (as a percent-
age). Th ese statistics are intended to quantify the density of the midden, that is, 
how much material there is in the sample and how much of it is shell. Weight and 
the MNI for shell species can also be used to calculate the MNI per gram to express 
the degree of fragmentation of diff erent shell species within the sample. In general 
it would be expected, for instance, that shell from an oven scoop might be more 
fragmented than shell from a clean midden deposit.

Th is methodology is ‘under development’ – there is no standard method of 
shell midden analysis in use in New Zealand archaeology as there is for fi sh or 
other faunal categories. In fact, there is little agreement internationally about the 
best way to excavate and analyse a shell midden (e.g., Claassen 1998). Most inves-
tigators adapt a vague sampling and analysis strategy to the job in hand, with the 
result that it is almost impossible to make comparisons between sites. As a result, 
several recent projects have been concerned to develop a standard method that 
can be used as a baseline, allowing for comparison between assemblages (e.g., 
Campbell and Hudson 2008; Campbell et al. 2009). Th e New Zealand Historic 
Places Trust is also developing midden analysis guidelines that may contribute to 
the same end. One disadvantage of the method, as it was applied at the time of the 
current analysis, is that the ‘residue’ consists of non-diagnostic shell, that is, shell 
that cannot be counted. Much of it can still be identifi ed to a suitable taxonomic 
level, but because it lacks a hinge, or apex or aperture, it is considered residue. As 
a result, the weight of residue in a sample is disproportionately large. To examine 
this problem fi ve samples were selected for reanalysis, with all identifi able shell 
sorted and weighed.

In the past midden sampling and analysis have oft en been far from systematic 
and it is over forty years since Wal Ambrose (1963) raised issues regarding the lack 
of understanding among analysts of the structure and formation of middens. One 
of the earliest workers to tackle this issue was Davidson (1964) who found that even 
relatively small and seemingly simple middens were not homogenous deposits and 
that variation could be found and expected both within layers and between diff er-
ent midden contexts. To try and gain a greater understanding of the structure and 
makeup of the NRD middens information regarding the matrix and general obser-
vations on each midden sample taken were recorded in the fi eld. Th is data can then 
be compared with the analysis results to see if there are any correlations between 
samples with similar characteristics across diff erent contexts. Further compound-
ing the problem is the level of disturbance to midden deposits, with most of the 
main areas excavated at the NRD site having been ploughed. 

Mammal

Th e mammal remains are presented in Table 6.1 by Area and NISP. A total of 5007 
mammal bones, bone fragments and teeth were recovered from the excavations. 
Th ey were mostly concentrated in Area A with many fewer in Area B. Material was 
not systematically collected in other Areas. Rat bones accounted for the majority 
of mammal bone by NISP (43%) with nearly all the rest (33%) being dog, which 
was concentrated in Areas A, B, and E. Th e majority of these were from articulated 
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dog burials. Unarticulated dog bones were also present in features and the midden 
layer and are interpreted as food waste. Large numbers of rat bones were concen-
trated in Area A which outnumber dog bones almost 2 to 1 but this pattern is not 
so extreme in Area B where dog bones in two burials dominate the assemblage. 
Th ere were also a number of sea mammal fragments, mostly whale from Area A 
and B, but also what appears to be a single seal (pinniped) fi bula in Area B. Small 
numbers of introduced European domesticated mammal bones including rabbit, 
pig, cattle, and sheep were also present in Areas A and B which are clearly intrusive 
and so will not be discussed any further. Some of the rat may also have been intru-
sive but no attempt was made to distinguish Polynesian rat (kiore, Rattus exulans) 
from European rats (R. rattus and R. norvegicus) (all rats are introduced species 
but only kiore is a pre-European introduction). It is reasonable to assume that rats 
from undisturbed contexts are kiore but the same cannot be said for rats from 
the disturbed midden layer where European introduced rats may be intrusive. No 
attempt has been made to distinguish rats that were culturally deposited, i.e., as 
food remains, from those that got into features and midden naturally.

Distribution maps of mammal bone from Area A are given in Figure 6.1 and 
Figure 6.2. It is diffi  cult to graphically combine dog, rat and sea mammal as rat 
outnumbers dog by NISP but was not a major economic species. A more useful 
alternative is to use weight which represents the economic balance between dog 
and rat better, but in this case sea mammal outweighs dog and it is likely that the 
sea mammal was not food (Chapter 3), though this is not certain. Th e fi gures give 
weights for dog and rat only.

Dog 

Dog remains were recovered from a variety of contexts including dog burials, earth 
oven, pits and post holes as well as from the general midden layer. Th e burials and 
the midden associated dog bones were treated as two separate data sets with dog 
bones from midden contexts (referred to below as ‘midden bone’ for convenience) 
analysed as food remains while the dog burials off ered an opportunity to assess the 
physical characteristics of the kuri in later Maori prehistory. 

Dog midden bone was found in fairly low numbers in 66 features in Area A, 
11 in Area B, two in Area E and three in Area F. Most features contained an MNI 

 Area 
Common name A AD3 B C E F G total
dog 948 1 620 0 75 10 0 1654
cf dog 15 0 1 0 0 0 0 16
rat 2032 0 119 1 2 1 3 2158
sea mammal 161 0 30 0 0 0 0 191
cf sea mammal 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 6
cf pinniped 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
cattle 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 4
sheep 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
pig 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 7
cf sheep/pig 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
rabbit 9 0 20 0 0 0 0 29
cf rabbit 29 0 3 0 0 0 0 32
mammal 633 1 246 0 27 0 0 907

Table 6.1. Mammal NISP by Area.
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6.1. Distribution of mammal by species (dog and rat) from undisturbed contexts from Area A. Rua kopiha are 
highlighted.
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bone in Square R117 was a cranium.
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of 1 with only a few having two while Feature 918 in Area A had an MNI of three, 
though one of these was probably a disturbed burial.

Dog remains associated with exploitation for food and raw materials were recov-
ered as disarticulated elements scattered throughout the features and midden of 
Areas A and B. A small number of bones display obvious taphonomic signs of con-
sumption such as burning, smooth regular oblique or transverse fractures, or cut 
marks. Some of the cut marks are quite deep and the breakage pattern sometimes 
showed neat, almost surgical breaks as if the bone had been sawn. Only two long 
bone shaft s had fi ne parallel cut marks indicating removal of meat or skinning. 
One dog ulna from Rua kopiha 2286 in Area A was worked into a bone point tool 
and dog bone would have been a common material to make tools from, though it is 
oft en impossible to tell what type of bone is used when artefacts are highly worked. 
Four dog teeth were made into fi shhook points and the ventral margin of a dog jaw 
was made into a lure shank.

Dog skeletal element representation for midden bone in Areas A and B show 
the same pattern for both Areas (Figure 6.3), where head parts with high survivor-
ship and recognisability such as teeth are recovered in the greatest numbers while 
meat bearing elements are present in smaller numbers. Th ese may have been more 
highly processed for consumption and so become more vulnerable to post-deposi-
tion destruction or they may have been transported off  site.

Th e dog mortality profi le for both Areas shows dog remains of all ages, a mix-
ture of juvenile and adult/sub-adult, suggesting that dogs were not killed prefer-

 Features Midden Dog burial context
Carnivore gnawed 0.98 0 0
Rat gnawed 0.49 0 0
Cut marks 0.73 0.28 0
Oblique/transverse regular break 4.4 2.82 0
Burnt 2.93 1.98 0
Weathered 0.49 0.85 0
NISP 409 354 891

Table 6.2. Dog bone taphonomic indicators, % of NISP.
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entially by age. Considering that sub adult 
and young adults are likely to yield the most 
meat the presence of a number of juvenile 
remains is of interest; there are two expla-
nations for such a pattern. Either the dog 
midden bone assemblage represents natural 
mortality or that meat optimization was not 
required and dogs were selected for slaugh-
ter from the village population randomly 
for some other reason. Th e distribution of 
bone, as scattered elements, and the occa-
sional taphonomic evidence of food prepa-
ration suggests the latter is the most likely 
scenario and that the dogs are unlikely to 
have died naturally. 

Th e complete dog skeletons recovered 
from burial contexts provided an oppor-
tunity to assess the kuri phenotype. At 
least three dog burials were uncovered 
from Features 3494 and 3768 in Area B, 
and Feature 2837 and probably Feature 
918 from Area A. Th e latter had no record 
during excavation of being articulated but 
the number of elements present, which 
appear mostly to belong to a juvenile, indi-
cate that a burial may have been disturbed 
during the occupation of the site, perhaps 
when the secondary cut was made into the 
rua kopiha. Th e bones from these four fea-
tures show no signs of butchery or cooking 
and it is probable that these were buried for 
symbolic or spiritual reasons. Th e two bur-
ials in Area A were in rua kopiha (Figure 
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6.5 (top). Dog burial in Feature 3494.

6.6 (bottom). Dog burial in Feature 3768.
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3.12) while in Area B they were buried in separate pits within the midden. Feature 
3494 was a larger pit than necessary to bury just one small dog and contained a 
number of large rocks (Figure 6.5) while Feature 3768 was in soft  sand, disturbed 
by roots and diffi  cult to fi nd the edges (Figure 6.6). 

Unfortunately only two skulls were recovered suffi  ciently intact to provide sig-
nifi cant information on phenotype – the skull of the dog from rua kopiha 2837, 
though complete, was too fragmented. Th e skull from Square R117 is included in 
here for analysis of dog type and sex but its association with burial or butchery 
and consumption is unclear. Th e intact skulls from R117 and Feature 3768 are 
clearly of the mesaticephalic type which is consistent with the typical kuri skull 
shape described by Clark (1997a). Th is skull shape is a type common with large 
bodied working dogs with medium, well-proportioned facial features such as the 
German shepherd (Evans 1993). Based on the tooth eruption of adult teeth and the 
wide cranial sutures both were young adult females. Both crania also had the same 
supernumerary alveoli with an extra premolar indicating a common genetic link 
between them. Fewer or less teeth than the norm, usually molars or premolars, is a 
common genetic condition in many dog populations, not just kuri. Th e dog burial 
remains from Features 918 and 3494 belonged to juveniles, sex unknown, of 4–5 
months age based on tooth eruption and the small porous un-fused nature of the 
skeletal elements. Th e dog burial in Feature 2837 was from an adult male based 
on the presence of an os penis bone and interestingly was buried like some of the 
human burials (Chapter 3, see also Volume II). Only the adult burials provided 
data on dog size. Th e adult male from Feature 2837 was slightly larger (353 mm 
shoulder height, 10.21 kg) than the adult female (333 mm, 9.12 kg) from feature 
3768 but both of these are much smaller than the mean prehistoric kuri dog size, 
which averages a shoulder height of 390 mm (Clark 1997a), and a weight of about 
18 kg (using the same method used here; Clark calculated a mean kuri weight of 14 
kg using a diff erent method). 

Th e elements recovered from the dog burials suggest that remains of more than 
one dog were present in Features 918, 2837, and 3494 though it is clear that only one 
individual was deliberately buried. From the degree of fusion and element range 
one complete dog was buried with a few additional dog remains possibly from a 
midden context mixed in. Th e pattern of element representation in these burial 
contexts is much more complete than the midden bone due to better preservation 
in a burial context and less disturbance by processes that may have aff ected the 
dogs that were consumed as food, such as butchery, consumption, surface weather-
ing, trampling and ploughing. 

Rat

Rat remains were very much more common in Area A than Area B, more so even 
than for dog. Area A had a larger and denser midden that accounts for much, 

Area Context Skull type Sex Age Shoulder  Weight
     height (mm) (kg)
A  Rua kopiha 918 N/A N/A 4–5 months – –
A  Rua kopiha 2837 N/A Male 11–12 months + 353 10.21
B Feature 3494 N/A N/A 4–5 months – –
B Feature 3768 Mesaticephalic Female 6–7 months + Young adult 333 9.12
A  Square R117 Mesaticephalic Female 6–7 months + Young adult – –

Table 6.3. Skull type, sex, and age for dog burials and dog skull from Square R117.
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but probably not all, of this diff erence. If rat is present as a natural consequence 
of scavenging on midden refuse then the proportions of rat bone ought to refl ect 
the quantity of midden generally. Rat, however, may also have been eaten and 
the apparently unrepresentative proportions of rat in Area A may refl ect this. No 
attempt has been made to distinguish naturally from culturally deposited rat but 
skeletal element representation probably represents a combination of both proc-
esses as well as post depositional attrition of lower density elements and diff eren-
tial recovery of larger more distinctive elements. 

Sea mammal

Pieces of sea mammal bone, relatively large and almost certainly whale, were found 
in the secondary cuts of fi ve rua kopiha in Area A (see discussion of rua kopiha in 

Element Feature
 918 2837 3494 3768
Cranium 2 2 2 1
Mandible 2 0 3 2
Hyoid 0 1 0 0
Atlas  1 1 1 0
Axis 0 1 1 0
Cervical vertebra 2 5 5 2
Th oracic vertebra 8 13 14 13
Lumbar vertebra 1 7 6 1
Sacrum 0 1 0 1
Caudal vertebra 0 12 6 0
Vertebra 3 0 1 0
Sternum 0 1 1 1
Scapula 1 2 1 1
Humerus 2 2 2 1
Radius 2 3 2 1
Ulna 2 2 2 0
Carpals 0 8 0 1
Pelvis 2 2 2 1
Femur 3 2 2 0
Tibia 3 2 2 0
Fibula 0 3 0 0
Astragalus 0 2 1 1
Calcaneus 2 2 2 1
Tarsals 0 5 1 7
Metapodia 9 17 17 8
Phalange proximal 1 19 9 4
Phalange intermediate 0 18 4 5
Phalange distal 0 12 5 2
Phalange 0 2 0 0
Sesemoids 0 0 0 3
Rib 5 33 21 15
Os penis 0 1 0 0
Total 51 181 113 72

Table 6.4. Dog skeletal elements from dog burials.
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Chapter 3, Figure 3.15). Th is distribution is probably no coincidence and, while the 
whale may be food remains (some from Feature 2097 was burnt), the deposition 
of the bone appears to be deliberate. Unfortunately this bone was very fragile and 
fell apart as it dried. Th e large piece shown in Figure 3.14 is probably a bone from 
a fl ipper (Ian Smith pers. comm. 24 June 2010) and had a maximum dimension of 
about 300 mm, which means it is from a very large whale. Th e other pieces were all 
cancellous (spongy) bone with no cortex and could not be identifi ed to species.

Bird

Bird remains were most abundant in Area A, with only small amounts from other 
Areas. In total 1915 bird bones were recovered of which nearly half could be identi-
fi ed to taxa. At least 28 taxa were identifi ed most of which were small to medium 
sized birds and representing a wide range of taxa exploited. Th ese taxa were sepa-
rated into four distinctive habitats of which the coastal and wetland habitats were 
most prominent in terms of both taxa represented and NISP (Table 6.6). Th e open 
grassland habitat is also very well represented by NISP (but only two species) but 
forest habitat representation is low indicating that forest environments may have 
been locally scarce but possibly also indicating the season the site was occupied 
(forest bird hunting historically was focused mainly in winter, see Best 1977 [1942]). 
Th irteen of these taxa were coastal birds which had the highest NISP by habitat. 
Th e coastal bird assemblage was dominated by the southern black-backed gull and 
then the bar tailed godwit, wrybill, one or two species of petrel, and the red-billed 
gull. Th e wetland assemblage was dominated by banded rail followed by grey duck 
and brown teal. Th e open grass assemblage was dominated by the New Zealand 
quail, which became extinct during early European settlement, but there were also 
a number of Australasian harrier remains. Th e forest habitat was represented by 

 Area  
Element A B C E F G Total
cranium 171 12 0 1 0 0 184
mandible 363 37 0 1 0 0 401
unidentifi ed tooth 12 0 0 0 0 0 12
atlas 11 0 0 0 0 0 11
axis 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
cervical vertebrae 8 0 0 0 0 0 8
thoracic vertebrae 10 0 0 0 0 0 10
lumbar vertebrae 91 2 0 0 0 0 93
sacrum 33 2 0 0 0 0 30
caudal vertebrae 23 0 0 0 0 0 23
rib 8 0 0 0 0 0 8
scapula 35 1 0 0 0 0 36
humerus 189 11 0 0 0 0 200
radius 15 0 0 0 0 0 15
ulna 24 0 0 0 0 0 24
pelvis 244 17 0 0 0 1 262
femur 469 24 0 0 0 1 494
tibia 314 13 1 0 1 1 330
metapodia 10 0 0 0 0 0 10
Total 2032 119 1 2 1 3 2158

Table 6.5. Rat skeletal elements by Area and NISP.
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mostly kaka and tui bones, a limited indication of snares being set in some small 
remaining forest patches. Coastal and swamp habitats are obvious adjacent to the 
site today, while the open grassland habitat was probably former forest, cleared for 
kumara cultivation and then reverted to grass and fern cover.

Th ere is some overlap in assigning some taxa to habitat especially as the coast 
and the wetlands habitats are so close to the site. It appears that fowling was prac-
ticed on taxa which were abundant near the site all year round. Th e southern black-
backed gulls (New Zealand’s largest gull) could have been taken on site as they were 
scavenging midden refuse as could the Australasian hawk as it was hunting quail 

Taxa  A B E G Total
Coastal 
 Southern black-backed gull (Larus dominicanus) 198 13 0 0 211
 Bar-tailed godwit (Limosa lapponica) 43 7 0 0 50
 Wrybill (Anarhynchus frontalis) 43 0 0 0 43
 Petrel (Pterodroma) 22 5 0 0 27
 Red-billed gull (Larus novaehollandiae) 21 1 0 0 22
 New Zealand dotterel (Charadrius obscurus) 13 0 0 0 13
 Black shag (Phalacrocorax carbo) 4 0 0 0 4
 Noddies (Megalopterinae) 3 0 0 0 3
 Common diving petrel (Pelecanoides urinatrix) 2 0 0 0 2
 Dotterels, Plovers, Lapwings (Charadriidae) 2 0 0 0 2
 Reef heron (Egretta sacra) 1 0 0 0 1
 Shearwater (Puffi  nus cf. carneipes) 1 0 0 0 1
 Giant petrel (Macronectes sp.) 1 0 0 0 1
  subtotal 354 26 0 0 380
Wet land 
 Banded rail (Rallus philippensis) 196 8 0 0 204
 Grey duck (Anas superciliosa) 31 2 0 0 33
 Brown teal (Anas aucklandica chlorotis) 23 0 0 0 23
 New Zealand kingfi sher (Halcyon sancta vagans) 13 0 0 0 13
 Pukeko (Porphyrio porphyrio) 10 1 0 0 11
 White heron (Egretta alba modesta) 5 0 0 0 5
 Duck (Anatidae) 1 0 0 0 1
  subtotal 279 11 0 0 290
Open grass 
 New Zealand quail (Coturnix novaezelandiae) 110 12 0 1 123
 Australasian harrier (Circus approximans) 25  0 0 0 25
  subtotal 135 12 0 1 148
Forest 
 Kaka (Nestor meridionalis) 19 3 0 0 22
 Tui (Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae) 15 1 0 0 16
 Bellbird (Anthornis melanura) 9 0 0 0 9
 Red-crowned parakeet (Cyanoramphus novaezelandiae) 4 0 0 0 4
 Song bird (Passeriformes) 2 0 0 0 2
 New Zealand pigeon (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) 1 0 0 0 1
  subtotal 50 4 0 0 54
unidentifi ed bird 940 101 1 1 1042
Grand Total 1758 154 1 2 1915

Table 6.6. Bird taxa (NISP) by habitat (see Heather and Robertson 2005) and Area.
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and rats, and scavenging. New Zealand quail and banded rail would have been 
very abundant throughout the open grassy wetland environment. A number of 
waders (bar tailed godwit, New Zealand dotterel, wyrbill) were also probably taken 
while feeding with the tide as they massed in large numbers making easy targets 
for missiles and nets. Th e three most abundantly represented species (southern 
black-backed gull, banded rail, New Zealand quail) also were probably available 
at the site all year round but there is also a summer element of exploitation as the 
bar tailed godwit migrates to New Zealand from the arctic each summer. Petrels 
and wrybills also tend to be summer migrants to the North Island (Heather and 
Robertson 2005). Ducks are also usually taken in summer when their feathers have 
moulted leaving them fl ightless and large duck hunts would take place (Best 1977 
[1942]) although there is no suggestion of such a scale of exploitation with only a 
limited number of duck bones present. 

It is also likely that some bird species were not hunted for their nutritional value 
but for the feathers they could provide. Historical accounts have detailed how the 
white heron, a rare visitor with only small colonies by the time of European arrival 
(Heather and Robertson 2005), were highly valued by Maori for feathers for chiefl y 
cloaks and these birds would be kept alive as long as possible for repeated pluck-
ing. Th e Australasian hawks feathers may also have been valued but it is likely they 
were killed opportunistically as they got too close to the site as they have been 
known to be quite indomitable when chasing prey or scavenging and would have 
made easy targets (Best 1977 [1942]).

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the distribution of birds by habitat in Area A, with the 
main species from each habitat except for forest highlighted – there were too few 
bird remains from other Areas for any patterns to show up. While the predomi-
nance of coastal birds followed by wetland birds is clear overall, each feature in 
Figure 6.7 shows a diff erent pattern. Some show a predominance of banded rail, 
while others have a  predominance of other wetland birds. Southern black-backed 
gull dominates the coastal assemblage pretty much throughout. Forest birds are 
not evenly distributed, instead they are found in only a few features where they 
may account for up to about a third of the assemblage. A closer examination of the 

Element Area A Area B Total
cranium 3 0 3
quadrate 1 1 2
mandible 3 0 3
sternum 2 1 3
coracoid 14 0 14
scapula 1 0 1
humerus 19 1 20
radius 31 0 31
ulna 29 4 33
carpometacarpal 23 4 27
2nd digit ph1 24 1 25
2nd digit ph2 6 0 6
femur 1 0 1
tibiotarsal 15 0 15
tarsometatarsus 26 1 27
Total 198 13 211

Table 6.7. Southern black-backed gull skeletal 
element NISP by Area.
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data shows that in most cases only a single species of forest bird is represented each 
time, and these are all probably from a single bird. Th ese diff erent patterns demon-
strate that patterns of bird exploitation were not constant – diff erent habitats were 
being exploited day to day which is refl ected in the fi ll of the successive features.

Th e skeletal element representation of the three most abundant bird taxa, the 
southern black-backed gull, banded rail, and New Zealand quail gives some indica-
tion of how these resources were used. Quite clearly the New Zealand quail and the 
banded rail show a more uniform skeletal profi le with only small and fragile ele-
ments being poorly represented. Th e Southern black-backed gull on the other hand 
has a much higher proportion of wing and lower leg bones and the most feasible 

Element Area A Area B Total 
cranium 1  0 1
vertebra 7  0 7
synsacral vertebra 5  0 5
sternum 7 0 7
coracoid 9 1 10
scapula 4  0 4
humerus 32 2 34
ulna 17  0 17
radius 6  0 6
carpometacarpal 12  0 12
pelvis 1  0 1
femur 29  0 29
tibiotarsal 42 3 45
fi bula 1  0 1
tarsometatarsal 17 2 19
phalange 6  0 6
Total 196 8 204

Table 6.8. Banded rail skeletal element NISP by 
Area.

Element Area A Area B Area G Total 
furculum 2 0 0 2
sternum 6 1 0 7
synsacral vertebra 1 0 0 1
coracoid 13 1 0 14
humerus 27 5 0 32
ulna 14 0 0 14
radius 2 0 0 2
carpometacarpal 6 0 0 6
pelvis 1 0 0 1
femur 13 2 0 15
tibiotarsal 16 2 1 19
tarsometatarsal 9 1 0 10
Grand Total 110 12 1 123

Table 6.9. NZ Quail skeletal element NISP by Area.
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explanation of the lack of the meat bearing, robust and usually archaeologically 
visible femur is that they were being preserved for later consumption off -site. 

Fish

Th e fi shbone assemblage is dominated in all Areas by snapper (Pagrus auratus) 
(Tables 6.10 and 6.11), with kahawai (Arripis trutta), gurnard (Chelidonichthys 
kumu) and trevally (Pseudocaranx dentex) the next most common species. Species 
such as mullet (Mugil cephalus) are probably underrepresented as they have 
small, fragile bones that probably do not survive well – mullet are common in 
the Manukau today and are easily caught with a net. Th e bone from all species is 
subject to deterioration and destruction in the ground from a number of processes 
that come under the heading of taphonomy (this is considered in greater detail 
below). Snapper has the most robust bone of any common fi sh in pre-European 
New Zealand assemblages and so is probably proportionately overrepresented. Th e 
most common element for gurnard, for instance, would probably have been the 
preopercular. Th is was not counted during analysis but it was noted that it seemed 
to be at least twice as common as any of the identifi ed elements. Even so, we can 
characterise the assemblage as a snapper fi shery centred on the Manukau Harbour, 
with other species that take a baited hook also commonly caught.

Generally all other species can be considered as bycatch. Some are repre-
sented by very few bones. Conger eel (Conger verreauxi) and New Zealand sole 
(Peltorhamphus novaezelandiae), for instance, each have a total NISP of 1. Th ere 
are a few more sand fl ounders (Rhombosolea plebeia) (NISP = 15) which, like the 
sole, is a fl atfi sh inhabiting sheltered bays such as the Manukau, and was probably 
caught by the same method – either spearing or netting. Stargazers (Genyagnus 
monopterygius), which have a NISP of 3, are ambush predators and would only 
take a hook that landed almost on top of them. Parore (Girella tricuspidata), wrasse 
(Labridae sp.), kingfi sh (Seriola lalandi) and eel (Anguilla sp.) also only occur in 
very small numbers. Parore are vegetarian, inhabiting shallow reefs and mangrove 
estuaries. Th ey would not take a hook and must have been netted or speared. Th eir 
bones appeared to be quite fragile so their numbers may be underrepresented. 
Wrasses, of which there are 16 species in New Zealand (Paul 2000: 107), are only 
identifi able to family as most have very similar bones. Th ey live on reefs where 
they feed on invertebrates. Th ey have very strong and distinctive toothed pharyn-
geal plates which are identifi ed in Leach’s (1986, 1997) standard method as special 
bones. As Leach and Anderson (1979) note, wrasses are “a standby but mundane 
source of food” and unlikely to be targeted where more prestigious species such 
as snapper were abundant. Like parore, they are reef dwellers, which seems to be 
a habitat that was not heavily targeted. Kingfi sh are an open water fi sh, though 
they may enter bays in search of food (Paul 2000: 88). Th ey would have been taken 
with lure or baited hook but are strong fi ghters – perhaps more were hooked than 
landed. Th e specimens from the assemblage were all larger than our 725 mm com-
parative specimen.

It is unusual to recover archaeological evidence of eel. Despite eel weirs being 
a commonly recorded in historic times (e.g., Marshall 1987) their bones are rarely 
found in pre-European middens, and then only in very small numbers (Leach 
2006: Figure 7.6). Eels, including sea eels (congers) but particularly freshwa-
ter eels (Anguilla sp.), are plentiful and have the highest nutritional value of any 
New Zealand fi sh (Leach 2006: 251). Th ey are commonly found in archaeologi-
cal sites throughout the world including in the Pacifi c. On the Polynesian atoll 
of Kapingamarangi, for instance, eels are the third most common fi sh family in 
middens and are caught in all periods (Leach and Ward 1981: 59). Th ere is no 
archaeological or taphonomic reason for eel bone not to survive in middens. In 
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New Zealand sites eels only become common in the early historic period (Leach 
2006: 189). Th e reason that eels are uncommon is that they have particular mythic 
signifi cance throughout the Pacifi c and in many, though by no means all, Pacifi c 
societies this is expressed through food avoidance. Th is seems to be the case in 
New Zealand. Eels became acceptable aft er European contact, though they had 
become somewhat more common in late pre-European sites (Leach 2006: 189). 
Perhaps this change was a result of Christianisation or as a response to changing 
environments, when high energy food sources became important. Early historic 
accounts show that eel catching was still accompanied by specifi c ritual, suggest-
ing that eel were still tapu and dangerous to handle (Brunner’s journal from 1847, 
quoted in Leach 2006: 188). Eel, then, would not have been targeted at the NRD site 
whether abundant or not though this doesn’t necessarily mean the four specimens 
found were not consumed.

Barracouta (Th yrsites atun) and mackerel (Trachurus sp.) are found throughout 
the assemblage in small numbers. Th ere was an important pre-European barra-
couta fi shery on the South Island east coast where relatively calm waters allowed 
surface schooling barracouta to be caught using specialised trolling lures but they 
are less commonly found in assemblages from the turbulent west coast (Anderson 
1981). Barracouta will enter harbours in search of food (Paul 2000: 120) and so 
could have been taken in small numbers. Mackerel are a fairly small fi sh and are 
the most common fi sh in many later prehistoric middens on the upper North Island 
east coast (e.g., Campbell et al. 2003 in Northland; Campbell in Felgate 2005 in the 
Bay of Plenty). In these sites there is very little evidence of fi shing gear and they are 
usually thought to be taken in nets, particularly at creek mouths as they run with 
the tide (Best 1977 [1929]: 53). Th ey may also take baited hooks.

Of the main species, snapper accounts for over 80% by NISP in both Areas A 
and B. It was clearly the main fi n fi sh taken at the NRD site. Snapper is the third 
most common species throughout the country in assemblages analysed by Leach 
(2006: 62) (15.8%) behind only barracouta (25.1%) and blue cod (Parapercis colias, 
16.6%). However, these two species are primarily caught in the South Island while 
in North Island sites snapper predominates (Leach does not break his data down 
by island in his 2006 volume, but earlier published data (Leach and Boocock 1995: 
24) puts snapper at 65.5% in the upper North Island and 33.3% for the lower North 

 Area A Area B
Snapper (Pagrus auratus) 81.46 84.05
Kahawai (Arripis trutta) 5.7  4.03
Trevally (Pseudocaranx dentex) 4.28 5.87
Gurnard (Chelidonichthys kumu) 4.03 3.3
Mackerel (Trachurus sp.) 2.65 1.01
Barracouta (Th yrsites atun) 0.46 0.64
Sand fl ounder (Rhombosolea plebeia) 0.43 0.09
Grey mullet (Mugil cephalus) 0.37 0.73
Parore (Girella tricuspidata) 0.18 0.09
King fi sh (Seriola lalandi) 0.12 
Freshwater eel (Anguilla sp.) 0.09 
Wrasse (Labridae) 0.09 0.09
New Zealand sole (Peltorhamphus novaezelandiae) 0.03 
Conger (Conger verreauxi) 0.03 
Stargazer (Genyagnus monopterygius) 0.06 0.09

Table 6.11. Percentage of fi sh by NISP for Areas A and B.
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Island). Snapper are largely confi ned to the upper North Island, the Wanganui–
Horowhenua coast and Tasman Bay which accounts for this distribution. Snapper 
move off shore to deeper water in winter (Paul 2000: 96) which indicates summer 
occupations at the NRD site. Th ey can be caught by most fi shing methods but the 
preponderance of snapper in the assemblage and the presence of 31 hook points 
indicates that they were largely caught with baited hook (though some were very 
small, see the discussion of size reconstruction, below).

Th e other three main species are kahawai, gurnard and trevally, which also take 
baited hooks, though at 5.7% of the assemblage in Area A by NISP kahawai, which 
is the highest concentration of either of these species, can hardly be described as 
common. Kahawai account for 1.2% of the total fi sh catch analysed by Leach (2006: 
62) though they are more common in the North than the South Island (Leach and 
Boocock 1995: 24). Th ey are a coastal species occurring from mid water to the 
surface. Th ey are strongly migratory though patterns of migration are not well 
understood. Th ey school by size for the fi rst three or four years while adult schools 
contain all age grades (Paul 2000: 92). Leach and Boocock (1995: 32) suggest they, 
along with trevally, they were probably caught with lures, indicating the possi-
bility that the two piece hook points recovered may have been attached to either 
hook or lure shanks with the wooden shanks not surviving. Specialised kahawai 
lures called pa kahawai are known from the early historic period where iron nails 
were used in place of the bone point. Ethnographic examples have a wooden shank 
faced with an inlay of shell, usually paua (Haliotos iris); both bone and metal points 
are known (Smith 2007). No certain pre-European examples have been recovered 
archaeologically as the wooden shanks have not survived but paua cut to the right 
shape and size has been found from three later pre-European sites (Davidson 1984: 
66). Smith (2007: 77) concludes that pa kahawai of the type collected during the 
19th century were probably a post-contact form, with an uncertain relationship to 
pre-European forms like barracouta lures. Th e development of the pa kahawai, as 
historical accounts show (e.g., Wakefi eld, quoted in Smith 2007: 77), was associated 
with a specialised kahawai fi shery, which does not seem to have existed prior to the 
19th century. Th e kahawai in the NRD assemblage were probably not targeted but 
were a bycatch of the snapper fi shery and were not caught on lures.

Th e same is true for trevally and gurnard. Th e former account for 1.5% of Leach’s 
(2006: 62) total archaeological assemblages, the latter for 0.42%, though 4.43% in 
the upper North Island (Leach and Boocock 1995: 24). Trevally are a schooling fi sh 
of shallow-mid coastal waters and harbours. Th ey are not strongly migratory (Paul 
2000: 87). Although, as Leach and Boocock (1995: 32) suggest, they may take a lure 
the same argument applies to them as to trevally – they were a common bycatch of 
the snapper fi shery. Gurnard are a bottom dwelling fi sh on sandy bottoms occur-
ring from shallow waters to 180 m (Paul 2000: 80). Th ey are common in small 
numbers in archaeological sites throughout the upper North Island.

When the distributions of fi sh by species are mapped further patterns emerge. 
Maps are provided for Areas A and B for both the undisturbed contexts beneath 
the midden and for the ploughed midden by grid square (Figures 6.9 to 6.12 – the 
scales for the pie graphs are the same in all fi gures). In Area A the distribution 
of fi sh in the features (Figure 6.9) bears little relationship to the distribution in 
the overlying midden (Figure 6.10). Much of the fi shbone was recovered from rua 
kopiha. Given that, generally, only a small part of the fi ll of rua kopiha is midden, 
deposited in the secondary cut while the main part of the fi ll is relatively clean 
soil this pattern is probably not coincidental. Th e majority of fi shhooks were also 
recovered from rua kopiha containing signifi cant quantities of fi shbone. Th e fi ll of 
each rua kopiha represents a separate event, although the fi sh in these fi lls is gener-
ally all very similar with very few features having less than 75% snapper. 
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6.12. Distribution of fi sh by species from squares (disturbed contexts) from Area B. 
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Th e distribution pattern in the overlying midden shows two main clusters of 
fi sh bone, the largest to the north and west of the excavated area where it doesn’t 
overlie the dense rua kopiha fi sh assemblages, and the other to the south. Th e latter 
cluster, though really only from two excavated squares, contains a signifi cant pro-
portion of kahawai, much more than the underlying features, again suggesting 
that this represents a separate event. Th e overlying midden has built up as a series 
of events, of which the fi shbone provides evidence of two, resulting in a horizontal 
stratigraphy. 

Jacomb et al. (2010: 48) note a similar pattern of horizontal midden build up at 
Karamea and comment that all sites have some degree of horizontal stratigraphy. 
Th is is particularly the case for extensive sheet middens that lack vertical stratig-
raphy but must be assumed not to have been laid down in a single event. Th e Area 
A midden lacks vertical stratigraphy because it has been ploughed (at the north-
ern end where the midden was deeper the vertical stratigraphy remained intact, 
Chapter 3) but the evidence of horizontal stratigraphy remains clear, though some-
what smeared by the plough.

Th ere is much less obvious patterning in Area B. Fishbone seems to be dis-
tributed fairly evenly through the densest part of the Area (Figures 6.11 and 6.12) 
though, again, we would expect that the midden built up horizontally.

Size reconstruction

A total NISP of 3607 snapper and 230 kahawai was counted but not all these bones 
could be measured as measurements are taken between specifi ed landmarks on the 
bone, meaning at least two landmarks must survive. 1768 snapper and 110 kaha-
wai bones were measured on at least one axis for a total of 2698 measurements. 
Measurements were entered into an MS Excel spreadsheet linked to the coeffi  cients 
and equations published by Leach and his colleagues (Leach and Boocock 1995; 
Leach et al. 1996). Sizes were sorted into 50 mm size classes.

Snapper ranged in size from 50 mm (i.e., in the 50–100 mm size class, four spec-
imens), which are less than one year old, to one specimen at 850 mm, which is close 
to the maximum size of modern snapper. Some very small bones were probably 
from the 0–50 mm size class but could not be measured. Leach (2006: 80) recorded 
a single example at 1010 mm from the early Northland site of Houhora. Figure 6.13 
shows the size-frequency histograms of snapper from Areas A and B expressed as 
percentages per assemblage. Both Areas show a marked peak in the 200–250 mm 
size class, which is smaller than the current legal size limit in the North Island of 
270 mm. Median size for Area A is 266 mm and for Area B 269 mm. Clearly the 
majority of fi sh caught were small. Th is is almost certainly because the Manukau 
Harbour was a snapper nursery and very young fi sh were being harvested at the 
NRD site. Snapper no longer breed in the Manukau due to increased sedimenta-
tion leading to a decline in sea grass, which is an essential component in snapper 
nurseries (Morrison et al. 2009: 52). Snapper on the North Island west coast cur-
rently breed almost exclusively in the Kaipara Harbour (http://www.niwa.co.nz/
our-science/fi sheries/news/all/2009-03-03, accessed 17 June 2010). Leach’s (2006: 
80) data from Houhora, which is published as a size frequency histogram of 8847 
bones (Leach 2006: Figure 4.11) shows a normal distribution with a peak around 
480 mm and a minimum size around 220 mm, which is quite diff erent from the 
NRD distributions. Th e occupants of the NRD site and Houhora were targeting 
quite diff erent snapper habitats.

While the larger snapper would have been taken with baited hooks the majority 
of snapper were probably too small to take a large bone hook (though small snap-
per are readily caught on modern metal hooks). Th ey must have been netted.
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It must be remembered that the size-frequency distributions in Figure 6.13 are 
not necessarily a fair representation of the natural population. Rather it represents 
the original catch, and even here it must be remembered that other processes may 
have biased the distributions. We mighty expect, for instance, that smaller bones 
will deteriorate disproportionately over time. Conversely, the impression gained 
during analysis was that many of the larger bones were more broken up and could 
not be measured – being larger they are probably more in harm’s way and mechani-
cal stresses such as settling and compaction of the deposits, trampling and plough-
ing will aff ect them more. Even so, the diff erences between the the NRD site and 
Houhora assemblages are real and striking.

Th ere are only slight diff erences 
between Areas A and B, with slightly 
more larger fi sh in Area B and fewer in 
the 100–150 mm size class. Th ere are 
enough specimens from each Area for 
this pattern to be real, and one expla-
nation might be that the quality of the 
nursery had declined in the intervening 
100 years due to sedimentation from pre-
European Maori horticultural clearance 
and associated runoff . Th is is uncertain 
however.

Kahawai show a quite diff erent pat-
tern. Numbers for Area B (12) are too 
small to be meaningful, but from Area 
A the size-frequency shows a marked 
bimodal distribution (Figure 6.14). Sizes 
range from 100–700 mm, which rep-
resents both juveniles under one year 
old and very large fi sh. Paul (2000: 92) 
records that kahawai grow to “at least 60 
cm.” Th e northern kahawai (Arripis xyla-
bion) grows to 950 mm but is restricted 
to northern waters (Paul 2000: 93) and 
is unlikely to be represented at the NRD 
site. Kahawai school by size, with juve-
niles schooling by age up to about four 
years old, while adult schools contain 
mixed ages. Th e bimodal size distribu-
tion probably represents diff erent schools 
being targeted. Kahawai reach 350 mm 
by their fourth year, which fully encom-
passes the lower mode. Th e upper mode 
represents adult schools being targeted. 
As with snapper, both nets and baited 
hooks must have been used to capture 
kahawai. Little is known about kahawai 
spawning but the pattern is diff erent to 
snapper, probably indicating that the 
Manukau was not a kahawai nursery.
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Chondrichthyes

Th e cartilaginous fi sh, sharks and rays, are less well known from archaeological 
sites than the bony fi sh for the simple fact that they have no bones and usually all 
that survives are a few dense cartilaginous vertebrae. Ray tail spines and tooth 
plates also survive, but rarely in any numbers. All were abundant at the NRD site.

Th e New Zealand eagle ray (Myliobatis tenuicaudatus) is widely distributed 
around New Zealand and Norfolk Island, and a similar, possibly the same, species 
(M. australis) occurs in southern Australia (Last and Stevens 1994: 453; Cox and 
Francis 1997: 64). Th e eagle ray has a stinging tail spine and, in common with other 
Myliobatidae and cownose rays (Rhinopteridae), they are durophagous, having 
rows of plate-like teeth in both jaws (Summers 2000). Both the tail spine and the 
toothplates are recovered from archaeological sites. Both items, the tooth plates in 
particular, were commonly recovered from the NRD site: 454 from Area A, 106 
from Area B and also from other Areas where they were hand picked from the 
midden. Th ey are distinctive and easily visible.

While sharks will take a baited hook, eagle rays are more usually caught in set 
nets or speared. Th ey are powerful swimmers and when hooked “it’s like trying 
to pull a barn door sideways through the water” (Foss Leach, pers. comm. 8 April 
2008). Th ey are bottom dwellers feeding on shellfi sh and probably entered the 
Manukau seasonally.

Shark in particular, but chondrichthyes in general, are known to have been an 
important resource for Maori in the historic period but the lack of archaeological 
evidence means their importance in pre-European times is pretty much unknow-
able. Leach (2006), while acknowledging their potential importance, largely dis-
counts them in his discussion and Best (1977 [1929]) barely discusses them. Th is 
lack of historical and archaeological record probably does not refl ect their impor-
tance in the pre-European Maori economy.

“Th e cartilaginous skeleton of the Chondrichthyes is primarily composed of 
hyaline cartilage, partially calcifi ed, with a thin surface rind of ‘prismatic carti-
lage’ divided into mineralized blocks, called ‘tesserae’” (Summers 2000: 113). In 
durophagous stingrays the cartilaginous jaws are stiff ened through multiple layers 
of tesserae on the surface (up to six layers in cownose rays) and mineralised struts 
running through the hyaline cartilage of the body of the element (trabecula-
tion) (Summers 2000: 117). Th is extensive calcifi cation explains the durability of 
durophagous tooth plates in archaeological sites and, given the similar texture of 
tail spines, the same is probably true for them. Similar processes of calcifi cation at 
a smaller scale in vertebrae probably account for their ability to survive.

Th e distributions of chondrichthyes in Areas A and B (Figures 6.15 to 6.18 – the 
shading for vertebrae densities and scales for the pie graphs are the same in all fi g-
ures) follows the distribution of bony fi sh (Figures 6.9 to 6.12) quite closely, partic-
ularly in the undisturbed features. Th ere is an additional small cluster of vertebrae 
around squares C114–E115 in Area A where there are few bony fi sh while in Area B 
vertebrae are more widely distributed in squares than are bony fi sh. Th e same pat-
tern of capture and distribution in horizontal stratigraphy is shown for both bony 
and cartilaginous fi sh with minor variations, which is not unexpected.

Of interest is that the distribution of eagle ray tooth plates and ray tail spines 
follows the density distribution of chondrichthyes vertebrae very closely. Th is indi-
cates that most of the chondrichthyes are probably eagle ray and during analysis 
the majority of vertebrae were noted as being all very similar in appearance, though 
diff ering in size. Others were clearly diff erent, being much larger, of diff ering pro-
portions or shape or with diff erent surface texture. Th e majority are probably eagle 
ray while the remainder are of diff erent species of ray or, more probably, shark. 
Some of the larger vertebrae are likely to come from fairly large shark, though only 
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6.18. Distribution of chondrichthyes elements from squares (disturbed contexts) from Area B.
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two shark teeth were found in the midden (there were 3 drilled as pendants that are 
not counted as midden components, see Chapter 4). Further research is required to 
fi nd out if chondrichthyes vertebrae can be identifi ed to any lower taxonomic level, 
but a preliminary examination of the assemblage indicates that they probably can. 
Ray tail spines can also be identifi ed to species level but the comparative collec-
tions were not set up to do this.

Both chondrichthyes and bony fi sh vertebrae were counted in order to provide 
a comparison (Table 6.12). Th e are roughly twice as many bony fi sh vertebrae as 
chondrichthyes (the counts are more even in the Area B squares). Given that chon-
drichthyes vertebra usually only survive in small numbers in New Zealand mid-
dens this indicates that originally there may have been many more chondrichthyes 
than bony fi sh vertebrae. If most of these are eagle ray it might be more accurate 
to characterise the site as an eagle ray fi shery rather than, or as well as, a snapper 
fi shery.

Taphonomy

All the factors that aff ect the midden composition and can lead to the non-survival 
of midden elements, including prey capture, preparation and cooking, deposition, 
trampling, burning, acidic soils, etc., come under the heading of taphonomy. As 
a result of taphonomy the contents of the midden will diff er from what was origi-
nally captured, though generally in structured ways that could be analysed. One 
of the main taphonomic factors at work in the assemblage was the ploughing of 
the midden. In order to test the eff ects of this the snapper assemblages from the 
squares (disturbed midden) and features (undisturbed feature fi ll) in Areas A and 
B were compared. Th is analysis is based on an assumption that the midden layer 
and feature fi ll were essentially the same deposit; although it has been noted that 
the fi sh bone assemblage represents a number of diff erent events the basic nature 
of the deposit does not change.

Figure 6.19 shows the survivorship profi les of identifi ed snapper bone from 
these four assemblages. It is apparent that there is no major diff erence between the 
assemblages. We would always expect some bone to deteriorate to the point where 
it can no longer be identifi ed or even recovered archaeologically. Th e ratio of quad-
rates to premaxillas varies between 36 and 54%, which is what would be expected 
given their apparent contrast in robustness. If a major taphonomic factor were at 
work in one part of the site and not another, we would expect the proportions of 
elements to change as the least robust elements are diff erentially destroyed. Other 
elements decline in similar proportions in all assemblages which seems to suggest 
two things: fi rstly that ploughing has not substantially aff ected the midden compo-

  chondrichthyes bony fi sh
Area A features 2468 5646
Area A squares 1883 3211
 subtotal 4351 8857
Area B features 728 991
Area B squares 1421 1759
 subtotal 2149 2750
total 6500 11607

Table 6.12. Counts of chondrichthyes and bony fi sh 
vertebrae from Areas A and B.
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sition; and secondly that, although Area 
A is perhaps 100 years older than Area 
B, this lapse of time has not substantially 
altered the survival of snapper bone. Th is 
suggests that other factors are responsible 
for the diff erential survival of fi sh ele-
ments; perhaps that, fairly soon aft er the 
midden had been deposited, it became 
a stable deposit in equilibrium with its 
environment though in the interim less 
robust elements had been diff erentially 
destroyed. Th e presence of shell prob-
ably aff ects the pH of the matrix so that 
a favourable soil acidity is soon reached. 
Th e well-drained sandy soils of the site 
would also have been a factor. As has 
already been noted, chondrichthyes ver-
tebrae were preserved in unexpectedly 
large numbers. Koiwi were noted as being 
in generally good condition during exca-
vation and these may also have been fac-
tors in bone preservation (see Volume II).

Th at quadrates, and to a lesser extent 
maxillas and articulars, are aff ected by 
taphonomic factors is shown by the sur-
vivorship profi les of measured bone in 
Figures 6.20 and 6.21. A much lower pro-
portion of quadrates was in good enough 
condition to measure. Th is is because one 
of the landmarks for quadrates is on the 
dorsal margin of the bone, where it is 
quite thin, and there is only one meas-
urement for quadrates. Th ere are three 
measurements for dentaries and two for 
premaxillas, one of which in each case is 
between two of the most robust points 
on the element. Taphonomy aff ects both 
the proportions of elements in the assem-
blage and the nature of questions that 
can be asked of it. It almost certainly 
diff erentially aff ects the proportions of 
species that survive to be counted by the 
archaeologist. Snapper bone is very much 
more robust than any other species on 
the assemblage, having heavy jaw bones 
supporting strong teeth that can crush 
molluscs, so we would expect snapper to 
survive better. Th at taphonomy aff ects 
diff erent species diff erently is shown by 
the survivorship profi les of measured 
kahawai from Area A (Figure 6.21, there 
were too few kahawai from Area B) where, 
with the elements arranged in the same 
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order as for snapper, the shape of the pro-
fi les is quite diff erent.

In summary, although various tapho-
nomic factors have aff ected the midden 
composition, ploughing does not seem to 
have been one of them.

Th e eff ect of sampling

Th e midden from Areas A and B was 
carefully screened through 6 mm or 
smaller screens and faunal material was 
hand picked out of the sieve. Th e 10 litre 
midden samples were examined much 
more closely, and there are some apparent 
diff erences between the two. Apart from 
shell, a total NISP of 71 bony fi sh, includ-
ing two unidentifi ed elements, and fi ve 
eagle ray, was recovered from the midden 
samples. What is most notable is the fre-
quent comment in the database that the 
vertebrae were very small, and that the 
unidentifi ed elements oft en contained fi sh 
scales. Th is indicates that the true nature 
of the fi sh assemblage (and perhaps the 
faunal assemblage generally) may be quite 
diff erent, with many more small fi sh that 
were not recovered in the coarse sieve. 
Many of these may have been juvenile 
snapper, but other small fi sh species would 
be common in the Manukau and could 
easily have been netted. Only 10 snapper 
elements from bulk samples from Area A 
and six from other Areas could be meas-
ured, not enough to determine if there are 
any signifi cant diff erences between the 
size distributions of the midden samples 
and the sieved midden generally.

Shell

Th e main shell species in all middens were 
either cockle (Austrovenus stutchburyi) or 
cat’s eye (Turbo smaragdus), with whelk 
(Cominella sp.), scallop (Pecten novaeze-
landiae) and oyster (Ostrea sp.) present 
in smaller but still signifi cant numbers. 
All of the main shell species present are 
available in the Manukau Harbour today 
and would have been readily taken by 
pre-European Maori. Other species are 
very much less common and, while they 
may have been targeted now and then as 
the occasion allowed, can generally be 
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regarded as bycatch. Some unusual species, 
such as the single tuatua (Paphies subtrian-
gulata), which is an open beach species, are 
possibly dead shells washed up on the beach. 
On the other hand, a sample from Area F 
contained an MNI of 10 dosinia (Dosinia 
sp.), which is also an open beach species. It 
is much less likely that 20 shells would wash 
up on the beach together and they are more 
likely to have been collected during a visit 
outside the Manukau heads, at least 20 km 
away by canoe.

Although cockle is by far the dominant 
species in all Areas except A and B, where 
cat’s eye is also common, during excavation 
it was noted that oyster and scallop appeared 
to be common. Th ese two species are much 
larger than cockle and cat’s eye and so were 
more visible but by MNI they were not 
common. Th ey are better represented by 
weight, which is a more accurate measure of 
their contribution to diet – a larger shell will 
generally contain a proportionately larger 
amount of food. In some samples either 
oyster or scallop could account for around 
half the weight of shell, discounting residue. 
Figure 6.22 shows the contrast between the 
portions of shellfi sh by MNI and weight 

for each Area. Th e greater proportions of oyster and scallop by weight are clearly 
shown. Th e relationship between MNI, shell weight and meat weight (i.e., contri-
bution to diet) for these species is not clear, but it should not be assumed that there 
is a simple correlation between shell weight and meat weight across species. It must 
also be noted that diff erent species will provide diff erent amounts of protein and 
energy; cockle provides relatively little of both (Leach et al. 2001: 9). Leach and his 
colleagues (2001) have closely examined these topics with regard to tuatua (Paphies 
spp.) but other species have not been so closely analysed.

Five samples were reanalysed to determine the composition of the residue com-
ponent. Residue consists of the non-diagnostic shell, that is, all shell that was not 
a hinge on bivalves or an apex or aperture on gastropods. Th is can account for 
well over half the sample by weight, but most of this shell can still be identifi ed 
to a fairly low taxonomic level. Th e fi ve samples were chosen to represent samples 
dominated by cockle, samples with oyster and samples with scallop. As Figure 6.23 
shows, residue can account for 70% or more of samples by weight. In all samples 
apart from Sample 27 reanalysis has reduced this to 1.4% at most. In all samples 
other than Sample 158 almost all the original residue was identifi ed as cockle while 
in Sample 158 a signifi cant portion was oyster, previously 1.33%, now 32.2%. Other 
species weights were not markedly altered. Th e proportion of oyster in Samples 27 
and 34 also increased slightly. Signifi cantly, proportions of scallop in Samples 34 
and 62 have not changed. Diff erent species seem to fragment diff erently though the 
reason for this is not clear: perhaps they were treated diff erently prior to deposition, 
for instance, subjected to more or less burning; perhaps there are structural dif-
ferences between the shell of diff erent species that mean they react diff erently over 
time. Similar patterns might be expected throughout the rest of the samples and 
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this reanalysis demonstrates the usefulness of identifying as much of the sample 
as possible.

Midden by Area

Midden samples were targeted at feature types rather than excavation Areas but 
there are general diff erences between Areas (Figure 6.22) which are worth dis-
cussing. Th e greatest variation is oft en not between Areas, however, but between 
samples within the deposits.

Area A

From Area A 18 ten litre midden samples were analysed from seven contexts. Th ree 
of the contexts were rua kopiha, two were earth ovens and two squares. No midden 
was present in Phase 1 features and very little from Phase 1a features, so the sam-
ples are all from Phase 2. Square 4 was in an area where the midden had been 
largely disturbed throughout its depth by ploughing and three 50 mm spits were 
sampled. In square R105 the midden deposit was substantially intact and seven 50 
mm spits were sampled in order to examine vertical variation in midden composi-
tion. As Figure 6.24 shows, this largely consists of changing proportions of cockle 
and cat’s eye, with cat’s eye less common in deeper spits. By weight it is apparent 
that cat’s eye is a less signifi cant part of the assemblage than cockle, which now 
accounts for more than 60% of the assemblage from all spits. Oyster and scallop, 
of which there were no more than one of each by MNI in each spit, are much more 
signifi cant by weight.
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Two samples from each of Rua kopiha 753 
and 918, and three samples from Rua kopiha 
2865, were taken from the diff erent layers of 
midden visible in half section; the secondary cut 
and the overlying midden as well as, in the case 
of Rua kopiha 2865, from a midden layer in the 
fi ll. Th ere is little variation within each feature: 
Rua kopiha 753 and 918 are dominated by cockle 
with signifi cant numbers of cat’s eye; Rua kopiha 
2865 has signifi cantly less cat’s eye.

Area B

From Area B three samples were taken from 50 
mm spits in Square 1 located in the south east 
corner of the Area. Th e distribution of fragments 
of human bone throughout much of the area 
where midden was present precluded the taking 
of more samples from diff erent squares. As for 
Area A the dominant species are cockle and cat’s 
eye, though with cat’s eye more numerous than 
cockle.

Area D

Two midden samples were analysed from Square 
976 in Area D. Th e diagnostic shell was 100% 
cockle and from Spit 1 it was especially evident 

that the shell had been ploughed and was extremely weathered from having been 
exposed on the surface. Midden in Spit 2 was better preserved and the cockles were 
mainly clean whole valves. Most of the cockle consisted of large robust valves.

Area E

From Area E 14 samples were analysed from two squares, and an oven and associ-
ated rakeout. Four 50 mm spits were excavated from Square 555 and eight from 
Square 568. Th e midden in Area E was relatively clean and undisturbed. Cockle 
is by far the dominant species (at least 82% in Square 555 and 95% in Square 568), 
followed by cat’s eye with scallop, oyster and pipi also present. Th e matrix of the 
midden in both squares was relatively loose and clean, with more compacted and 
fragmented shell in the lower spits.

Feature 707 was an oven scoop cut into the midden immediately south of square 
568 and Feature 708 was a patch of rakeout associated with the oven. Th e quantity 
and density of shell in these features is less than for the midden with shell lost 
through burning. Th e species composition however is the same. From the rakeout 
the MNI of cockles is higher than from the oven but the MNI/g is also higher at 
1.175 indicating that the shells are more fragmented.

Area F

Eight samples were analysed from Area F from seven contexts. Feature 33 was an 
oven scoop at the back of Terrace 12, on the eastern edge of Area F. Square 34 was 
located within the area of the midden between Terrace 12 and the house site. Th e 
density of the shell was quite sparse and the midden was disturbed by ploughing. 
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From Pit 35, which was located in the same area of midden, two samples were 
taken from an upper and lower layer of pit fi ll. Th e other samples from Area F are 
from the area of the terraces on the western edge of the hilltop. Samples were taken 
and analysed from the midden overlying and fi lling Terraces 216 and 411. One 
other sample was taken from a large earth oven cut into the base of Terrace 218 
(which was a probable house site). Not surprisingly the samples from the middens 
are far denser and contain more shell, losing just 22 and 24 percent of their weight 
respectively compared to 90 and 75 percent for the oven scoops.

Area G

Eight midden samples were analysed from Area G mainly from oven scoops, as the 
overlying midden had been badly disturbed by ploughing. Th e oven scoops mainly 
contain cockle and show some variation in the density of shell and degree of frag-
mentation. Two samples from the midden itself were taken between Features 143 
and 146, as this was where the midden was best preserved. Th e two samples show a 
relatively high pecentage loss of weight similar to the oven scoop features, refl ect-
ing the fact that much of the midden was made up of crushed shell. 

Area H

Just two midden samples from oven scoops were analysed from Area H as few 
features had escaped undamaged from the plough. Both samples have the same 
species composition and diff er only in the quantity and fragmentation of the shell. 
Like most Areas cockle are the most common species, with cat’s eye a distant 
second, and scallop, oyster and whelks present.

Accidental discoveries

Samples were taken and analysed from squares in two of the three patches of 
midden in Area J. Th e sample from Square 1608 from the larger patch of midden 
has a more diverse range of species and contained relatively clean whole valves. 
Th e sample from Square 1609 contained almost exclusively cockle but these were 
quite small sized. 

Marine habitat and environment

Manukau Harbour is the second largest natural harbour in New Zealand and 
encompasses a range of marine environments. Th e harbour is relatively shallow 
with a tidal range of up to 4 m and at low tide large expanses of mudfl ats and shell 
banks are exposed which are home to large populations of shellfi sh. Th e immedi-
ate foreshore environment at the NRD site is composed of a narrow shelly beach, 
with exposed volcanic rocks and lava platforms at low tide near the shore, leading 
out to expansive muddy sandfl ats and shell banks. Cockle (Austrovenus stutch-
buryi) is probably the most conspicuous species in the harbour today and this was 
most probably the case in prehistory. Cockles can be most easily harvested on the 
outgoing tide and where a healthy population exists fi lling a bag or basket takes 
only a matter of minutes. A range of other shell species from small gastropods to 
oysters can be found either on the rocks in the inter-tidal zone or further out on 
the mudfl ats. While the environment is not as pristine today as it would have been 
in prehistory the full range of species represented at the NRD site can still be seen 
on the beach. 
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Midden analysis results

Th e results of the analysis give an indication of the structure and formative proc-
esses of the middens sampled. Th e middens are clearly not homogenous deposits 
and factors such as how dense the shell was or whether it had been burnt seem to 
have played a role in how well the shell and individual species have survived in 
the contexts sampled. In general however, the contexts that were recorded as clean 
midden deposits contained the most shell, both by weight and MNI. In Figure 6.25 
top left  it can be seen that there is a strong correlation between the total weight 
of shell in a sample aft er wet sieving and the total percentage loss in weight of a 
sample. Samples from clean midden deposits generally had a lower percentage loss 
in weight aft er sieving, although it can be seen that the amount of shell in midden 
contexts varied widely. Th e samples with the most shell by weight and the lowest 
percentage loss are samples 27 and 34 from terrace contexts in Area F. Both of 
these samples were recorded as constituting mainly dense whole valves. Th e seven 
midden samples with the most shell and lowest percentage weight loss are all from 
Area E, where most samples were recorded as containing medium to dense shell 
composed of whole or partially broken valves. Conversely, two of the midden sam-
ples at the other end of the range are from Area B where the shell was recorded as 
dispersed and broken. Th e range from oven scoop and pit contexts is also quite 
varied, but without the extreme upper and lower values seen in the midden sam-
ples. Th e two samples from rakeout contexts fi t into the middle of the range, and 
while the process of burning has aff ected the condition of the shell it does not seem 
to have had any great impact on the volume of shell in the sample.

Th ere was a strong correlation between sieved weight and %loss (r=0.929) 
which is evident in Figure 6.25. Th e Pearsons-r correlation between dry weight 
and %loss was positive but not high (r = 0.524), though the correlation was highly 
signifi cant (p<0.005) (Figure 6.25 bottom left ). Th ere was no signifi cant correlation 
between dry and sieved weight (Figure 6.25 top right). Finally, there is a weak cor-
relation (r=0.419) between sieved weight and total MNI (Figure 6.25 bottom right).
Th e intention of the analysis had been to diff erentiate samples based on qualitative 
variables, such as feature type. Th e qualitative variables that were tested include; 

species common name class  habitat
Austrovenus stutchburyi tuangi cockle bivalve sheltered beaches
Paphies australis pipi bivalve sheltered
Pecten novaezelandiae scallop bivalve sheltered/open
Ostrea spp. oyster bivalve sheltered
Dosinia spp. venus shell bivalve sheltered/open
Ruditapes largillierti oblong venus bivalve sheltered/open
Perna canaliculus green-lipped mussel bivalve rocky
Turbo smaragdus cats eye gastropod sheltered/open
Amphibola crenata mud snail gastropod sheltered
Cominella spp. whelk gastropod rocky, sheltered
Diloma spp. top shell gastropod rocky, semi-exposed/open
Maoriculpus roseus turret shell gastropod sheltered
Zeacumantus lutulentus horn shell gastropod mudfl ats
Pelicaria vermis small ostrich foot gastropod sheltered/open
Alcithoe arabica arabic volute gastropod sheltered/open
Sigapatella novaezelandiae circular slipper shell gastropod tidal rocky

Table 6.13. Habitats of shell species recovered from the NRD site, following Morley (2004).
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Area, which relates to soil type where Areas A–D on the beach fl at have a sand 
matrix, Areas F–I on the bluff  have a clay tephra soils, and Area E is intermediate; 
feature type, specifi cally general midden, earth oven, which might be more burnt 
than general midden, rakeout, which might also be more burnt, and pit, which 
would be deepest buried and so least disturbed; shell texture, that is whether it was 
compact, fi rm or loose when excavated; and matrix texture. Th ere were no obvious 
correlations at all between these variables and the metric variables such as sieved 
weight, dry weight, %loss or MNI, as shown in Figure 6.25 which charts compari-
sons of these variable by feature type. Th e picture is the same when charted by the 
other qualitative variables: Area, shell texture or matrix texture.

One of the reasons for the lack of diff erentiation between the varying contexts 
may be that many of the deposits sampled had been disturbed by ploughing which 
has added unnecessary noise to the analysis. If that were the case, however, we 
would expect the diff erence between general midden and pits to be much more 
marked and anyway the fi shbone analysis indicated that ploughing had little eff ect 
on the midden composition. Middens are not homogenous deposits, they are 
characterised by variation and it seems likely that the extent of variation swamps 
any signal from the qualitative variables we examined. Th ere is as much variation 
within general middens or earth ovens as there is overall. Th is variation is evi-
dent in the column of seven samples taken within a single square, R105 in Area A 
(Figure 6.24), where the total sieved weight varied between 2201 and 5223 grams 
and %loss varied between 64 and 83.3%. Th ere was no real indication during exca-
vation of this variability and the deposit appeared homogenous, though variation 
clearly exists. Th e source of variability is not clear from the analysis but it seems 
likely that ploughing, burning and trampling are all taphonomic factors that have 
aff ected the midden composition. Th e greatest sources of variation, however, are 
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almost certainly day-to-day variation in species catch, individual choice and the 
various activities that have gone on to build up the midden as a structure. Th is pat-
tern can be generalised over the entire site.

Midden Structure

A range of activities, singly or in combination, create middens, including waste 
dumping, cooking, digging (earth ovens, postholes), raking out and use of shell in 
ovens as a heat retainer, i.e., deposition and redeposition. Th ese varied activities 
may be carried out for equally varied purposes, for instance, fi re can be used for 
food preparation, food preservation, warmth or waste disposal. Middens may be 
deliberately redeposited, for instance, as the fi ll of storage pits. Th ese can only be 
understood if the midden is excavated stratigraphically using standard archaeo-
logical fi eld techniques, but this was not a research focus at the NRD site. Th e 
structured nature of the midden was clear in Area E where an earth oven was vis-
ible in the profi le of Square 567 (Figure 3.29) and more clearly in the north end of 
Area A where numerous ovens were dug into the midden at varying levels (Figures 
3.18 and 3.19).

Post-depositional factors can also aff ect the midden. Posts can decay and post-
holes become infi lled with shell (this was the case for the posthole of House 1 that 
fi lled with scallop shell – it was assumed that the shell was contemporaneous with 
the house and so could be dated to date the house), middens can slump downhill, 
they can be trampled by people or animals, who can also dig into them, they can 
be defl ated by wind or water, or they can be ploughed or otherwise damaged by 
heavy machinery. In order to understand the midden and the cultural activities 
that structured it, any or all of these factors need to be taken into account. Th e 
archaeology of the midden will condition the analysis. 

Taking a ‘grab sample’ is not the same as doing the archaeology, that is, excavat-
ing the midden carefully in order to understand the nature and sequence of these 
events. Th e activities that structured the midden will also condition the contents 
and hence the analysis of them. Also, the matrix may be just as important as the 
contents in understanding these activities, although other material found within 
the matrix, such as obsidian or artefacts and even non-shell faunal material, are 
oft en analysed separately. 

Middens are not homogeneous deposits. Th e variation in the composition of 
middens can be quite marked even from adjacent samples. Th is was recognised by 
Davidson in 1964 and the previous year Ambrose (1963) had recognised also that 
middens are structures. However, in the intervening nearly 50 years there has been 
little or no progress in our approach to middens. Unfortunately the NRD excava-
tions were unable to address this, but the shortcomings of our ‘under development’ 
sampling and analysis methodology are clear. 

Summary

Diet at the NRD site, as for most pre-European Maori, was based on horticul-
ture (H.M. Leach 1997). Although there is no evidence of gardened soils (if they 
existed, they have been ploughed out) and, for the size of the occupation, few pits, 
microfossil evidence indicates that the former forest had been cleared and replaced 
with open grass and fern land. Th e high proportions of New Zealand quail and 
other open country species relative to forest bird species in the bird bone assem-
blage confi rms this. Forest clearance is generally presumed to have been related to 
preparation for gardening, though other factors may also be important. Th e main 
horticultural crops would have been kumara and taro, and as gardens reverted to 
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fern land bracken root would have been important, as the wear on the teeth from 
the koiwi confi rms (Volume II).

In comparison to the evidence for horticulture and the consumption of cul-
tivated and wild plant foods, which is largely circumstantial, there is abundant 
direct evidence for foraging and the consumption of wild and domestic animals. 
Th e most common class of faunal remains was shellfi sh, which was by far the main 
midden component, although by meat weight they may not have contributed the 
most to human diet – middens are oft en referred to as ‘shell middens’ despite the 
presence of other materials. A limited number of 10 litre samples were analysed, 
with cockle and cat’s eye the predominant species. Large shells like oyster and scal-
lop appeared more important than they actually were, numerically, but they did 
contribute signifi cantly by weight. All the main species identifi ed are still available 
in the Manukau Harbour and were visible on the beach below the excavation. Our 
‘under development’ analytical method did not allow us to examine the structure 
of the midden, nor did it give any meaningful results when we tried to discern any 
regular diff erences between the midden from diff erent feature and deposits types. 
Variation between samples was as great as variation between Areas and types.

Of the non-shell faunal classes; mammal, bird and fi sh; the greatest contribu-
tion to the diet would have come from fi sh (though we have not calculated meat 
weights). Many shellfi sh species are rather poor in protein, carbohydrates and 
lipids, cockle particularly (Leach et al. 2001: 8–9), in comparison to terrestrial 
foods. Th ey require much more energy and time to collect and process for the 
amount of nutritional gain they provide than many terrestrial foods do, but have 
the advantage of being readily available all year round (Osborn 1977; Whitney and 
Rolfes 1993). Th e rich fi shing grounds of the Manukau would have been a major 
attraction to settlement at the NRD site, focussed on the exploitation of snapper 
and eagle ray. Both species, particularly ray, may have been preserved for later 
consumption off  site. Th e large number of fi shhooks recovered show that baited 
hooks were an important fi shing method, but the large number of small snapper 
also indicates that netting would have been important. Rays, and other species, 
may also have been speared. No net weights or fl oats, or spear heads, were found. 
Although fl oats were probably fashioned from wood that will not survive weights 
are made of stone.

Th e kuri or domestic dog was another important source of meat. It was prob-
ably supplemented by the kiore, the Polynesian rat, though many of the rats in the 
midden may have been intrusive. Kiore may have scavenged on the midden while 
it was fresh or they may be later European introduced rats nesting in the midden 
layer. Small birds were probably a minor, but not insignifi cant, component of the 
diet. Th e most abundant birds in each local habitat nearby were targeted. Th is hab-
itat consisted of coastal beaches surrounded by wetlands and open grasslands but 
with little apparent forest nearby. Most of these birds were eaten at the site, espe-
cially banded rail and New Zealand quail, but it appears that the meatier parts of 
southern black-backed gulls were preserved for off  site consumption. Some birds, 
especially the white heron and kaka, were valued for their feathers which were used 
to decorate the cloaks of chiefs and may have been exploited for this purpose.

Four dogs were deliberately buried, one in a manner very similar to the human 
burials in rua kopiha, indicating their cultural/spiritual signifi cance in addition 
to their economic role. It is also apparent that dogs were not selected for burial or 
consumption based on age, and therefore by inference, economic value, as both 
juvenile and adult dogs were present in both contexts. Th e association of symbolic 
dog burials and dog consumption with human burials is an intriguing prospect 
given historic accounts of dogs always being killed and eaten by priests for reli-
gious ceremonies (Colenso 1878: 151). Th e abundant dog remains present in a late 
prehistoric site stands in contrast to the conclusions of Allo Bay-Peterson (1979) 
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that the kuri was more economically signifi cant during the Early period judging by 
the smaller quantity of dog bones from Late period sites. Clark (1997b) has argued 
for a decrease in kuri size as well as quantity during the Late period of Maori settle-
ment in response to a scarcity of resources and the results from the NRD site tend 
to support this assertion.

Th e distributions of each faunal class, particularly in Area A, contrast quite 
noticeably. While there is generally more of each class in the fi ll of the features 
than from each 1 m square, as there is a great deal more midden in features like 
rua kopiha than in squares, this is more noticeable for mammal and bird. For fi sh 
it is balanced by two major concentrations of fi sh bone. Th is indicates that through 
time, and as the midden built up over the features and across the site, bird and dog 
became less important as foods which was made up for by at least two major fi sh-
ing expeditions. Th e northern part of Area A is where the midden is thickest, but 
this is not refl ected in the mammal or bird numbers. One possible reason for this 
is that dog and bird were more closely associated with the burials, as high status 
foods or as a component of feasting associated with mortuary ritual. In the case of 
small birds, local depletion as a result of fowling may also have caused a decline in 
bird consumption over a short period of time.

One important conclusion that can be drawn from the faunal analysis regards 
seasonality of occupation. Th is is particularly the case for birds, where the pres-
ence of godwits, for instance, implies a summer occupation, as these birds migrate 
to the Northern Hemisphere for winter. Snapper also migrate seasonally, moving 
off shore for winter, but migration patterns for fi sh are less stark than for godwits. 
A summer occupation at the NRD site seems probable, though this does not rule 
out occupation in other seasons as well. Given the amount of activity that went on 
at the NRD site, with no clear evidence for stratifi cation, an occupation of some 
months, centred around summer is a better interpretation. Shell-fi shing and snap-
per and eagle ray fi shing, as well as birding, would have been major economic 
activities, closely allied in Areas A and B with ceremonial interment of koiwi and 
kuri.
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Nine Areas were excavated at the NRD site, of which some were more informative 
than others: all were damaged by ploughing but on the bluff  in Area F houses and 
dense midden remained and in Area I, truncated by contouring for grape grow-
ing, remnant pits and drains hinted that more complex archaeology might have 
been present formerly. On the beach fl at deep midden remained intact at the north 
end of Area A, and the discovery of burials in Areas A and B necessitated a 100% 
clearance strategy. Th is meant sieving all deposits and excavating all features to 
retain all human bone. As a benefi t, all other material was also retained, resulting 
in extensive assemblages of mammal, bird and fi sh bone and artefacts of fl aked and 
polished stone, bone and shell.

Th e burial Areas

Area A, covering roughly 40 x 40 m, contained the highest concentration and vari-
ety of features found in any part of the site. Most of the area was overlain by dense 
midden but, as with the rest of the site, this had been ploughed, mostly to below 
its base. Although the stratigraphic relationships between features were lost the 
deep midden at the northern end of the Area protected the fi ve large Phase 1 pits 
and associated drains. Five similar pits in Area B are assigned to the same phase. 
A date of 1400–16301 was obtained for one of the Area B pits. Th ese pits are the 
earliest features in each Area and have very clean sand fi ll with no shell, indicat-
ing that midden had not started to build up on site. Twenty four smaller pits 10 m 
south east of the Area A pits are assigned to Phase 1a – they are undated but have a 
relatively shell-free fi ll and are on the same alignments as the Phase 1 pits. Kumara 
storage, and by implication, cultivation, played an important role on site in the 
fi rst phase of occupation. Everything else must be assigned to Phase 2 although 
the undisturbed midden at the north end of Area A showed how earth ovens and 
midden had progressively built up over time as deposition, cutting of earth ovens 
and redeposition continued over a period of days, weeks or months.

Th e Phase 1 pits were large rectangular features cut close to the water table, 
with external drains to remove water as it seeped in. Th e largest measured 5970 x 
2470 mm and the deepest 800 mm deep. Th e drains in the Area B pits formed a 
complex network though only one Area A pit was excavated enough to reveal its 
drain. Some had evidence of internal divisions and others had retaining walls to 
keep the soft  sand sides from collapsing. An unusual pit form that has not been 
reported before from archaeological excavations, was a deep, straight-sided, round 
pit called a rua kopiha. Th ere were 34 of these in Area A, 1000–1800 mm in diam-
eter and up to 1000 mm deep. Th e fi ll of these pits could be relatively homogenous 
but some were fi lled in layers and frequently a secondary cut was made into the 
fi ll oft en, but not always, to bury a body. Eight rua kopiha had burials and others 
had other items buried in them. Th ese clearly had ceremonial signifi cance to the 
occupants of Area A and are discussed in greater detail below.

Th ere were 35 burial features in Area A, including the eight rua kopiha. Th e 
remaining 27 burial features have little else in common other than that they are 
deliberately cut for burial as opposed to features that contain scattered and dis-
turbed bone. All burials in Area A were found in a tightly circumscribed area but, 
due to the midden disturbance, could not be phased. Some burial features, par-
ticularly of infants and children, were in shallow scoops. Multiple burials were 

1  All dates in this chapter are given as cal AD at 95% confi dence interval.
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common and several graves had been revisited to remove bones or add the bones 
of other people. Th e analysis of the koiwi and of burial practice is covered in detail 
in Volume II. 

Other features in Area A, as in all Areas, included earth ovens, post and stake-
holes and midden. None of the postholes formed alignments that indicated struc-
tures of any sort other than a rectangle of postholes truncated by the Phase 1a pits 
– this may have been a house and has been assigned to Phase 1.

Area B was located further along the beach terrace to the south east of Area 
A. Th e midden here was shallower and entirely ploughed. Th e Phase 1 pits were 
located north of the burial area, all of which is assigned to Phase 2. One small pit 
is partly cut into one of the Phase 1 drains and is itself cut by postholes for House 
3. Th ere were two graves within the footprint of House 3 and it seems unlikely, 
though not impossible, that the house and graves would belong to the same phase. 
Th is hints at four phases of activity at least and in fact we would expect the phas-
ing to be more complex than this if the stratigraphy had remained intact enough 
to interpret.

Th ere were no rua kopiha and just a few small rectangular storage pits in Area 
B, suggesting that kumara cultivation did not play a large role in subsistence during 
this occupation. While there are some instances of intercutting features there is 
little to indicate that much time depth is involved. Most features, other than burial 
features, were earth ovens, postholes and midden, indicating that domestic activi-
ties like cooking were the main activity.

Th e use of Area B as a burial ground is contemporary with the Phase 2 occupa-
tion. All of the burials are in grave cuts but none of these are cut by earth ovens or 
postholes suggesting that the people living at the site had clear knowledge of where 
the burials were located. Th ere was only one multiple burial and both the archaeol-
ogy of the burials and burial practice was much less complex than in Area A.

Th ree dates from Area A were combined to give a date of 1620–1690 and two 
dates from Area B combined to 1650–1870. Th ere is an overlap in the dates for the 
burial phases of the two Areas but it is most probable that Area B was occupied at 
least a generation or two later than Area A. Th ere was no European material cul-
ture found in Area B so it is most unlikely to date aft er 1830 at the latest.

A house measuring 5.7 x 3 m with a division 2.5 m from the south wall was 
found in the north part of the area. Th e 81 small, evenly spaced stakeholes indi-
cated a not very substantial dwelling that may have been more of a wind shelter 
than a house.

Other Areas

Areas C and D were middens further south along the beach terrace. Th ey were 
bounded by the silt control bund and not fully excavated. A few earth ovens and 
postholes were found beneath the plough zone.

Area E was located at the back of the beach terrace at the foot of a steep slope 
leading up to the top of the bluff  where Areas F and G were located. It consisted of a 
dense layer of midden at the foot of the slope and another more dispersed patch of 
midden and a set of features further out on the fl at. Th ere was a gap of about 10 m 
between Area A (Phase 1a features) and the beach fl at features of Area E, and the 
radiocarbon dates indicated they may have been contemporaneous. Th e midden 
on the slope may not necessarily have been contemporaneous with the features 
on the fl at. Dates of 1440–1630 for the beach terrace and 1490–1710 for the slope 
midden are not really distinguishable.

Th e midden on the slope, and especially at the base, was deep and undisturbed. 
It did not seem to have moved much since it had been deposited. Six 1 m squares 
were excavated into it and evidence of earth ovens cut in at various levels was seen. 
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It isn’t clear where the occupation that deposited the midden was located – there 
were no features on the bluff  above it but it seems probable that shell was thrown 
down the slope from here. A similar midden, heavily disturbed by pine roots and 
not excavated, was visible on the slope below Area G.

Area F was located on top of the bluff  above the beach terrace on a wide, fl at 
ridgetop with a steep slope down to the beach terrace to the west, a shallow gulley 
to the east and a gentle slope to the toe of the ridge to the north. It commanded 
good views over the surrounding countryside and the Manukau Harbour out to 
the heads. Area F was spread out over 60 x 30 m and it is not certain that all the 
clusters of features represent a single occupation – even if the upper midden layers 
had not been disturbed by ploughing this could not really have been determined. 
Terrace 12 and the fenceline running south from it form one cluster; House 1 and 
its associated cooking features another; and the six terraces at the west of the Area 
including House 2 another.

House 1 measured 4950 x 3800 mm with a wall running across the width of 
the house creating a narrow porch at the north end. One posthole contained sev-
eral whole scallop shells that gave a date of 1440–1650 (this single date should not 
be generalised over the whole of Area F). Directly to the north east of the house 
were three large, sub-rectangular earth ovens or cooking areas, some of which 
had smaller earth ovens clearly cut within them. Th is appeared to be a structure 
of some formality where cooking and hospitality were important. It can be inter-
preted as the highest status structure at the site (always remembering that status is 
relative). House 2 was located on a terrace at the western edge. It was most likely 
two consecutive cook houses or wind breaks with some large earth ovens in it. As 
with other Areas, numerous earth ovens and postholes beneath the midden indi-
cate that food preparation was a major activity.

Area G was a large area of midden running for some 38 m along the edge of the 
bluff  and extending back inland up to 20 m. In places the midden was quite dense 
and not all of it was ploughed. However, it was not fully excavated but stripped 
with the hydraulic excavator. Numerous earth ovens and alignments of stakeholes 
beneath it indicated wind breaks for cooking.

Area H was a large patch of badly disturbed midden with a few remnant earth 
ovens in its base.

Area I had been truncated by contouring for grape vines and no midden 
remained. Th ree truncated storage pits, in two phases, in the northern part of the 
Area contained internal drains linking to external drains running downslope to 
the north west. Such drains are necessary in the heavy soils of the bluff  and we 
observed on a wet day that they worked well. Th ey dated to cal AD 1460–1640. 
Th eir construction and drainage are entirely diff erent to the Phase 1 pits on the 
sandy beach fl at – the form of pits is dependant on soil type and natural drainage.

Some 35 m to the south there were three badly disturbed burials along with 
some postholes, truncated earth ovens and drains for which the presumed pits no 
longer existed.

Finds

Th e great majority of fi nds in all classes came from Areas A and B due to the 100% 
clearance excavation strategy. Some fi nds came from most other Areas, notably 
Area F.

Th ere were 189 formal artefacts or taonga recovered from the site, 144 from 
Area A, 43 from Area B and one each from Areas E and I. In Area A six burials 
had associated taonga, and in Area B three burials. Th e assemblage is typical of 
a mid–late cultural style of the upper North Island. Th ere are several exceptions 
such as a notched outward-curving pendant, and a deep quadrangular-sectioned 
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fragment of basalt adze which is probably from an early style of adze. Th e Tahanga 
basalt and Nelson–Marlborough argillite adzes were mostly small and had prob-
ably been curated for several generations. 

Ear and breast pendants of pounamu, shell and human tooth, and bone tog-
gles, indicate adornment, and possibly identity, as does a tattoo chisel. Th ere were 
numerous two-piece fi shhook points and two shanks, but no net weights or fl oats. 
A highly unusual pounamu fi shhook point is unique. Th ere was an unusually  large 
number of bone needles which have an unknown use. Pieces of kokowai, both red 
and yellow, were found and several burials had red kokowai associated with them.

Flaked stone artefacts were mostly obsidian (6523 pieces), with by far the major-
ity from the Great Barrier Island or Mayor Island sources. Material from Northland 
and various sources on the Coromandel was also present in small quantities. Th ese 
fl akes would have been general purpose tools used for cutting and scraping a vari-
ety of materials, including wood, bone and fl ax. Th ere were 200 obsidian cores, 
most of which were exhausted, that is, fl aked until they were too small to yield 
further useful fl akes. Given the distances obsidian had to travel to the NRD site 
it is not surprising that the maximum value would have been extracted from each 
core.

Th e next most common fl aked stone material was chert (270 pieces), much of 
it of poor quality, and most of it from local Manukau sources. Other stone types 
included basalt, greywacke and argillite, much of which may have originated from 
adze damage or repair.

Area A contained the bulk of the dog bone, including two dog burials with 
another two burials in Area B. Th e other dog bone was scattered through features 
and midden and some of it showed clear signs of consumption as food such as 
burning, cutting, sawing or distinctive breakage patterns. Dog bone was also used 
to make various items such as fi sh hook points, shanks and other tools. Dogs of all 
age groups seem to have been killed.

Bird bone was also most numerous in Area A. Twenty-eight species were repre-
sented from coastal, wetland, open grassland and forest habitats, though for some 
species only one or two bones were recovered. Southern black-backed gull, banded 
rail and New Zealand quail were the most common species. Th e presence of bar-
tailed godwit, a migratory species, indicated a summer occupation. Th e meatier leg 
bones of gulls were underrepresented and these were probably preserved for later 
consumption off  site.

Fish remains were numerous in both Areas A and B though more so in Area 
A, due mostly to the greater amount of midden there. Snapper was the most 
common species in both Areas (over 80% by NISP) followed by kahawai, gurnard 
and trevally. All these species may be caught with a baited hook and the presence 
of 31 two-piece hook points in the assemblage supports this. Some species present 
in the assemblage in low numbers would not take a hook and so were probably 
netted. Th e Manukau Harbour was a snapper nursery, which is refl ected in the 
large numbers of very small individuals, and small snapper must also have been 
netted. However, no net weights or fl oats were found.

Th e tooth plates of eagle ray were common and there was very good preserva-
tion of shark and ray vertebrae, of which 6500 were found. Th ese do not normally 
preserve well and have not been widely studied by archaeologists so it is not pos-
sible to identify these to species level. Even so, it seems probable that the shark and 
ray fi shery was as important at the NRD site as the snapper fi shery.

Shell was the most common class of food remains on site and in all Areas was 
dominated by cockle and cat’s eye, with lesser numbers of whelk, oyster and scal-
lop. Th e latter two species are large and provide more meat than indicated by raw 
numbers, but were not a major component of the diet.
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Dates

Th e earliest date at the NRD site was from a Phase 1 pit in Area B, 1430–1630, 
which is what was expected from the archaeology. Several other dates were broadly 
similar, particularly one of the earth ovens from Area E, 1440–1630, House 1 from 
Area F, 1440–1650, and the pit from Area I, 1460–1640. It is possible that they may 
be part of the same occupation, with kumara storage on the beach fl at and in Area 
I, cooking in Area E about 20 m away on the beach fl at and higher status activities 
or chiefl y occupation on a high point in Area F.

Combined dates for Area A, 1620–1690, and for Area B, 1650–1870, overlap but 
it is probable that there was an interval between the two occupations, perhaps a 
generation or two. Th e archaeology supports this and it seems likely that the occu-
pants of Area B knowingly avoided the burials in Area A. Th ere were no European 
artefacts in any of the Areas, so Area B will not date to as late as 1870. An occupa-
tion date in the 1600s for Area A and the early 1700s for Area B is the most likely 
scenario.

Horticulture

Environmental evidence indicated that the original forest cover had been removed 
and the local environment was open grass and fernland. Removal of forest cover 
is usually taken to indicate gardening, but for an occupation of this size there is 
really very little in the way of archaeological evidence of gardening. In particular, 
there are very few pits and it seems that what pits there are were not used for large 
scale storage of produce directly related to gardening. Rather, kumara was either 
being grown and consumed during a summer occupation or was being brought 
there for onsite consumption. Th is part of the Manukau would seem not to have 
been a major gardening area. Kumara storage is only required over winter and the 
presence of godwits indicated a summer occupation for Areas A and B (though 
this does not rule out occupation in other seasons). Storage, then, may not have 
been an issue. Even so, we would expect to have found more pits in the excavated 
areas and as accidental discoveries if this part of the Manukau had been a major 
gardening area.

Th e area of the Northern Runway Development, and the wider area in gen-
eral, is oft en considered to be ideally suited to pre-European Maori horticulture. 
Extensive evidence of gardening and occupation at nearby Otuataua, where the 
soils are similarly derived from volcanic tephras but contain a lot of stone that 
was used to defi ne garden plots and houses, has led commentators to generalise 
gardening to the wider area (Bulmer 1983). Our experience of excavation during 
summer shows that the soils at the Northern Runway Development do not drain 
particularly well, so they are not optimum. Th ey are older and more weathered 
than the soils at Otuataua though they are fertile, as nearby extensive, continu-
ously cropped commercial lettuce gardens show. It may be that historic period 
ploughing has destroyed much of the evidence of gardened soils, but if the area 
were used extensively we would expect many more storage pits than we found. 
Apart from the Phase 1 pits of Areas A and B, the three Area I pits were the only 
large pits found – other smaller pits would not have been able to store substantial 
crops and it appears that gardening in this part of Mangere was not as extensive as 
we had thought it might be. Th e NRD site was occupied quite intensively with an 
economic focus on marine resources – fi sh and shellfi sh, supplemented by bird and 
mammal (Chapter 6).
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Th e koiwi

Th ere were a large number of human burials at the NRD site. Although buri-
als in themselves are not unusual in New Zealand archaeological sites, the NRD 
site contained the largest assemblage of koiwi that has so far been excavated and 
analysed in New Zealand; 88 numbered burials in total with numerous scattered 
bones coming from non-burial features and the disturbed midden overlying the 
two burial areas. Th e analysis of the koiwi – the census of the burial population by 
age and sex, the growth and health of individuals and the population in general, 
and the manner and practice of burial – is given in Volume II of this report, but a 
short summary is in order here.

Bone preservation in the clean sandy soils of the beach fl at was very good. Many 
burials were only partial but this is due to burial practice rather than preservation. 
Th e age and sex distributions for Areas A and B are given in Figure 7.1. On average 
the people are slightly shorter than the general heights of other Polynesian and 
New Zealand Maori assemblages. Th e forms of the bones, particularly the skull 
and the femur, are distinctively Polynesian and the archaeology of the site makes it 
unambiguous that the burials belong to a pre-European Maori population.

Teeth tended to be severely worn due to the very abrasive diet. Th is included 
gritty shellfi sh as well as fi brous fern. It is generally assumed that fern root was 
drawn across the teeth causing many people’s fi rst molars to tip inwards and be 
worn on their sides. Males had a signifi cantly higher prevalence of both calculus 
and caries, while females had a signifi cantly higher prevalence of enamel hypopla-
sia, caused by ill-health as a child. Th ese diff erences could indicate some diff er-
ence in diet where males consumed more sticky, starchy foods than females, and 
females had a more abrasive diet and either suff ered more childhood stress than 
males, or lived through it to carry the evidence into adulthood. Th ese diff erent 
dental conditions are all interrelated and aff ect each other. Most dental disease 
showed a general tendency to increase in frequency and severity with age.

Agenesis of the third molar, in other words, a lack of one, was common: people 
could have none, one, two, three or four third molars, while third molars could 
also be very small. Th is is a genetic trait common among Polynesain populations.

Th e skeletons have evidence of a variety of chronic conditions and traumatic 
incidents that aff ected the health of the people while living. Gout was common, 
found in 11 of the burials. Two examples of kidney stones were also found. Th ese 
conditions may be related and high protein diets are implicated in both.
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Osteoarthritis was common. Non-spinal osteoarthritis was most common in 
wrist and knee. In the spine, the neck and lower back were more commonly aff ected 
than the upper back. Spondylolysis, where the arch of the vertebra separates from 
the body probably due to heavy labour resulting in stress fractures of the spine, was 
also found. In some individuals this had advanced to spondylolisthesis, which is 
a complication of spondylolysis caused bya  slipped disc, and can be debilitating. 
Two individuals had spina bifi da, though not of a kind that would have caused 
them any problems or that they would even have noticed.

Some infection was noted though there was not a lot of it. Poor dental health 
resulted in infections in the jaw in some individuals while infections on the inner 
surfaces of the ribs may have been related to lung infections. Evidence of infection 
was also visible on arms and legs. Th is was usually fairly mild infection but was 
visible because it was active at the time of death, though not necessarily the cause 
of death.

Accidental trauma was not uncommon. Several people had broken bones that 
had healed indicating a degree of good health as they withstood the trauma, which 
could include bone infections. Th is also suggests that the injured were cared for and 
allowed time to recover. In one case four of the vertebrae and their ribs had fused 
into a single mass. Violent trauma also occurred: one man was killed by a weapon 
like a spear piercing his body through to his spine; and one man and one woman 
were killed by blows to the head, neither of which were likely to be accidental. 

Burial practice

Th e osteology was not the only topic that could be analysed for the koiwi. Burial 
practice refers to how the body was treated before and aft er burial. Th is is visible 
archaeologically in the relationship of the bones to each other within the grave, 
their presence or absence, the way the body was laid out, what else was in the grave 
and the type of grave. It is here that the NRD site stands out as being quite unlike 
any other excavated site in New Zealand, particularly in Area A.

Th e burials were divided into fi ve types (in addition to ‘other’ and ‘unknown’). 
Th ese are described in full in Volume II, Chapter 5, but are briefl y described here. 
Type 1 was a primary burial, fully articulated, complete with all bones present. 
Type 2 was a primary burial, fully articulated but incomplete. Type 3 was a second-
ary burial, disarticulated and incomplete, buried aft er the body had been exposed 
elsewhere. Th e diff erence between Type 2 and Type 3 is that for Type 2 parts of 
the body, usually the limbs, had been deliberately removed while the body was 
still fresh and cut marks were visible on the bone, while for Type 3 the bones were 
lost through being exposed or temporar-
ily buried elsewhere. Type 4 was a special 
type of secondary burial of mostly hands 
and feet, still articulated, with some other 
bones present. Th ese had probably been 
exposed and the bones buried were the fi rst 
to become detached. Oft en the hands and 
feet were carefully laid out with reference 
to the absent body. Type 5 was a Type 1 
burial that had subsequently been deliber-
ately revisited and the cranium and/or limb 
bones removed. Th e numbers of diff erent 
burial types in Areas A and B are shown in 
Figure 7.2.

Multiple burials were relatively common 
in Area A: there were two double burials 
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interred at the same time, two where the rather disarticulated remains of two or 
more people were buried together and three burials where the grave was reopened 
to inter further koiwi. Area B contained only a single multiple burial.

Th e funeral rite is clearly a process that does not begin or end with the burial of 
the body. Prior to burial the body may be defl eshed, some parts may be deliberately 
removed, it may be covered in ochre and wrapped in mats or bound with cords. 
It may be left  exposed and body parts become naturally disarticulated – the body 
may then be buried (Type 3) or the disarticulated parts may be (Type 4), but inter-
estingly, not both, at least not at the NRD site – the hands and feet did not match 
up with any Type 2 or 3 burials so they must have been from diff erent individuals. 
Aft er interment the burial may be revisited and crania removed or other crania 
buried. Th ese are not the same crania moved from one burial to another within the 
burial ground – the removed crania are of adults while the newly buried crania are 
of children buried with an adult female, Burial 28, or an isolated child.

A wider study of burial practice in New Zealand and Oceania might show that 
such variation is normal and a brief examination of some better reported sites at 
least shows it is common. Wairau Bar dates to the very fi rst period of Polynesian 
settlement in New Zealand, in the last couple of decades of the 13th century 
(Higham et al. 1999) and is one of the richest sites in New Zealand. Here 17 of 20 
males (85%) and 10 of 16 females (62.5%) were buried with grave goods, including 
moa egg ‘water bottles’, moa, human and whale bone ornaments, and argillite and 
pounamu adzes. One area contained seven particularly rich burials, interpreted 
as of high status individuals, while the other 29 contained fewer grave goods. One 
was buried in a wooden chest or canoe section. Burial position was generally prone 
and fl exed, but some burials were bound or wrapped and there were a number of 
secondary burials. In several instances the burial had been revisited to remove the 
cranium (Duff  1956; Leach 1977). 

Six burials have been described from two sites in Palliser Bay which Anderson 
(1991) dates to the 14th or 15th centuries, later than Wairau Bar but earlier than 
the NRD site. Th ree were primary fl exed burials on their side, one primary fl exed 
squatting upright, one primary extended and one secondary bundled burial. Th ree 
burials were accompanied by argillite adzes (one by two adzes) while a child burial 
contained a bone fi shhook tab and many fragments of dentalium shells, interpreted 
as the remains of a cloak to which they had been stitched (Leach and Leach 1979).

Teouma is a Lapita culture site in Vanuatu dating to 2150–2050 BC. Th e Lapita 
culture is interpreted as ancestral to later Polynesian cultures including Maori, 
and the Teouma cemetery is the only known Lapita cemetery. Twenty fi ve buri-
als have been reported so far and the burials are well described. Th ey were buried 
in a wide variety of positions, most supine with legs or arms fl exed or crossed. 
None had skulls in articulation. Some had been wrapped in mats. Some burials 
had their legs fl exed at unnatural angles, indicating cutting of tendons or wrench-
ing of soft  tissues. Unlike at the NRD site, no cut marks were found on the bone to 
demonstrate how this happened. Grave goods do not seem to have been common 
but pottery cylinder stands are only found in the burial area (Bedford et al. 2006; 
Valentin et al. 2010). One individual was cremated before being interred. Th e skull 
and several other elements were removed, whether before or aft er burial is unclear 
(Scott et al. 2010).

In all other cases the burial had been revisited and the skulls removed. In some 
cases they were replaced by conus shell rings or coral slabs. Only four skulls were 
found, one in an elaborately decorated pot and the other three across the chest of a 
headless burial. Th e skulls appear to have been curated before reburial. In all buri-
als at least some hands and feet, if not all, were also missing and, less frequently, 
lower leg bones. Hyoids and isolated teeth and fi nger bones showed that the indi-
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viduals were initially buried complete. In some cases other bones were introduced 
into the grave when skulls or other elements were removed (Valentin et al. 2010).

Valentin and her colleagues (2010) interpret the wide variation in burial prac-
tice as the infl uence of individual behaviour and choice. But they also note that the 
stage of decomposition of the bodies when the graves were revisited seems to have 
been quite variable, suggesting that they were not revisited aft er a set time but in 
a set season, with several revisited at once. Revisiting the graves was a communal 
rather than individual practice.

Bedford et al. (2006: 824) summarise burial practice at Teouma as “a multi-fac-
eted and on-going process”, a description that fi ts the NRD site as well as Wairau 
Bar and Palliser Bay. Th e nature, variation and role of this process is not well stud-
ied archaeologically.

Other places, other people

Obvious questions to ask of the burials at the NRD site include: where were the 
secondary burials before they were buried? And where is the rest of the body? And 
where were the crania that were removed taken to? We can’t defi nitively answer 
these questions, but we can say that these processes refer to an other place – the 
burial rite begins at an other place, continues at the NRD site where part of the 
body is buried while part remains at the other place (or is taken, perhaps, to a third 
place), and concludes when part of the body is removed from the NRD site and, 
presumably, taken to a yet other place. 

It isn’t possible to say on the basis of the evidence we have where those other 
places were but this is not the only aspect of burial practice in Area A that refers to 
other places. In the case of the double Burial 5 and 7 and of Burials 27 and 33 this 
is made quite explicit. Burial 33 was the Type 3 burial of an adult of unknown age 
and sex buried in the secondary cut of Rua kopiha 2097, which contained Burial 
36 in its base. Burials 5 and 7 were of a young adult male and an adolescent male 
respectively, consisting of the head, body and pelvis but not the limbs, apart from a 
disarticulated tibia beneath Burial 7 which was quite probably, but not necessarily, 
his. Th ey were clearly Type 2 secondary burials – the limbs had been deliberately 
removed, with cut marks visible on the pelvis, ribs and spine of Burial 5 in par-
ticular. Th ey were buried still articulated but only loosely, and the bodies and neck 
were bent and twisted – some decomposition had taken place to allow this. Burial 
27 was similarly a partial burial of a young adult, though lacking the pelvis the sex 
is uncertain; probably male. Th e arms were missing and only the right lower leg 
and foot were in the grave, again probably, but not necessarily, his.

What these four burials have in common is not just they are secondary burials, 
and in the case of 5, 7 and 27 a very specifi c type of secondary burial, but also that 
they were each buried with a single toheroa valve. Th ey are only partial bodies so 
the burial rite began in an other place, where part of the body may remain. Th e 
toheroa valves emphasise this connection to some other place as this species not 
found in the Manukau Harbour. Th ese were the only four toheroa found in the 
entire site and have been imported from outside the harbour, from somewhere 
on the sandy west coast. Th is could be just outside the Manukau Heads, some 20 
km away by canoe, or it could be anywhere in Northland, the Waikato or further 
south.

Several burials also had large stones in the graves. Th e only large local stones are 
scorias which outcrop on the beach, but these stones were basalts and were not from 
the immediate area. Again, the reference to an other place is clear but, again, we 
can’t say exactly where. Basalts may be obtained from as close as Maungataketake 
only 1 km away, but are common throughout the upper North Island and beyond. 
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Th e chemical composition of basalts can be used to characterise their origin, but 
we don’t have the baseline data to make such comparisons.

In every case but one (curiously, a dog burial in Area B) the non-local basalts 
were found in rua kopiha. Th ere were 34 of these features of which eight contained 
burials (Figure 3.17). Non-local basalts were also found in non-burial rua kopiha 
(we didn’t initially recognise the signifi cance of this stone and didn’t record it so 
the exact total is unknown – 12 or so including burials). Th us rua kopiha without 
burials seem also to be referencing this other place. Our interpretation of this is 
that these rua kopiha contained another burial type where there was no body but 
reference is made to the other place where the body may be, or the place where the 
body was when it belonged to a living human. Th us reference is being made to both 
other places and other persons – the person, as a social entity, is buried here but the 
physical body is not.

Th ere are further burials of unbodied persons in rua kopiha. Large pieces of 
whale bone are only found in rua kopiha, though small pieces of whale bone are 
scattered through the overlying midden (Figures 3.15 and 3.16). In Rua kopiha 
2454 two artefacts were found at the same level on opposite sides of the pit: a 
unique pounamu hook point and a notched hook shank made from a dog jaw. Th is 
is surely no coincidence and, like the non-local rocks and the whale bone, this was 
a deliberate burial.

In Rua kopiha 2837 a dog was carefully buried in the base as though it were 
a person. Finally Rua kopiha 2868 contained no burials, no imported stone, no 
whale or dog bone, but the presence of possible fl ax fi bres in low numbers does 
hint at the deliberate burial of items made from organic materials. Other than 
burials where we tested for fl ax to look for evidence of wrapping in mats, this as 
the only rua kopiha tested for fl ax fi bres, so they may be more common than this 
single example indicates. Flax has numerous uses and if fi bres survive they should 
be common.

Th us there are several, closely related, ways of referring to other places and 
persons in the burial rite. Most of these are found in Area A, while in Area B only 
burial Types 2–4, where partial bodies may refer to an other place, are found. In 
Area B there are no rua kopiha, no toheroa, no whale bone and no unique pounamu 
hook points. Th ere is one instance of non-local basalt included with a shallow dog 
burial, so this may reference an other place and absent person, but this is the only 
one. Clearly something diff erent is going on in Area A, not just diff erent to Area B 
but diff erent to any other site reported in New Zealand.

Rua kopiha have not been archaeologically excavated anywhere else though 
they are recorded ethnographically at Otakanini Pa (Graham 1922) on the Kaipara 
Harbour less than 90 km from the NRD site. While Davidson et al. (2007) have pro-
posed that features oft en recorded from surface evidence as collapsed bell-shaped 
rua may in fact be rua kopiha, they still are not a common feature type, though few 
sites have been excavated in the upper North Island West Coast and they may be 
more common than they currectly appear. At the NRD site in Area A small quanti-
ties of kumara starch were found in all samples, indicating a general and common 
presence throughout the site, but there was nothing in the microfossil analysis to 
indicate that rua kopiha were used for kumara storage. Rua kopiha 918 had a layer 
of trodden material in its base and a drain running around half its base, which is 
similar to what is oft en found in conventional kumara pits (Figure 3.11). Feature 
753 (Figure 3.10) had a carefully laid layer of clean yellow sand in its base, which 
is not a feature normally associated with kumara pits. Rua kopiha may have been 
used to store kumara or other foods – two of the pit samples contained high con-
centrations of taro raphides. Taro does not keep once it has been harvested and so 
would not be expected to have been stored in pits. Rua kopiha seem mostly to have 
been associated with the burial rite. If food was stored in them it may have been 
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food intended for the burial feast of the deceased, so short term taro storage is a 
possibility though taro remains may be just generally present throughout the site.

Th is association of foods for feasting and burials in the same pit2 may explain 
why pit burials were chosen but it does not explain why the particular form of pit 
chosen was the rua kopiha. Th is is probably not a question that can be answered 
– the use of rua kopiha may be just a local form or an idiosyncratic choice. Neither 
does it explain the burials that refer to other persons and places. Th at they do refer 
to other persons and places seems clear – non-local rocks, whale bone, a dog, arte-
facts of wood and bone and quite possibly organic materials are all buried in pits 
of a type used for human burial. Some of these burials clearly refer to places other 
than the NRD site – conservatively the basalt may only have travelled 1 km to get 
to the site, the toheroa shells at least 20 km, but it is as likely that the places referred 
to may be anywhere in the upper North Island. Other burials of unbodied persons 
also seem to refer to other places – non-local basalts are found in these contexts 
also and the absence of a body refers to the place where the body is. Where there 
is no direct evidence of reference to other places the buried items at least reference 
an absent person.

One avenue to explore how far ranging these other places may have been is to 
consider the potential size of the source population for the burials. Ubelaker (1999) 
provides formulae for making calculations of source populations size based on the 
number of burials in a cemetery:

where e is life expectancy at birth; M is the mortality rate per 1000 population; N 
is the number of deaths represented in the cemetery; T is the number of years the 
cemetery was in use; and P is the population.

Some assumptions need to be made in order to use these, particularly life expect-
ancy at birth, for which the fi gure of 40 has been selected. With fi ner age estimates 
and a larger population sample a more accurate fi gure could be calculated from the 
burial data – 40 is a best guess that is useful for this exercise. Another assumption 
is how long the site was occupied – the archaeology indicated a single occupation 
so we may assume a single year. If life expectancy were less than 40 then the popu-
lation fi gure would be smaller, and if the length of occupation were less than one 
year, the population would be larger. Given the strong evidence of summer occupa-
tion from the presence of godwits in the faunal assemblage, and the circumstantial 
evidence for a lack of winter occupation from the lack of storage pits, the length of 
occupation may have been closer to six months.

In each of Areas A and B there are two separate populations for which size can 
be calculated; primary and secondary burial. Primary burials were buried when 
the body was newly dead, so they probably lived and died locally. Secondary buri-
als received some preparation off  site, so they probably lived and died in other 
places, whether or not this is signifi ed by toheroa shells or non-local stone.

Table 7.1 gives the numbers of primary and secondary burials in each Area. 
Plugging these numbers into Ubelaker’s formulae gives the population sizes shown 
in Table 7.2. Th ese numbers are only very crude approximations but they indi-
cate that the cemetery in both periods served a number of local communities and 
also a wider extended community, particularly in Area A. Th is argument doesn’t 

2  Th ere are questions, probably quite complex, regarding the presence of foods, which are noa, or 
non-tapu, and the body, which is tapu, in the same feature, which are quite beyond the scope of this 
report to address.
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take any account of the possible size of these communities, nor of the possibility 
that not all people in these communities, particularly the wider community, were 
buried here. Th en there is the question of the burials of unbodied persons, which 
would raise the number of ‘secondary’ burials, but we cannot know how many 
such burials there are, as they may be archaeologically invisible, and they may 
even be memorialising ancestors, persons distant in time rather than space. Even 
so, these fi gures support the interpretation of the site as referring to other persons 
and places.

Varna

Burial features lacking a body are referred to as cenotaphs, from the Ancient Greek 
for ‘empty tomb.’ Although we are not aware of any reports of cenotaphs from 
elsewhere in New Zealand or Oceania, these features are not uncommon in other 
archaeological cultures and might be more common in New Zealand than we real-
ise. Lacking local comparisons it is worth turning to an international example. One 
is Varna, on the Bulgarian Black Sea coast. Th is cemetery dates to ~4560–4450 BC, 
the Late Copper Age (Higham et al. 2007: 652). Varna is extraordinarily rich. It 
contains several times more gold by weight and number than all other excavations 
from the entire 5th millennium worldwide. It has more copper artefacts than any 
other contemporary site, as well as numerous fi nely fl aked fl ints, polished stone 
adzes and axes, spondylus shell artefacts and beads of carnelian, serpentine and 
other semi-precious stones (Slavchev 2010).

Forty-seven of the 310 graves at Varna were cenotaphs. Th ese are generally 
interpreted as symbolic graves of community members who died elsewhere. In 
three of the cenotaphs life-size clay masks were placed where the head would be, 
accompanied by gold representations of eyes and mouth, gold earrings and bead 
necklaces with gold pendants. Each had a copper pin, a fl int knife and a spindle 
whorl, indicating that they were the graves of females. It has been suggested that 
these three cenotaphs were the symbolic graves of female deities. Th ree other ceno-
taphs between them contained over half the gold by weight excavated from the 
entire cemetery. Each contained a gold scepter. One, Grave 36, contained the great-
est number of gold artefacts, including unique bull fi gurines and several miniature 
objects. One suggestion is that this was the grave of a child. Another is that it 
was the symbolic burial of the attributes of an old chief ’s power. Th e burial of the 

 Primary Secondary
Area A 19 40
Area B 14 9

Table 7.1. Burial numbers in each 
Area by type.

 Local Other
Area A 760 1600
Area B 560 360

Table 7.2. Source population sizes 
for each Area based on a life 
expectancy of 40 years and a length 
of occupation of one year.
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insignia, but not of the man himself, was the burial of his chiefl y status, allowing a 
younger, more vigorous man to assume power (Slavchev 2010: 200).

Th ere is considerable variation in the cenotaphs at Varna – some contain barely 
any grave goods – and, as the cemetery as a whole has not been fully reported 
in either Bulgarian or English, so any analysis and interpretation remains 
provisional.

Slavchev (2010: 203) sees the distinction in type and quantity of grave goods as 
evidence of emerging social stratifi cation in the Late Copper Age (see also Renfrew 
1986). Interestingly, there is little evidence of such distinction in contemporary 
house sizes or artefacts associated with them – the emergence of social and politi-
cal elites is refl ected in mortuary ritual but not in everyday life. Th e materials in 
the Varna graves were imported from throughout the Balkans, so social status was 
associated with the control of raw material extraction and manufacture, indeed the 
mortuary practice itself created the demand for exotic prestige goods that fuelled 
the emergence of elites (Chapman et al. 2006: 652).

Slavchev (2010: 204) interprets Varna as the cemetery of a local community, 
represented by eight nearby settlements, now all beneath Lake Varna. Th is was a 
closely settled farming community. Chapman (2010: 75), on the other hand, sees 
Varna as receiving burials from a much wider region across the western Black Sea 
and maybe further afi eld. 

A recent programme of radiocarbon dating has helped place the site in a wider 
regional perspective. Th e dates for Varna are the earliest for the Late Copper Age 
and pollen cores indicate that this area was not previously densely inhabited. Th is 
recent settlement may have involved people from diverse origins coming together 
at what then became a centre for innovation. Varna was the focal cemetery of his 
network of people and relationships and represents the negotiation of identity 
between these diff erent groups. ‘Poorer’ graves tend to be somewhat later in the 
dated sequence (Higham et al. 2007), indicating that this negotiation of identity 
visible in the early lavish and rich graves was successful, that successive funerals 
had helped develop social and kinship ties and that later graves had less need of 
extravagant grave goods. 

Identities

In order to take the explanation of this further at the NRD site it is helpful to turn 
to the traditional histories. It is not feasible to link the site with any specifi c episode 
in history – this is mostly only possible for pre-European Maori where the site is 
an iconic one like Maungawhau (Mt Eden) or Maungakiekie (One Tree Hill), and 
even here the detail of the day to day lives of people revealed by archaeology would 
tell a quite diff erent, though complementary, story to the one told by traditional 
history. What the histories can indicate is general trends in society at particular 
times. Two episodes in particular are of interest. Th e fi rst is the bringing together 
of various hapu under the Te Wai o Hua umbrella. Th is was accomplished by Hua, 
a man of Ngä Iwi or Ngäti Poutükeka, who gave his name to the new grouping. He 
was known as Hua Kai Waka “Hua the eater of canoes” on account of this. Th e 
establishment of Te Wai o Hua as a new identity seems to have been a process of 
bringing together related groups who originally descended from Ngä Oho but had 
since established separate identities (though, as noted in Chapter 2, the various 
recorded versions are confusing at best). Th e second, later, episode is the arrival of 
Maki in Tämaki and his brief conquest and dominance, bringing together diff er-
ent groups through a contrasting, less peaceful process.

Th is process of groups growing, fi ssioning into smaller groups and coming 
back together at a later date, perhaps as a response to some sort of crisis, has been 
documented archaeologically at Pouto on the North Kaipara Head (Irwin 1985). 
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Even within historic times, and despite pressure from central government for them 
to stabilise, Mäori tribal identities have remained fl uid and fl exible (Ballara 1998). 
Th e story of Hua Kai Waka is one such story of the establishment of a new tribal 
identity, that of Te Wai o Hua.

We can’t relate this particular historic episode to the NRD burials, but it seems 
unlikely that Hua’s actions were taking place in a vacuum. He and his hapu would 
have been reacting to the actions of others, and others would have reacted to them. 
Other groups would also have been trying to create new identities by coming 
together for mutual strength, or would have tried to emphasise current identities 
in the face of their neighbours.

Th is is what seems to be happening at Area A. In the context of a dynamic politi-
cal situation, where small groups were coalescing into larger ones, the occupants of 
Area A were writing their identity in the ground with their burial rite. Th ey seem 
to have had a particular emphasis on referring to at least two other places (we could 
think of them as the toheroa place and the stone place), so it is likely that this was 
a process of bringing together scattered people. Whether they were creating a new 
identity by bringing together separate groups, or reinforcing the identity of a single 
spatially dispersed group is not clear, but some sort of explanation like this seems 
probable for the unusual and unique aspects of the archaeology at the NRD site.

Hua’s deeds in bringing together Te Wai o Hua seem to have been accomplished 
peacefully. Similarly, there is no evidence of strife at the NRD site. Certainly some 
of the people buried died violent deaths but this was probably fairly normal. Th ere 
is clear evidence that rua kopiha in particular were reopened to inter bodies or 
remove body parts. Th is implies that the graves were marked in some way, as the 
secondary cuts into rua kopiha were quite accurate – people must have known 
exactly where they were. We found two shaped scoria blocks that marked the grave 
of Burial 28 (not a rua kopiha), to which were added the skulls of two children and 
the bones of others. Rua kopiha may have remained visible as round depressions 
as the soft  fi ll settled. Marking of graves implies that the people had little fear of 
them being desecrated by their enemies which further implies either that they were 
confi dent of their strength or secure in their occupation. Th ere is no real evidence 
of warfare (two broken pieces of weapons and three violent deaths don’t make a 
war) and anyway the beach fl at was quite undefendable. 

Th is creation of identity seems to have been a peaceful process, more like Hua’s 
than Maki’s. Th e later burials in Area B were probably not so clearly visible on 
the ground, though some were revisited to remove the skull. Whether this was 
because the times were less peaceful or simply because the more elaborate burial 
rite described for Area A was no longer necessary isn’t clear. Th e population esti-
mates given in Table 7.2 also indicate that the secondary burial of people from 
the wider extended community was of less importance, and the memorialising of 
absent persons in cenotaphs seems to be absent.

Th e negotiation, creation or maintenance of identity is inevitably part of any 
public mortuary rite, whether at archaeological cemeteries like Varna or the NRD 
site or in modern societies. To claim that the NRD burials represent the creation of 
identity is nothing special, what is special about them is the detail of the evidence, 
of other places and other people, and the opportunity to relate this to historical 
processes recounted in tradition.

Th is explanation for the archaeology of the NRD site has attempted to provide 
a narrative understanding of the role of burial and burial practice in a particular 
pre-European Maori community. Burial practice has not been a closely studied 
topic in New Zealand and Oceania. Th e NRD site might be typical of burial sites 
or it might be quite exceptional. Variation in burial practice is probably the norm, 
but the use of rua kopiha may be quite unusual. Cenotaphs, for instance, were 
not found at Teouma (Stuart Bedford pers. comm 2011) and Duff  (1956) does not 
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report them from Wairau Bar. Explanations like the one advanced here are a fi rst 
approximation in a potentially much wider fi eld of study of the archaeology of 
death and burial in our part of the world.

Th e dead appear to predominate at the NRD site, but in fact the site was created 
and occupied by the living. At this place people gardened, fi shed, captured birds, 
cooked, built houses, carved wood and bone, worked with fl ax and generally lived 
their lives. Th ey also buried their dead with due ceremonial, a ceremonial we have 
really only glimpsed. But they did not do so in the service of the dead, rather, the 
dead were deployed in the service of the living. In the Polynesian conception the 
head of the lineage group, whanau, hapu or iwi, includes not only the living but 
also the dead and the as yet unborn (Johansen 1954). At the NRD site identity was 
created by and for both the living and the dead and the occupation of the site was 
shared by past and future generations, linked together by whakapapa. Th e fact that 
this identity was buried in the ground and no one directly observed it for three or 
four hundred years until we dug it up is hardly relevant – it is created by the dead, 
maintained by the living and carried on by the yet to be born, a memory written in 
the ground that stretched from the past into the future, that has always been there 
and always will be, and that gave the occupants of the NRD site the right to live 
there and to be who they were.
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Appendix A The archaeology of 
the burials

Th is appendix is limited to a description of the archaeology of each burial and 
the relationships between burial features and other features. Burial practice is 
described in greater detail in Volume II, along with the osteology of the burials.

Th e term grave cut is used here to label features containing human remains that 
were clearly dug for the purpose. Th is includes primary and secondary intact buri-
als and incomplete or disturbed burials. In some instances very little of the burial 
remained beneath the plough layer and the grave cut was reduced to a shallow 
scoop. In other instances the presence of roots, particularly boxthorn roots in Area 
B, made excavation diffi  cult and the edges of the feature hard to discern. Although 
every eff ort was made to accurately excavate the feature following standard archae-
ological practice, priority was given to removing the bone in as undisturbed a state 
as possible. Th is meant that at times the recording the archaeology of the features 
was compromised, but every eff ort was made to minimise this.

Many features that were not grave cuts, particularly in Area A, had human 
bone in them, but this bone was either redeposited during site use or, if it was 
deliberately buried, was either so disturbed or so few bones were interred that it 
did not present as a deliberate burial. Certainly burial practice was very complex 
and many aspects of it would not be visible archaeologically.

In Area B all burials but one were single burials and there were far fewer non-
burial features with bone in them. It seems more likely that these few features with 
bone are the result of prehistoric disturbance rather than burial practice.

Sometimes extra burial numbers were assigned to a grave or feature aft er exca-
vation because it was found to contain parts of several secondary burials, which 
was not determined until the bone was examined in the lab.

Area I

Th e three burials in Area I (Figure 3.40) were all truncated by contouring and only 
partial skeletons remained. 

Burial 1

Burial 1 was of an adult of unknown sex of which only a small part remained. It 
was located in truncated Feature 1993 of which a 40 mm depth remained.

Burial 2

Burial 2 was a primary burial of an adult of unknown sex of which about half 
remained. It was located in truncated Feature 1994 of which a 60 mm depth 
remained.

Burial 3

Burial 3 was of an adult, possibly female, of which about half remained. It was 
located in truncated Feature 1995 of which a 40 mm depth remained.

Area A

Fift y-seven burials were recorded in Area A in a wide variety of contexts (Figure 
3.17). Burial practice was very varied and multiple burials, including burials into 
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already occupied graves, were common. Th e burials were all located within a well 
defi ned area within Area A, which was also the area in which the rua kopiha were 
found.

Burial 4

Burial 4 was the partial secondary burial of a middle aged female, which was con-
tained in a small scoop, Feature 678, measuring 580 x 370 mm x 120 mm deep. Th e 
fi ll of the scoop was mixed grey and yellow sand with occasional shell. At the base 
of the scoop were the remains of two postholes, Features 2002 and 2003, that had 
been cut by the scoop.

Burials 5 and 7

Th ese were two primary torso burials of a young adult male and an immature male 
respectively, located in Feature 677, a shallow round pit measuring 890 x 840 mm 
x 300 mm deep, cut into and overlying a small pit, Pit 2018. Th e fi ll of Feature 677 
was a dense shell midden, while the fi ll of Feature 2018 contained much less shell. 
A toheroa valve was recovered from beneath the pelvis of Burial 7 while another 
was associated with Burial 5, though its exact location was not recorded. Apart 
from another toheroa from a similar burial, Burial 27, and another found with the 
disturbed Burial 33, no other toheroa were found on site. Th ese were deliberately 
buried with the bodies, probably as a mark of their origin, much like the large non-
local rocks also found with burials and in non-burial rua kopiha. Also recovered 
was some clay that presumably came in with the burials and may be able to be 
analysed to indicate a place of origin.

Burial 6

Burial 6 was the complete primary burial of a middle-aged adult male in the base 
of a scooped feature, Pit 832, measuring 1270 x 1050 mm x 450 mm deep. Th is is 
shallow compared to rua kopiha and the sides were not vertical. It was similar to 
Feature 677 in which Burials 5 and 7 were located 2 m to the north west. On the 
east side, the edge of the grave was cut by a later earth oven, Feature 1343. Th e fi ll 
of the grave was dark grey sand containing shell midden.

Burial 8

Th is was a partial secondary burial that included only bones of the hands, feet and 
a selection of other small elements (Burial Type 4, see Volume II, Chapter 5) in 
rua kopiha Pit 838 measuring 1850 x 1750 mm x 1030 mm deep. Two hands seem 
to have been placed in a deep secondary cut and have become, or already been, 
partially disarticulated and fallen down the surface of the secondary cut. One is 
higher up than the other.

Burial 9

Burial 9 was the disturbed remains of a 4–6 year old child in a shallow remnant 
scoop, Feature 751, measuring 500 x 440 mm x 40 mm deep on the edge of a rua 
kopiha, Feature 2276. Th e scoop cut the surface of the pit and was fi lled with large 
fragments of oven stone and burnt shell midden in a matrix of dark charcoal-
stained sand. Because of the truncation and disturbance of the feature it is hard to 
be sure, but it is possible that the burial was redeposited in prehistory, disturbed by 
cooking and raking out – it was certainly disturbed by historic period ploughing.
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Burial 10

Burial 10 was located in a secondary cut, Feature 2001, in a rua kopiha, Pit 753, and 
was the complete, dismembered primary burial of an older adult male. During the 
fi rst fi eld season the pit was excavated in half section (Figure 3.11) and part of the 
spine of the burial was removed before it was realised that this may be a complete 
burial. Th e sequence of cutting and fi lling the secondary cut was confusing and 
originally it was thought that the grave was itself cut into the secondary cut. Th is 
turned out to be a lens of diff erent fi ll and the bones were found outside this lens. 
Th e fi ll of the grave cut contained dark grey sand with shell midden and was darker 
than the fi ll of Pit 753. Included with the burial was a complete polished stone adze 
and a large block of local scoria. A complete mandible was found in the fi ll of the 
secondary cut at a higher level than the burial with some loose teeth nearby. It was 
probably disturbed out of its original place of deposition and incorporated into the 
fi ll of the secondary cut.

Burials 12, 15 and 17

Burial 12 was a primary burial of a 4–5 year old in a shallow bowl-shaped grave, 
Feature 2019, 330 mm wide and 200 mm deep. Th e fi ll of this grave was midden, 
which was less dense towards the base. Th is had been cut by Pit 2084, a rua kopiha 
measuring 1180 x 1080 mm x 580 mm deep, which had disturbed the child burial, 
some bones of which were found in the pit fi ll. Only a 230 mm width of the child 
grave remained. Burial 17, the primary, dismembered burial of a middle-aged adult 
male, was then placed in the base of Pit 2084 at the eastern edge. Th is was an ochre 
covered burial of a torso, minus pelvis (despite lacking a pelvis the skull was clearly 
male). Th e fi ll around the body was heavily ochre stained but was otherwise clean. 
A grave cut for Burial 15 was then dug into the rua kopiha, sloping down west to 
east and partly disturbing Burial 17. Th e fi ll of the secondary cut was similar to 
that for Burial 17 and the cut was diffi  cult to make out. Burial 15 was the complete 
primary burial of a middle-aged adult female, located entirely within Pit 2084, 
implying that the location of Pit 2084 was still known. Large non-local rocks were 
placed in the pit with Burial 15, one of which partly crushed the skull of Burial 17. 
Some of the ochre stained sand from Burial 17 was brought up and redeposited in 
the fi ll of Burial 15. Some of the redeposited bone of the child had become stained 
with ochre. Th e two adults may have been husband and wife or somehow related 
– it is unlikely that they would have been deliberately buried in the same pit with-
out some sort of relationship, but the exact nature of this must remain speculative. 
Some of the child’s bones were found with Burial 17 so the child must have been 
buried fi rst, before the rua kopiha was cut. It seems possible that the child belonged 
to the couple buried in the rua kopiha. Th e locations of rua kopiha were certainly 
known as they were revisited (see discussion of Burial 52 in Chapter 3). Th e loca-
tion of the child burial may also have been known and the rua kopiha located with 
reference to it, but this is less certain.

Burials 22, 23 and 37

Burial 22 was the secondary burial of an adult of uncertain age and sex located 
in Feature 2303, a shallow oval scoop measuring 1300 x 560 mm x 140 mm deep. 
Th e burial had been disturbed by ploughing. Th e fi ll was grey sand with sparse 
shell midden. Th e feature was located between four rua kopiha but did not inter-
cut any of them. When the bone was analysed in the lab, it was found that some 
disarticulated bones of an infant, Burial 23, and another adult, Burial 37, had been 
intermingled with those of Burial 22.
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Burial 24

Burial 24 was the complete primary, ochre-covered burial of a 10–12 year old child 
in Feature 2287, an oval pit measuring 780 x 650 mm x 520 mm deep. Th e fi ll of 
the pit was a soft , clean sand indicating that this may be one of the earliest burials 
on site – a darker layer in the upper part of the fi ll may have been the overlying 
midden that had subsequently settled into the feature, or it may have been a later 
feature. Feature 2287 was cut by Pit 2308, which contained Burial 29.

Burial 25

Burial 25 was the disturbed partial burial of a 5–9 year old child located in a shal-
low irregular pit, Feature 2282, 1190 x 960 mm x 350 mm deep. Th e pit and was cut 
by a rectangular pit, Feature 2281, on the north east side.

Burial 26

Th is burial number was assigned to a number of infant bones that were jumbled 
through the fi ll of Feature 2286, a large rua kopiha measuring 1140 x 1400 mm x 
540 mm deep. Th ey were not articulated or particularly concentrated and no sepa-
rate grave cut was discerned. Th ey may represent the burial of an infant which had 
been thoroughly disturbed by later activity which had dispersed them through the 
fi ll of the pit. Th ere was burning on the base of the rua kopiha.

Burial 27

Burial 27 was the secondary dismembered burial of a young adult, probably male, 
consisting of an upper body without arms, and a lower left  leg, presumed to be his, 
interred in a rua kopiha, Feature 2300, measuring 1250 mm in diameter x 600 mm 
deep. Th e fi ll was a dark grey sand containing shell, which indicates that the rua 
kopiha was dug late in the sequence when the surrounding midden had started 
to build up – the pit had cut through an earlier pit, Feature 2242, fi lled with dark 
sand and shell midden. Th e burial was on the base of the pit and up against the 
east wall it would seem likely that the pit was empty or only partly fi lled when the 
burial took place. A single toheroa valve and a scallop valve were placed in front 
of the face. Th e only other toheroa shells found on site were two whole valves with 
Burials 5 and 7 and Burial 33.

Burials 28, 31, 32, 35, 39, 40, 42 and 43

Feature 2309 was a shallow, irregular but straight-sided feature measuring 960 x 
600 mm x 200 mm deep containing the partial remains of as many as eight sec-
ondary burials. Burial 28 was an older adult female, there were two children aged 
10–15, Burial 32, and 7–11, Burial 31, two infants in their fi rst year of life, Burials 
35 and 42, a neonate, Burial 43, and two adults of unknown age and sex. Of these, 
none were complete and most were less than half complete. Overlying the bone 
were two large slabs of square-worked local scoria, one measuring 270 x 190 x 70 
mm, the other 240 x 130 x 60 mm. Th ey may originally have marked the grave 
though they are the only items like this from the site and their use is uncertain. Th e 
grave had clearly been revisited to inter new bones – the adult female was probably 
the fi rst interment. Th e fi ll of the feature contained grey sand, shell, fi sh, bird and 
mammal bone and 13 pieces of obsidian. Burials 28, 31, 32 and 35 were recorded in 
the fi eld while 39, 40, 42 and 43 were assigned in the lab.
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Burial 29

Burial 29 was the complete primary burial of an older adult female in the centre of 
the fl oor of rua kopiha Pit 2308, measuring 1600 mm in diameter x 520 mm deep. 
Th e fi ll of the pit was dark grey sand with relatively little shell. Th ere was no appar-
ent secondary cut and the burial was placed on the fl oor of the pit in the centre. It 
is probably a relatively early burial in the sequence – some burials in clean sand 
would have been the earliest while later burials were in a denser midden. Pit 2308 
cut Feature 2287, which contained Burial 24, which was in a much cleaner fi ll.

Burial 30

Burial 30 was a partial secondary burial of Type 4. Th e bones were those of an adult 
and were in a small scoop, Feature 2280, measuring 660 x 560 mm x 150 mm deep. 
Th e burial was disturbed, probably by ploughing. Th e edges of the scoop were not 
well defi ned and it was unclear whether it had cut the adjacent rua kopiha Pit 2314. 
Th e fi ll consisted of grey/brown sand with the odd fragment of shell.

Burials 33 and 36 and Burial 64

Burial 33 was a partial, secondary burial in the secondary cut of Pit 2097, a rua 
kopiha measuring 1500 x 1450 mm x 1000 mm deep. Much of the bone was broken 
and burnt, scattered among a dense shell midden in a dark, charcoal stained sand 
matrix. Th e cut also contained one local scoria and one non-local stone and a 
toheroa valve, indicating that the bone, though damaged, was deliberately placed. 
Burial 36 was the complete primary burial of an older adult male in the south 
corner of the base of the rua kopiha in a much cleaner fi ll. A large, non-local stone 
was also found in the base of the pit. Burial 64 was the number given to two addi-
tional adult bones that were found among the Burial 33 remains when they were 
examined in the lab. Th ese bones represent another individual, but may have been 
incidental inclusions in the fi ll rather than deliberately buried remains. 

Burial 34

Burial 34 was a disturbed partial secondary burial in a truncated grave cut, Feature 
2316, cut by two rua kopiha, Pits 2286 and 2314) Only a few hand bones remained 
close to the cut and some hand and foot bones and teeth were found in the fi ll of 
Pit 2314.

Burial 38

Burial 38 was a jumble of hand and foot bones located in a shallow scoop, Feature 
2318, measuring 550 x 400 mm x 140 mm deep. Th e scoop contained a fi ll of brown 
sand with occasional shell. It was cut by Pit 2107 a shallow round pit that was 
not a rua kopiha, measuring 1180 x 1100mm x 200 mm deep and fi lled with shell 
midden.

Burials 41 and 45

Burial 41 was the disturbed primary burial of a middle-aged adult male located in 
Feature 2453, a bowl shaped grave cut 530 x 520 mm x 280 mm deep. Th is was cut 
on the northern side by Feature 2455, a round, straight sided shallow feature meas-
uring 730 x 700 mm x 150 mm deep that contained Burial 45, the partial secondary 
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burial of a child 1–4 years old. Th e fi ll was clean sand and was partly cut into the 
natural beach shell.

Burial 44

Small fragments of various bones of a young baby were found in the fi ll of Feature 
2293 which measured 1000 x 900 mm by 600 mm deep and was fi lled with grey 
sand with sparse shell midden. Th e pit may have disturbed the grave of a young 
baby, scattering bones through its fi ll. No grave cut was found for the remains but 
they are considered likely to be from one individual. 

Burial 46

Burial 46 was the disturbed secondary burial of a child estimated to be 5–6 years 
old, of which little more than a right arm remained, in an oval grave cut, Feature 
2705, measuring 500 x 400 mm x 300 mm deep, which cut the side of Pit 2454, 
a rua kopiha. Th e rua kopiha had a secondary cut fi lled with midden, while the 
grave fi ll was clean brown sand, indicating that the grave preceded the secondary 
cut. Th e secondary cut may have disturbed the grave but cannot account for all the 
bones that are missing. 

Burial 47

Burial 47 was a partial secondary burial of the hands and feet of an adult in an 
irregular grave cut, Feature 2849, measuring 800 x 750 mm x 300 mm deep. Th e 
fi ll was clean brown sand which was diffi  cult to distinguish from the sterile brown 
sand it was cut into.

Burial 48

Burial 48 was the partial remains of a neonate in a shallow oval scoop, Feature 
2861, measuring 600 x 460 mm x 160 mm deep. Th e fi ll of the grave was clean 
brown sand.

Burial 49

Burial 49 was the complete primary burial of a young adult female located in a 
shallow oval grave cut, Feature 2869, measuring 880 x 500 mm x 180 mm deep, 
fi lled with clean brown sandy soil. Th e burial was not overlain with midden and 
the edges of the grave were slightly irregular and diffi  cult to distinguish from the 
natural brown sandy soil. Th ere was some boxthorn root and animal burrowing 
damage. 

Burials 50 and 57

Burial 50 was a partial secondary burial of hands and feet in a secondary cut 400 
mm deep in Pit 2866, a rua kopiha 1050 mm in diameter x 570 mm deep. Other 
bones were found throughout the fi ll of the secondary cut. Th e rua kopiha cut Pits 
2899 and 2900. Pit 2899 was a Phase 1 pit which was cut, along its northern edge, 
by Pit 2900 – the latter pit probably belonged to the Phase 1 occupation. Th e rua 
kopiha was fi lled with shell midden while the earlier pits were fi lled with clean 
brown sand. Burial 57 was a lab assigned number of the partial secondary burial of 
a subadult from the same feature.
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Burials 51 and Burials 54, 74 and 75

Remains of these four individuals were buried in a rectangular pit, Pit 2870, meas-
uring 2420 x 1645 mm x 430 mm deep. Burial 51 was of the hands and feet of an 
adult which were buried in the north western end of the pit but no grave cut was 
visible and the matrix surrounding the burial was the same as the pit fi ll, which 
was dark brown sand with shell midden. Burials 54, 74 and 75 were the commin-
gled partial secondary burials of an adult, an adolescent and a young child. Th ese 
were dug into opposite end of the Pit 2870, in a separate burial event. 

Burial 52

Burial 52 was the primary, complete burial of a child 5–6 years old in Feature 2872, 
an oval scoop 930 x 650 mm x 580 mm deep. Th e fi ll was a clean brown sand with 
a few shells, very little mammal bone and two small fl akes of obsidian – the edges 
of the cut were diffi  cult to make out as the fi ll was largely indistinguishable from 
the surrounding matrix. A fi ne bone needle was located over the legs of the child. 
Th is burial overlay rua kopiha, Pit 2864, which was subsequently cut into, disturb-
ing the burial. As this relationship between features was important in confi rming 
that many of the rua kopiha contained secondary cuts, as opposed to layerd fi lls, it 
is described in greater detail in Chapter 3.

Burial 53

Burial 53 was the disturbed primary burial of a middle-aged adult male located 
in an irregular grave cut, Feature 2886, measuring 860 x 640 mm x 420 mm deep 
cut into the edge of a rua kopiha, Pit 2865 and a small pit, Pit 2925, that was fi lled 
with clean sand and may belong to Phase 1. Th e rua kopiha cut Pit 2933, which is 
certainly assigned to Phase 1. Th e fi ll of the grave was shell midden in a grey sand 
matrix.

Burial 56

Burial 56 was the partial secondary burial of an adult of unknown sex. It was 
located in a sub-rectangular grave cut measuring 900 x 750 mm x 250 mm deep. 
Th e fi ll was clean brown sandy soil and the edges of the feature were not clearly 
defi ned. Other than one small piece of obsidian, the fi ll contained no other inclu-
sions. Cut into the surface of the grave was a small oven scoop fi lled with shell 
midden, Feature 2834, and in the base was a truncated posthole, Feature 2906.

Burial 60

Burial 60 was the burial of a 12–14 year old subadult, consisting of the hands and 
lower arms in articulation and some other scattered bones, contained in a straight-
sided rectangular grave cut, Feature 2905, measuring 760 x 570 mm x 220 mm 
deep fi lled with clean brown sandy soil. In the west corner the feature had been cut 
by a later posthole fi lled with shell midden.

Burials 61 and 62 and Burial 80 

Burials 61 and 62 were a twin burial of a man and a woman in Feature 2904, a 
roughly rectangular, shallow pit measuring 1150 x 700 mm x 200 mm deep. Both 
were on their right sides facing south east, the man behind the woman. Th eir left  
hands were clasped together behind her back, bound teogether, and his right hand 
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was placed on her right shoulder. Th ey presumably had a relationship such as hus-
band and wife or lovers and they must have died together or at the same time, 
since they were clearly deliberately buried together. Th e fi ll of the grave was clean 
grey sand with occasional shell and stone. It was partially cut into beach shell. 
Feature 2904 cut the rua kopiha Pit 2923. Th e rua kopiha contained 144 pieces of 
obsidian and the 29 pieces, and one piece of chert, found in the grave fi ll may have 
been redeposited from the rua. Th e incomplete and very fragmented remains of a 
perinatal infant were found in the grave directly over the remains of the man and 
the woman, but separated by 30 mm of fi ll – they were not buried at the same time 
as Burials 61 and 62 and it is uncertain there was an association between the baby 
and these two adults though it seems likley. 

Burial 63

Burial 63 was the complete primary burial of a middle-aged adult female in Feature 
2937, a straight-sided oval feature measuring 680 x 630 mm x 300 mm deep. Th e fi ll 
was a clean yellow sand with occasional midden including fi sh, bird and mammal 
bone and some fragments of obsidian. It cut Feature 3046, the grave cut for Burial 
65, and was in turn cut by a posthole. Th e burial was crouched with the legs tilted 
to one side and the jaw and mandible displaced. Some extra hand and foot bones 
were found in the burial fi ll which came from Burial 65.

Burial 65

Burial 65 was a partial secondary burial of Type 4 in Feature 3046, a square feature 
measuring 590 x 500 mm x 280 mm deep. Th e fi ll of the feature contained clean 
yellow sand. It had been cut by Feature 2937, the grave for Burial 63 and some of 
the hand and foot bones were in the fi ll of Burial 63.

Burial 66

Burial 66 was a Type 4 burial of an unsexed adult in Feature 2292, a rectangular 
pit measuring 830 x 610 mm x 550 mm deep. Th e fi ll was the clean grey sand with 
occasional shell and rock, partially cut into beach shell. Seventeen pieces of obsid-
ian were found in the fi ll, refl ecting the large number of obsidian fragments found 
in this area.

Burial 68

Burial 68 was the partial remains of a neonate in a shallow grave cut, Feature 3159, 
measuring 190 x 150 mm x 90 mm deep. Th e fi ll of the grave was clean yellow sand 
and the burial may have been early in the sequence but there was no midden over-
lying this part of the site.

Burial 87

Burial 87 was the lab assigned number for the partial remains of a neonate located 
in a small, shallow cut, Feature 773, measuring 320 x 220 mm x 220 mm deep.

Burial 88

Burial 88 was the lab assigned number for the partial remains of a neonate located 
in a feature that was excavated as an oven scoop but may have been a midden fi lled, 
shallow scoop grave cut, Feature 2060, measuring 420 x 410 mm x 230 mm deep.
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Area B

Twenty-eight burials were excavated and recorded in Area B in less varied contexts 
than in Area A. Th e burials were more dispersed across the area and the burial 
features were generally smaller (Figure 3.24). Th ere were no rua kopiha and no 
evidence that burials were placed in features previously used for another purpose. 
Burials were found right on the seaward edge of the site where the beach terrace 
drops down to the beach, suggesting that some burials may have been lost to ero-
sion in the past. No burials intercept other burials and few were cut by later fea-
tures, indicating that the people living at the site had a clear knowledge of where 
burials were located. Th ere was only one multiple burial.

Burial 11

Burial 11 was the disturbed remains of an 8–12 year old child of which little more 
than the pelvis remained, located in a shallow scoop, Feature 826, measuring 440 
x 330 mm x 100 mm deep, fi lled with relatively clean brown sand. 

Burial 13

Burial 13 was the skull and cervical vertebrae of a 4–6 year old child in a small 
scoop, Feature 859, measuring 270 x 250 mm x 240 mm deep and fi lled with grey 
sand and shell fragments. 

Burial 14

Th is was the complete primary burial of an mid-adult male in Feature 2110, a 
square cut grave measuring 470 x 470 mm x 340 mm deep. Th e fi ll was of clean, 
loose sand with occasional shell, with denser midden in the upper 100 mm. Th e 
body had clearly been wrapped in a mat or something similar before burial, which 
had created a void around the bones, allowing them to fall out of place before the 
sand packed around them. Some movement is possible in unwrapped bodies, but 
the distance these bones had moved make wrapping very likely. Specifi cally, the 
left  hand had fallen some distance off  the left  wrist, the left  arm and scapula had 
fallen away from the clavicle, and the spine had become draped over the leg bones 
beneath it.

Burial 16

Burial 16 was the complete primary burial of a middle-aged adult female, with 
some damage probably due to ploughing, located in a fairly shallow grave cut, 
Feature 2089, measuring 750 x 430 mm x 190 mm deep. Th e fi ll of the feature was 
grey sand with occasional shell.

Burial 18

Burial 18 was the primary dismembered burial of a young adult female, consisting 
of pelvis, body and head but no limbs, in a grave cut, Feature 2083, measuring 900 
x 530 mm x 410 mm deep. Th e grave was fi lled with clean, brown sand, some of 
which appeared to be lightly stained red, possibly from ochre. 
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Burial 19

Th is was the very disturbed remains of a young adult, possibly male in a shallow 
scoop. Th e bones were found in three clusters and had clearly been disturbed by 
ploughing. However, it was also apparent that the burials had been fi rst disturbed 
and redeposited in prehistory, probably due to the shallowness of the burial fea-
ture. Th e original burial was in Feature 2085, a shallow scoop measuring 790 x 420 
mm x 60 mm deep but other jumbled bones had been roughly reburied in Feature 
2086, a smaller feature measuring 390 x 310 mm x 140 mm deep roughly 300 m to 
the north east. Another cluster of bone 650 mm to the south east of the main burial 
may have been turned over by the plough from the main burial. 

Burial 20

Burial 20 was the complete primary burial of a child of about 8 years old in Feature 
2038, a relatively deep, narrow grave with straight sides measuring 610 x 430 mm 
x 640 mm deep. Th e fi ll of the feature was clean, brown sand and contained no 
faunal remains or other fi nds.

Burial 21

Burial 21 was a complete, primary, crouched burial of an older adult female with 
ochre covered bones in Feature 2064. Th e grave cut measured 570 x 520 mm x 
580 mm deep and the top of the burial was 300 mm below the surface, making 
excavation in the confi ned space diffi  cult. Th e fi ll of the grave was clean sand with 
occasional shell, with a denser shell midden in the upper 150 mm. A pounamu 
pendant and two drilled human teeth pendants were found with the burial – one 
was located in situ near the scapula, the other was found during soil sieving. Th e 
bones near the base of the grave had deteriorated, possibly as it was close to the 
water table or as a result of alternating wetting and drying. Few burials were as 
deep as this and wetness was not a major taphonomic factor at the site.

Burial 55

Burial 55 was the disturbed burial of a middle-aged adult female, consisting mostly 
of a pelvis, leg and foot, in a shallow scoop, Feature 2887, measuring 770 x 450 mm 
x 120 mm deep fi lled with brown sand and the odd fragment of shell. 

Burial 58

Burial 58 was the partial remains of an adult of unknown age and sex, consisting 
of foot bones, part of the spine and other scattered bones, in a straight-sided grave 
cut, Pit 2895, measuring 1360 x 770 mm x 360 mm deep. Th e fi ll of the feature was 
brown sand containing the odd fragment of shell. Some fi sh bone was recovered 
from the fi ll and eight pieces of obsidian. Pit 2895 cut the smaller Pit 3155, which 
had a fi ll of clean sand.

Burial 59

Burial 59 was the secondary burial of a middle-aged female in Feature 2920, an 
unusual feature measuring 800 x 600 mm x 550 mm deep, belling out by 100 mm 
at its base on the west, south and east sides. Th e northern part of the pit was much 
shallower, forming a ‘step’ so that the main pit was circular in plan. Whether this 
may have originally been a small storage pit or was specifi cally cut as a grave is not 
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clear. Th e fi ll of the pit was clean brown sand with the only inclusions being one 
piece of obsidian and a few pieces of fi sh and mammal bone.

Burial 67 

Burial 67 was a primary complete burial of a middle aged adult female in Feature 
3158, a straight sided round pit 600 x 450 mm x 450 mm deep. Th e fi ll contained a 
grinding stone, which seems not to have been buried with the body. Th e bones of 
the upper body were broken and jumbled and only small fragments of the cranium 
remained, indicating post-burial disturbance. 

Burial 69 

Burial 69 was a dismembered secondary burial of a middle-aged adult male. Most 
of the body was present but the lower left  leg had been placed alongside the body, 
partially overlying the ribcage. Th e grave, Feature 3163, measured 1400 x 700 mm 
x 200 mm deep and was fi lled with clean brown sand that was very diffi  cult to 
distinguish from the surrounding natural sand. Th e fi ll contained occasional shell 
and fi sh bone.

Burial 70 

Burial 70 was the disturbed partial secondary burial of an adult containing the 
bones of the hands and feet and a few other bones, including a mandible, in a 
poorly defi ned oval scoop, Feature 3236, measuring 1100 x 510 mm x 150 mm deep. 
Th e grave cut for the burial was fi lled with clean brown sand that was very diffi  cult 
to distinguish from the surrounding natural sand. Th e fi ll contained occasional 
shell, fi sh bone and obsidian.

Burial 71

Burial 71 was a secondary burial of a young adult, probably male, in a deep oval pit, 
Feature 3259, measuring 720 x 490 mm x 460 mm deep. It was cut into a Phase 1 
pit, Feature 3550, and is within the footprint of House 3 though its relationship to 
the house is unclear. Burial 81 was also within the house footprint approximately 
700 mm from Burial 71 and while the two burials may be related, the stratigraphic 
relationships between them and the house are unclear. Th e fi ll of the grave was 
brown sand containing some shell, which may indicate that it is a later feature than 
the house as the house postholes contained very little shell. 

Burials 72 and 85

Burial 72 was the dismembered primary burial of a middle-aged adult of unknown 
sex for which the articulated cranium, upper body and part of the right arm were 
found, located in an uneven grave cut, Feature 3213, measuring 940 x 700 mm x 
230 mm deep. Th e fi ll was clean brown sand and the cut was diffi  cult to defi ne 
from the natural. Burial 85 was a partial secondary burial of an adolescent male 
who shared this grave. Th eir disarticulated pelvis and partially articulated seg-
ment of ribcage were present along with a few other bones of the torso. Th is is the 
only multiple burial in Area B.
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Burial 73

Burial 73 was the disturbed partial secondary burial of a child of about 9 years old 
interred in a shallow grave cut measuring 710 x 360 mm x 180 mm deep. Th is is 
one of the few instances in Area B where a grave is cut by another feature, Pit 3280. 
Both features were fi lled with brown sand mixed with sparse shell midden. 

Burial 76

Burial 76 was the disturbed primary burial of a young adult male of which most of 
the body was present but the skull was missing, in an oval bowl shaped pit, Feature 
3214, measuring 920 x 780 mm x 300 mm deep. Th e fi ll was relatively clean brown 
sand with just the odd fragment of shell. On the east side the grave had partly cut 
through an earlier oven scoop feature. One small stake hole had also cut into the 
grave, but did not disturb the burial. Included in the fi ll were a number of fi sh, bird 
and rat bones, along with four pieces of obsidian.

Burial 77

Burial 77 was the disturbed primary crouched burial of a young adult male found 
directly beneath Burial 76 and had been disturbed when the grave for Burial 76 
was dug. Th e lower body remained fairly intact but much of the upper body was 
missing. Th e only additional element found with Burial 76 was a patella. Originally 
the grave, Feature 3354, would have been a deep, narrow hole measuring 600 x 550 
mm and from the surface would have been 660 mm deep. Th e fi ll of Burial 77 was a 
much cleaner grey/brown sand than that of Burial 76 and the only inclusions were 
three pieces of obsidian.

Burial 78

Burial 78 was a partial secondary burial of an adult, with the bones disturbed and 
scattered, located in a shallow scoop, Feature 3453, measuring 690 x 630 mm x 150 
mm deep, fi lled with grey sand and occasional fragments of shell. Features in this 
area had been badly aff ected by boxthorn roots and were not well defi ned. Fish, 
bird, rat and dog bone as well as a single piece of obsidian were recovered from the 
fi ll. 

Burial 79

Burial 79 was a highly disturbed secondary burial of an adult of unknown age and 
sex, of which only a few hand and foot bones remained. Only the base of the grave 
cut, Feature 3490, remained, measuring 820 x 470 mm x 30 mm deep. Th e fi ll was 
grey sand with fragments of shell as well as one dog tooth and a piece of worked 
bone.

Burial 81

Burial 81 was the complete primary burial of a child of about 8 years old in a deep 
bowl-shaped grave cut, Feature 3645, 800 x 780 mm x 320 mm deep, fi lled with 
clean brown sand. Like Burial 71, this was located within the footprint of House 
3. Th e grave cut through the corner of a Phase 1 pit and drain (Features 3550 and 
3448). Overlaying the burial and probably post-dating the house as well are two 
shallow oven scoops, Features 3190 and 3191. Associated with the burial was a 
pounamu pendant and some yellow ochre.
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Burial 82

Burial 82 was the disturbed primary burial of an infant in an oval grave cut (Feature 
3644) measuring 410 x 250 mm. It had been cut by the overlying Pit 3698 and only 
a depth of 150 mm remained – it would originally have been 350 mm deep, but 
only the upper body and part of the cranium remained. Th e fi ll was a grey brown 
sand with occasional shell.

Burial 83

Burial 83 was the complete primary burial of a perinatal infant located in a shallow 
oval scoop, Feature 3765, measuring 300 x 290 mm x 70 mm deep on the edge of 
the steep bank leading down to the beach. Th e face of the bank is actively eroding 
and this may have aff ected the preservation of the burial. Th e feature was disturbed 
by boxthorn roots and was cut into the midden, which was thin and patchy in this 
part of the site. Animal burrowing beneath the feature may also have disturbed it. 
Th e fi ll was brown sand mixed with shell midden.

Burial 84

Burial 84 was the disturbed primary burial of an immature female about 15–16 
years old located in an oval scoop, Feature 3764, 700 x 500 mm x 200 mm deep on 
the edge of the steep bank leading down to the beach, the same situation as Burial 
83 which was about 1200 mm to the south east. Th e grave was cut into soft  clean 
brown sand and fi lled with the same material so the edges of the cut were not well 
defi ned. Th ere was no boxthorn root disturbance. Th e head and upper body were 
missing and may have eroded down the bank.

Burial 86

Th e fragmented remains of bones of the upper body of an adolescent of unknown 
sex were disturbed by machinery in Stage 1 of the excavation, when burials were 
fi rst encountered. Th e remains clearly sat close to the surface and no distinct grave 
cut could be found, though they were recorded as Feature 723. Th e bones were not 
very weathered, indicating that they had been buried rather than loose on the sur-
face and since almost all the teeth were present, the jaws had not been disturbed.





Appendix B Soil microfossil analysis
Mark Horrocks 

Summary

Plant microfossil analysis of archaeological deposits from the NRD site shows 
large-scale deforestation by early Maori and provides direct evidence of the use 
of introduced kumara and taro at the site. Microscopic fi bres found in soil sam-
ples from human burials support the proposition of the use of fl ax leaves in the 
burials.

Methods

Ten samples from the NRD site were analysed for plant microfossils to provide a 
record of past vegetation, environments and human activity. Six of the samples 
were from burials; the remaining samples were from pits. Pollen and phytolith 
analysis was carried out on three of the pit samples; analysis of starch and other 
plant material was carried out on all samples. Detailed methods of analysis are 
described in the Appendix.

Results and interpretation

Abundant microscopic fragments of charcoal were found in the pollen samples, 
refl ecting human activity at the site, namely hearth fi res and burning of vegeta-
tion. Th e high values of bracken (Pteridium) spores in association with hornwort 
(Anthocerotales) spores and paucity of tall tree pollen also indicate burning of 
vegetation in the area (Figure B.1). Bracken, an invasive ground fern with widely 
dispersed spores, is oft en abundant in New Zealand pollen spectra of the last mil-
lennium, almost always associated with large scale repeated burning of forest by 
early Maori. It may form dense stands, averaging 1–2 m tall, over extensive areas. 
Hornworts are small inconspicuous plants that colonise freshly exposed soils and 
are likewise associated with forest burning in pollen spectra of the same time 
span. A pollen record with reliable age control (using tephras) from Lake Pupuke 
on Auckland’s north shore indicates that large-scale deforestation by fi re in the 
Auckland area occurred no earlier than c. 700 years ago (Horrocks et al. 2005). B.1. Pollen percentage 

diagram (+ = found 
after count).
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Tutu (Coriaria) and puha (Sonchus) pollen and Cyathea spores also feature in the 
samples. Tutu and puha also indicate forest disturbance; the latter has edible shoots 
and leaves and featured in prehistoric (and modern) Maori diet. Cyathea tree ferns 
colonise gullies in fernland. Notwithstanding this clear evidence of large-scale 
deforestation, the relative abundance of fern spores in the samples is partly due 
to their superior resistance to degrading micro-organisms compared with pollen, 
especially in the porous local soils. Th e occurrence of a small amount of exotic 

pine (Pinus) pollen in one of the pit sam-
ples (Feature 2966) could be due to minor 
mixing of modern and prehistoric deposits 
by percolation or bioturbation. 

Phytoliths in the pit samples provide 
further insight into the local vegetation 
(Figure B.2). Th e phytolith assemblages 
are dominated by trees and shrubs (espe-
cially spherical nodular types) and grasses 
(Poaceae) (especially bulliform/elongate 
types). Other tree and shrub types, notably 
nikau (Rhopalostylis) and spherical ver-
rucose forms also feature. Nikau, a forest 
palm, is one of the few New Zealand spe-
cies that allows phytolith identifi cation to 
species level (Kondo et al. 1994). Spherical 
verrucose phytoliths are common in 
rewarewa (Knightia) and Fuscospora (beech 
species other than silver beech). Little is 
known yet about the types of plants that 
produce spherical nodular phytoliths. 
Other grass phytoliths found in the sam-
ples include chionochloid and festucoid 
types. Chionochloid phytoliths originate 
from the Arundinoideae sub-family; in this 
case probably mainly toetoe (Cortaderia). 
Festucoid phytoliths are found commonly in 
the Pooideae sub-family (e.g., Poa, Festuca) 
while in New Zealand bulliform phytoliths 
originate commonly from Rhytidosperma. 

B.2. Phytolith percent-
age diagram (+ = 

found after count).

B.3. Starch/fi bre con-
centration (per c.c) (+ = 

present).
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However, the latter are oft en diffi  cult to diff erentiate from elongate types, which 
generally do not possess any sub-family or tribal characteristics. Th e preponder-
ance of tree and shrub phytoliths may seem at odds with the pollen evidence (little 
tree pollen and abundant fern spores). However, ferns are extremely under-repre-
sented in phytolith spectra and in this case an unknown number of the tree and 
shrub phyoliths are likely redeposited from pre-deforestation deposits (Kondo et 
al. 1994). Being inorganic, phytoliths are generally better preserved than pollen 
in New Zealand deposits and therefore may persist longer. Of the other types of 
biosilicates found, the diatom and sponge spicule remains refl ect the close proxim-
ity of the site to the beach and could also refl ect the use of marine resources at the 
site.

Starch grains and xylem cells consistent with the tuberous root of kumara 
(Ipomoea batatas) were identifi ed in all of the samples (Figure B.3) (these were not 
quantifi ed because they were so degraded that many were diffi  cult to distinguish 
from other material on the slide preparations). In addition, high concentrations of 
plant material associated with taro (Colocasia esculenta), namely calcium oxalate 
crystals (raphides and druses), were identifi ed in two of the pit samples (Features 
2868 and 2883) (Figure B.3). Compared with most other plants, taro corms and 
leaves have extremely high concentrations of crystals. In this case only raphides 
were quantifi ed; unlike raphides, when druses are fragmented they are diffi  cult 
to distinguish from other mineral particles on slide preparations. Th e starch and 
associated remains provide direct evidence that these introduced species were cul-
tivated and processed at the site. Th ese two plants are part of the small group of six 
introduced species cultivated by Maori at the time of European contact in the late 
18th century. Almost all of the many plant species (72) identifi ed as intentionally 
introduced to Polynesia by prehistoric people are native to various regions within 
the broad area from Africa eastward to Melanesia (Whistler 1991). Kumara (known 
elsewhere as sweet potato) however, originated in South America, its introduction 
to Polynesia a result of Polynesian contact (Hather and Kirch 1991).

Analysis of starch and other plant material also yielded evidence of xylem 
fi bres. Fibres consistent with those of fl ax (Phormium) were identifi ed in all six of 
the burial and one of the pit samples (Figures B.3 and B.4). However, given that the 
fi bres were found in generally low concentrations and that other types of plants 
have similar fi bres, this result should be interpreted cautiously. Nonetheless, given 
that fi bres were found in only one of the four pit samples and in a relatively much 
lower concentration that the burial samples, and given that fl ax leaves have very 

B.4. a, Degraded fi bre 
from Burial 20; b) Fibre 
from modern refer-
ence sample of fl ax 
(Phormium tenax) leaf. 
(Scale bars: 20 μm).
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high concentrations of fi bres compared with most other plants, the evidence would 
support the proposition that these leaves were used in the burials. 

Appendix Plant microfossil methods
Pollen analysis

Pollen analysis includes pollen grains of seed plants and spores of ferns and other 
plants. It provides insight into past vegetation and environments and in New 
Zealand allows the diff erentiation of sediments deposited in pre-settlement, early 
Maori and European times (Hayward et al. 2004; Matthews et al. 2005). Pollen may 
also provide direct evidence of Polynesian introduced plants, namely bottle gourd 
(Lagenaria siceraria) and paper mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera), and European 
crops such as maize (Zea mays) (Horrocks 2004; Horrocks et al. 2008). 

Th e samples were prepared for pollen analysis by the standard acetylation 
method (Moore et al. 1991). Microscopic fragments of charcoal are extracted along 
with pollen during preparation, providing evidence of fi re.

Phytolith analysis

Phytoliths are particles of silica formed in infl orescences, stems, leaves and roots 
of many plants (Piperno 2006). Phytolith analysis compliments pollen analysis, 
especially regarding grasses (Poaceae). Grass phytoliths are easier to diff erenti-
ate below the family level than grass pollen. Phytoliths (like pollen) may provide 
direct evidence of bottle gourd and paper mulberry (Horrocks 2004). Other types 
of microscopic biosilicates, notably diatoms, radiolarians and sponge spicules, 
are extracted along with phytoliths during preparation. Diatoms are unicellular 
algae and have cell walls composed of silica; radiolarians are a type of amoeboid 
protozoa with siliceous skeletons; sponges are multi-cellular animals with skel-
etons oft en composed of siliceous spicules. Diatoms are found in aquatic and sub-
aquatic environments; radiolarians and sponges are exclusively aquatic. Diatoms 
and sponges are found in both marine and freshwater environments; radiolarians 
are exclusively of marine origin.

Th e samples were prepared for phytolith analysis by density separation with 
sodium polytungstate (Horrocks 2005). Other biosilicates were not included in the 
count from which the phytolith percentages were calculated.

Analysis of starch and other plant material

Th is analysis includes starch grains and other plant material such as calcium 
oxalate crystals and xylem (Torrence and Barton 2006). Starch is the main sub-
stance of food storage for plants and is mostly found in high concentrations of 
microscopic grains in underground stems (e.g., tubers or corms), and roots and 
seeds. Th e crystals, comprising raphides which are needle-like and druses which 
are compound and chunky, are found in both the aerial and underground parts 
of many plant taxa. Xylem is a vascular tissue comprising elongated cells through 
which most of the water and minerals of a plant are conducted. Fibres also occur 
in this type of tissue; xylem fi bres mostly serve a function of physical support. 
Starch analysis may provide direct evidence of Polynesian introduced starch crops, 
namely kumara (Ipomoea batatas), taro (Colocasia esculenta) and yams (Dioscorea), 
and European introduced crops such as potato (Solanum tuberosum) (Horrocks et 
al. 2007, 2008). 

Starch and other remains were prepared for analysis by density separation with 
sodium polytungstate (Horrocks 2005). A tablet containing a known quantity 
of exotic Lycopodium spores was added to each sample to allow absolute counts 
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(volumetric) of starch and associated remains. As calcium oxalate crystals have a 
higher specifi c gravity than the sodium polytungstate solution, they would not be 
expected to be recovered. However, the crystals are oft en recovered during starch 
separation, presumably caught up with other types of material that are separated 
and possibly also due to changes in crystal specifi c gravity as a result of degradation. 
Concentrations for calcium oxalate crystals recovered with starch are thus under-
represented; crystals in concentrations several times greater would be expected to 
be present in untreated samples.





Appendix C Swamp core analysis
Mark Horrocks

Methods

A swamp near the NRD site was sampled for pollen analysis to provide a vegeta-
tion and environmental history. A gouge hand-auger (2 cm diameter) was used to 
sample the swamp sediments, to a depth of 260 cm.

Twenty-one sub-samples (2.5–3.0 cm3) from 5–260 cm depth were prepared 
for pollen (and spore) analysis by the standard acetylation method (Moore et al. 
1991), with the hydrofl uoric acid step replaced by density separation with sodium 
polytungstate (specifi c gravity 2.0). A total of at least 200 pollen grains and spores 
were counted for each sample except for the samples from 50, 60, 240 and 260 cm 
depths in which pollen was sparse (at least 125 counted). Pollen in the sample from 
220 cm depth was insuffi  cient for counting. Th e “undif. podocarps” pollen type in 
the pollen diagram comprises pollen of matai (Prumnopitys taxifolia), miro (P. fer-
ruginea) or totara (Podocarpus) that was too degraded or fragmented to diff erenti-
ate. Presence of fragments of microscopic charcoal (extracted along with pollen) 
was also noted.

Results

Th e NRD profi le consists of two distinct lithostratigraphic layers (Figure C.1). 
Most of the profi le, from the base (at 260 cm depth) to 35 cm depth, comprises silty 
clay. A surfi cial layer of silty peat overlies this. Charcoal fragments were found in 
all except the lowermost three samples.

Th e lowermost two samples are dominated by undiff erentiated podocarp and 
Malvaceae pollen and spores of Cyathea tree ferns and ferns with monolete spores 
(Figure C.1). Pollen of other woody trees, herbs and wetland taxa record very 
low values. Pollen of rimu (Dacrydium) and other podocarps increases at 200 cm 
depth, as does pollen of wetland taxa, notably Gleichenia fern and Restionaceae 
(sedge-like plants).

Pollen and spores indicating early Polynesian and subsequent European distur-
bance of vegetation, namely tutu (Coriaria), puha/dandelion (Sonchus/Taraxacum), 
docks/sorrel (Rumex), grasses (Poaceae), plantain (Plantago lanceolata), bracken 
(Pteridium) and hornworts (Anthocerotae) fi rst occur at 100 cm depth. Pollen of 
European-introduced tree taxa, notably Cupressaceae (cypresses) and pine (Pinus), 
fi rst occurs at 50 cm depth. Macrocarpa (Cupressus macrocarpa) is a large, com-
monly grown cypress in New Zealand. Th ese changes coincide with a decline in 
pollen of rimu and other podocarps. Th e fi nal signifi cant change in pollen fre-
quencies is a dramatic increase in raupo (Typha) pollen in the uppermost two sam-
ples (5 and 10 cm depths). Th e large peak in undiff erentiated pollen around 60 
cm depth (far right of Figure C.1) is due to very poor pollen preservation (i.e., 
degraded pollen) in those few samples. Kauri (Agathis) pollen records very low 
values throughout the profi le.

Interpretation

Th e NRD profi le probably commenced at some undetermined time in the Late 
Holocence, with the abundant Malvaceae pollen in the lower two silty clay samples 
suggesting an alluvial, stream bank environment near the profi le site dominated 
by the small seral trees Hoheria and/or Plagianthus. Lack of pollen of wetland taxa 
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at these depths suggests a closed canopy. Th e alluvial environ-
ment was probably considerably narrower than today given 
the ~250 cm lower surface. Th e coincident high counts for 
spores of Cyathea and ferns with monolete spores indicate that 
these taxa were a signifi cant part of the vegetation, although 
these spore types are oft en overrepresented in pollen spectra 
due to their superior preservation. Approximately half of New 
Zealand’s numerous fern species (211) have monolete spores 
(Large and Braggins 1991), most of which are diffi  cult to dif-
ferentiate in fossil deposits.

Th e increase in pollen and spores of the wetland taxa 
Gleichenia and Restionaceae is interpreted as an opening of 
the canopy and development of swamp conditions, probably 
as the alluvial fl at widened due to infi lling of the watercourse. 
Th is canopy opening allowed increased deposition of airborne 
pollen from forest surrounding the profi le site, with the abun-
dant rimu and other podocarp pollen indicating tall podo-
carp-dominated forest. Pohutukawa/rata (Metrosideros) was 
probably the most common canopy hardwood in this forest.

Th e increase in pollen of disturbance-related taxa, espe-
cially bracken and hornworts, coincident with a decline in 
tall tree pollen refl ects burning of forest in the catchment by 
early Maori. Bracken, an invasive ground fern with widely 
dispersed spores, is oft en abundant in New Zealand pollen 
assemblages of the last millennium and is commonly associ-
ated with Maori deforestation. It may form dense stands, aver-
aging 1–2 m tall, over extensive areas. Hornworts are incon-
spicuous plants that colonise freshly exposed soils. Although 
the mostly eroded, re-deposited nature of the sediments in the 
NRD profi le precludes reliable radiocarbon dating, a pollen 
profi le from Auckland’s north shore with reliable age control 
indicates that large-scale deforestation by fi re in the Auckland 
area occurred c. 700 years ago (Horrocks et al., 2005). Human 
occupation of New Zealand is thought to have occurred no 
earlier than this approximate date (Higham and Jones 2004). 
Th e microscopic fragments of charcoal below the obvious 
signs of human activity are probably from pre-occupation 
(i.e., natural) fi res.

Th e fi rst appearance of the widely dispersed pollen of 
European-introduced plantain (a highly invasive rosette weed 
of pasture and other disturbed ground) coincident with indi-
cators of Polynesian activity (i.e., bracken spores at 100 cm 
depth) suggests mixing of deposits. Th e large increase in grass 
pollen in the upper 70 cm of the profi le refl ects the introduc-
tion of European-style pasture farming in the region. Th e dra-
matic increase in raupo pollen very near the surface (i.e., the 
top 10 cm) suggests that this species became dominant at the 
site very recently.

Th e paucity of kauri pollen throughout the profi le suggests 
that this forest species was never a major part of vegetation 
near the profi le site. Th is is not unexpected since stands of 
kauri trees are linked to cycles of natural disturbance and thus 

C.1. Percentage pollen diagram (+ = 
present).



Appendix D
Charcoal identifications

Rod Wallace

Seventeen charcoal samples from a complex, multiphase occupation at the NRD 
site were submitted for identifi cation. Th is was both to enable selection of suitable 
radiocarbon dating samples and to provide the basis for a reconstruction of the 
vegetation extant at the times the site was occupied.

Results

One of the samples did not contain any identifi able material so the 208 charcoal 
identifi cations listed in Appendix 1 are from sixteen separate samples. Table D.1 
summarises these results and separates the samples into two context categories. 
Th e fi rst was samples from cooking features such as ovens where the charcoal had 
its origin as fi rewood. Th e second category is samples collected from structures, 
mainly pit fi lls, where there was no evidence of domestic fi res. Th is charcoal must 
have originated in landscape fi res in vegetation that colonised the area aft er the 
site was abandoned. As charcoal quickly weathers away on exposed surfaces this 
material was probably preserved during rapid natural infi lling of the pits and thus 
must date from a relatively short time aft er occupation.

Species

Bracken fern (Pteridium esculentum) charcoal was present only in samples from 
structural features. It may have been from packing material used in the pits but 
is more probably from fi res in vegetation growing on the actual features them-

Species Firewood Plant type Structure Plant type
 samples  samples 
Bracken   Fern (0 %) 7 Fern (9.5 %)
Tutu    6
Hebe 26  18
Coprosma 2 Shrubs and small 8 Shrubs
Fivefi nger 1 trees (24%)  (47%)
Manuka   2
Akeake   1
Pohutukawa 8 Broadleaf trees  1 Broadleaf trees
Puriri 72 (60%) 16 (23%)
Kahikatea   8 
Matai 1 Conifers 1 Conifers
Rimu  (1.5%) 4 (20%)
Kauri 1  2
Ribbonwood 1 Saline (15%)   
Mangrove 19 
Totals 134  74

Table D.1. Summary of charcoal identifi cation results
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selves shortly aft er their abandonment. As bracken is not a woody plant and yields 
fragile charcoal that survives poorly in site sediments the amount present in the 
assemblage probably seriously underestimates its abundance on the prehistoric 
landscape.

Like bracken, tutu (Coriaria arborea ) was present only in samples from struc-
tural features.  A small straggling shrub with narrow stems rising from a much 
branched base, it is a nitrogen-fi xing species that colonises bare, disturbed ground 
and is typically seen today growing on the banks of road cuttings. Its abundance 
in pollen cores is strongly associated with bracken and charcoal. It is only modestly 
woody and would not have supplied building material so, like the bracken, proba-
bly grew on the features shortly aft er they were abandoned and was burnt in situ.

About 20% of the total charcoal in this assemblage was of Hebe species. Th ey 
are small shrubs whose charcoal is typically found in samples in association with 
that of bracken, tutu and a range of other small shrub species that signal an open, 
bush free landscape. 

Puriri (Vitex lucens) is the most abundant species in this assemblage with some 
42% of the total charcoal. It is a large tree that was characteristic of fertile lowland 
soils in northern New Zealand where it is oft en found in groves as well as on coast-
lines where it is usually accompanied on by pohutukawa. Both these species seem 
to tolerate forest clearance and are oft en the only large trees on otherwise bush 
free landscapes today. Th ey supplied a majority of the fi rewood on the site. Puriri 
also produces an abundance of stout vertical branches ideal for posts which may 
explain its occurrence in the structures.

Th e large timber yielding conifers, kahikatea, matai, rimu and kauri, form a 
distinctive group in this assemblage. Th ey occur mainly in the structure samples 
and seem likely to be the burnt remains of building timber.

Th e sample from Feature 3549, a Phase 1 pit, contained signifi cant amounts of 
bark charcoal. Th is material is very diffi  cult to identify though I have occasionally 
have identifi ed totara bark in pit fi lls and suggested that it had been used as roofi ng 
material.  Th e material in this sample was not totara but from a broadleaf species. 
It could be bark from unpeeled posts used in the pit frame, for example puriri.

Ribbonwood and mangrove form 15% of the fi rewood assemblage. Salt marsh 
ribbonwood (Plagianthus divaricatus) is a small shrub found on saline soils 
along the water’s edge on all local coastlines. Th ough the tidal mudfl at mangrove 
(Avicennia marina) is abundant today in the area it was absent as recently as the 
1960s (M. Campbell pers. comm.).  As all its branches are shed into the sea they 
become drift wood that naturally circulates around the Manukau harbour. Even 
though it probably did not grow in the area when the site was occupied it almost 
certainly was collected for fi rewood from local beaches. Th e frequency of mangrove 
indicates a signifi cant proportion of the fi rewood in the site was drift wood which 
implies wood of other non-local species might also have entered the assemblage as 
well. Th e use of drift wood suggests local wood supplies were not super abundant.

Th e species that do not occur in this assemblage are almost as signifi cant as 
those that do. Th e common broadleaf trees of coastal bush in the Auckland area 
such as tawa, taraire, rata, kohekohe, rata, rewarewa, karaka, hinau and maire are 
all absent. All this strongly suggests there was no forest in the local environment 
when the site was inhabited.

Discussion

As most fi rewood would have been collected from the local landscape, the species 
composition of samples from cooking features provides the best picture of the local 
vegetation at the time the site was occupied. Nearly 60% of this is from two broad-
leaf tree species, puriri and pohutukawa, indicating signifi cant stands were present 
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locally. Th e solitary records of matai and kauri in the fi rewood do not necessar-
ily mean these species grew locally as their stumps can survive on land surfaces 
and supply good fi rewood for centuries aft er the trees have died. Furthermore, 
the presence of abundant drift wood in the fi rewood samples suggests other non-
local species may be present as well. Th e next most common group was from a 
hebe dominated shrub community of a type that is associated with bracken fern 
landscapes.

Th e fi rewood assemblage demonstrates the original forest cover of the area had 
been removed well prior to the settlement being established. By the time the site 
was occupied the woody vegetation of the area consisted of stands of puriri and 
pohutukawa in a landscape otherwise clothed in bracken fern with an associated 
hebe dominated shrub community.

Charcoal from the structural features seems to have mainly originated in 
fi res that passed through vegetation that grew on the settlement shortly aft er it 
was abandoned. Th e samples are dominated by herbaceous and woody species 
like bracken, tutu, hebe and coprosma that colonise open disturbed ground. Th e 
kahikatea, matai, rimu and kauri in the assemblage, on the other hand, seem to be 
the burnt remains of building timbers that were brought to the site from elsewhere 
in the region. Th e signifi cant amounts of puriri present may well be from locally 
acquired structural posts.

Appendix 1 Charcoal identifi cations
1 Area B, Feature 3549, Phase 1 pit

Coprosma   4 (0.25 grams)
Kahikatea   4
Rimu    4
Bark (not totara)  9

Dating sample selection – the charcoal contains only 1 species suitable for 
dating (coprosma) of which only 0.25 grams were present.

2 Area B, Feature 3454, Phase 1 pit

Unknown shrub sp. (mahoe?) 3 (0.1 grams)
Kahikatea   4
Matai    1

Dating sample selection – the charcoal contains only 1 species suitable for 
dating (shrub) of which only 0.1 grams were present. 

3 Area F, Feature 371, earth oven

Puriri    10
Pohutukawa   4

4 Area B, Feature 23, earth oven beside House 1

Puriri    12

5 Area E, Feature 594, earth oven

Mangrove   15
Kauri    1

Comments – a mangrove dating sample was collected.
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6 Area F, Feature 24, earth oven beside House 1

Salt marsh ribbonwood  1 
Fivefi nger   1
Puriri    16
Pohutukawa   1

7 Area F, Feature 21, earth oven beside House 1

Puriri    15

8 Area A, Feature 2837, beneath dog burial in rua kopiha

Tutu    1
Hebe    6
Coprosma   4
Manuka   1

Comments – the entire sample consists of species ideal for dating.

9 Area I, Feature 1659, drain in Pit 1633

Puriri    10

10 Area A, Feature 1937, posthole in Pit 1633

Bracken fern stem  6
Tutu    3
Hebe    10
Puriri    2

Comments – the bracken, tutu and hebe make up the dating sample. NB. Th e 
puriri is could well have been the post but the rest are precisely the species we 
would expect to fi nd regenerating on the disturbed bare soil an abandoned occu-
pation area. Th ey would have been burnt in landscape fi res some time aft er (hope-
fully soon aft er) the use of the pit.

11 Area I, Feature 1660, sump in Pit 1633

Unknown sp. All fi nely divided charcoal
Comments – not suitable for dating

12 Area A, Feature 825, rua kopiha

Bracken root   1 
Tutu    1
Hebe    2
Akeake    1
Manuka   1
Pohutukawa   1
Puriri    2
Kauri    2
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13 Area A, Feature 818, earth oven

Hebe    6
Coprosma   1
Pohutukawa   1
Puriri    8
Matai    1

14 Area B, Feature 2184, earth oven

Hebe    9
Puriri    8

15 Area A, Feature 934, earth oven

Hebe    10
Coprosma   1
Mangrove   4

16 Area A, Feature 795, Posthole 

Hebe    10
Tutu    1
Puriri    2

17 Area A, Feature 683, midden

Hebe    1
Pohutukawa   2
Puriri    3

Appendix 2 Species names

Bracken fern   Pteridium esculentum
Tutu    Coriaria arborea
Hebe     Several possible Hebe species
Coprosma   Several possible Coprosma species
Fivefi nger   Pseudopanax arboreus
Manuka   Leptospermum scoparium
Salt Marsh Ribbonwood  Plagianthus divaricatus
Mangrove   Avicennia marina
Pohutukawa   Metrosideros excelsa
Puriri    Vitex lucens
Rimu    Dacrydium cupressinum
Matai    Prumnopitys taxifolia
Kahikatea   Dacrycarpus dacrydioides
Kauri    Agathis australis





Appendix E Radiocarbon dates

Result is                                                       as per Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363. This is based on the Libby
half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in publications and must
include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

Conventional Age or % Modern

C1 3

•

•

•

•

22899

R11/859 TP

Cockle (Austrovenus stutchburyi)

Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization:
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

1.0 0.2

-72.4 4.3

92.8 0.4

604 ± 37 BP

Manukau Harbour, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax +64 7 838 4192
Ph +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

CD

C
14

13

27/2/08

±F C%
14

14
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

27371

NRD 5413

Cockle

Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization: 
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

1.0 0.2

-84.5 4.1

91.6 0.4

709 ± 36 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

13C

R11/859, Ihumatao, Mangere, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

%±

13C

D14C

14/4/10

14

F    C%14
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

27372

NRD 5414

cockle

Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization: 
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 300 seconds, rinsed and dried.

0.8 0.2

-63.0 4.1

93.7 0.4

523 ± 35 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

13C

R11/859, Ihumatao, Mangere, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

%±

13C

D14C

14/4/10

14

F    C%14
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

27373

NRD 983

Coprosma

Sample cleaned.

Sample washed in hot HCl, rinsed and treated with multiple hot NaOH washes. The 
NaOH insoluble fraction was treated with hot HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-24.8 0.2

-48.9 2.5

95.1 0.3

403 ± 30 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

13C

R11/859, Ihumatao, Mangere, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material
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Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰
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±
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

28700

NRD 354

scallop

Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization: 
naturally calcitic species.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 120 seconds, rinsed and dried.

1.0 0.2

-92.9 4.0

90.7 0.4

783 ± 35 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

13C

R11/859, Ihumatao, Mangere, New Zealand, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-

Submitter

Submitter's Code

Site & Location

Sample Material

Physical Pretreatment

Chemical Pretreatment

Result

‰

‰

±

±

Comments

%±
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30/8/10
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F    C%14
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

28701

NRD 364

mangrove

Possible contaminants were removed.  Washed in ultrasonic bath.

Sample washed in hot 10% HCl, rinsed and treated with hot 1% NaOH. The NaOH 
insoluble fraction was treated with hot 10% HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-23.2 0.2

-51.6 4.2

94.8 0.4

426 ± 35 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)

13C

R11/859, Ihumatao, Mangere, New Zealand, New Zealand

M Campbell

The University of Waikato
Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory

Private Bag 3105
Hamilton,
New Zealand.
Fax  +64 7 838 4192
Ph   +64 7 838 4278
email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg

Report on Radiocarbon Age Determination for Wk-
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

28702

NRD 4648

tutu, hebe, coprosma, manuka

Possible contaminants were removed.  Washed in ultrasonic bath.

Sample washed in hot 10% HCl, rinsed and treated with hot 1% NaOH. The NaOH 
insoluble fraction was treated with hot 10% HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-26.1 0.2

-30.1 4.3

97.0 0.4

246 ± 36 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)
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The University of Waikato
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email c14@waikato.ac.nz
Head: Dr Alan Hogg
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 Appendix E Radiocarbon dates

Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

28703

NRD 4651

cockle

Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization: 
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 120 seconds, rinsed and dried.

1.1 0.2

-76.9 4.1

92.3 0.4

643 ± 36 BP
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

28704

NRD 4654

cockle

Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization: 
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 200 seconds, rinsed and dried.

1.1 0.2

-77.5 4.1

92.2 0.4

648 ± 36 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)
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 Appendix E Radiocarbon dates

Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

28705

NRD 4681

bracken, tutu, hebe

Sample cleaned.

Sample washed in hot HCl, rinsed and treated with multiple hot NaOH washes. The 
NaOH insoluble fraction was treated with hot HCl, filtered, rinsed and dried.

-27.3 0.2

-45.9 2.9

95.4 0.3

377 ± 30 BP
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Result is                                                                                       following Stuiver and Polach, 1977, Radiocarbon 19, 355-363.  This 
is based on the Libby half-life of 5568 yr with correction for isotopic fractionation applied.  This age is normally quoted in 
publications and must include the appropriate error term and Wk number.

Quoted errors are 1 standard deviation due to counting statistics multiplied by an experimentally determined Laboratory Error 
Multiplier.

The isotopic fractionation,          , is expressed as ‰ wrt PDB.

F     C% is also known as pMC (percent modern carbon).

28706

NRD 5616

cockle

Surfaces cleaned. Washed in an ultrasonic bath.  Tested for recrystallization: 
aragonite.

Sample acid washed using 2 M dil. HCl for 120 seconds, rinsed and dried.

1.4 0.2

-80.8 3.3

91.9 0.3

677 ± 29 BP

Conventional Age or Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)  •

•

•

• Percent Modern Carbon (pMC)
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214  Th e NRD site: I Th e archaeology
 Appendix E Radiocarbon dates

Marine data from Hughen et al (2004);Delta_R -7±45;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk22899 : 588±37BP

  68.2% probability
    300BP (68.2%) 140BP
  95.4% probability
    390BP (94.2%) 50BP
    10BP ( 1.2%) ...

Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);Delta_R -7±45;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk-27371 : 709±36BP
  68.2% probability
    420BP (68.2%) 300BP
  95.4% probability
    480BP (95.4%) 260BP
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Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);Delta_R -7±45;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk-27372 : 523±35BP
  68.2% probability
    260BP (68.2%) 90BP
  95.4% probability
    267BP (95.4%) ...

Southern Hemisphere Atmospheric data from McCormac et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk-27373 : 403±30BP
  68.2% probability
    500BP (41.5%) 440BP
    370BP (26.7%) 330BP
  95.4% probability
    500BP (95.4%) 320BP



216  Th e NRD site: I Th e archaeology
 Appendix E Radiocarbon dates

Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);Delta_R -7±45;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk28700 : 783±35BP
  68.2% probability
    490BP (68.2%) 370BP
  95.4% probability
    510BP (95.4%) 300BP

Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);Delta_R -7±45;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk28703 : 643±36BP
  68.2% probability
    390BP (68.2%) 240BP
  95.4% probability
    440BP (95.4%) 130BP
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Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);Delta_R -7±45;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk28704 : 648±36BP
  68.2% probability
    390BP (68.2%) 250BP
  95.4% probability
    440BP (95.4%) 140BP

Marine data from Reimer et al (2009);Delta_R -7±45;OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk28706 : 677±29BP
  68.2% probability
    400BP (68.2%) 270BP
  95.4% probability
    460BP (95.4%) 240BP
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Southern Hemisphere Atmospheric data from McCormac et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk28701 : 426±35BP
  68.2% probability
    500BP (52.3%) 440BP
    360BP (15.9%) 330BP
  95.4% probability
    510BP (60.6%) 430BP
    420BP (34.8%) 320BP

Southern Hemisphere Atmospheric data from McCormac et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk28702 : 246±36BP
  68.2% probability
    310BP (22.3%) 270BP
    220BP (45.9%) 150BP
  95.4% probability
    330BP (35.0%) 250BP
    230BP (57.4%) 140BP
    120BP ( 1.4%) 70BP
    30BP ( 1.6%) -11BP
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Southern Hemisphere Atmospheric data from McCormac et al (2004);OxCal v3.10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
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Wk28705 : 377±30BP
  68.2% probability
    470BP (15.4%) 430BP
    410BP (52.8%) 320BP
  95.4% probability
    490BP (95.4%) 310BP
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